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I
n 2008, a Ghanaian entrepreneur established a drug 

company in her country.  This motivated a young 

Ghanaian woman to study biotechnology, and a 

Ghanaian man, employed at a U.S. pharmaceutical 

company, to return to Ghana.  In the past decade, 

enterprising young Nigerians with few resources 

went to China and found ways to bring cheap com-

puters and other equipment home, allowing Nigerian 

students to access the Inter-

net and learn. Profit-driven 

entrepreneurs like these, 

big and small, are promot-

ing learning in low-income 

countries in different fields, 

including science and engi-

neering. How can this pro-

cess be furthered and accel-

erated in such countries? 

Entrepreneurs are gar-

deners who plant innova-

tions in the economy. The 

growth and flowering of 

these innovations attract 

bees—scientists and engi-

neers—and advance their 

skills, pushing them toward 

new techniques, discoveries, 

and careers.  Subsequent en-

trepreneurs work on a richer 

landscape, and a virtuous 

cycle sets in. Through either 

innovations or competition, 

entrepreneurs empower the 

average person economi-

cally, leading to tax revenues 

for governments. Over time, an interlocking economic 

arrangement among entrepreneurs, citizens, and gov-

ernments emerges that hosts scientists and engineers.

Every population has entrepreneurs who push for-

ward to the extent possible. The tragedy of the past 70 

years has been state bureaucracies impeding this natural 

push. This push can also be misdirected. In the 1960s, 

South Asian and African governments invested in uni-

versities to train students in science and engineering. 

These efforts did not lead to economic vibrancy, but 

instead came with state-dominated economies that sup-

pressed commerce and entrepreneurship and kept citi-

zens economically weak. Science and engineering bees 

flew to blooming Western commercial flowers. Today, 

about 70% of African-born immigrants to North America 

have a university education.

Fortunately, entrepreneurs don’t just plant; they also 

transplant. A prominent example is mobile technology, 

which serves average citizens and has spurred thousands 

to study associated science and engineering. This market 

directly paved the way for another layer of ventures for 

the efficient movement of money, people, goods, and mar-

ket information.  These ventures are now giving rise to 

new industrial organizations, potentially affecting science 

and engineering and politi-

cal economies positively. 

How can entrepreneur-

ship be promoted in low-

income countries? To start, 

it must be seen as a natural 

force that enriches many—

citizens, authorities, scien-

tists, engineers, and other 

entrepreneurs.  Because 

they generally recognize 

people as their source of 

sustenance, entrepreneurs 

direct scientists and engi-

neers toward human needs 

and aspirations. Scientists 

and engineers then con-

front physical realities in 

new ways and advance their 

disciplines. A virtuous cycle 

ensues, multiplying knowl-

edge and choices in terms of 

products, jobs, and careers. 

The best place to start is by 

introducing entrepreneur-

ship training that includes 

courses in basic business ed-

ucation, the history of Western economic progress, recent 

entrepreneurial achievements in China and East Asia, 

discussions with successful entrepreneurs from high- and 

low-income countries, analysis of successful entrepre-

neurial trajectories, and competition among students 

on their ideas. Governments can improve regulations, 

establish equity and credit funds, and provide national 

recognition to successful entrepreneurs. Universities can 

galvanize and bridge these efforts.

Scientists and engineers solve important problems. 

However, entrepreneurs identify what is important, in 

terms of relevance to people and economic sustainabil-

ity.  In countries where economic resources are limited, 

it is the gardeners—focused on what will take root—

who can entice, nurture, and direct the bees. 

– Iqbal Quadir 

The entrepreneurial gardeners

Iqbal Quadir 

is Founder and 

Director Emeritus 

of the Legatum 

Center for 

Development and 

Entrepreneurship 

at the 

Massachusetts 

Institute of 

Technology, 

Cambridge, 

MA. E-mail: 

iqbalquadir@mit.

edu

EDITORIAL

10.1126/science.aac7414

“Entrepreneurs are gardeners 
who plant innovations in 

the economy.”
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M
ore than 100 researchers are calling on 

Canadian of  cials to stop new mining of the 

nation’s oil sands. New projects shouldn’t start 

“unless consistent with an implemented plan 

to rapidly reduce carbon pollution, safeguard 

biodiversity, protect human health, and re-

spect treaty rights,” the researchers wrote in a 10 June 

statement posted on www.OilSandsMoratorium.org. 

The signers, who include a Nobel laureate, 12 fellows 

of the Royal Society of Canada, and 22 members of the 

U.S. National Academy of Sciences, of er 10 arguments 

for a moratorium, “each grounded in science.” For ex-

ample, they write, a 2014 report by the government of 

Alberta—where large oil sands deposits are located—

suggests that less than 0.2% of the area af ected by oil 

sands mining has been reclaimed, despite the indus-

try’s assurances. They also note that studies suggest 

Canada can’t meet its existing commitments to curb 

carbon emissions if mining expands. New development 

would show that “Canada has gone rogue,” said one 

signer, policy specialist Thomas Homer-Dixon of the 

University of Waterloo. 

Researchers call for Canada mining ban

An oil sands refinery in 

Fort McMurray, Canada. 

NEWS
I N  B R I E F

“
Let’s be bold—let’s join 

the rest of the world and go metric.

”Former Rhode Island governor and senator Lincoln Chafee last week on 

CNN, announcing his presidential candidacy—and one part of his platform.

AROUND THE WORLD

LHC is back in business
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND |  The long wait for 

the new, improved Large Hadron Collider 

(LHC) is over. On Wednesday, 3 June, physi-

cists at the European particle physics lab 

CERN got their first taste of data from new 

experiments that smash protons together 

at record energies of 13 tera-electronvolts 

(TeV)—nearly twice as high as the accelera-

tor’s first run. The LHC was shuttered for 

2 years to allow for maintenance, repairs, 

and upgrades. In recent months, the 

physicists at CERN have slowly brought the 

machine back online. The LHC achieved 

its first 13-TeV collisions on 20 May, and 

Wednesday marked the first collisions at 

that energy with beams stable enough to 

produce data for the four large experiments 

located around the LHC’s 27-kilometer ring. 

The LHC’s energy boost will aid scientists in 

the search for exotic physics, including the 

elusive dark matter and supersymmetry.

Published by AAAS
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ESA picks mission finalists
PARIS | The European Space Agency has 

narrowed a field of 27 proposals down to 

three in a search for its next medium-sized 

mission. The finalists include projects 

to study the chemistry and physical 

conditions of atmospheres of planets 

around nearby stars, the polarization of 

x-rays from distant high-energy objects, 

and how the sun heats the solar wind 

and planetary atmospheres. The three 

teams will receive funding to develop their 

concepts for several years before a final 

decision is made. The winning mission will 

get a budget up to €450 million and will 

launch in 2025. http://scim.ag/ESAfinalists

Green light to build the GMT
LAS CAMPANAS, CHILE | The Giant Magellan 

Telescope (GMT), one of a trio of mega-

telescopes that will peer skyward next 

decade, on 3 June received $500 million to 

begin construction. The GMT, which will 

ultimately cost about $1 billion, will have 

a mirror 25 meters across, giving it vision 

10 times sharper than the Hubble Space 

Telescope. The telescope, set to be fully 

operational by 2024, is backed by 11 insti-

tutions in Australia, Brazil, Chile, Korea, 

and the United States. Today’s top optical 

and infrared telescopes have mirrors 

about 10 meters across, but advances in 

optics mean the next generation, including 

the GMT, the European Extremely Large 

Telescope, and the Thirty Meter Telescope, 

will be much bigger. This new generation 

of telescopes will allow huge advances in 

studies of the early universe, Earth-like 

planets around other stars, and the mys-

terious dark matter and dark energy that 

influence the structure and expansion of 

the universe. http://scim.ag/GMTconst 

NIH contamination scare
BETHESDA, MARYLAND | Some people 

enrolled in clinical trials with the U.S. 

National Institutes of Health (NIH) will 

continue the use of certain experimental 

BY THE NUMBERS

3%
Fraction of humans—including 

some who are seemingly 

healthy—who have a genetic 

condition, according to a recent 

study in the American Journal of 

Human Genetics. 

54
Number of laboratories—all 

but three of them in the United 

States—to which the Defense 

Department mistakenly sent 

live samples of anthrax, 

it announced last week. 

0%
Snowpack in Oregon’s Klamath 

Basin, as a proportion of the 8 June 

average, according to the state’s 

Natural Resources Conservation 

Service. The region is preparing for 

a 4th year of severe drought. 

A black hole at a galaxy’s center drives jets of material.

When it was wet, Baja’s bunnies went wild

I
n 2010, undergraduate student Isaac Hart of the University of Utah took on a 

monumental and menial task, sorting thousands of hare and rabbit bones collected 

in 2008 from an outcrop in Baja California into species. Five years later, Hart (now 

a graduate student at the university) and his colleagues say the bones are help-

ing highlight the impact of climate change on vertebrate populations over the past 

10,000 years. The 3463 bones, ranging from a few millimeters to about 10 centimeters 

long, belong to two cottontail species—which thrive in dense, moist habitats—and 

one hare, a jackrabbit that does well in dry, open spaces. By comparing the relative 

abundances in the layers of bones, they found that warm, wet El Niño years led to bunny 

booms even when rabbits farther inland were on the decline, the researchers report in 

the July issue of Quaternary Research. The work drives home the impact of precipita-

tion on small mammals’ survival, as well as differences in how climate change will affect 

coastal and inland populations, the researchers say. 

Ancient bones from black-

tailed jackrabbits helped 

reveal El Niño’s effects.

Published by AAAS
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be phased out.” However, budget commis-

sioner Kristalina Georgieva told reporters, 

an abrupt stop to animal testing would be 

premature “because too many scientific 

advances are dependent on this form of 

testing.” The commission said it will seek 

to speed up the development and uptake of 

alternative methods. http://scim.ag/EUanires 

Protests against research reforms
MOSCOW |  About 3000 Russian scientists 

rallied on 6 June to protest government 

reforms of the research system. A reform 

has been ongoing since 2013, but a few 

weeks ago, the Ministry of Education 

and Science and the Federal Agency for 

Scientific Organizations issued a reform 

road map that researchers feared would 

deeply damage science in Russia, largely 

because it would increase the proportion 

of the science budget devoted to com-

petitive funding. The plans suggest that 

“two-thirds of the basic budget funding 

will be withdrawn to run competitions 

between researchers and laboratories,” 

says Evgeny Onishchenko of the Russian 

Academy of Sciences’ (RAS’s) Lebedev 

Physical Institute in Moscow. Whereas 

grant-winners and successful laboratories 

would receive salaries up to four times 

the average salary in their regions, critics 

say other labs would suffer. For example, 

three-quarters of RAS’s institutes could 

end up without salaries or funding for 

equipment and will end up being closed. 

http://scim.ag/Russprot

FINDINGS

Pregnancy screening flags cancer
As prenatal screening for genetic disorders 

gets more sophisticated, surprises are crop-

ping up. This week, researchers in Belgium 

describe discovering three cases of cancer 

in pregnant women thanks to blood tests 

designed to detect chromosomal abnormal-

ities in their fetuses. The tests, which aim 

to capture free-floating DNA fragments 

from the placenta circulating in mom’s 

bloodstream, inevitably catch some of the 

mother’s DNA, too. And if that mater-

nal DNA is from a tumor, its sequencing 

may reveal cancer-specific chromosomal 

aberrations. One of the women described 

in the Belgian study, published in JAMA 

Oncology, had ovarian cancer, while the 

other two had lymphomas. (One case of 

lymphoma was too slow-growing to merit 

treatment.)  Such incidental findings are, 

so far, uncommon: The researchers exam-

ined test results from 4000 women and 

found only the three cancers. 

drugs—although the compounds may have 

fungal contaminations. After an inspection 

by the Food and Drug Administration in 

May revealed multiple problems that could 

expose sterile drugs to contamination, NIH 

suspended operations last week at a facil-

ity that makes experimental drugs for the 

agency’s Clinical Center. NIH is searching 

for alternate sources of products for 

46 potentially affected studies. However, a 

few trial subjects, after being informed of 

the risks, have requested to continue with 

their experimental treatments made by the 

now-closed facility. NIH Director Francis 

Collins has granted exceptions to those 

whose conditions could be severely com-

promised if they failed to receive their next 

scheduled dose. They will be monitored for 

signs of infection. http://scim.ag/NIHdrugcont

Anti-animal research plan rejected
BRUSSELS | The European Commission 

last week rejected a plea to abolish animal 

experiments across the European Union, 

saying that doing so would harm biomedical 

research. On 3 March, a European Citizens’ 

Initiative called Stop Vivisection, signed 

by 1.17 million signatories, formally urged 

the commission to scrap a 2010 directive 

regulating the use of animals in scientific 

research and to propose new rules phas-

ing out animal research in favor of “more 

accurate, reliable, human-relevant methods.” 

Many science organizations and a group 

of Nobel laureates spoke out in defense 

of animal research. In its official decision, 

the commission told the petitioners that it 

shares the “belief that animal testing should 

Many European fish on brink of extinction

M
ore than 90 species of marine fish in Europe’s waters are threatened with 

extinction, finds a report published 3 June by the International Union for 

Conservation of Nature and funded by the European Commission. Sharks 

(such as the blue shark, pictured), rays, and other cartilaginous fish are at 

greatest risk, with about 40% facing extinction. Unregulated overfishing is a 

primary culprit, but fisheries are also being harmed by pollution, coastal development, 

offshore oil and gas development, and mining. “There’s been no effective movement on 

fisheries management in the Mediterranean in the last decade,” says Nicholas Dulvy, 

a marine ecologist at Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, in Canada, and one of the 

report’s authors. The report is the first complete assessment of extinction risk for the 

more than 1200 species of marine fish native to the Mediterranean, Black, Baltic, and  

North seas, as well as  the European part of the Atlantic Ocean. http://scim.ag/Eurfish

Published by AAAS
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By Kai Kupferschmidt, in Seoul

C
rowds wearing facemasks on Asian 

city streets, soaring numbers of cases 

and deaths, rumors and panic. To 

anyone who remembers the outbreak 

of severe acute respiratory syndrome 

(SARS) in 2003, the reports from 

South Korea last week about another viral 

disease seemed grimly familiar. But virolo-

gists downplay parallels between SARS and 

the new outbreak of Middle East respira-

tory syndrome (MERS). With 95 cases and 

seven deaths as Science went to press, it is 

the biggest MERS outbreak ever outside of 

Saudi Arabia. Yet the virus doesn’t spread 

as easily as the SARS virus, and it shows 

no signs of mutating to become more 

dangerous. There is little doubt that 

South Korea will bring it under control, 

says virologist Christian Drosten of the 

University of Bonn in Germany. 

The episode may even have a silver 

lining: It could aid understanding of 

MERS, which was discovered only in 

2012. In contrast to Saudi Arabia’s 

reticence to let foreign scientists in or 

share data and samples, South Korea 

has so far provided regular updates 

and shared the virus with some outside 

experts. “I have no doubt that given the 

quality of Korean science, the country will 

contribute much new knowledge about the 

disease,” Margaret Chan, director-general 

of the World Health Organization (WHO), 

said on Tuesday in a video address to the 

World Conference of Science Journalists, 

which was held in Seoul this week. 

While SARS, a relative of MERS, sick-

ened more than 8000 people around the 

world before it was stopped in its tracks, 

MERS has been slower to spread among 

humans, although it efficiently infects 

camels, its main host (Science, 20 March, 

p. 1296). But it can spread remarkably fast 

in hospitals; hospital outbreaks in Saudi 

Arabia have caused many hundreds of 

cases. Drosten believes the South Korean 

outbreak is similar.

The first South Korean patient, who had 

visited four Middle Eastern countries before 

flying home, was treated from 15 to 17 May 

in St. Mary’s Hospital in Pyeongtaek. There, 

he infected the other patient in his room, 

that patient’s son and daughter, and doctors, 

nurses, and patients in other rooms—more 

than 30 people altogether, in what research-

ers call a “superspreading event.”

“I assume the index case excreted a lot 

of coronavirus and contaminated that 

whole hospital floor,” says WooJoo Kim, 

president of the Korean Society of Infec-

tious Diseases, who is advising the 

government’s MERS response team. 

Indeed, a survey of dozens of inten-

sive care patients in Saudi Arabia has 

shown that some have vastly higher 

amounts of virus in their lungs than 

others. Kim also suspects that infec-

tion control was poor at St. Mary’s Hos-

pital, which opened just a few months 

ago. The patient, who was coughing, 

was treated in a small room that had 

an air conditioner but no ventilation. 

“We are speculating that there is a 

very high density of virus particles in 

I N  D E P T H

Soldiers wore masks at a 

ceremony to mark South Korea’s 

60th Memorial Day in Seoul.

Amid panic, a chance to learn about MERS
South Korea’s explosive outbreak gives scientists fresh opportunities to study the virus

INFECTIOUS DISEASES
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MERS’s Asian explosion
As of 9 June, South Korea had the second highest 
number of confirmed MERS cases.

Saudi Arabia

South Korea

United Arab Emirates

Jordan

Qatar

Confrmed cases

1015

95

76

19

13
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Signs of ancient proteins 
seen inside dinosaur bones
Can soft tissue survive 75 million years?

PALEONTOLOGYthe air,” says JongKoo Lee, director of the 

Seoul National University Hospital and for-

mer head of the Korea Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention. 

That doesn’t explain why the virus 

spread so well in a second and third gen-

eration of patients, however. One patient 

infected by the index case spent 3 days in 

the emergency room of Samsung Medi-

cal Center, Kim says, infecting another 

36 people so far. Some have speculated 

that the virus may have mutated to become 

more transmissible. But the two virus iso-

lates that have been sequenced don’t show 

significant changes from earlier strains, 

says Marion Koopmans, a virologist at Eras-

mus MC in Rotterdam, the Netherlands, 

who has studied them. “There are no obvi-

ous red flags,” Koopmans says.

The South Korean government has posted 

numbers of newly diagnosed cases daily. As 

a result, the outbreak is unfolding “as a live 

event due to social media,” says Peter Ben 

Embarek, who heads WHO’s MERS task 

force. South Korea has so far quarantined 

more than 2500 contacts of patients; they 

are being monitored and tested for MERS if 

they develop symptoms. 

The rapidly climbing numbers have 

stoked fears, however. Many people have 

started wearing facemasks; more than a 

thousand schools and kindergartens have 

been temporarily closed, and movie the-

aters and supermarkets are reporting fewer 

customers. None of that is expected to pre-

vent infections, which seem to occur only 

in hospitals. Ben Embarek says the govern-

ment has provided too little information to 

put the numbers into context. “Numbers 

are important, but we have to do more than 

that,” he says. The government also fed 

anxiety by initially refusing to name the af-

fected hospitals. 

Another striking aspect of the outbreak 

is that fewer than 10% of the South Korean 

patients have died. Until now, the case fa-

tality rate among known MERS patients 

has been about 40%. Most scientists as-

sumed that to be an overestimate; South 

Korean authorities may be picking up more 

mild cases, which may allow for a better es-

timate of the virus’s true lethality.

MERS may reveal other secrets in South 

Korea, Kim says. Researchers are measur-

ing virus levels of most patients multiple 

times over the course of their illness, which 

will help them trace the dynamics of the 

infection and perhaps understand why 

some people spread the virus so widely. 

Scientists also want to look for antibodies 

in contacts who never became sick, to see 

whether some who are infected can fight 

off the disease. “There is a lot to learn,” 

Kim says. ■

By Robert F. Service

T
he cupboards of the Natural History 

Museum in London hold spectacular 

dinosaur fossils, from 10-centimeter, 

serrated Tyrannosaurus rex teeth to 

a 4-meter-long hadrosaur tail. Now, 

researchers are reporting another 

spectacular find, buried in eight non-

descript fossils from the same collection: 

what appear to be ancient red blood cells 

and fibers of ancient protein. 

Using new methods to peer deep inside 

fossils, the study in this 

week’s issue of Nature 

Communications backs 

up previous, contro-

versial reports of such 

structures in dinosaur 

bones. It also suggests 

that soft tissue preserva-

tion may be more com-

mon than anyone had 

guessed. “It’s encourag-

ing,” especially because 

the proteins were found 

in what appear to be 

the most unremark-

able, ordinary bones, 

says Matthew Collins, 

an archaeologist and 

biochemist at the Uni-

versity of York in the United Kingdom. But 

he and others caution that the team hasn’t 

proven beyond doubt that the structures do 

contain ancient proteins. 

As early as the 1970s, researchers cap-

tured images of what looked like cellular 

structures inside dinosaur fossils. But did 

the structures contain actual tissue? Pro-

teins commonly decay hundreds to thou-

sands of years after an organism dies, but 

in rare cases they have been known to 

survive up to 3 million years. In a series of 

studies beginning a decade ago, a team led 

by North Carolina State University paleon-

tologist Mary Schweitzer reported that they 

had extracted what appeared to be collagen, 

the most abundant protein in bone, from a 

68-million-year-old T. rex fossil. They se-

quenced fragments of the protein and con-

cluded that it closely matched that of birds, 

dinosaurs’ living descendants (Science, 

25 March 2005, p. 1852; 13 April 2007, p. 

280). But other teams haven’t been able 

to replicate the work, and some suggested 

that the collagen could be contamination. 

The new study, led by materials scien-

tist Sergio Bertazzo and paleontologist 

Susannah Maidment, both of Imperial Col-

lege London, has a different strategy for 

hunting down ancient proteins. Bertazzo, an 

expert on how living bones incorporate min-

erals, uses a tool called a focused ion beam to 

slice through samples, leaving pristine sur-

faces that are ideal for high-resolution imag-

ing studies. He teamed up with Maidment 

to apply the technique 

to eight chunks of di-

nosaur toe, rib, hip, leg, 

and claw. 

What they found 

shocked them. Imag-

ing the fresh-cut sur-

faces with scanning and 

transmission electron 

microscopes, “we didn’t 

see bone crystallites” 

as expected, Maidment 

says. “What we saw in-

stead was soft tissue. 

It was completely un-

expected. My initial re-

sponse was these results 

are not real.”

The U.K. team tested 

more fossils and ran microscopic samples 

from what appear to be collagen fibers 

through a mass spectrometer to get the 

weight of the component molecules. The 

weights came back as identical to those of 

the three most common amino acids in col-

lagen, the team reports.

But outsiders, including Schweitzer, say 

that the weights aren’t conclusive proof 

that the molecules being analyzed are 

amino acids, or that they came from a di-

nosaur rather than a contaminant. Results 

from a different type of mass spectrometer 

that can sequence the amino acids in a pro-

tein fragment could more strongly suggest 

the existence of collagen and replicate the 

earlier work, Collins says. Maidment says 

the team hopes to do such studies soon. 

If they succeed, the work may spur addi-

tional efforts to isolate dinosaur proteins 

and understand how they differed from 

those of their modern relatives. ■

A false-color image of a dinosaur fossil, taken 

with a scanning electron microscope, shows 

linear features that look like collagen fibers.
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By Jane Qiu, in Beijing

W
ell before an asteroid struck the 

planet some 66 million years ago, 

Earth was already in turmoil, a 

record from an ancient lakebed in 

northeastern China suggests. In-

vestigators knew from ocean floor 

sediments that the climate was unstable at 

the end of the Cretaceous period, when the 

dinosaurs were making their last stand. But 

findings from deep drilling in the Songliao 

Basin, presented at a conference here this 

spring, show that the climate swings on 

land were far more drastic, with average 

annual temperatures going up or down by 

as much as 20°C over tens of thousands of 

years—a geological eyeblink. “It certainly 

wasn’t a good time for the dinosaurs,” says 

Robert Spicer, a paleoclimatologist at the 

Open University in Milton Keynes, U.K.

The findings support a growing consen-

sus that a one-two punch felled the dino-

saurs and their contemporaries. Extreme 

climate fluctuations and tectonic processes 

that eliminated seaways during the last few 

million years of the Cretaceous snuffed out 

some species and hobbled others, the theory 

holds, before the massive asteroid slammed 

into the Yucatán Peninsula and finished off 

about three-quarters of Earth’s life forms. 

The direst picture yet of the Cretaceous’s 

waning days comes from the Songliao Ba-

sin. Covering 260,000 square kilometers, 

much of the New Zealand–sized swath was 

a gigantic lake for 80 million years during 

the Cretaceous. The lakebed’s sediments 

“provide a unique record of what the land 

environment was like during this turbulent 

time,” says Page Chamberlain, a paleoclima-

tologist at Stanford University in Palo Alto, 

California, and a principal investigator of 

the Songliao International Continental Sci-

entific Drilling Project. 

Over the past decade, the drilling team, 

led by geologist Wang Chengshan of the 

China University of Geosciences in Bei-

jing, has delved 2.6 kilometers into the ba-

sin, below the K-Pg boundary between the 

Cretaceous and the Paleogene periods. By 

analyzing oxygen and carbon isotope ratios 

in the sediment cores, they could trace the 

seesawing temperatures during the last 

6 million years of the Cretaceous, an age 

known as the Maastrichtian. 

Songliao’s high latitude likely amplified 

the fluctuations recorded in the marine 

records, which tend to blend and blur cli-

mate signals. And because the lake sedi-

ments accumulated about 10 times faster 

than the marine sediments did, they offer 

a finer grained and more precisely date-

able picture. But the main selling point of 

Songliao is the unparalleled continuous re-

cord of how the Cretaceous played out on 

land, says Stephan Graham, a sedimentary 

geologist at Stanford University, who is also 

a principal investigator of the project.

The sediments reveal not only the extent 

of the temperature swings, but also a likely 

cause. Two major Maastrichtian warming 

events captured in the Songliao cores—

68 million years ago and 66.3 million years 

ago—coincide with massive eruptions of the 

Deccan Traps, a volcanic region in present-

day India. According to carbon isotope stud-

ies, that second warming event was marked 

by a rapid doubling in atmospheric carbon 

dioxide. “This was the time when the bulk of 

Deccan eruptions occurred, which presum-

ably released a massive amount of carbon 

dioxide,” says Zhang Laiming of the China 

University of Geosciences. 

The intense greenhouse effect drove 

average temperatures to about 22.3°C—

compared with 5°C at Songliao today. Add-

ing to the climate turmoil, the warming was 

interrupted just after the K-Pg boundary by 

a brief cooling episode, which the team at-

tributes to dust, soot, and aerosols from the 

Yucatán impact.

As the Maastrichtian climate convulsed, 

ecosystems changed. The Songliao sedi-

ments trapped spores, pollen, algae, and os-

tracods, or seed shrimp. To the researchers’ 

surprise, some of the species typical of the 

Paleocene—the geological epoch following 

the Cretaceous—emerged several million 

years before the K-Pg boundary. Turnovers 

in the biota, Wang says, “had already been 

under way when the asteroid struck.”

Paleontologists suspect that dinosaurs 

were feeling the stress. In a review last 

August in The Geological Society of Amer-

ica Special Papers, paleontologist David 

Archibald of San Diego State University and 

colleagues noted that the number of non-

avian dinosaur species shrank by half in the 

last 10 million years of the Cretaceous, with 

the biggest losses occurring in the Maas-

trichtian. The Chicxulub impact was, Wang 

says, “the straw that broke the camel’s back.” 

Put another way, Spicer says, “if the asteroid 

came in on a less stressed system, the effects 

would not have been so severe.”

Having conquered the K-Pg boundary at 

Songliao, Wang is pressing deeper into the 

basin—all the way to the Jurassic-Cretaceous 

boundary about 145 million years ago, a time 

also marked by climatic havoc, mass extinc-

tions, and species turnovers. Those cores, 

from as much as 6.4 kilometers below the 

surface, will span the entire Cretaceous pe-

riod and, Spicer says, give fresh insights into 

the world in which the dinosaurs thrived 

and ultimately died. “You have to look at 

the bigger picture to fully understand what 

happened at the boundaries.” ■

A decadelong drilling project in northeastern 

China has penetrated sediments from as early 

as 100 million years ago.

Dinosaur climate probed
Ancient lake sediments in China record epic temperature 
swings, biotic turnover before the mass extinction

PALEOCLIMATOLOGY
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By Emily Underwood

I
n 1980, an 11-year old boy with cere-

bral palsy had an electrical stimulator 

implanted into his cerebellum to treat 

the involuntary muscle contractions 

that contorted his body. Once the de-

vice was switched on, the boy’s erratic 

movements calmed.

Now 46, the man still uses the stimu-

lator, but the device is wearing out. The 

company that developed it has stopped 

manufacturing the device, and the elec-

trodes used in the original are no longer 

available, says neurosurgeon Robert Gross 

of Emory University in Atlanta, who cares 

for the patient.

The predicament provides a cautionary 

tale for neuroscientists, surgeons, and de-

vice manufacturers anticipating two new 

rounds of grants from the National Insti-

tutes of Health (NIH) this summer, with 

a total of about $12 million distributed 

among seven to 14 awardees. Those grants, 

the first from NIH’s part of President 

Barack Obama’s Brain Research through 

Advancing Innovative Neurotechnologies 

(BRAIN) Initiative to test human therapies, 

will greatly expand clinical experiments 

with invasive brain devices—and add ur-

gency to the ethical and practical issues 

they raise. 

In recent decades, investigators have 

developed therapies for depression, Par-

kinson’s disease, deafness, and other con-

ditions that rely on electrodes sending 

signals into the brain. But moving from 

laboratory experiments to the clinic has 

been difficult, and a BRAIN workshop last 

week at the National Institute of Mental 

Health (NIMH) in Bethesda, Maryland, fo-

cused on ways to remove some obstacles. 

Under current U.S. regulations, for ex-

ample, researchers must apply for a special 

exemption from the Food and Drug Ad-

ministration (FDA) to conduct clinical ex-

periments of neurostimulatory devices and 

brain-machine interfaces. FDA has sped up 

its processing time for such permits from 

more than 440 days to about 100 in recent 

years, but at the meeting, an FDA represen-

tative said the agency aimed to this year re-

duce its approval time to 30 days. “FDA just 

got religion. That’s amazing,” says Thomas 

Insel, NIMH’s director.

NIH aims to remove another barrier that 

hampers scientific efforts to explore new 

uses for the few commercially approved 

invasive brain devices, such as deep brain 

stimulators for people with Parkinson’s 

disease. The FDA research exemption often 

requires getting a manufacturer’s permis-

sion to “unlock” their device’s experimental 

capabilities, such as the frequency and pat-

tern of stimulation a machine can deliver. 

This essentially makes the companies the 

“sole arbiters” in determining which exper-

iments are worthwhile, Gross says. 

With the new BRAIN grants, however, 

NIH plans to act as “matchmaker” between 

researchers and device companies, creat-

ing teams that must agree to a common 

contract specifying intellectual property 

rights, data sharing, and other tricky mat-

ters than can hamper negotiations. Those 

changes and others should enable inves-

tigators to refine brain stimulation thera-

pies, says Kip Ludwig, program director for 

neural engineering at the National Insti-

tute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke 

in Bethesda, Maryland, and organizer of 

the meeting. “The truth is we know very 

little about how even the most successful 

implantable devices work, and this founda-

tional research is critically necessary to op-

timize existing therapies, or uncover new 

therapeutic indications.” 

Other fields have also confronted the dif-

ficulties of experimenting with implanted 

devices—cardiologists with pacemakers 

and endocrinologists with insulin pumps, 

for example. But Hank Greely, a bioethicist 

at Stanford University in Palo Alto, Cali-

fornia, suggests that neuroscientists face 

special challenges. “We understand the 

brain much less than we understand the 

insulin system or heart rhythms,” he says, 

adding, “although you can do great dam-

age with other implants, you are rarely go-

ing to change, directly at least, the patient’s 

personality. Even with DBS for Parkinson’s 

disease, we see patients whose personality 

and behavior changes dramatically with re-

gard to gambling or to sex.”  

Recent failures of several large clinical 

trials of deep brain stimulation for depres-

sion loomed large over the meeting. In the 

Clinical trials of 

neurotechnologies like this 

deep brain stimulator, designed 

to treat Parkinson’s disease, can 

raise tricky ethical issues.
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By David Grimm

I
n 2013, the Nonhuman Rights Project 

filed a series of lawsuits asking courts 

to recognize four New York chimpan-

zees as legal persons and free them 

from captivity. The animal rights 

group, which hopes to set a precedent 

for research chimps everywhere, has yet to 

succeed, but in April a judge ordered Stony 

Brook University to defend its possession 

of two of these animals, Hercules and Leo. 

Last month, the group and the university 

squared off in court, and the judge is ex-

pected to issue a decision soon. But the 

scientist working with the chimps, anato-

mist Susan Larson, has remained largely 

silent until now. In an exclusive interview, 

Larson talks about her work with these an-

imals and the impact the litigation is hav-

ing on her studies—and research animals 

in general. This interview has been edited 

for clarity and brevity.  

Q: Where did Hercules and Leo come from? 

A: They were born 8 years ago at the New 

Iberia Research Center in Louisiana. They 

were among the last juveniles New Iberia 

had. We’ve had them on loan for 6 years. 

Q: What kind of work do you do with them?

A: We’re interested in learning about the 

evolution of bipedalism by actually looking 

at what real animals do. Over the past 

30 years, we’ve looked at 17 different spe-

cies of primates, including 11 chimpanzees. 

Chimpanzees are the best model because 

they are so close to us. When we compare 

how they walk to how we walk, we can 

feed those data into computer models that 

may help us understand how early homi-

nids like Lucy moved around. The work 

we’re doing with Hercules and Leo is the 

most important work we’ve done.

Q: What do the experiments involve?

A: We do three types of experiments: 

motion analysis, which involves painting 

nontoxic white markers on the chim-

panzees’ limbs so video cameras can 

accurately track their movements; kinetic 

analysis, where we look at the forces 

generated by the animals as they walk 

over force plates; and electro myography, 

where fine-wire electrodes inserted into 

the muscles tell us how they contribute 

to the motion we’re studying. We don’t do 

anything with these chimpanzees that we 

haven’t done on ourselves.

United States, companies or institutions 

sponsoring research are rarely, if ever, re-

quired to pay medical costs that trial sub-

jects incur as a result of their participation, 

Greely points out. “Many people who work 

in research ethics, including me, think this 

is wrong,” he says. 

Even a willing sponsor can do little for 

a brain implant recipient if the manufac-

turer goes out of business. The Freehand 

device from the company NeuroControl is 

one glaring example, says Warren Grill, a 

biomedical engineer at Duke University in 

Durham, North Carolina. The device suc-

cessfully reactivated paralyzed hands in 

people with a specific type of nerve damage 

and was approved by FDA in 1997. In 2001, 

however, NeuroControl abandoned the 

technology in order to focus on a therapy 

for stroke victims. When the company went 

under, the roughly 250 people who had re-

ceived the device both during and after tri-

als could no longer access replacements for 

the fraying wires in their implants.

Some companies try to avoid such un-

fortunate circumstances by making trial 

participants agree in advance that an im-

planted device will be removed at the end 

of a trial, even if they were seeing benefits. 

That “seems unfair,” says Paul Ford, an eth-

icist at the Cleveland Clinic in Ohio.

Otherwise, if an investigator wants to 

ensure that trial participants continue to 

benefit from the devices used in a study 

and get proper care and maintenance, 

they “must play the chess game many, 

many moves ahead,” said Helen Mayberg, 

a psychiatrist at Emory University, dur-

ing a workshop panel on ethics. St. Jude 

Medical, a maker of deep brain stimulation 

technology, discontinued one large trial for 

depression in 2013 because of disappoint-

ing results. But Mayberg has kept going an 

independent trial she started 8 years ago 

of the same electrode device. She believes 

her data show it helps a large subset of her 

patients (Science, 1 November 2013, p. 548). 

Moreover, as long as she keeps the trial 

open, she notes, Medicare and private in-

surance will cover at least some of her pa-

tients’ medical costs related to the device. 

If such regulatory, ethical, and practi-

cal challenges can be sorted out, the new 

BRAIN grants may kick-start desperately 

needed technology development, according 

to some at the meeting. Wireless, flexible, 

and durable implants that can both pick 

up and trigger neuronal firing are within 

reach, they predict. “It has been difficult 

for me to understand why we are using 

1990s technology to put stimulators in peo-

ple’s brains, when you consider how much 

cellphones and wireless technology have 

advanced in past 20 years,” Insel notes. ■

Susan Larson spends some time with Hercules in her Stony Brook lab.

The scientist behind 
the ‘personhood’ chimps
Susan Larson defends her work with two research 
chimpanzees at the heart of a legal battle
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Q: Why can’t you do this kind of work in a 

zoo or sanctuary?

A: The work we do requires a lot of time 

and effort. You need to be able to collect 

many samples of the same behavior. Ani-

mals in zoos and sanctuaries are notori-

ously unwilling to do what we want them 

to. Hercules and Leo do everything for a 

grape or a cherry or a bit of juice. 

Q: What are their living conditions? 

A: We have a very large facility. It’s the 

equivalent of three moderate-sized bed-

rooms that are adjacent to each other. 

They have hammocks, ropes for climb-

ing, and magazines to tear up. We have 

an animal handler whose job is to keep 

them comfortable and stimulated. She 

hides treats in card-

board boxes and gives 

them plastic toys like 

airplanes to play with. 

We try to make their 

day-to-day lives as 

interesting as possible. 

We don’t want them 

to feel threatened or 

frightened; otherwise 

we wouldn’t get 

reliable results. 

Q: How do you view your 

relationship with them?

A: I interact with them 

weekly, but the animal 

handler has the most direct contact with 

them. I don’t have the bond with them 

that the animal handler does; she loves 

them and loves spending time with them. 

I see them as collaborators, as willing 

participants in the project. And I respect 

them. I would never ask them to ride a 

bicycle or anything goofy like that.

Q: How have perceptions of animal research 

changed in the decades you have been 

working with primates? 

A: There has been a sea change in at-

titudes towards chimpanzee research. 

Oversight has become much stricter, and 

getting approval to do this work has been 

harder. The space we have used to be 

considered vast for these animals; now it’s 

considered average. 

In the past, this research wasn’t con-

sidered controversial; my colleagues used 

to appear on television programs to talk 

about their work. Now, my university is 

very reticent to talk about this research at 

all. I’ve been consistently advised never to 

respond to reporters, even though I don’t 

think there’s anything that needs to be con-

cealed. I’m very proud of the work we do, 

and I feel comfortable with the procedures 

we use. They worry about us being targeted 

by animal rights activists, so they think it’s 

better to say nothing than to say something 

that could be used against you.   

Q: What do you make of the movement to 

turn chimpanzees into legal persons? 

A: I think giving them personhood status 

is a sham. If anyone treats them like 

people, it’s us. We don’t treat them like 

prisoners; we only work with them when 

they’re willing. But we have to be cog-

nizant that these are chimpanzees—not 

people. They can’t provide for themselves; 

they need human care and protection. 

They are remarkable animals, and we 

should respect what they are and what 

they need. You don’t have to pretend 

something is a person 

to treat it justly.         

Q: How has the litigation 

affected you? 

A: Stony Brook is 

keeping me out of it. 

It hasn’t changed our 

protocols, but the uni-

versity has scrutinized 

us much more closely. 

They’re not happy about 

it. I find a lot of what 

the other side is saying 

very untrue and hurt-

ful. It’s upsetting when 

someone calls you an 

evil scientist, or when they say we’re caus-

ing pain or needless suffering. It’s strange 

to hear people talking about these animals 

when they don’t know who they are. 

Q: What’s next for Hercules and Leo?

A: Our project is winding up in the next 

few weeks. After that, it’s New Iberia’s de-

cision what to do with them. They’ve said 

they intend to retire them to a sanctuary. 

After that, our facility will go dormant.

Q: What do you see as the future of 

chimp research? 

A: The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is 

considering classifying both captive and 

wild chimpanzees as endangered. NIH 

[the National Institutes of Health] is say-

ing they’re not as useful as animal models. 

Grant money is very hard to come by, 

and it’s becoming increasingly difficult 

to meet the regulatory standards. Pretty 

soon, the kind of work I do will not be 

possible anymore. We’re going to end up 

with chimpanzees completely cut off from 

humans; they’ll become alien beings. And 

that makes me sad, because I think 

there are still a lot of things we can learn 

from them. ■

Hercules climbs a tree trunk during 

a locomotion experiment.

By Jon Cohen

T
he very trait that makes HIV so good 

at dodging the immune system—and 

at thwarting efforts to develop an ef-

fective vaccine—might also turn out 

to be an Achilles’ heel.

HIV evades immune attack by 

copying itself at breakneck speed, regu-

larly mutating so that each progeny differs 

slightly from the parent virus. The pace of 

change means that the more closely two 

isolates resemble each other, the more 

recently they shared a common host—

making it possible to track the spread of 

the virus and design precise interventions 

to block it. Last week at the New York 

Academy of Sciences in New York City, 

researchers, public health specialists, and 

HIV/AIDS advocates discussed how to ex-

ploit the potential of the technique, called 

phylogenetic analysis—and the thorny ethi-

cal and legal issues it raises. 

“This is a methodological breakthrough,” 

says epidemiologist William Blattner of the 

University of Maryland School of Medi-

cine’s Institute of Human Virology in Bal-

timore. The plummeting costs of DNA and 

RNA sequencing are now allowing it to be 

applied on a large scale, and early efforts 

are yielding some surprises about how HIV 

spreads and when it can most effectively 

be controlled.

At the heart of the technique is the as-

sumption that if the HIV sequences found 

in two people differ by less than 1.5%, then 

they are in a “transmission cluster.” This 

does not prove that one person infected the 

other—there could have been intermediar-

ies—but their infections are closely linked. 

Because HIV mutates at a constant rate, 

researchers can also construct a molecular 

clock to estimate when the transmission 

took place. Combining the information 

from many HIV-infected people in a lim-

ited geographical area creates diagrams 

that resemble airline routing maps, allow-

ing researchers to infer the direction and 

speed of spread.

One study, by a group led by epidemi-

MOLECULAR EPIDEMIOLOGY

HIV family 
trees reveal 
viral spread
New studies could aid public 
health efforts
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ologist Alexa Oster of the U.S. Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in 

Atlanta, takes advantage of a CDC recom-

mendation that before starting antiretro-

viral (ARV) treatment, every newly infected 

person be tested for drug-resistant virus. 

That requires sequencing HIV, which has 

enabled CDC to build an anonymized data-

base that includes information such as 

likely mode of transmission and age. 

With researchers from the University of 

California, San Diego, Oster’s team mined 

HIV sequences from 27 sites around the 

country. They found that in men who re-

port having sex with men (MSM), that ex-

plains the transmission 88% of the time. 

But surprisingly, Oster said, among men 

and women who inject drugs, the most 

common source of infection is not needle 

sharing but sex involving MSM. Also unex-

pected: Infections in heterosexual women 

were more frequently linked to MSM than 

to heterosexual men. 

CDC is now tracking transmission net-

works of 30 or more people to project 

whether they will grow by 2020. “If we 

were able to predict which clusters are 

going to grow, we would know where we 

might want to focus prevention efforts,” 

Oster said.

Christophe Fraser, an epidemiologist 

at Imperial College London, and his col-

leagues hope to bolster prevention efforts 

in the Netherlands with their analysis of 

more than 13,000 HIV sequences from a 

cohort of predominantly MSM. They iden-

tified 106 distinct transmission networks 

and 883 probable transmitters, 69.2% of 

whom had undiagnosed infections; diag-

nosed people on ARV treatment, in con-

trast, rarely transmitted. What’s more, 40% 

of the probable transmitters had just re-

cently become infected, a time when they 

are most infectious. Models suggest that 

treating high-risk people who test negative 

for HIV with ARVs, a strategy called pre-

exposure prophylaxis, could lead to “sub-

stantial reductions in transmission” in the 

Netherlands, Fraser said. 

An ambitious new consortium, the Phylo-

genetics and Networks for Generalised 

HIV Epidemics in Africa (PANGEA_HIV), 

plans to sequence 20,000 full HIV genomes 

from people who are already participat-

ing in other research studies in four sub-

Saharan countries. PANGEA_HIV aims to 

see whether phylogenetics can accurately 

assess new infection rates. That, in turn, 

could reveal whether a prevention interven-

tion worked. “If you can use genetic data 

to see the effect of interventions, it may be 

much cheaper” than the current method of 

following an uninfected cohort over time, 

said PANGEA_HIV collaborator Tulio de 

Oliveira, a bioinformatics specialist at the 

Wellcome Trust Africa Centre for Health 

and Population Studies in Mtubatuba, 

South Africa.  

Speakers stressed the limits of phylo-

genetic analyses and cautioned that data 

could potentially be misused. Gay men 

could be “blamed” for infecting hetero-

sexual women, for example. Several coun-

tries criminalize HIV transmission and 

homosexuality, and some speakers worry 

that governments could try to acquire 

confidential information to identify indi-

viduals in the studies. “Using this technol-

ogy does not prove who infected whom: 

It proves that people were involved in a 

temporally related transmission cluster,” 

stressed Mark Harrington of Treatment 

Action Group in New York City. “We don’t 

want to have a bunch of court cases where 

people are suing because they have biologi-

cally similar strains.” ■

UCSD’s Davey Smith and co-workers created an HIV transmission network map, shown here in December 2014, 

from 15 years of sequence data.

2015

SCIENTIFIC

CONFERENCES
Presenting the most

significant research on

cancer etiology, prevention,

diagnosis, and treatment

CRI-CIMT-EATI-AACR

The Inaugural International Cancer

Immunotherapy Conference: Translating

Science into Survival

September 16-19, 2015 • New York, NY

Chromatin and Epigenetics in Cancer

Co-Chairpersons: Peter A. Jones,

Sharon Y. R. Dent, and

CharlesW. M. Roberts

September 24-27, 2015 • Atlanta, GA

Advances in Breast Cancer Research

Co-Chairpersons: Matthew J. Ellis,

Charles M. Perou, and Jane E. Visvader

October 17-20, 2015 • Bellevue, WA

Advances in Ovarian Cancer Research:

Exploiting Vulnerabilities

Co-Chairpersons: Kathleen R. Cho,

Douglas A. Levine, and Benjamin G. Neel

October 17-20, 2015 • Orlando, FL

Fourth AACR International Conference

on Frontiers in Basic Cancer Research

Chairperson: M. Celeste Simon

Co-Chairpersons: James P. Allison,

John E. Dick, Nathanael S. Gray, and

Victor E. Velculescu

October 23-26, 2015 • Philadelphia, PA

The Basic Science of Sarcomas

Co-Chairpersons: Robert G. Maki,

Angelo Paolo Dei Tos, Jonathan A. Fletcher,

Lee J. Helman, and Brian A. Van Tine

November 3-4, 2015 • Salt Lake City, UT

AACR-NCI-EORTC International

Conference on

Molecular Targets and Cancer

Therapeutics

Scientific Committee Co-Chairpersons:

Levi A. Garraway, Lee J. Helman, and

Jean-Charles Soria

November 5-9, 2015 • Boston, MA

Advances in Pediatric Cancer Research:

FromMechanisms andModels to

Treatment and Survivorship

Co-Chairpersons: Scott A. Armstrong,

Charles G. Mullighan, KevinM. Shannon, and

Kimberly Stegmaier

November 9-12, 2015 • Fort Lauderdale, FL

www.AACR.org/Calendar
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By Jeffrey Mervis

BUSINESS DECISIONS
What does it take for an academic scientist to become 

an entrepreneur? Here are some of their stories

F
or academics, the journey from a discovery to a product can 

be arduous. But as a culture of entrepreneurship has spread 

to universities across the country and around the world, aid 

stations have popped up to ease the way. They come in vari-

ous forms, including campus competitions to solicit com-

mercially viable ideas, universities establishing their own 

venture capital funds and “incubators” to nurture startup 

companies, and programs such as the Innovation Corps (I-

Corps) at the National Science Foundation.

“We all know that entrepreneurship is the big buzzword 

today on campus,” says Laura Ray, an engineer at Dartmouth College, 

who has founded two firms based on her work in acoustics and signal 

detection and runs a graduate fellowship program in innovation.

Ray’s own entrepreneurial learning curve has been steep. Her first 

company, begun in 2005, was the result of a knock on the door from 

a university tech transfer official who asked if she had anything that 

could be taken to market. “We thought he was crazy,” Ray recalls—

but she was willing to take a shot. Eight years later, a second 

company grew out of her participation in I-Corps’ 10-week boot 

camp for would-be academic entrepreneurs. “I-Corps opened my 

eyes,” Ray says. “It taught me that you need to know the customer, 

and your value proposition—that is, how you plan to make money.”

Despite those commercial ventures, Ray has remained an 

academic. And although some scientists leave campus to follow their 

commercial dreams, most do not. They like research and teaching, 

for one thing, and may not think they have what it takes to run a 
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company. “If I had quit my [academic] job, 

I don’t know that I would have succeeded,” 

Ray admits. Frances Arnold, a biochemist 

at the California Institute of Technology 

in Pasadena, who has founded two biofuel 

companies, advised several others, and is a 

member of the National Inventors Hall of 

Fame, echoes that attitude. “I never chose to 

do the hard work of being a CEO or a chief 

technical officer,” she says. 

Research on entrepreneurship—who does 

it best, what policies promote it, and how it 

contributes to economies, for example—

is flourishing, as an Insight on page 1200 

describes. In one story in our special News 

section, two venture capitalists describe 

how they vet scientists’ pleas for money; 

a second Feature gives an inside look at 

the incubator phenomenon. But first, we 

offer several stories that illustrate some 

of the many possible paths from campus 

to commercialization.

THE CATALYST 

AND THE PROTÉGÉ

Todd Zion came to the 

Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology (MIT) in 

Cambridge in 1999 to 

earn a Ph.D. in chemi-

cal engineering. When 

he went shopping for 

advisers, Jackie Ying stood out, in part be-

cause of a fanatical work ethic that helped 

her become a full professor at the age of 35. 

“Some people would never want to work 

for Jackie, but I was attracted to the idea 

of working twice as hard as any other lab,” 

says Zion, who spent 2 years after college 

as a corporate research scientist at Kodak, 

before deciding he needed a Ph.D. to make 

his mark.

Ying’s business-minded approach—she 

says that “every grad student should tackle 

a project not only of tremendous scientific 

interest, but also of great commercial 

potential”—also appealed to Zion’s nascent 

interest in becoming an entrepreneur. “I saw 

people in her lab go off and start a company,” 

he says, “and I’d think, ‘Hey, that’s something 

I’d like to do, too.’ ”

So Zion signed on. Eager to push her 

already productive lab into the life sciences, 

Ying asked Zion to see if the same tech-

nology her lab had used to make a nano-

emulsion to coat the turbines in jet engines 

could create a platform for delivering 

insulin to treat diabetes. The idea was to 

create an insulin-containing polymer that 

would break down after interacting with 

glucose in the patient’s blood, releasing the 

insulin as it was needed. 

Zion spent 2 years trying to find a 

material that prevented the insulin from 

leaking out before he realized that the secret 

lay in chemically modifying the insulin 

itself. That discovery led to SmartCells, a 

company he and Ying co-founded in 2003. 

Zion and a small team spent another 7 years 

improving the technology before selling the 

company for an undisclosed upfront sum 

to Merck, which is betting that this novel 

drug-delivery system will one day allow 

millions of diabetics to discard their pumps, 

meters, and monitors. The acquisition 

drew notice because Merck reportedly will 

pay out more than a half-billion dollars if 

certain milestones are met; a company 

representative said last month that a phase 

I clinical trial in humans has begun. 

“Todd was a very good scientist, although 

he was by no means my best student,” Ying 

says. “But he had very good business acumen. 

And that’s essential in running a company.”

For Zion, becoming a full-time entre-

preneur was the obvious next step once he 

realized the value of his discovery. “I suppose 

that somewhere in the recesses of my 

subconscious, remaining in academia was a 

possibility,” he says. “But it’s hard to go out 

and be an entrepreneur with a Plan B. You 

gotta tell yourself that this is the only way the 

company can move forward, and we’re going 

to make that work.”  

Zion’s business savvy made an impression 

on Lita Nelsen, the longtime director of 

MIT’s technology licensing office. Biotech 

startups are common at MIT, she says, but 

SmartCells stuck in her mind because Zion 

managed to avoid what she calls “diluting 

the company.” By running a tight operation 

and not asking for more money than he 

needed to reach a succession of technical 

milestones, Zion was able to retain control 

of the company rather than trade away a 

lot of equity for cash. That strategy resulted 

in a huge windfall for Zion, his small team, 

and a handful of early investors, 

including MIT, when Merck 

acquired the company.

Zion immediately spent some 

of his profits to buy a struggling 

private Montessori school that

his three children were attend-

ing. Then, he took some time off. But 

within a year, Zion reunited with some 

of his former SmartCells colleagues to 

start another company. Largely self-

funded, Akston Biosciences Corp. is testing 

technologies for clearing the body of 

unwanted material implicated in various 

diseases, like the β amyloid protein that 

forms abnormal deposits in the brains of 

Alzheimer’s patients. 

Ying says that roughly one-quarter of 

her MIT students have founded companies 

or gone to work for a startup. But she has 

chosen not to take that path. “What interests 

me,” Ying says, “is bringing the technology to 

a certain level where you can spin it off, and 

then playing an advisory role to make sure 

that things are running smoothly.”

“She’s an educator at heart,” says Andrey 

Zarur, who as one of Ying’s first graduate 

students developed the initial technology 

that Zion later modified to create Smart-

Cells. Now a partner at Kodiak Venture 

Partners in Boston and CEO of Greenlight 

Biosciences in Medford, Massachusetts, the 

latest of 15 companies he has started, Zarur 

says Ying “would take me with her on visits 

to companies to get funding for the lab. 

And I would make the presentation. People 

thought she was taking advantage of me be-

cause she made me do three Ph.D. projects. 

But I was like, ‘Dude, you’re crazy. She is 

preparing me for the life I want to have.’ ”

By the time Zion launched SmartCells, 

Ying had left MIT to become the founding 

director of the Institute for Bioengineering 

and Nanotechnology (IBN) in Singapore. 

She says the job gave her a chance to return 

to her roots—born in Taipei, she grew up in 

Singapore before coming to the United States 

as a teenager—and to spread the twin gospels 

of top-flight research and entrepreneurship 

that she had learned at MIT.

Her record over the past 12 years suggests 

she has done exactly that. IBN has generated 

more than 300 patents, 80 licenses, and eight 

startup companies. But basic research with 

commercial potential doesn’t just happen, 

she notes. Faculty members have to buy 

into the goal—and sometimes 

they need some help in finding a 

project with commercial promise. 

Ying recalls coaxing a scientist 

who was studying epigenetics to 

shift to cell and tissue engineering. 

“She got very interested in that and 

she wanted to work on liver tissue. But I 

persuaded her to work on kidneys, because 

it’s a much less crowded area.”

Ying also weighed in when the researcher 

began to think about developing an artificial 

kidney. “That would take a very long time,” 

she told her. The institute had recently 

developed new ways to produce stem cells 

from a person’s kidney tumors, so Ying 

persuaded her colleague to instead turn 

“It’s hard to go out and be an 
entrepreneur with a Plan B.” 
Todd Zion, Akston Biosciences Corp.

Chemical engineer Jackie Ying has had to modify 

MIT’s entrepreneurial ethos in building up her 

Singapore research institute.

Todd Zion

For a quiz 
and more on 
entrepreneurship, 
go to http://scim.
ag/SCIbiz.

ONLINE
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such cells into a toxicity assay for potential 

cancer drugs. Ying hopes to find partners in 

the drug, consumer care, and food industries 

who are interested in developing the in vitro 

technology, which she says is more efficient 

than having to use animals. 

Overall, she envisions creating a different 

entrepreneurial model than simply having 

lab members leave to spin off a technology. 

“We don’t have a steady supply of new 

students like at MIT,” she notes, “so a 

spinoff can mean losing five or 10 good 

people” from a staff of 160 researchers and 

20 graduate students.

Instead, Ying hopes to find a way for IBN to 

help nurture new companies without losing 

all the scientists who did a technology’s 

foundational work. “We will continue to help 

[the firms] with the research,” Ying says, “and 

maybe they will give us not just royalties but 

some shares to the people involved. So it 

would be win-win.”

THE ROUGH ROAD  

TO A PRODUCT 

Howard Schulman has 

experienced the roller 

coaster ride familiar to 

many scientists who try

to turn an academic dis-

covery into a drug. More 

than 2 decades have 

passed since he and Mark 

Anderson demonstrated 

that inhibiting an en-

zyme Schulman had co-

discovered, calmodulin-

dependent protein ki-

nase II (CaMKII), could 

block heart arrhythmias. 

And for the past 6 years 

Schulman has been president of Allosteros 

Therapeutics, a tiny company the two 

men created to translate their knowledge 

into helping heart patients. But so far it 

hasn’t happened.

Schulman and Anderson, now director 

of medicine at Johns Hopkins University 

School of Medicine in Baltimore, Maryland, 

began their collaboration in the early 

1990s at Stanford University in Palo Alto, 

California, where Schulman, a molecular 

pharmacologist, was a professor, and 

Anderson, an M.D.-Ph.D., was doing a 

postdoc and medical residency. Their work 

offered an alternative to antiarrhythmic 

therapies based on ion channels, a once-

popular idea that had proven to cause more 

harm than good. But Schulman was happily 

ensconced at Stanford, and Anderson was 

just beginning his career as a physician-

scientist. So instead of commercializing 

the discovery themselves, the two scientists 

obtained a use patent on it and hoped that a 

company would license their work.

It was a long wait.

“Stanford made a minimal effort to find a 

partner,” Schulman says. “They might have 

done more if I had already been a successful 

founder or if I had chosen to be more 

aggressive.” Stanford finally struck a deal 

with a nearby biotech company, Scios Inc. 

Scios designated CaMKII inhibition as one 

of its three lead programs in cardiovascular 

medicine, and Schulman and Anderson 

became consultants. But the arm’s-length 

relationship prevented Schulman from using 

his expertise in medicinal chemistry. “I didn’t 

get to see the compounds or help them on 

assays,” he notes. “It was not an entirely 

satisfactory relationship.” In 2003, Scios 

was purchased by Johnson & Johnson, and 

3 years later the pharma giant shut down 

its entire preclinical cardiovascular effort, 

including a gleaming building that housed its 

research on CaMKII. “So we got the license 

back,” Schulman says.

He and Anderson had continued to work 

on CaMKII, and so they took matters into 

their own hands. “It’s actually not that hard 

to start a company,” Schulman says. “All 

you need to do is go on the Web, register it 

in Delaware, and create a post office box. It 

doesn’t cost very much.”

What costs lots of money, of course, is 

turning a molecular drug target into an actual 

therapy. The Leducq Foundation, a family 

philanthropy based in Paris that supports 

basic research on cardiovascular disease and 

stroke, was already funding Anderson to lead 

an international collaboration on CaMKII. 

As luck would have it, the trust decided to 

create a philanthropic venture company—a 

for-profit entity with the mandate to invest in 

promising treatments against heart disease—

just as the two men formed Allosteros.

“We competed successfully for seed 

money,” Anderson says. The $1.3 million that 

Allosteros received enabled Schulman to set 

up a small lab in nearby Sunnyvale, California, 

and subsequent federal small business grants 

and other funding have allowed the company 

to outsource some needed chemistry work 

and refine two compounds into potential 

candidate drugs. This spring, the two men 

came within a whisker of inking a deal with 

a major pharma that would have taken those 

compounds through clinical trials.

“At the last minute, they told us they 

were no longer interested in heart failure,” 

Schulman says. “Being part of a multibillion-

dollar cardiovascular program would have 

been nice. But not yet.” 

Schulman remains optimistic that the 

stars will eventually align for Allosteros. In 

the meantime, he’s trying to maintain a basic 

science program and has applied for another 

small business grant.

For Schulman, 66, seeing CaMKII 

become the basis for a range of heart 

treatments would establish his credibility 

as an entrepreneur and fulfill a careerlong 

urge to help bring a drug to market. For 

the 55-year-old Anderson, the stakes are not 

Few universities track faculty startups, but direct surveys of university scientists 

reveal a “high prevalence of entrepreneurship,” says David Audretsch of Indiana University. 

He and colleagues asked two groups whether they had ever started a business: 

140 scientists who received both a large National Cancer Institute R01 grant and a 

U.S. patent; and 1899 scientists in six different fields who received National Science 

Foundation grants. Not all the startups are necessarily related to the scientists’ research.
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so high. “I think entrepreneurs are people 

who put their livelihoods at risk by placing 

bets on a particular business concept,” 

he says. “That’s not me. I’m a physician 

scientist, and I live mostly in a world of 

mice. Howard’s been living Allosteros for 6 

years. I still have a day job.”

THE BUSINESS OF 

DOING GOOD 

Michael Weiss has carved 

out a successful research 

career unraveling the 

complex structure and 

inner workings of insu-

lin. But Weiss, a biochem-

istry professor at Case 

Western Reserve University in Cleveland, 

Ohio, has more than just an academic inter-

est in understanding the hormone that helps 

the body regulate blood glucose levels.

In 1980, as a Harvard Medical School 

student on a travel fellowship across the 

Middle East and Africa, Weiss was shocked 

to find out that millions of diabetics in the 

developing world couldn’t manage their 

disease properly because they lacked access 

to a version of the hormone that doesn’t need 

to be kept refrigerated. “That problem should 

be easy to solve by engineering an ultra–heat-

stable insulin,” he remembers thinking.

It wasn’t. It took Weiss nearly 3 decades to 

come up with a solution, one that relies on 

single-chain analogs of the natural protein, 

which has two chains. Since founding 

Thermalin Diabetes in 2009, Weiss has been 

simultaneously publishing papers in top 

journals and getting up to speed on what it 

takes to make a synthetic form of heat-stable 

insulin available commercially.

One important lesson came in 2007 from 

Richard Klausner, then the head of global 

health programs at the Bill & Melinda Gates 

Foundation and a friend from Weiss’s medical 

school days. “Rick told me two things: One, 

you need a business plan that makes sense to 

Western investors, including how to win FDA 

[Food and Drug Administration] approval 

for the drug; and two, don’t tell me anything 

more until Case Western has secured the IP 

[intellectual property].” 

“Those were new words to me,” Weiss 

admits. “I was very naive about business 

and the commercialization process.” Weiss 

decided to make up for lost time, taking a 

2-year sabbatical so he could earn an MBA in 

2010—at the age of 53—from Case Western’s 

Weatherhead School of Management.

Weiss also reached into his past to 

find someone to run the company: Rick 

Berenson, a college roommate turned 

venture capitalist. In line with Klausner’s 

advice, Berenson decided to target diabetics 

in the industrialized world. One niche, he 

says, is the many people who suffer from 

a marked insulin resistance and need a 

large dose of insulin before meals to help 

manage their bodies’ reaction to the glucose. 

The company’s first product is likely to be 

Fluorolog, an ultraconcentrated, rapid-acting 

biosynthetic version of insulin. “Insulin is 

sticky, so you can’t just concentrate it,” Weiss 

explains. “So we put fluorine in it so it’s not 

so sticky.”  

Weiss has raised $11 million from investors 

and garnered $9 million in grants, mostly 

federal small business research grants. He 

needs at least that much again to take just 

that drug candidate into clinical trials. “I 

was hoping to do consecutive clinical trials 

[on several candidates], with several years 

of really interesting science coming out 

of all this,” Weiss notes. “But the venture 

capitalists have a different perspective. They 

want to know how quickly we can create 

value, and then exit.”

Weiss knows that “creating value” will 

also hasten progress toward solving the 

problem he encountered on his travels 

35 years ago. “I want to move insulin analogs 

out of the lab—from mice and rats and pigs—

and into humans,” he says. “And the only 

way to do that is company creation. I have 

[entrepreneurial] friends who don’t really 

care what the product is. But my goal has 

always been to meet the unmet clinical needs 

of diabetics.”

LOOKING BEYOND 

ONE’S RESEARCH

Not every company 

founded by an academic 

springs from what he 

or she is studying. For 

2 decades, economist 

Paul Romer probed how 

a nation’s investments in 

education and research can spur long-term 

economic growth, an important question 

in macroeconomics. But in 2001, he left his 

faculty position at Stanford University to 

launch a company aimed at solving a very 

prosaic problem: getting students to do 

their homework.

Romer had noticed that students in 

intro economics courses were blowing off 

homework assignments. And even when 

the students did do the problem sets, many 

faculty members couldn’t provide much 

feedback because the classes were so large.

Romer thought that technology could 

solve the problem. His chance came when 

Skandia, a Swedish life insurance company, 

offered to finance an endowed chair at 

Stanford so he could extend his work on 

innovation. “Why not fund a new venture 

instead?” he asked them.

Skandia said yes, and its $11.2 million 

investment bankrolled Aplia, an educational 

software company that lets students go 

online to work on material aligned with their 

textbooks. The software gives immediate 

feedback on wrong answers and allows 

students to participate in interactive group 

exercises that simulate market conditions—

“it’s like lab experiments in the natural 

sciences,” Romer explains.

Romer also wanted to fix what he calls a 

“broken” publishing model: Textbooks were 

getting more and more expensive, but they 

weren’t helping students master the subject. 

Aplia offers a menu of online supplemental 

materials so that students can choose what 

fits their needs—and their budgets.

Although lacking any formal business 

experience, Romer chose not to work 

with Stanford’s technology transfer office. 

Instead, he took a 2-year leave from the 

university—“they weren’t very happy”—

that eventually stretched to 6 years. Romer 

initially hired a CEO to run the company, but 

he eventually grabbed the reins, believing it 

necessary to remain “cash positive.” At one 

point he even sold his house and poured the 

proceeds into the company.

It took Aplia a few years to regain its 

footing, by which time Romer realized that 

he missed doing research. “I had proven 

my original point: It was possible to get 

students to learn more by doing homework, 

and to change the textbook-based model of 

education.” So in 2007 he sold the company. 

Romer’s current research focuses on the 

role of cities as an engine for innovation, 

and in 2010 he joined the faculty at New 

York University in New York City, where he 

directs the Urbanization Project at the Stern 

business school.

 Would he ever want to be an entrepreneur 

again? “It was very exciting and intellectually 

stimulating, and the closest friendships I 

ever had were part of that experience,” he 

says about Aplia.

Starting the firm also taught him an 

important lesson about entrepreneurship, 

he says: Don’t risk more than you can 

afford to lose. “Things were touch-and-go 

for a while—we didn’t have much in the 

bank. As an entrepreneur, you have to be 

willing to walk away with nothing if you 

don’t succeed.” ■

“As an entrepreneur, you 
have to be willing to walk 
away with nothing if you 
don’t succeed.”
Paul Romer, New York University

Michael Weiss

Paul Romer
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ome like it risky. In 2014, venture 

capitalists pumped $8.6 billion into 

nearly 800 deals with fledgling bio-

technology and medical device com-

panies in the United States. It was 

the biggest cash infusion that the life 

sciences sector has received from venture 

capital in 6 years, according to the end-of-

the-year analysis in the MoneyTree Report. 

But most researchers who have great ideas 

(in their minds, anyway) for treatments, pre-

ventives, or diagnostics have only a vague 

notion how to transform their science proj-

ects into “value propositions” that can raise 

the millions needed to commercialize a con-

cept. And fewer still have ever crossed paths 

with those who hold the purse strings: the 

venture capitalists, or VCs for short.

VCs invest in scientific ideas they judge 

as hot, backed by investors such as pension 

funds and endowments, wealthy families, 

and “high net worth” individuals. Investors 

usually require that VC firms put some 

of their own money on the table, too. 

They provide guidance to the companies 

(which often means a seat on the board 

of directors) and ultimately hope to “exit” 

with a big windfall in 3 to 5 years, when the 

startup is gobbled up by a bigger company 

or goes public. 

Although the life sciences have never 

spawned a Google or an Amazon.com and 

often require longer term investments 

than other sectors, life science VCs can 

reap handsome profits for their backers 

and themselves: Between 2000 and 2010, 

investors who exited earned 15% returns, 

nearly four times the gain in the S&P 500 

over that time period, according to an 

analysis published in the July 2011 issue of 

Nature Biotechnology. 

Science spoke with two VCs about their 

backgrounds and perspectives. Robert 

Nelsen, based in Seattle, Washington, is 

a co-founder of ARCH Venture Partners, 

which has funded more than 160 companies, 

including Illumina (sequencing), deCODE 

Genetics (genomics), and, more recently, 

Juno Therapeutics (cancer immunotherapy). 

Anthony Sun works across the country in 

New York City for Aisling Capital, which 

has a diverse, $1.6 billion portfolio that 

includes Chimerix (antivirals), Vivus (erectile 

dysfunction), and ZELTIQ Aesthetics 

(nonsurgical fat reduction). Nelsen does not 

have an advanced science degree, while Sun 

earned an M.D. at Philadelphia’s Temple 

University School of Medicine in 1997. Both 

went into the venture capital business 

immediately after finishing a master’s in 

business administration.

Like scientists, VCs have a specialized 

language, and they can baffle outsiders 

when they speak of “halo deals” (highly 

profitable investments that cover shakier 

ones), “lockup periods” (time windows when 

investors can’t trade shares), and “family 

offices” (firms that manage investments for 

groups of wealthy relatives). VCs also have 

different appetites for risk—some like only 

early-stage, big gambles, whereas others 

favor more mature companies that have 

revenue. Science interviewed Nelsen and 

Sun separately, but their answers, edited for 

brevity and clarity, are combined here. 

GIVE US YOUR BEST PITCH
Two venture capitalists explain the investor’s mindset

Anthony Sun: “Biology is complicated. Plenty of investments have not gone well.”

By Jon Cohen

Published by AAAS
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Q: How did you become a venture capitalist?

R.N.: I kind of fell into it. When I got to the 

University of Chicago [for an MBA pro-

gram], I started volunteering for an organi-

zation that eventually became ARCH, and I 

was the first employee. The trustees of the 

university created it to form a startup infra-

structure with Argonne National Labs. They 

couldn’t figure out why all this cool stuff 

was happening in Boston and California 

when, of course, everybody at the University 

of Chicago knew that they were smarter 

than those guys. Harvard was a vocational 

school compared to Chicago.

A.S.: I tried to start a small company during 

my residency program at [the University 

of Pennsylvania]. Normally, patients on a 

blood thinner called Coumadin get tested in 

the hospital, clinic, or the lab [to assess how 

fast their blood clots]. We were trying to 

start a company that was going to do Cou-

madin monitoring based on a portable test. 

It was a novel concept, but, unfortunately, 

it was too novel. The hard part wasn’t the 

science: We had a lot of good data. The is-

sue was the business model was fundamen-

tally flawed because insurance companies 

wouldn’t reimburse the concept. I also had 

no concept of what venture capital was. It’s 

a really opaque entity that doesn’t exactly 

hang a shingle or have a 1-800 line 

that you can call. So, it was a very 

eye-opening experience, and I saw 

that the intersection of business and 

medicine is a very interesting place 

to be.

Q: Does a VC in the life sciences need a 

scientific or medical background?

R.N.: I have a B.A. in biology, but 

I consider it an advantage, actu-

ally, that I don’t have an advanced 

scientific degree. I’m an absorber: 

I learn my science by talking to a 

bunch of smart scientists. I’ve never 

worked in a lab and I have very 

thin knowledge in those areas. But 

the best investors are people who 

actually know how to bet on people 

and have a sense of whether the 

science is good. The people that get 

lost in the weeds in the science are 

usually poor investors, because if 

you ever really thought about how 

much risk there was in these things, 

you would never invest in anything. 

And so you have to do this based on 

a belief and faith that big problems 

that people will tell you are not solvable 

are solvable. 

A.S.: For me, being a physician is integral 

to doing this job. I’m board-certified in 

internal medicine, so I did see patients and 

got extensive training. It really helps me 

know very quickly how a business concept 

or a company fits into the realm of health 

care. And being an internal medicine 

doctor, I’ve seen and studied all different 

types of diseases. That’s important because 

sometimes, say, a new diagnostic looks 

good on paper, but then I remember if that 

diagnostic test is going to take 40 minutes, 

that doesn’t really fit into the workflow 

if you spend an average 12 minutes per 

patient. But you can be a fabulous investor 

without having an M.D.

Q: What stage do you like investing in?

R.N.: We like early—before there’s a 

company, when there’s just a really cool 

idea. Highest risk and hypothetically high-

est return. 

A.S.: We try to take less risk than most. But 

no matter how much diligence you do and 

how well you think you know the science 

and mitigate the risk, this is biology and bi-

ology is complicated. Plenty of investments 

have not gone well.

Q: What is an investment you made that didn’t 

work out well?

A.S.: We had made an investment in a 

company called CeNeRx that was doing 

antidepressants through the monoamine 

oxidase pathway. We had a drug that had a 

proven mechanism of action—we even saw 

that the drug was actually making it into 

the brain, the site of action. We had all the 

basic science pieces worked out. But the 

trial failed. 

R.N.: Xcyte is a great example. We knew 

that if we took T cells out of humans and 

expanded them and put them back into hu-

mans that really cool things happen. It be-

came the basis for what we call CAR T cells 

[a type of cancer immunotherapy] now. But 

it wasn’t enough to really cure people then. 

We were just too early.

Q: How do you get ideas for companies? 

R.N.: I kind of avoid conferences. People who 

go to conferences are chasing old science, 

actually. If you don’t know about it a year 

ahead of when it’s presented at the confer-

ence, then you’re probably not up to speed 

on where the technology is. Scientists don’t 

tell other scientists in their fields what they 

have. But they will tell investors. We mainly 

go to universities and find out who the top 

five or 10 smartest people are. You can look 

at publications, you can look at grant funds, 

you can look at young investigator awards, 

and then just ask people. We back good sci-

entific DNA, and we back good management 

DNA. We put all of them in a room and just 

see what happens. 

A.S.: People bring ideas to us, but often-

times, the best ideas are ones where we 

understand there’s an unmet need, and 

then we try to go find solutions for that 

space. Those, I think, can also be the 

most rewarding. We generally invest, 

but on occasion, we form companies 

ourselves. If you’re trying to ride 

the wave, you’re oftentimes already 

late. You have to look across it and 

toward the horizon to see what’s 

coming and ride that one. 

Q: What are common misconceptions 

you run into?

R.N.: Most academic scientists don’t 

appreciate how hard it is to make a 

drug—how complicated it is to take 

a molecule and make it safe and how 

much it costs to do all that. There 

are a few who have been through it 

before, but it’s kind of hard to teach 

people that. People’s emotions also get 

in the way when it’s about their sci-

ence or money. They can understand 

that statistically there’s a high failure 

rate. But those failures are other 

people’s drugs, not theirs.

A.S.: For a new entrepreneur coming 

through, it’s hard. And it’s not just 

about the money. Working with the 

right venture capitalist can help you 

get there quicker and hopefully with less 

risk. But it doesn’t mean it’s going to be 

easy. I could go and say, “I got funded by so-

and-so well-known venture fund” and that’s 

great. It’s a huge milestone for any entrepre-

neur. But it’s just the beginning. ■

Robert Nelsen: “The people that get lost in the weeds in the science 

are usually poor investors.” 

Published by AAAS
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W
ith its cookie-cutter windows and 

boxy brick exterior, the build-

ing here on Main Street could be 

just another former 19th century 

warehouse or factory. It’s no sur-

prise to learn that passenger rail-

road cars were once built in its spacious 

interior. Yet the Cambridge landmark has 

a history not just of production, but also 

of innovation. In 1876, it housed the office 

of Thomas Watson, assistant to Alexander 

Graham Bell, when the pair made the first 

two-way long-distance phone call, to Bos-

ton. In the 20th century, it was home to Po-

laroid and the lab of Edwin Land when he 

invented the instant camera.

Today, a nonprofit organization called 

LabCentral has taken up that entrepre-

neurial heritage. The renovated, 2600-

square-meter facility, now owned by the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

(MIT) and leased to LabCentral, functions 

as a life science “incubator” that helps bud-

ding biotech firms combat the soaring costs 

of lab space and equipment in the red-hot 

Boston-Cambridge region. Any scientist 

with an idea and ambition can rent a bench 

and an office, sharing space, services, and 

high-cost tools with others pursuing their 

own entrepreneurial dreams. “It is very ex-

citing because we are there at the nascent 

moment of many really, really cool com-

panies,” says molecular biologist Johannes 

Fruehauf, a LabCentral founder. 

It’s also the nascent moment for facili-

ties like LabCentral. Similar incubators are 

opening up in Cambridge, San Francisco, 

and other hotbeds of life science entre-

preneurship, and startup companies are 

lining up to rent space. Incubators lower 

the entry barrier to the entrepreneur-

ial world, foster networking, and serve 

as showcases of gleaming ideas for ven-

ture capitalists and bigger companies to 

browse. As startup founder Laura Hales, 

whose company Extend Biosciences was 

one of LabCentral’s first tenants, puts it: 

“If you start talking to big pharma, you 

need to show them that you are estab-

lished. Anyone who walks into this place 

is immediately impressed. It just speaks 

for itself.”

THE IDEA BEHIND LABCENTRAL dawned 

in 2006 when Fruehauf’s Ph.D. adviser, 

gastroenterologist Chiang Li at Beth Israel 

Deaconess Medical Center, launched Ce-

quent Pharmaceuticals, bent on delivering 

molecular payloads of artificial RNA via 

genetically engineered bacteria. Backed by 

$22 million in venture capital and with 

a staff that quickly swelled to 17 people, 

Fruehauf chose a space at One Kendall 

Square, a hub of contemporary buildings 

in the so-called Boston Innovation Super-

cluster that encompasses MIT and a slew of 

life science companies. 

He successfully negotiated the lease, ren-

ovated and equipped the lab, and jumped 

through the daunting hurdles of permitting 

and compliance. But Fruehauf also burned 

through $1.5 million and 6 months before 

he or colleagues could even lift a pipette. 

“In retrospect, it was really a bad use of our 

capital and time,” he says. 

Fast-forward a year. Li had sold Cequent 

to another company for $46 million, and 

Fruehauf was launching his own enterprise, 

called ViThera, based on a probiotic tech-

nology licensed from a French group. Bank-

rolled only by his own money—he wanted 

to stay away from venture capital funding—

Fruehauf had to find a cheaper way. 

So, he subleased lab space from a Kend-

all Square–based company called Pervasis, 

which was downsizing. Then he brought 

By Trisha Gura, in Cambridge, Massachusetts

GOT A STARTUP? 

RENT A BENCH
Biotech incubators such as LabCentral are 
lowering barriers to entrepreneurship

Molecular biologist Johannes Fruehauf and investor 

Peter Parker, two of LabCentral’s founders, with Olivier 

Boss, a tenant at an earlier incubator (left to right).
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in cash by essentially subletting the sub-

let. Word got out, demand increased, 

and by January 2011, Fruehauf spun off a 

new company—eventually called Cam-

bridge Biolabs (CBL)—designed to provide 

tailor-made, minimal units of lab space for 

early startup companies.

Olivier Boss was one of his first custom-

ers. Coming out of a small biotech company 

focused on thwarting obesity, Boss and two 

colleagues launched Energesis Pharma-

ceuticals to develop a technology based 

on brown fat, which generates body heat 

by metabolizing stored fat. Desperately 

needing access to a lab, Boss initially col-

laborated with Stephen Farmer, an obesity 

researcher at the Boston University School 

of Medicine, but could only work in the 

laboratories there for academic goals, 

i.e., to churn out brown fat stem cells for 

Farmer’s studies. 

By one standard, the strategy was suc-

cessful; it gleaned a $90,000 Small Busi-

ness Technology Transfer (STTR) grant that 

Boss and Farmer shared. However, Boss 

still needed to conduct a commercial pi-

lot study. In figuring out where to do that, 

he found himself in a tricky situation, one 

encountered by many a potential scientific 

entrepreneur. “People get in trouble when 

they start companies around academic 

technology and continue to use academic 

resources,” Fruehauf says. Many, he adds, 

end up “fudging things” or conducting 

“submarine projects” that proceed under-

neath the university radar. 

Boss wanted to do it right. He unearthed 

“the best option, the only option,” he says, 

when he met Fruehauf in 2010. Then trying 

to bootstrap ViThera, Fruehauf offered Boss 

a bench and use of the company’s lab facili-

ties for $3000 a month. Boss accepted and 

in 6 months obtained results that convinced 

enough people to score a $750,000 STTR 

grant. He transplanted his brown fat cells 

into mice, and 3 years later—still rent-

ing from Fruehauf at CBL—has won an-

other $1 million in grant money and 

partnered with pharmaceutical giant 

Johnson & Johnson on a project that may 

lead to clinical trials of brown fat therapies 

in people. 

Could he have done it without the incu-

bator? “Absolutely not,” Boss says. “That lab 

space was what we needed. And not just us.”

THE SUCCESS OF CBL prompted Fruehauf to 

gather backers, most notably $5 million from 

a Massachusetts state life science initiative, to 

found a second incubator, LabCentral, in the 

back half of the Main Street landmark. The 

space is a scientific entrepreneur’s dream, 

Shannon Pendergrast and Anna Markowska 

of biotech startup Ymir value the networking 

opportunities at LabCentral.
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replete with cell culture facilities, biosafety 

level 2 labs, and a dizzying array of gadgets 

for analyzing cells, DNA, and proteins. A new 

glass-enclosed entrance has a patio for net-

working and the interior includes immacu-

late common spaces—lounges with video 

games, glass-walled conference rooms, and 

a well-stocked kitchen with an 

espresso machine. The place 

buzzes 24/7—different startup 

companies even share work-

benches in shifts through-

out the day and night to 

save money. 

The arrangement is analo-

gous to cloud computing in 

the information technology 

world, which gives high-tech 

entrepreneurs a cheap alter-

native to purchasing costly 

computer hardware. LabCentral and other 

incubators essentially proffer a cloud for 

life science research. “We dedicated our-

selves to breaking down the  expensive lab 

resource into such small increments that 

any entrepreneurial scientist with a credit 

card can get going,” says Douglas Crawford, 

associate director of QB3, a University of 

California (UC) research institute that pro-

vides several incubator locations in the 

San Francisco Bay Area for UC faculty and 

other scientists.

Incubators offer more than physical fa-

cilities. LabCentral, for example, surveys 

the companies it hosts about other needs—

finding the right lawyer, patent attorney, 

janitorial service—and then farms out the 

solution. Financial, legal, pharmaceutical, 

and even waste management companies 

have lined up at Fruehauf’s doors, offering 

capital, mentorship, and a host of services, 

at free or reduced costs. Some sponsors fig-

ure if they offer their services—such as ad-

vice on patent filings—cheaply and early on, 

the relationship will blossom as early-stage 

companies grow up and move out. 

Besides, what fledgling entrepreneur has 

the time and money to slog through envi-

ronmental health and safety compliance? 

“As a scientist entrepreneur, 

your time should be exclu-

sively focused on what 

problem your business can 

solve and how are you using 

science to address that,” 

says John McQuillan, CEO 

and president of Triumvi-

rate Environmental, a Lab=

Central founding sponsor 

that provides advice and 

waste management/environ-

mental services to life science 

companies. “Any other question ought to be 

handed over to somebody else.” 

STARTUPS LIKE the approach. LabCentral 

reached capacity within 6 months of open-

ing in 2014—and now has a long waiting 

list. Similarly, within a half-year of opening 

in 2013, QB3 filled one 2230-square-meter 

incubator with 46 startup companies, most 

having fewer than five employees. Ven-

ture Development Center at the University 

of Massachusetts, Boston, last year had 

104 applicants for a mere three open labora-

tory spaces (see table). Due to the high de-

mand, it has become common for incubators 

to be very selective about the companies 

they host.

The surge of interest may stem, in part, 

from a major sea change now coursing 

through the pharmaceutical and biotech in-

dustries. Rather than conduct a lot of initial 

risky research in-house, larger companies 

are increasingly backing and partnering 

with startups, particularly at incubators. 

They are realizing that “a few hundred 

thousand dollars invested in a three-person 

company gives huge amount of return on 

investment,” Crawford says. 

For big companies searching for new 

ideas, incubators are a convenient place 

to look. By attending talks, symposia, and 

other events at the incubators, the big 

fish can land the most attractive startups, 

whether by investing in their technology, 

funding specific projects, or buying the 

companies outright. In fact, Pfizer leases 

part of the Main Street building and spon-

sors LabCentral for an undisclosed sum—in 

exchange for picking the recipients of two 

LabCentral slots. 

LabCentral tenants also help each other. 

Hales and her partner at Extend, virolo-

gist Tarik Soliman, for example, partnered 

up with researchers on the same floor at a 

company called Advirna. The two startups 

co-wrote a Small Business Innovation Re-

search grant proposal to tack the vitamin D 

metabolites developed by Extend onto 

Advirna’s RNAs and so prevent their degra-

dation in the body. The project was funded 

by the National Institutes of Health. 

One might imagine that startups in such 

close proximity would be rivals. But the 

environment is more like a close-knit aca-

demic laboratory, LabCentral tenants say. “I 

thought people would be much more secre-

tive,” says Shannon Pendergrast, co-founder 

of Ymir Genomics, which focuses on using 

RNA in urine as diagnostics for diseases 

such as cancer. “But it has worked incred-

ibly well.” 

LabCentral is now building “franchises” 

in San Diego, California; Chapel Hill, North 

Carolina; and New York City. Fruehauf is 

“We are there
at the nascent 
moment of many 
really, really 
cool companies.”
Johannes Fruehauf, 
LabCentral

Start me up
Incubators for biotech firms are popping up around the world, with the Boston and Northern California regions home to some of the 
most popular—and most successful, in terms of firms “graduated” to bigger sites and money raised by tenants.

CAMBRIDGE BIOLABS LABCENTRAL

VENTURE 

DEVELOPMENT CENTER QB3 (FIVE SITES) MASS INNOVATION LABS

Location Cambridge, MA Cambridge, MA University of 
Massachusetts, 
Boston

San Francisco, 
Berkeley, 
Palo Alto

Cambridge, MA

Year launched 2010 2014 2009 2006–2014 2015

Size (square meters) 325 2600 1670 4600 11,520

Companies present 10 27 19 ~85 1 so far

Companies graduated 65 4 42 ~40 0

Capital raised by 
tenants

$360 million 
(aggregate)

$200 million
(2014)

$123 million
(aggregate)

$72.7 million
(2014)

N/A
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also consulting with groups in Europe and 

Japan. He dreams of creating an incuba-

tor network, housing some 150 startups 

throughout the country.

On the West Coast, Crawford’s QB3 has 

expanded to five sites and gets up to a half-

dozen queries a week for total space that can 

hold only 62 companies. In the Boston area, 

chemist Amrit Chaudhuri and two other 

co-founders just opened the doors to Mass 

Innovation Labs, a 11,520-square-meter ex-

travaganza of chemistry and biology space 

that offers a huge array of services, from DNA 

sequencing to a small animal facility, which 

is unique among incubators. According to 

Chaudhuri, the goal is to service startup com-

panies that outgrow places like LabCentral, 

as well as academics whose large labs spill 

over from their university space and pharma-

ceutical subgroups.

Fruehauf is trying to address that expan-

sion need by conjuring up his next venture: 

“graduation space” for incubator tenants. 

That may nest in the Main Street building 

itself—in 2017, another lease-holder on the 

second floor is due to move out. Fruehauf 

wants to emphasize scalable, private labs 

and offices but still maintain common ele-

ments of interaction and events such as 

lunch workshops with experts.

Kathryn Kosuda is an early LabCentral 

tenant who now needs a bigger home. A 

chemist by training, she and three other 

people she met at Harvard Business School 

started a firm in 2011 to develop a technology 

that exploits a silk protein to stabilize vac-

cines, allowing them to be shipped around 

the world without refrigeration. But having 

grown to 10 employees and “incubated” suc-

cessfully, Vaxess Technologies wants more 

room soon. “We all joke about how it is go-

ing to be very difficult to find a new space,” 

Kosuda says, “because we have set the bar so 

high with our initial location” at LabCentral.

EARLY ON, some venture capitalists voiced 

doubts about life science incubators. “They 

told us we were just creating an intensive 

care unit for little companies,” Crawford 

says. The idea was that such companies 

would emerge only to face a dearth of capi-

tal, particularly on the heels of the recession 

prior to 2011. 

“Now, people who said that look pretty 

bad,” Crawford says. “There are lots of com-

panies getting public ranking or attracting 

more and more investors from a more di-

verse setting.”

Last year alone, LabCentral tenants col-

lectively raised $200 million—equal to all 

biotech earnings in the country of Switzer-

land, Fruehauf says. In its first 2 years, QB3 

Garage, the first and smallest of the Bay 

Area lineage, hosted six companies, four 

of which closed venture financing rounds, 

while a fifth was acquired by Affymetrix for 

$25 million. 

QB3 has been so successful that Crawford 

was able to tap private backers and found 

Mission Bay Capital, an $11.3 million seed-

stage venture fund that invests in early-stage 

bioscience companies, three emerging from 

the QB3 network. He just closed a second 

fund of $25 million. “I agree there is a limit 

to these incubators,” he says. “But nowhere 

do I feel that we are approaching it.” ■

Trisha Gura is a writer based in Brookline, 

Massachusetts.

Representatives of the companies working at 

LabCentral’s historic building. The newly renovated 

facility provides space and facilities for startup 

companies in the biotech industry.
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Shakedown on fracking p. 1204

How cancer chromosomes 
shatter p. 1205

Financing experiments
By Ramana Nanda 1, 2 † and Matthew Rhodes-Kropf  1 ,2 

          Venture capital (VC) investors have recently been criticized for no 

longer financing innovations related to society’s “biggest problems.” 

We have shown that two defining features of VC investments are 

an extremely skewed distribution of outcomes and an inability to 

tell—up front—which will be successful. VCs therefore learn about 

the viability of potential investments through a multistage financing 

process, where each round of funding is tied to results of “experi-

ments” that create information about future prospects ( 1). The value 

of staging stems from being able to abandon investments partway 

if information from early experiments is negative. Startups for 

which experiments are cheaper to run and are more discriminating 

are more attractive investments. The advent of cloud-

computing significantly lowered costs of early experi-

ments for firms in software, Internet, and digital media 

and shifted funding away from sectors where early experiments cost 

more and are less discriminating, such as biotechnology and energy 

production. Advances in simulation technologies, rapid prototyp-

ing, and gene sequencing have begun lowering costs of experiments 

in these sectors, as have platforms, such as Science Exchange, that 

allow startups to conduct early tests without investing in infrastruc-

ture upfront. Nevertheless, entrepreneurs in science-based ventures 

that are expensive to commercialize can also benefit from setting 

up experiments that help investors learn about viability early on. Al-

though entrepreneurs are never happy when investors stop funding, 

structuring early experiments that facilitate such abandonment, by 

being highly specific (correctly identifying all failures), even if at the 

expense of sensitivity (correctly identifying every success), can actu-

ally help obtain investment in the first place. To increase the chances 

that innovations focused on society’s biggest problems attract suf-

ficient funding, government policy should focus on sectors or stages 

where the cost and the time to learn is high, thereby making it more 

difficult for private investors to finance experimentation.
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Founders and joiners
By Michael Roach 3 ‡ and Henry Sauermann 4,2 

          Most efforts to promote technology entrepreneurship, such as 

courses and incubators, focus on potential founders of startup com-

panies. Yet the vast majority of scientists and engineers contribute 

to entrepreneurship as “joiners”—employees who join founders in 

their efforts to start companies. We investigated individuals’ entre-

preneurial interests through a survey of nearly 4200 science and 

engineering Ph.D. candidates at tier 1 U.S. research universities ( 1), 

focusing on three questions: How prevalent are interests in joining 

a startup as an employee versus being a founder? How are joiners 

different from founders? How do contextual factors shape different 

entrepreneurial interests? Among the Ph.D.’s surveyed, 46% were 

interested in joining a startup as an employee, whereas 11% ex-

pected to one day start their own company. Compared with Ph.D.’s 

interested in careers in established firms, founders and joiners 

share similar preferences for an entrepreneurial work setting, such 

as a desire for greater autonomy, tolerance for risk, and a desire to 

commercialize technologies. However, founders are significantly 

more risk tolerant and have a stronger interest in management, 

whereas joiners are more interested in functional work activities 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

PERSPECTIVES

Studying the start-up system

POLICY

        There is seemingly limitless, often breathless, rhetoric championing “innovation” and “entrepreneurship” 

as keys to harnessing science and technology for economic advancement. More elusive, and illuminating, is 

solid evidence on features that allow a dynamic technology commercialization ecosystem to thrive. Science 

invited social scientists to highlight insights from their research on what makes entrepreneur-driven 

systems fl ourish and how those lessons might inform policies and practices to help make rhetoric reality.
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such as research and development (R&D). Preferences for financial 

income have little relation with interests in entrepreneurship. To-

gether these preferences shape individuals’ predispositions toward 

entrepreneurship, which in turn condition how they respond to 

factors thought to promote entrepreneurship, such as having a fac-

ulty adviser who has founded a company. Individuals with a strong 

predisposition toward entrepreneurship are most likely to be inter-

ested in becoming a founder, whereas those who lack preferences 

for entrepreneurial job attributes show no interest in founding, 

regardless of external factors. Individuals with a moderate entre-

preneurial predisposition are most susceptible to external factors, 

which increase their interest in joining a startup as an employee. 

Efforts to foster technology entrepreneurship should recognize that 

individuals may respond in different ways; blanket efforts, such as 

mandated entrepreneurship training, are likely to be inefficient. 

Programs should also prepare scientists and engineers for a variety 

of entrepreneurial roles—joiners as well as founders.
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Cash from the crowd
By Massimo G. Colombo ,5 Chiara Franzoni, 5§ 

Cristina Rossi-Lamastra 5 

          
Crowdfunding (CF), in which financing for projects is sought via 

the Internet from large groups of individuals, is a $3.3 billion 

per year phenomenon. But it’s not clear how well CF, typically 

used for creative arts projects, can be used to finance science and 

technology (“tech”) projects. We analyzed nearly 112 thousand CF 

campaigns launched on Kickstarter.com through late 2014 (see 

supplementary materials). The share of tech projects is increas-

ing, from 4% of total projects in 2009 to 8% in 2014. Tech projects 

have the largest average target budgets ($86,529; nontech average, 

$18,003). The rate of tech projects that reached their target bud-

get and were funded, 38%, is lower than the overall 58% success 

rate. Tech projects received 14% of the capital raised through 

Kickstarter, totaling $139.8 million. Although this is a substantial 

amount, it is only 3% of the $4.7 billion invested by venture capi-

talists in high-tech ventures in the United States in 2013. CF also 

differs qualitatively from other forms of entrepreneurial finance. IL
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CF money is not invested in exchange for a financial return but 

is pledged in the form of product prepurchasing from end users 

as consumers. This has three important implications. First, CF in-

vites gathering feedback from users during project development, 

a practice shown to be effective in problem-solving and product-

testing in open-source and open-innovation platforms. By cutting 

development time and failure rates, this feature offers new means 

for tech transfer. Second, crowdfunders are highly responsive 

to social exchanges that the entrepreneur uses inside the CF 

community and beyond ( 1). Third, CF is more suitable when the 

project outcome is a ready-to-use product that can be offered in 

exchange for the pledge. This makes CF more suitable for applied 

projects, which are close to market delivery, but calls into doubt 

the suitability of CF as a means for funding basic research.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

www.sciencemag.org/content/348/6240/1201/suppl/DC1
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Intangible but bankable
By Yael V. Hochberg , 6,7, 2  Carlos Serrano ,8, 9 ,10 *¶ 

Rosemarie Ziedonis 11, 12 

         
Young science and technology companies are often rich in intan-

gibles but lack physical assets and cash flows required to secure 

a loan. Intangibles, such as patents, are effectively “unbankable” 

for traditional lenders because of international banking regula-

tions. Intangibles also are often difficult to value and sell. External 

debt is therefore widely cast as an unlikely way to fund the risky 

projects of intangibles-rich companies. Despite this conventional 

wisdom, we uncover a surprisingly active market for “venture lend-

ing” to patent-producing U.S. startups in three innovation-intensive 

sectors: medical devices, semiconductors, and software ( 1). Venture 

lenders fund such startups in early stages of development, most 

often alongside VC investors. According to one estimate, venture 

lenders supply roughly $5 billion in growth capital to startups each 

year, with funds originating from both regulated banks and special-

ized lenders. To minimize downside risk, lenders typically require 

a lien on assets, including intangibles, and record liens involving 

patents with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. Lenders also 

pay keen attention to the solvency and reputations of VCs backing 

startups that apply for funding. Among VC-backed startups in our 

sample, 36% received venture loans. Lending was more prevalent 

for startups with top-tier VCs and for startups with more “sale-

able” patents. After the NASDAQ crash of 2000, many VCs faced 

severe constraints in raising capital, whereas others were flush 

with recently raised funds. Lenders continued to finance startups 

backed by less capital-constrained investors but withdrew from 

otherwise promising projects that may have needed their funds the 

most. Thus, VCs play a vital intermediary role in lending relations 

with risky startups. Attempts to stimulate entrepreneurial activity 

through debt channels alone may have limited economic effects 

in the absence of well-developed markets for buying and selling 

patents and infrastructures for equity investing.
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Accelerators and ecosystems
By Yael V. Hochberg 6 , 7  ,2  � and Daniel C. Fehder 7 

         A new institutional form has emerged in the entrepreneurial 

ecosystem in recent years: the seed accelerator. These fixed-term 

cohort-based “boot camps” for startups offer education and mentor-

ship for startup founders and culminate in a “demo day,” during 

which graduates pitch their businesses to potential investors. Many 

local governments hope to use accelerators to transform their local 

economies through establishment of startup technology clusters. 

Evidence of accelerators’ efficacy is limited, however, so we examine 

their effects on regional entrepreneurial ecosystems, particularly 

provision of venture capital (VC) financing to new startups ( 1). 

Accelerators emerge in different regions in different years, often 

for reasons exogenous to the nature of the ecosystem or precisely 

because of its lacking. This allows us to compare changes in regions 

that receive an accelerator with similar regions that do not have one. 

We see a shift in funding for startups in accelerator-treated regions: 

more deals, more dollars, and more local investment groups. This 

applies to startups that attend the accelerator and those that do not. 

Most accelerators focus on software companies, and regions with 

accelerators shift toward a higher share of early-stage software and 

information technology–related VC deals (although financing for 

other industry groups, such as biotechnology, is not necessarily re-

duced). These patterns hold both for high- and low-ranked accelera-

tors in the annual Seed Accelerator Rankings, which suggests that 

the funding increase is less about the effect of accelerator programs 

on companies that attend them and more about what such programs IL
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do to encourage latent entrepreneurial activity in the region more 

generally—providing role models, catalyzing establishment of other 

ecosystem institutions, and acting as a nexus for startup activity. Al-

though accelerators studied so far focus on software startups, further 

research will be needed to assess new programs emerging to serve 

biotech and hardware startups.
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Linking and leveraging
By Fiona Murray 7,2 and Scott Stern7,2# 

          
Beyond aspiring to become the “next” Silicon Valley, how can a 

region leverage innovation-driven entrepreneurship for economic 

and social progress? Given the poor performance of government 

support for entrepreneurship, should the job be left to the private 

sector? Moving beyond the traditional public-private debate, the 

MIT Regional Entrepreneurship Acceleration Program (REAP) 

(http://reap.mit.edu) charts a new approach.

REAP builds on an ecosystem framework drawing on recent 

research highlighting distinct, yet interdependent, roles of innova-

tive capacity (the ability to develop new technology), entrepre-

neurial capacity (the ability to scale startup businesses), and the 

economic clusters supporting a region. Rather than focus solely on 

entrepreneurship (as do many government initiatives) or innova-

tion (often focused on increased R&D investment), REAP builds 

on evidence that successful regions link the two to establish a com-

parative advantage through innovation-driven startups.

MIT REAP’s 2-year program brings together regional teams of 

entrepreneurs; risk-capital, corporate, and university leadership; 

and government. Although this approach is simple to describe, 

most regions have found it challenging to link high-level stake-

holders for sustained effort (and are often surprised by the many 

connections that are “missing” from their ecosystem). Teams 

undertake data-driven, regional diagnoses, including assessing 

strengths and weaknesses in their regional capacities, and bench-

mark their ecosystem using our novel methodology for measuring 

entrepreneurial quality through the use of business registration 

records and predictive analytics ( 1). These insights are turned into 

action: Teams aim to catalyze their innovation ecosystem in a mea-

surable and sustainable way and build an organization for ongoing 

regional collective action.

For example, REAP Scotland is leading changes in Scotland’s 

economic-development approach to emphasize entrepreneurial 

mentoring (an area that had been previously downplayed) and the 

development of a dynamic network for Scottish entrepreneurs and 

expatriates (a potential strength that had not previously been lever-

aged). These initiatives upgrade the region’s entrepreneurial capacity 

in order to match its traditional strength in innovative capacity (see 

www.hie.co.uk/business-support/entrepreneurship/mit-reap/).
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          I
n the early 1960s, the U.S. Army uninten-

tionally triggered some seismic activity 

by injecting waste fluids into the base-

ment rock beneath the Rocky Mountain 

Arsenal, near Denver, Colorado ( 1). It is 

now recognized that an increase in the 

pressure applied by the fluids that fill frac-

tures and faults at depth balances progres-

sively the normal stress exerted through 

the rock on these fractures but leaves the 

shear stress supported by these surfaces un-

changed. According to friction laws, when 

the fluid pressure gets too high and the 

effective normal stress gets too low, shear 

motion starts. This motion is generally con-

sidered to be mostly seismogenic, that is, 

to be the source of earthquakes that may 

reach in some localities magnitudes larger 

than 5, or even 6, as was observed upon 

filling the Koyna Dam in India in the early 

1960s. Today, the phenomenon of fluid-in-

duced seismicity has become a societal con-

cern wherever injection of large quantity of 

fluids at depth is involved. On page 1224 of 

this issue, however, Guglielmi et al. ( 2) re-

port that water injected in a natural fault 

at a depth of 282 m generates nonseismic 

motion. That is, the ground displacements 

take place at slow velocities (≈4 µm/s), with 

only very small microseismic activity.

By injecting water in a 500-m-long fault, 

Guglielmi et al. initiated a shear motion 

along the fault that reached 0.3 mm to-

gether with a larger normal displacement 

(dilatancy) before the first microseismic 

event was detected. The onset of microseis-

mic activity was associated with a decrease 

in the rate of dilatancy. Observations dem-

onstrate that the cumulative seismic dis-

placements account for only a small fraction 

of the slip occurring on the fault segment. 

The total released moment is determined 

to have reached 65 × 109 Nm (equivalent 

to a 1.17 seismic moment magnitude) and 

is much larger than the cumulated moment 

released by micro-earthquakes. Guglielmi et 

al. then discuss whether this aseismic slip 

was mostly caused by the decrease in fluid 

pressure induced by dilatancy or whether 

it was the result of a rate-strengthening be-

havior of friction (the coefficient of friction 

increases with slip rate). They conclude 

that the results are due to an increase in the 

friction coefficient from an original value of 

0.4 to a final value of 0.8 and suggest a loga-

rithmic rate-dependent friction law.

The existence of aseismic slip associated 

with fluid injections is known. For exam-

ple, by modeling the measured stress per-

turbation associated with fluid injection 

Scotti and Cornet ( 3) concluded that aseis-

mic slip occurred. Calo et al. ( 4) referred 

also to large aseismic slips for interpreting 

seismic velocity variation linked to change 

in fluid-injection rate. Cornet et al. ( 5) ob-

served large displacements in a borehole 

after a fluid injection and reported that 

these displacements were much larger than 

the shear displacement associated with the 

largest observed micro-earthquake. How-

ever, they could not exclude the possibility 

that observed displacements resulted from 

a large number of microseismic events 

with magnitudes so small that they had 

gone undetected.

Earthquakes induced by fluid injections

A fracking wellhead. 

By Francois H. Cornet 

Controlling fluid injection may mitigate the extent of induced earthquakes

SEISMOLOGY
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The findings reported by Guglielmi et 

al. provide direct observational evidence 

that aseismic slip does occur. Furthermore, 

their suggestion of a logarithmic rate de-

pendency of friction provides a possible 

route to controlling seismicity induced by 

fluid injections. If aseismic slip could be 

monitored continuously during fluid in-

jection, then the injection flow rate could 

be adjusted to keep the slip rate within 

the range where motion remains aseis-

mic. However, one difficulty is in detecting 

aseismic slip during deep injections, and 

an interesting point of the Guglielmi et al. 

paper is their description of a specific in 

situ observation tool.

An important issue concerns the appli-

cability of these results to greater depths. 

Indeed, as depth increases, so does the 

normal stress supported by fractures and 

faults, and it is not clear yet how the rate 

dependency of friction varies with the ef-

fective normal stress. However, indirect 

observations of aseismic slip described 

by Calo et al. ( 4) concern fluid injections 

at 4-km depths, and this suggests that the 

control of seismicity induced by large fluid 

injections may be possible for many engi-

neering applications.

Another delicate issue is that raised in 

regions where the natural stress field is 

close to instability. It may be feared that 

even a small stress perturbation close to 

the ground surface may trigger earth-

quakes. Yet, interestingly, results observed 

during a fluid injection through the Philip-

pine fault, which creeps at a rate of 3 cm 

per year at the location where injection was 

conducted, demonstrated that no seismic 

event was triggered on the fault ( 6). Clearly, 

a better understanding of the friction law is 

necessary before large-scale applications of 

Guglielmi et al.’s findings become realistic. 

Their results give credibility to the proposi-

tion on earthquake control through proper 

fluid injection, as was formulated by Griggs 

after the Denver earthquakes in the late 

1960s and presented to an ad hoc panel on 

earthquake prediction ( 7).          ■
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          T
he human genome is subject to con-

tinuous change as a result of spon-

taneous DNA mutation. Most of the 

genetic changes are harmless, but 

occasionally they can disturb normal 

cell functioning and lead to cancer 

or congenital diseases. Much of the novel 

genetic variation that arises in human 

genomes affects only one or a few nucleo-

tides. However, catastrophic changes of 

genome structure, termed chromothripsis, 

can produce a dramatic reorganization of 

DNA on one or even several chromosomes. 

A recent study by Zhang et al. ( 1) has now 

revealed a molecular mechanism that 

causes chromothripsis.

Chromothripsis was discovered as a mu-

tational phenomenon in the genomes of 

tumors ( 2) and in patients with congenital 

disease ( 3). The emergence of chromothrip-

sis as an important genomic change in 

cancer has considerably influenced our 

thinking of how tumors develop. Rather 

than a gradual and sequential accumula-

tion of genetic changes, chromothripsis 

can provoke a sudden change in the cancer 

genome, with simultaneous effects on mul-

tiple genes. Since these initial discoveries, 

the molecular cause of chromothripsis has 

been a subject of considerable debate ( 4).

Chromothripsis is marked by massive 

and clustered chromosomal rearrange-

ments, random joining of broken DNA 

ends, and a frequent occurrence of dele-

tions ( 5). On the basis of these genomic 

characteristics, a rearrangement model 

was proposed that involved massive chro-

mosome shattering by double-stranded 

DNA breaks, followed by reassembly of the 

chromosome segments into a new, mosaic 

chromosome ( 2).

An alternative to the shattering model 

( 6) was based on the configuration of rear-

ranged genomes in patients with congenital 

disease. These showed alternating regions 

of genome deletion, duplication, and even 

triplication, suggesting the involvement 

of aberrant DNA replication. This replica-

tive mode of chromothripsis formation is 

known as microhomology-mediated break-

induced replication (MMBIR). In essence, 

MMBIR involves a broken replication fork 

exposing a single-stranded DNA end that 

reforms a replication fork on a different 

(remote) DNA template.

Arguably, the most fascinating aspect of 

chromothripsis is the striking localization 

of the massive rearrangements to just one 

or a few chromosomes, which raises the 

question of how the rest of the genome es-

capes this catastrophic event. An appealing 

hypothesis was advanced by the Pellman 

lab, which had previously studied micro-

nuclei that form around lagging chro-

mosomes that result from chromosome 

segregation errors ( 7). An isolated chromo-

some within a micronucleus accumulates 

DNA damage during DNA replication (S 

phase) and in the G
2
 phase of the cell cycle. 

The damage is associated with the loss of 

compartmentalization due to collapse of 

the micronuclear envelope, which reduces 

normal nuclear functions ( 8). Work by 

Crasta et al. showed that a small fraction of 

the chromosomes in micronuclei undergo 

pulverization, suggesting that micronuclei 

may be the source of chromothripsis ( 7).

However, the question remained whether 

these pulverized chromosomes in micro-

nuclei assemble into chromosomes with a 

chromothriptic appearance similar to those 

observed in the initial genome sequencing 

studies ( 2,  3). Answering this question re-

quired a combination of cell biological ex-

periments and genomic sequencing. In the 

current study by Zhang et al., chromosome 

segregation errors were induced in human 

epithelial cells after inhibition of the tumor 
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suppressor p53, the truncation 

of which is associated with 

chromothripsis ( 9). The fate of 

subsequent micronucleated lag-

ging chromosomes was traced 

using a sophisticated setup of 

live-cell imaging and single-

cell sequencing, termed Look-

Seq. The complete genomes of 

daughters from cells with mi-

cronuclei were sequenced. One 

challenge emerged, namely the 

identification of the chromo-

some that was present in the 

micronucleus of the mother 

cell. It turned out that the two 

postmicronuclear daughter 

cells displayed asymmetry in 

the number of (at least) one of 

their chromosomes: either a 2:1 

or 3:2 ratio. This was expected 

because of reduced DNA repli-

cation in micronuclei. In each 

case, the daughter with the 

higher chromosome number 

(the “plus” cell) contained the 

chromosome that was micro-

nucleated in its mother.

A subsequent analysis ad-

dressed whether the DNA 

damage that was observed in 

micronuclei in the mother cells 

led to an increase in the num-

ber of rearrangements on the 

chromosome that had passed 

through a micronucleus. This 

was indeed observed: First, 

there was a marked enrich-

ment of rearrangements on the 

chromosomes with asymmetric 

chromosome number. More-

over, on the basis of genetic 

changes that distinguish both 

homologous chromosomes, it 

could be inferred that most 

rearrangements had specifi-

cally occurred on the extra 

chromatid in the plus cell. This 

suggested that the rearrange-

ments were caused by DNA 

breakage in the micronucleus 

of the mother cell. In one of 

the analyzed cells, two chromosomes had 

gone through a micronucleus together, 

and this led to interchromosomal translo-

cations. Also, small circular chromosome 

fragments were found. These are presumed 

to be precursors of “double minutes,” acen-

tric chromosomes that are a frequent cause 

of oncogene amplification in human can-

cer and have been associated with chro-

mothripsis ( 2,  9).

The genomic characteristics of the com-

plex rearrangements in daughter cells 

were assessed to gather insight into the 

rearrangement mechanism. Analysis of the 

breakpoint junctions—the joints by which 

broken DNA ends are fused together—fre-

quently showed short stretches of sequence 

homology (termed microhomology), in-

dicating break repair by alternative end-

joining or MMBIR. In addition, occasional 

chains of short fragments from remote re-

gions on the rearranged chromosome were 

found, supporting serial template switch-

ing by MMBIR ( 6). Besides the breakpoint 

sequences, the authors also examined the 

presence of alternating deletion and reten-

tion of DNA segments, a characteristic fea-

ture of chromothripsis in cancer genomes 

( 2,  5). This led to an interesting observa-

tion: A mutually exclusive distribution of 

DNA fragments from the rearranged chro-

matid was found for two daughter cells. 

Where one daughter showed retention 

of fragments, the other showed loss, and 

vice versa. Thus, chromothriptic deletions 

are not a result of loss of DNA fragments, 

as had been suggested by cancer genome 

sequencing data ( 2). Instead, the chromo-

some fragments can be divided between 

the two daughter cells.

The work of Zhang et al. unequivocally 

demonstrates that DNA damage of lag-

ging chromosomes within the context of 

a micronucleus is one mechanism causing 

chromothripsis. The paper confirms that 

both random joining of shattered chromo-

some fragments and template-switching 

resulting from fork stalling during DNA 

replication contribute to chromothripsis. 

The authors’ neat experimental system 

will undoubtedly catalyze new discoveries 

that link cell biology to genomic mutation 

signatures.

But there is much more: 

A new mutational 

mechanism was dis-

covered that is a po-

tentially widespread 

source of chromosome 

rearrangements in gen-

eral, with chromothripsis as an 

extreme, eye-catching, outcome. The au-

thors have not yet shown stable outgrowth 

of their cells with induced chromothripsis, 

possibly because cells do not easily toler-

ate such a heavy disturbance of their chro-

mosomal integrity. Outgrowth would be 

necessary to further understand the role 

of chromothripsis in tumorigenesis. Cer-

tainly, both the mutational process and 

subsequent selection for viability or ad-

vanced growth shape the final configura-

tion of chromothriptic chromosomes in the 

context of cancer and genetic disease.          ■ 
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          I
n general, innate immune responses are 

beneficial to the host. However, under 

certain circumstances, such as coinfec-

tions, these responses may contribute 

to disease progression. For instance, an 

initial infection may induce an immune 

response that renders the host susceptible to 

a subsequent infection by a different patho-

gen. For years, it has been understood that 

Neisseria gonorrhoeae and HIV coinfection 

increase viral shedding and transmission ( 1). 

However, the molecular mechanisms that 

control this phenomenon have been unclear. 

Neisseria spp. release a factor that can acti-

vate the transcription factor nuclear factor 

κB (NF-κB) in host cells and drive HIV gene 

expression ( 2). On page 1251 of this issue, 

Gaudet et al. ( 3) reveal the identity of this 

bacterial-derived factor, as well as the sig-

naling axis through which it drives innate 

immune gene expression. This detection 

pathway may constitute a previously un-

known innate immune signaling response 

with broader implications in microbial de-

fense, as well as the pathogenesis of HIV.

In mammals, host defense and immunity 

rely heavily on pattern recognition receptors 

expressed by cells of the innate immune sys-

tem. When activated, these receptors initi-

ate inflammation at the site of infection and 

instruct adaptive immune responses ( 4). 

The receptors recognize conserved motifs of 

microbial and viral origin that are often re-

ferred to as pathogen-associated molecular 

patterns (PAMPs). Both transcriptional and 

nontranscriptional responses can take place 

following PAMP detection; however, the 

responses mediated by NF-κB are most no-

table for the production of proinflammatory 

cytokines. Importantly, HIV utilizes NF-κB 

for its own expression ( 5). Therefore, innate 

immune signaling can enhance the replica-

tion of HIV in some cases.

Gaudet et al. took a genetic and biochemi-

cal approach to identify the PAMP released 

by Neisseria spp. as heptose-1,7-bisphos-

phate (HBP). Interestingly, this monosac-

charide belongs to part of the biosynthetic 

pathway that produces lipopolysaccharide, 

a membrane component of Gram-negative 

bacteria and a potent innate immune ago-

nist ( 6). Thus, HBP is a common metabolite 

among many Gram-negative bacterial spe-

cies. However, the release of HBP into the 

extracellular environment by Neisseria spp. 

is unique. Other Gram-negative species re-

quire bacterial lysis to liberate HBP and pro-

duce an immunostimulatory effect.

Gaudet et al. show that either the lysates 

of Gram-negative bacteria or the superna-

tants from Neisseria spp. that have not been 

intentionally lysed can induce the activity of 

NF-κB in immune cells, resulting in a tran-

scriptional profile similar to those associ-

ated with other activated innate immune 

receptors. Importantly, these transcrip-

tional changes depend on HBP. Intracellu-

lar delivery of lysates or synthetic HBP into 

host cells greatly enhanced transcriptional 

responses, indicating that HBP is detected 

from within the cell. However, the mecha-

nism by which HBP is transported into the 

host cell during Neisseria spp. infection re-

mains to be determined. Although HBP is 

actively released from viable Neisseria spp., 

its uptake may be controlled by an unidenti-

fied host factor or process.

To characterize the HBP detection path-

way in host cells, Gaudet et al. performed a 

genome-wide RNA interference screen and 

identified TRAF-interacting protein with 

forkhead-associated domain (TIFA). This 

protein is a constituent of a cellular signal-

ing pathway controlled by the receptor for 

the cytokine interleukin-1. TIFA interacts 

with tumor necrosis factor receptor–associ-

ated factor 6 (TRAF6) to activate the tran-

scription factors NF-κB and activator protein 

1 ( 7). Treatment of immune or nonimmune 

cells with HBP triggered several regulatory 

events that control the activity of TIFA, in-

cluding tyrosine phosphorylation, the forma-

tion of large oligomeric complexes, and the 

recruitment of phosphorylated oligomers 
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antimicrobial defense
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ubiquitin (Ub) modification and triggers the canonical NF-κB activation pathway, which drives the expression of innate 
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          P
rostaglandins (PGs) are evanescent, 

locally acting lipids. They are not 

stored within cells, but are gener-

ated when their precursor, arachi-

donic acid, is mobilized from cellular 

membranes by rather nonspecific ac-

tivation of phospholipases. Most cells gen-

erate one or two dominant PGs, each with 

a remarkable diversity of effects. Prosta-

glandin E
2
 (PGE

2
) is a vasodilator that acts 

with other PGs and metabolic products of 

arachidonic acid to promote pain and in-

flammation. The development and clinical 

use of drugs that suppress the production 

of these PGs has been ongoing for decades, 

but PGE
2
 also has been long recognized 

to have a role in tissue maintenance and 

regeneration. Its stable analog, dimethyl 

PGE
2
, is currently being evaluated for use 

as an adjunct to hematopoietic stem cell 

transplantation. On page 1223 of this issue, 

Zhang et al. ( 1) report that elevating the ca-

pacity of tissues to form PGE
2
 by inhibiting 

15-hydroxyprostaglandin dehydrogenase 

(15-PGDH), its major inactivating enzyme, 

augments the capacity for tissue regenera-

tion in mouse models. So, is it time to bring 

PGE
2
, which we are so used to suppressing, 

in from the cold?

The biosynthesis of PGs begins with the 

transformation of arachidonic acid to endo-

peroxide intermediates by the prostaglandin 

G/H synthase enzymes, colloquially known 

as cyclooxygenases (COX-1 and COX-2), the 

targets of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory 

drugs (NSAIDs), including aspirin. These 

PG endoperoxides are acted on, in turn, by 

isomerases and synthases to generate PGs 

of the E, I, D, and F series along with throm-

boxane A
2
. Although some PGs can activate 

nuclear receptors, the evidence that they 

do so at concentrations actually formed in 

biological systems is scant. Suppression of 

PG formation by NSAIDs relieves pain and 

inflammation but may also result in car-

diovascular and gastrointestinal adverse 

events, whereas the effectiveness of aspirin 

is well established in the secondary preven-

tion of cardiovascular disease.

Downstream of the COXs, microsomal 

PGE synthase-1 (mPGES-1) is the domi-

nant source of PGE
2
 biosynthesis. Indeed, 

recent evidence suggests that in response 

to a rise in intracellular calcium, a cyto-

solic phospholipase A
2
 translocates to the 

Golgi, where it associates with COX-2 and 

mPGES-1 to form a biosynthetic complex 

that generates PGE
2
 ( 2). There has been in-

terest in developing inhibitors of mPGES-1 

as an alternative to NSAIDs that might 

bypass the cardiovascular consequences 

of NSAIDs, attributable to suppression of 

COX-2–dependent formation of PGI
2
 ( 3). 

PGE
2
 activates four E prostanoid (EP) re-

ceptors, two of which (EP2 and EP4) are 

coupled to adenylate cyclase activation.

Aside from biosynthesis, PGE
2
 concen-

tration is determined by the activity of two 

transporters, multiple drug resistance–as-

sociated protein 4 and prostaglandin trans-

porter, which export the lipid from the 

cell. PGE
2
 is also catabolized by 15-PGDH. 

Loss-of-function mutations in 15-PGDH 

have been causally implicated in the rare 

genetic disorder, familial hypertrophic 

osteoarthropathy–digital clubbing ( 4).

Zhang et al. report that elevating PGE
2
, 

either by deleting or inhibiting 15-PGDH, 

increases hematopoiesis, liver regeneration, 

and boosts resistance to colitis (inflamma-

tion and ulcerations) in mouse models (see 

the figure). Indeed, a role for PGE
2
 in tis-

sue maintenance and expansion was recog-

nized in engraftment studies of epithelial 

stem cells in zebrafish and mice ( 5,  6). Ad-

ministration of PGE
2
 to sublethally irradi-

ated mice also accelerates hematopoietic 

recovery and increases the number of the 

short-term subtype of hematopoietic stem 

cells ( 7). Zhang et al. show that injecting 

normal mice, after hematopoietic stem cell 

transplantation, with the small molecule 

SW033291, which inhibits 15-PGDH, en-

hanced neutrophil count recovery. This in-

Bringing PGE2 in from the cold
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to lysosomes. There, TIFA interacts with 

TRAF6, which has been modified with ubiq-

uitin. A canonical NF-κB activation pathway 

is subsequently triggered by oligomers of 

ubiquitinated TRAF6, which ultimately in-

duces innate immune gene expression ( 8) 

(see the figure).

The regulators that control this cascade 

of events will be of interest in future stud-

ies. For instance, the identity of the tyrosine 

kinase that phosphorylates TIFA remains to 

be determined. Subcellular relocalization of 

adapter proteins involved in controlling in-

nate immune responses can also be a point 

of regulation for gene expression ( 9). There-

fore, identifying the factors that control 

TIFA relocalization to lysosomes after HBP 

treatment will be critical for understanding 

its regulation. It is also unclear whether an 

upstream HBP receptor exists, or if TIFA it-

self is the functional HBP receptor.

Gaudet et al. further observed that injec-

tion of HBP-containing bacterial superna-

tants into mice elicited a proinflammatory 

response, and sublethal Neisseria menin-

gitides infection of mice increased antibody 

titers and immunoglobulin class switching. 

However, it is unclear whether these re-

sponses contribute to the control or elimina-

tion of Neisseria spp. during infection. Given 

that Neisseria spp. replicate primarily out-

side of mammalian cells, it will be important 

to determine, in the context of an infection, 

which host cells respond to HBP and how 

HBP gains access to the host cell cytosol.

The bacterial metabolite HBP appears to 

fit the classical definition of a PAMP because 

it is not a product of eukaryotic or mamma-

lian cell biology, it is found in a broad class 

of prokaryotes (Gram-negative bacteria), 

and it stimulates the production of cyto-

kines that drive inflammation and adaptive 

immune responses ( 10). However, HBP is 

not released from other Gram-negative bac-

teria, and it is unclear whether the response 

to this metabolite is a general mechanism 

of antimicrobial defense. Regardless, un-

derstanding the TIFA-mediated immune 

response to HBP may provide insight into 

therapies for patients coinfected with N. 

gonorrhoeae and HIV.          ■
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temic availability, suggesting that a product 

of activated platelets might increase the ex-

pression of COX-2 noted in many cancers 

( 8). A modest increase in PGE
2
 concentra-

tion can activate platelets via their EP3 re-

ceptors ( 9). Evidence implicating mPGES-1, 

EP2, and EP4 in fostering expansion of the 

cancer stem cell niche and in other aspects 

of carcinogenesis ( 10) echoes the biosyn-

thetic response system activated to facilitate 

“desirable” tissue regeneration. Indeed, a 

loss-of-function mutation in 15-PGDH has 

been linked to digital clubbing, colon neo-

plasia, and resistance to the ability of NSAIDs 

to suppress PGs ( 11). Moreover, tumor cells 

can activate the COX-2–mPGES-1–PGE
2
 syn-

thesis axis in mesenchymal stem cells, which 

get recruited to the tumor-associated stroma 

and in turn elicit a mesenchymal stem cell–

like phenotype in the carcinoma cells ( 12). 

An important question is whether the ad-

ministration of a 15-PGDH inhibitor fosters 

not just hematopoietic recovery or tissue re-

generation in patients treated for lymphoma 

or liver cancer, but also expansion of the very 

disease for which they are treated. Whether 

the risk profile of this approach will differ 

from that of “conventional” regenerative 

therapies should also be examined. Indeed, 

should NSAIDs be used to treat the bone 

pain evoked by G-CSF? Such observations 

are a caution to hasten slowly.

The use of a 15-PGDH inhibitor in treat-

ing inflammatory disease is also provocative 

but again, controversial. The anti-inflam-

matory efficacy of NSAIDs in diseases like 

arthritis is well established. On the other 

hand, increased expression and activation 

of EP4 have been linked to exacerbation of 

Crohn’s disease, an inflammatory condition 

of the gastrointestinal tract ( 13). Conflicting 

results have been reported with the use of 

COX inhibitors in the mouse colitis model—

endothelial or myeloid COX-2 restrains the 

colitis phenotype, but not COX-2 in colono-

cytes ( 14), which is the site implicated in 

the beneficial action of 15-PGDH inhibition. 

Further complicating the issue, the sever-

ity of induced colitis is augmented in mice 

lacking either cytosolic PLA
2
 or mPGES-1, 

whereas colonic tumor burden is somewhat 

reduced in a mouse model of colon cancer, 

perhaps due to diversion of the precursor 

PGH
2
 from forming PGE

2
 to other PGs in-

stead ( 15). Zhang et al. confirm that PGE
2
 

is a player in the process of tissue regenera-

tion; the hope is that inhibition of 15-PGDH 

emerges as a safe and effective therapy for 

this indication.          ■ 
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cluded a ~40% increase in a subset of cells 

(Sca-1�, C-kit�, Lin�) that are enriched for 

bone marrow stem cells. This effect was also 

observed in mice genetically engineered 

to lack 15-PGDH. Treatment of harvested 

bone marrow cells (from normal, irradiated 

mice) with SW033291 increased hematopoi-

etic colony formation. The small-molecule 

inhibitor also increased expression of C-X-C 

motif chemokine 12 (CXCL12) and stem cell 

factor (SCF) in nonhematopoietic stem cells 

that are enriched in bone marrow stroma 

(referred to as CD45� cells). CXCL12 and 

SCF are relevant to stem cell homing and 

maintenance, processes that are blocked if 

PGE
2
 receptors (EP2 or EP4) expressed by 

such stromal cells are blocked. Concordant 

with these observations, Zhang 

et al. found that SW033291 treat-

ment of mice following hemato-

poietic stem cell transplantation 

showed a two- to threefold in-

crease in the homing of donor 

stem cells to recipient marrows. 

This effect was blocked by treat-

ing the recipient mouse with a 

nonspecific COX inhibitor (in-

domethacin), an EP4 antago-

nist (L-161,982), or a CXCL12 

antagonist (Plerixafor). Thus, 

PGE
2
 appears to act in vivo in 

an EP4-dependent manner on 

nonhematopoietic stromal cells 

to increase the expression of 

genes in the recipient marrow 

that support the homing of the 

transplanted stem cells. Unlike 

conventional approaches, like 

granulocyte–colony–stimulat-

ing factor (G-CSF), which does 

what it says, augmenting PGE
2
 

concentration appeared not only 

to be faster and more effective, 

but also to favor recovery of 

erythroid and platelet lineages 

in the irradiated mice. Zhang et 

al. also show that boosting the 

capacity of colonocytes to form 

PGE
2
 enhances their prolifera-

tive capacity and resistance to 

experimentally induced coli-

tis, and that deletion or inhi-

bition of 15-PGDH enhances 

liver regeneration after partial 

hepatectomy.

The results of Zhang et al. are 

provocative, but their transla-

tional implications are compli-

cated. Epidemiological studies 

have long associated NSAID 

consumption with a reduced risk 

of a range of cancers (especially 

for colon). This includes a form 

of low-dose aspirin without sys-IL
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(see the figure). Under a scenario in which 

O
2
 is at the low end of the range of estimates 

(see the figure), these differences between 

climate models and proxy data largely dis-

appear. The results have important impli-

cations for assessing climate during other 

times in Earth history.

The early Paleogene (66 to 50 million 

years ago) is one of the best-studied inter-

vals of a hothouse planet, with proxy records 

indicating very warm and wet conditions in 

mid-latitude and polar regions ( 2,  7) and CO
2
 

levels below 2000 ppm ( 1) (see the figure). 

Despite decades of intensive research, cli-

mate models predict too cool and too dry cli-

mates, especially in polar regions ( 2), unless 

CO
2
 concentrations greater than 2500 ppm 

are used. O
2
 during this time was probably 

between ~15 and 25% (see the figure). If the 

low-end O
2
 estimates are correct (~15%), the 

reduced density of the at-

mosphere relative to today 

would elevate surface tem-

peratures and precipitation, 

particularly at the poles, 

likely reducing the model-

proxy differences.

During the late Carbon-

iferous and Permian (315 

to 255 million years ago), 

Earth experienced the larg-

est and longest glacial pe-

riod of the Phanerozoic ( 8), 

coincident with high O
2
 (as 

much as 35%) and low CO
2
 

(~350 ppm) (see the figure). 

Climate models require CO
2
 

to drop below 560 ppm to 

initiate ice sheet growth ( 8) 

and are thus broadly com-

patible with CO
2
 constraints 

from proxies and long-term 

carbon cycle models. Nev-

ertheless, climate model 

results should be revisited 

in light of Poulsen et al.’s 

findings, because the high-

pressure atmosphere at this 

time likely caused additional 

           A
tmospheric carbon dioxide (CO

2
) 

concentrations are widely held to be 

the main driver of climate change 

through the Phanerozoic (the past 541 

million years), with warm intervals 

corresponding to high CO
2
 concen-

trations and cold intervals having low CO
2
 

concentrations ( 1) (see the figure). However, 

paleoclimate models often cannot match 

proxy estimates of temperature and precipi-

tation unless unrealistic CO
2
 concentrations 

are prescribed ( 2,  3). The solution may come 

from an unexpected direction: atmospheric 

oxygen (O
2
), which is not a greenhouse gas 

and thus provides no direct greenhouse forc-

ing. On page 1238 of this issue, Poulsen et al. 

( 4) report model results that identify O
2
 as 

an important climate driver through its con-

tribution to total atmospheric pressure.

O
2
 has varied through the Phanerozoic 

from ~10 to 35% (see the figure), affecting 

the evolution and diversification of plants, 

animals, and insects ( 5,  6). Yet the pos-

sible influence of O
2
 on climate has been 

underappreciated. Poulsen et al. show that 

changes in atmospheric density caused by 

geologically reasonable variations in O
2
 

partial pressure affect the scattering of in-

coming solar radiation. At high atmospheric 

pressure, shortwave scattering intensifies, 

leading to a weaker greenhouse forcing and 

a reduction in atmospheric water vapor, 

global precipitation, and surface tempera-

tures; at low atmospheric pressure, the re-

verse patterns are seen. These results mark 

an important advance in thinking about 

climate over geologic time and may address 

a long-standing problem in paleoclimate 

research: disagreements between model re-

sults and proxy reconstructions of climate.

The authors focus on the Cenomanian 

(100 to 94 million years ago). Climate mod-

els for this time period consistently predict 

lower increases in temperature and mois-

ture than seen in climate proxies, especially 

at mid- and high latitudes, given that CO
2
 

concentrations are constrained to between 

500 and 2000 ppm (parts per million) by 

proxies and long-term carbon cycle models 

Can climate feel the pressure?

By Daniel J. Peppe 1 and Dana L. Royer 2     

Changes in atmospheric pressure may be an important long-term climate forcing mechanism
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Poulsen et al.’s model results 

( 4) indicate that oxygen-driven 

changes in atmospheric density 

cause changes in atmospheric 

water vapor, precipitation, and 

surface temperature. The model 

may help provide a mechanism 

that at least partially explains 

the cold temperatures during the 

late Carboniferous and Permian 

glaciation, when atmospheric 

pressures were high, as well as the 

warm temperatures during the 

Cenomanian and early Paleogene, 

when atmospheric pressures may 

have been lower ( 6,  11,  12).
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          C
olloidal semiconductor nanocrystals 

(NCs) or “quantum dots” offer exqui-

site control of absorption and emis-

sion colors for device applications by 

tuning their size and shape ( 1). The 

proliferation of NC applications has 

been enabled by the “hot-injection” synthe-

sis, which can tightly control the particle size 

to achieve pure colors ( 2). However, current 

hot-injection synthesis recipes are largely in-

compatible with low-cost, large-area remote 

phosphor applications of NCs. Reagents are 

too expensive, reaction mixtures 

too dilute, and conversion yields 

too low, especially if size tuning 

is accomplished by adjusting the 

reaction time. On page 1226 of 

this issue, Hendricks et al. ( 3) re-

port on a radical improvement 

of the hot-injection synthesis 

economics of metal sulfide NCs 

by introducing a library of inex-

pensive thioureas as reagents.

The hot-injection synthesis is 

a homogeneous nucleation and 

growth reaction ( 4) initiated by 

the rapid mixing of reagents at 

elevated temperatures in apolar 

solvents. By stopping growth at 

a specific time, NCs of different 

sizes and thus different properties are read-

ily obtained (see the first figure). Hendricks 

et al. introduce substituted thioureas as an 

alternative sulfur precursor for the forma-

tion of metal sulfide NCs, such as sulfides 

of lead (PbS), cadmium, zinc, and copper, by 

hot injection. As generic synthesis recipes 

for most of these NCs have been proposed 

before ( 5), this result may not seem particu-

larly groundbreaking. However, unlike other 

approaches, the authors focus on reactions 

that have nearly quantitative chemical yield.

They manage to control the final NC size 

by adapting the reactivity of the thioureas 

through subtle changes of their composi-

tion (see the second figure, panel A). This 

size-tuning scheme relies on the most recent 

understanding of the several steps that turn 

injected precursors into NCs, especially the 

finding that NCs do not form by the separate 

incorporation of the injected precursors, 

thiourea and a metal carboxylate. Instead, 

these precursors react to form the actual 

solute, and it is the solute supersaturation 

that initiates the nucleation and drives the 

growth of NCs ( 6).

This two-step reaction mechanism has 

important consequences. First, the rate 

of solute formation sets the rate of solute 

consumption by nucleation of new nuclei 

or growth of existing nuclei into larger NCs 

(see the second figure, panel B). Second, hot-

injection synthesis becomes a zero-sum 

game where solute consumption by growth 

can only increase at the expense of nucle-

ation. Faster solute formation benefits 

nucleation, such that more NCs are formed 

by the time growth arrests nucleation ( 7). If 

all precursors injected are transformed in 

more NCs, their size at the end of the re-

action will be smaller, which makes for an 

effective mechanism for size tuning at full 

yield ( 8).

By proposing an easily implemented 

chemical approach to adjust the rate of sol-

ute formation, Hendricks et al. likely make 

the best possible use of this tuning scheme. 

The vast possibilities for substitution make 

for an astonishing range of reactivities and 

thus a library of precursors fit to synthesize 

Economical routes to 
colloidal nanocrystals

By Zeger Hens 

A new precursor library yields high-quality 
quantum dots for device applications
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Diameter

Color shift. Colloidal nanocrystals have size-dependent optical 

properties. For example, photoluminescence of CdSe nanocrystals 

shifts from blue to red with increasing diameter.

cooling and reduced precipitation. Additional 

cooling may provide a mechanism for near-

tropical glaciation, because ice in the tropics 

cannot be modeled using radiative forcing 

from only CO
2
 ( 3).

Both climate modelers and paleoclimate 

researchers most commonly express CO
2
 

in terms of volume fraction (such as parts 

per million by volume, or ppmv). However, 

if total atmospheric pressure is changing, 

these CO
2
 estimates mean different things 

in terms of radiative forcing. For example, 

if the partial pressure of atmospheric CO
2
 

remains constant but the total atmospheric 

pressure decreases because of a drop in 

the partial pressure of atmospheric O
2
, CO

2
 

concentrations (expressed in ppmv) will 

increase, even though the CO
2
 radiative 

forcing will not have changed. Thus, if cli-

mate models prescribe CO
2
 ppmv estimates 

informed from proxies from a time period 

with a different atmospheric pressure from 

today’s (such as the Carboniferous or early 

Paleogene; see the figure), the modeled ra-

diative forcing from CO
2
 may be incorrect. 

There would be great benefit to develop-

ing a common language for use in model-

ing and proxy work—for example, reporting 

whenever possible the sea-level partial pres-

sure of CO
2
 along with the total atmospheric 

pressure of CO
2
. Additionally, because all 

CO
2
 proxies have been developed at modern 

atmospheric pressure, it will be crucial to 

test the sensitivity of CO
2
 proxies at differ-

ing atmospheric pressures.

A critical limitation of exploring the cli-

matic effects of Poulsen et al.’s model in the 

geologic past is that paleo-O
2
 records are 

uncertain (see the figure). During the Ceno-

manian and early Paleogene, O
2
 levels may 

have been lower or higher than today. New 

O
2
 proxies are in development ( 9,  10), but 

as with any new proxy system, they must 

be tested thoroughly. Poulsen et al.’s study 

provides a convincing argument for the im-

portance of developing a robust history of 

atmospheric O
2
.          ■
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          N
octurnal insects live in a dim world. 

They have brains smaller than a grain 

of rice, and eyes that are even smaller. 

Yet, they have remarkable visual abili-

ties, many of which seem to defy what 

is physically possible ( 1). On page 1245 

of this issue, Sponberg et al. reveal how one 

species, the hawkmoth Manduca sexta, is 

able to accurately track wind-tossed flow-

ers in near darkness and remain stationary 

while hovering and feeding ( 2).

Examples of remarkable visual abilities 

include the nocturnal central American 

sweat bee Megalopta genalis, which can use 

learned visual landmarks to navigate from 

its nest—an inconspicuous hollowed-out 

twig hanging in the tangled undergrowth—

through a dark and complex rainforest to a 

distant source of nocturnal flowers, and then 

return ( 3). The nocturnal Australian bull ant 

Myrmecia pyriformis manages similar navi-

gational feats on foot ( 4). Nocturnal South 

African dung beetles can use the dim ce-

lestial pattern of polarized light around the 

moon ( 5) or the bright band of light in the 

Milky Way ( 6) as a visual compass to trace 

out a beeline when rolling dung balls. Some 

nocturnal insects, like the elephant hawk-

moth Deilephila elpenor, even have trichro-

matic color vision ( 7).

These impressive behavioral feats are 

likely to depend on specialized neural 

mechanisms in the brain that sum pho-

tons over space and time ( 8,  9), thus greatly 

strengthening the visual impression even 

though each photoreceptor absorbs pho-

tons at extremely low rates—in the Ameri-

can cockroach, as few as one photon every 

10 s ( 10). Sponberg et al. now quantify the 

extent of these summation strategies for the 

detection of a moving target: a wind-tossed 

flower visually tracked by a dusk- and dawn-

Visual 
tracking in 
the dead of 
night

By Eric Warrant 

Even in dim light, 
hawkmoths can track the 
motions of wind-tossed 
flowers

ORGANISMAL BIOLOGY

metal sulfide NCs with a predefined size 

starting from common chemicals. In this 

way, the work sets a standard for synthesis 

schemes of other NC material classes such 

as metal selenides, phosphides, and arse-

nides that can make possible large-area, 

low-cost NC applications such as remote 

phosphor lighting or solar concentrators ( 9, 

 10), thus stressing the importance of finding 

similarly versatile precursors for these NCs.

Especially for their PbS synthesis, Hen-

dricks et al. show that the reaction rate gives 

them full control over the NC size while 

maintaining extremely narrow size disper-

sions (the NCs are all nearly the same size). 

Thus, the size dispersion is not tightly linked 

to the reaction rate. Nor is the use of thio-

ureas in itself sufficient to obtain a tight size 

dispersion. The thiourea-based synthesis of 

Cu
x
S and Cu

2
ZnSnS

4
 (CZTS), for example, 

yields quite polydisperse NCs. These find-

ings indicate that, unlike the case for size 

control, the question as to what factors really 

determine size dispersion in a hot-injection 

synthesis remains to be answered. Hence, 

following Hendricks et al. in their pursuit of 

insight-enabled synthesis economics, under-

standing and controlling size dispersion in 

the hot-injection synthesis appears to be an 

essential next step on the road to affordable, 

high-quality NCs.          ■ 
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active hovering hawkmoth that 

sucks nectar on the wing. It 

turns out that even though the 

hawkmoths must compromise 

tracking accuracy to meet the 

demands of visual motion detec-

tion in dim light, the tracking 

error remains small exactly over 

the range of frequencies with 

which wind-tossed flowers move 

in the wild. The results reveal a 

remarkable match between the 

sensorimotor performance of 

an animal and the dynamics of 

the sensory stimulus that it most 

needs to detect.

To quantify the ability of the 

hawkmoth M. sexta to track a 

moving flower at two different 

light levels, one brighter (300 

Lux: early dusk) and one dim-

mer (0.3 Lux: quarter moon), 

the authors allowed freely fly-

ing hawkmoths to locate and 

feed from a sugar solution res-

ervoir placed at the center of an 

artificial plastic flower. During 

experiments, this flower was at-

tached to a motorized arm that 

moved the flower from side to 

side in a complex trajectory. The 

component movement frequen-

cies of this trajectory varied over 

two orders of magnitude and en-

compassed the narrower range 

of frequencies typical of wind-

tossed flowers. A hovering moth 

fed from the flower by extending 

its proboscis into the reservoir, 

rapidly flying from side to side to maintain 

feeding by stabilizing the moving flower in 

the center of its visual field.

When Sponberg et al. analyzed how well 

the moth’s tracking trajectory matched the 

flower’s movement trajectory, they made 

two important discoveries. First, the moth 

tracked the flower remarkably well at either 

light intensity for flower movement fre-

quencies up to ~2 Hz, but tracking error in-

creased dramatically beyond this frequency, 

particularly in dim light. Second, the lag 

between the moth’s trajectory and the tra-

jectory of the flower increased in dim light, 

indicating that visual motion detection had 

slowed by around 17%. This slowing visual 

response is consistent with temporal sum-

mation, a visual strategy whereby the vi-

sual integration time (or “shutter time”) is 

lengthened to increase visual reliability in 

dim light ( 8,  9). This strategy has recently 

been demonstrated in bumblebees flying 

in dim light ( 11) and has been predicted for 

nocturnal hawkmoths ( 12). Although tem-

poral summation sacrifices the perception 

of faster objects, it strengthens the percep-

tion of slower ones ( 8,  9), like the slower 

movement frequencies (below ~2 Hz) of the 

robotic flower.

By carefully analyzing the movements of 

several species of flowers tossed by natural 

winds—including those favored by hawk-

moths—Sponberg et al. discovered that their 

movements were confined to frequencies be-

low ~2 Hz. Thus, despite visual limitations 

in dim light, the flight dynamics and visual 

summation strategies of hovering hawk-

moths have evolved to perfectly match the 

movement characteristics of flowers, their 

only food source.

The implications of the study go far be-

yond this particular species. It shows how in 

small animals like hawkmoths, with limited 

nervous system capacities and stretched en-

ergy budgets, the forces of natural selection 

have matched sensory and motor process-

ing to the most pressing ecological tasks 

that animals must perform in order to sur-

vive. This is done not by maximizing perfor-

mance in every possible aspect of behavior, 

but by stripping away everything but the 

absolutely necessary and honing what re-

mains to perform tasks as accurately and 

efficiently as possible.           ■
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I
n a well-written and fast-paced book, 

Dinesh Sharma examines the history of 

computing technology in modern India. 

Sharma argues that the foundations of 

India’s information technology (IT) revo-

lution were laid during the first half of 

the 20th century, when the country was still 

under British rule. During this time, leading 

Indian scientists, including P. C. Mahalano-

bis and H. J. Bhabha, were working to make 

their respective institutions—the Indian Sta-

tistical Institute (ISI) and the Tata Institute 

of Fundamental Research (TIFR)—into cen-

ters for computer science and technology. 

Asia’s first data processing computer—

custom-built by the British Tabulating Ma-

chine Company for ISI—was bought in 1954 

under Mahalanobis’s aegis to familiarize the 

institute’s engineers with the functioning of 

a modern computer.  In 1958, a fully auto-

matic, electronic digital computer capable 

of solving mathematical problems, known 

as Ural, arrived from the Soviet Union. 

 Meanwhile, researchers at TIFR initiated 

work on an analog computer capable of solv-

ing large mathematical problems related to 

control systems for nuclear reactors. In 1961, 

M. G. K. Menon, head of the physics group, 

visited IBM and UNIVAC in the United States 

to inquire about the potential purchase of a 

top-of-the-line computer. (Menon would go 

on to make electronics a separate entity in 

the policy-making apparatus of India’s cen-

tral government in the 1970s—a move that 

would help the country foster indigenous ini-

tiatives and curtail the influence of foreign 

corporations.) Knowing that the Indian gov-

ernment would only be able to subsidize the 

purchase of one commercial machine, Maha-

lanobis and Bhabha fought over whether the 

UNIVAC or the IBM 704 was to be acquired.  

Bhabha won this battle, and TIFR became 

the national computing center.

American computer gurus, including Nich-

olas Metropolis, Norbert Wiener, and Harry 

Huskey, made important contributions  to the 

Indian computing scene in the 1960s. Their 

contributions were direct and indirect. Many 

foreign scientists, including Nobel laureates, 

were invited to give lecture tours. Some were 

part of structured programs like the Kan-

pur Indo-American Program. The computer 

centers at TIFR and the Indian Institute of 

Technology at Kanpur were particularly im-

portant for helping to build computer aware-

ness and software-writing skills in India 

during this time. 

In 1967, Indira Gandhi, India’s first female 

prime minister, appointed Vikram Sarabhai 

as the chairman of the Atomic Energy Es-

tablishment (AEE), a government-sponsored 

institution dedicated to nuclear energy re-

search.  The AEE was charged with creating 

a plan for the indigenous production of elec-

tronics. That same year, its electronics divi-

sion was spun off into an independent public 

enterprise called Electronics Corporation of 

India Limited (ECIL) in Hyderabad. 

IBM contributed to creating a computer 

culture in the government and in the busi-

ness community by developing a pool of 

highly skilled computer professionals in 

systems engineering, programming, and 

maintenance in the 1970s.  The number of 

trainees ran into the thousands, as IBM had 

extensive installations across the country 

and a robust training program.

In the 1980s, computing technologies 

that had previously been relegated to the 

domain of scientists were seamlessly transi-

tioned to common users. This led to a shift 

away from basic research applications and a 

burst of activity in the Indian hardware and 

software market. 

By the end of the 1990s, outsourcing had 

become a multibillion-dollar business for 

many Indian companies. As software exports 

grew, “body shopping” (in which local con-

sultancy firms recruited IT workers to work 

on foreign software projects) became com-

mon. Outsourcing became an essential man-

agement process in the globalized economy 

by also creating direct and indirect employ-

ment opportunities that ultimately led to the 

growth of the Indian domestic job sector. 

Although this is a magnificent study 

that addresses the dearth of scholarship on 

the history of computing outside the Euro-

American context, Sharma’s monograph 

shows the entangled histories of computing 

in India and America. 

One may be tempted to dismiss the book’s 

emphasis on elite figures like Nehru and 

Gandhi as technoscientific elitism; however, 

it actually serves to highlight how science 

in postcolonial India functioned very dif-

ferently from the science conducted during 

the early 20th century. Although science in 

colonial India was about the individual bril-

liance of the “pure scientist” working under 

a power differential, postcolonial technosci-

ence saw an entangling of the scientist with 

the emergent nation-state.

India’s lasting contribution to the comput-

ing industry is mainly in the development of 

a global service delivery model, which gave 

birth to the outsourcing industry. This model 

allowed for the conversion of knowledge and 

skills into commerce, even when physical in-

frastructure was lacking.  However, this fo-

cus on software services has meant that India 

has not made a significant mark in software 

products and computer hardware. This may 

change, though, in years to come, due to an 

evolving economic environment.  

10.1126/science.aab3022

The Indian advantage
HISTORY OF SCIENCE

By Somaditya Banerjee

The Outsourcer

The Story of India’s IT 

Revolution

Dinesh C. Sharma

MIT Press, 2015. 294 pp.

A commitment to national self-sufficiency set the stage for 
the rise of India’s information technology industry

The Infosys Global 

Education Centre 

in Mysore, India.

The reviewer is in the Department of History, University of Idaho, 

Moscow, ID 83844, USA. E-mail: sbanerjee@uidaho.edu

Published by AAAS
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onfronted with a rapidly increasing 

global population, sluggish crop yield 

increases, and uncertainty about the 

future climate, the agricultural com-

munity faces the challenge of doubling 

crop yields by 2050. However, too of-

ten, we focus on increased production per 

se without adequate consideration of other 

elements that contribute to food insecurity. 

Joel K. Bourne’s new book, The End of Plenty, 

presents a fascinating narrative about ag-

riculture, population, hunger, and health, 

spanning decades, that frames the 

current situation within a histori-

cal context. Along the way, he an-

alyzes some of the most complex 

and contentious issues challeng-

ing food supply today.

Bourne opens with this per-

sonal note, describing how most 

people react when he tells them 

he studied agronomy in college. 

“When I explain that it’s a com-

bination of soil science and plant 

science for row crop production, 

their interest wilts. Journalists 

call this MEGO—short for ‘my eyes 

glaze over.’” Having experienced 

similar MEGO when describing 

my own work as an agronomist, I 

felt compelled to read on. 

Throughout the book, Bourne 

interweaves the legacy of Mal-

thusian demographics—the idea 

that human populations grow 

exponentially while food pro-

duction grows at an arithmetic 

rate—bringing the “demand” 

side to the forefront. He also il-

luminates the historical roots 

of scientific, policy, and social 

drivers that have brought us to 

the current state of food produc-

tion, hunger, and population. His cogent 

arguments for addressing what he sees as 

the root causes of the population explo-

sion—primarily, lack of empowerment of 

girls and women to determine their own 

destinies—are compelling. Investments in 

education for girls, access to family plan-

ning information and contraceptives, and 

equity in access to agricultural knowledge 

and land are offered as a far more certain 

path to feeding future populations than re-

lying solely on investments in technologies 

to increase production. 

The “Green Revolution,” the term given to 

the flurry of advances that increased agri-

cultural production in the mid-20th century, 

is one of the most honored and influential 

agricultural achievements in history. Bourne 

tells the history of the revolution along with 

heart-rending stories of its unintended con-

sequences, including the environmental and 

health effects of high levels of agrichemical 

use in developing nations. 

Improved seeds, fertilizers, and chemi-

cals were part of the equation, but the 

transformation of agricultural landscapes 

also hinged on the availability of a secure 

water supply. Although irrigation has 

proven to be unsustainable in many re-

gions, resulting in depleted and polluted 

groundwater supplies, Bourne identifies 

substantial regions in southeastern India 

and Africa that have aquifers that could be 

sustainably developed. He additionally ex-

plores opportunities for improving micro-

irrigation for small-holder producers and 

the advances offered by increased water-

use efficiency. 

The often-maligned GMO (genetically 

modified organism) breeding technologies, 

which have the potential to provide break-

through advances with broad social ben-

efits, are also highlighted. These include 

“scuba rice,” which can tolerate extended 

submergence under water (a common 

problem in rice production regions near 

sea level), and “golden rice” that produces 

vitamin A. Bourne also discusses the elusive 

goal of developing nitrogen-fix-

ing grasses, which could render 

expensive and damaging nitro-

gen fertilizers obsolete. He simi-

larly explores constraints and 

opportunities in concentrated 

meat production and aquacul-

ture systems. 

This book is thoroughly re-

searched, and the extensive in-

dex and bibliography will be a 

useful resource for readers. The 

informal, journalistic style of the 

writing is one of its strengths, but 

occasionally, some of the language 

used is jarring: the use of the word 

“zombies” to describe displaced, 

starving populations, for example, 

or the phrase “Potbellied Papa … 

Grandma, Ma and children of all 

ages” to describe rural popula-

tions in Ukraine, or the emphasis 

on the dialect of a gentleman near 

Bath Abbey in southeastern Eng-

land (“ ‘Mowfus?’ … ‘Never ’erd 

of ’im’ ”). However, the book is 

ultimately extremely sympathetic 

to the plight of the poor, as well 

as respectful of the motivations 

and wisdom of Green Revolution 

leaders and innovators. 

Bourne brings a piercing eye to intransi-

gent problems in food production and al-

leviation of hunger, leavened by notes of 

pragmatism and optimism. Although some 

agronomists will take exception to the 

provocative lens through which the Green 

Revolution and some of today’s production 

systems are presented, those who continue 

will find a challenge to adopt a more holis-

tic approach than has been taken in the past. 

10.1126/science.aab1045

Tomorrow’s table

AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE

Andy Rozendaal harvests nasturtium at CIty Farm, a nonprofit farming venture 

on the edge of downtown Chicago. 

By Jean L. Steiner

The End of Plenty

The Race to Feed 

a Crowded World

Joel K. Bourne Jr.

Norton, 2015. 414 pp.It’s time to talk about the future of food 

The reviewer is president of the American Society of 

Agronomy. E-mail: jean.steiner@ars.usda.gov
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Defining the 
happiness gap  
IN THEIR REPORT “Conservatives report, 

but liberals display, greater happiness” 

(13 March 2015, p. 1243), S. P. Wojcik et al. 

show that liberals display more cheer in 

smiles, positive word choice, and use of 

positive emoticons. The authors explicitly 

contrast these findings to the allegedly 

higher happiness levels of conservatives 

found with self-report scales (1). However, 

as Wojcik et al. note, both the size and 

direction of the effect greatly depend on 

the type of measurement. 

Such variation does not imply that 

ideological preferences cannot have a 

substantial effect on happiness in specific 

circumstances. Indeed, the so-called 

happiness gap may be context-dependent 

(1–3). For instance, a small relationship 

between conservatism and self-reported 

life satisfaction emerges in the United 

States, whereas it is absent in Europe (1). 

Unfortunately, Wojcik et al. have only 

presented U.S. data.

Moreover, their findings are partly 

based on the public behavior of politicians. 

Obviously, self-presentation has a strategic 

component and does not necessarily reflect 

one’s true inner state (4). For liberal politi-

cians, smiling is useful indeed, considering 

that especially left-wing voters prefer 

friendly and agreeable politicians (5). 

The negligible main effects indicate 

that the question of whether liberals or 

conservatives are happier is rather futile 

in scientific terms. A more meaning-

ful avenue for future studies would be 

investigating which contexts and life 

conditions affect happiness differently for 

conservatives and liberals (3, 6). 

Alain Van Hiel,* Arne Roets, Jasper 

Van Assche, Dries Bostyn, Jonas De 

keersmaecker, Tessa Haesevoets, Anne 

Joosten, Jonas Stadeus, Emma Onraet 

Ghent University, Department of Developmental, 
Personality and Social Psychology, Social 

Psychology Unit, B-9000, Ghent, Belgium.

*Corresponding author. E-mail: 
alain.vanhiel@ugent.be
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LETTERS

Response
IN OUR ANALYSES of more than 6000 

political liberals and conservatives, we 

found that conservatives reported greater 

life satisfaction than liberals, but that 

liberals displayed more frequent, more 

intense, and more genuine happiness in 

their behavior. We concluded from these 

findings that whether liberals or conser-

vatives appear happier depends on how 

happiness is measured. 

In their Letter, Van Hiel and colleagues 

reiterate that our analyses were primarily 

restricted to American participants. As we 

outlined in our Report’s introduction, we 

made this decision because liberalism and 

conservatism have very different, some-

times even oppositional, meanings across 

different national contexts. Regardless, 

Van Hiel et al.’s specific concern is curi-

ous, given that the association between 

conservatism and self-reported life 

satisfaction in European samples (r = 

0.11) does not appear to be weaker than 

in North American samples (r = 0.09) (1). 

Equally curious is their concern about the 

self-presentational components of happi-

ness expression among politicians, given 

that our FACS analyses were purposefully 

implemented to differentiate between 

more and less genuine expressions of hap-

piness, and that our findings replicated 

in samples of both politicians and the 

general public.

Van Hiel and colleagues oversimplify our 

complex pattern of results, mischaracterize 

our findings as “negligible,” and then 

report that further scientific investigation 

is “futile.” But the relationship between 

ideology and subjective well-being is more 

productively and accurately understood 

as nuanced, and this nuance has both 

scientific and practical import. Why do 

measurements of such closely related con-

structs reveal opposing patterns of results? 

As revealed in our Report, group differ-

ences in self-reported life satisfaction can 

be driven by differences in self-enhancing 

styles of self-report (2). This finding has 

important implications for understanding 

subjective well-being research, given that 

self-reported life satisfaction is perhaps the 

most frequently used measure of subjective 

well-being (3, 4), and given the common-

ness of comparing self-reported subjective 

well-being across nonrandomized groups 

that may differ in self-enhancement (5).

In our view, the contradictory patterns 

of results across measures and methods 

do not cancel each other out to simply 

create “equal” levels of happiness. Instead, 

they provide insight into the complexity 

involved in the measurement of well-being, 

as well as in the psychological processes 

underlying human happiness. 

Sean P. Wojcik,1 Arpine Hovasapian,1 

Jesse Graham,2 Matt Motyl,3 

Peter H. Ditto1

1Department of Psychology and Social Behavior, 
University of California, Irvine, CA 92697, USA.     

2Department of Psychology, University of Southern 
California, CA 90089, USA. 3University of Illinois, 

Chicago, IL 60607, USA.

*Corresponding author. E-mail: swojcik@uci.edu
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Protect researchers 
from harassment
IT IS DEEPLY troubling that an animal 

rights extremist campaign will stop an 

important line of research, and the entire 

scientific community should be concerned 

when, yet again, disruptive actions by 

extremists silence important, well-regulated 

science (“Researcher drops primate work,” 

News In Brief, 8 May, p. 613). It is unaccept-

able that researchers worldwide are subject 

to harassment, threats of violence, illegal 

taping, and property damage, and we urge 

aggressive enforcement of laws that protect 

responsible research, scientific institutions, 

and scientists. 

The Society for Neuroscience has long 

urged research institutions to be proactive 

Are conservatives happier than liberals?

Published by AAAS
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in identifying and supporting research-

ers who experience animal rights threats. 

Nonhuman primate models, the research 

subject in this case, are critical for advanc-

ing scientific understanding of the brain, 

and to improve the health and well-being of 

humans and nonhuman species. Research 

on animals, including nonhuman primates, 

provides the basis for breakthroughs in the 

treatment of cancer, heart disease, and dev-

astating infectious diseases like HIV, Ebola, 

and influenza. Monkey research played a 

key role in the development of deep-brain 

stimulation for treating conditions such 

as Parkinson’s disease, depression, and 

obsessive-compulsive disorder. Biomedical 

research operates within the laws and 

guidelines set by multiple oversight bodies 

to ensure humane treatment of animals. 

For neuroscience, this troubling news 

will only lengthen the time needed to 

better understand complex neural sys-

tems, which are crucial to find treatments 

for more than 1000 disorders—including 

addiction, schizophrenia, and Alzheimer’s 

disease—which afflict more than 1 billion 

people worldwide. We urge the scien-

tific community to make a strong stand 

about the irreplaceable role of animals in 

research, and for organizations to sign on 

to the international statement supporting 

animal research, found at the International 

Brain Research Organization (1).

Steven E. Hyman1,2* and 

Michael E. Goldberg3,4*

1President, Society for Neuroscience. 2Broad 
Institute, Cambridge, MA 02142-1403, USA. 3Chair, 

Society for Neuroscience Committee on Animals in 
Research. 4Columbia University, New York, NY 

10032-1007, USA.

*Corresponding authors. E-mail: media@sfn.org
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TECHNICAL COMMENT 

ABSTRACTS

Comment on “Principles of ER 

cotranslational translocation revealed 

by proximity-specific ribosome 

profiling”

David W. Reid and Christopher V. Nicchitta

Jan et al. (Research Article, 7 November 

2014, p. 716) propose that ribosomes 

translating secretome messenger RNAs 

(mRNAs) traffic from the cytosol to 

the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) upon 

emergence of the signal peptide and 

return to the cytosol after termination. An 

accounting of controls demonstrates that 

mRNAs initiate translation on ER-bound 

ribosomes and that ribosomes are 

retained on the ER through many cycles 

of translation.

Full text at http://dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.

aaa7257

Response to Comment on “Principles 

of ER cotranslational translocation 

revealed by proximity-specific ribosome 

profiling”

Calvin H. Jan, Christopher C. Williams, 

Jonathan S. Weissman

Reid and Nicchitta propose that most 

cellular translation is carried out by a 

noncycling pool of endoplasmic reticulum 

(ER)–associated ribosomes. However, 

proximity-specific ribosome profiling data 

place an upper bound of about 7 to 16% on 

the fraction of cytosolic protein translation 

carried out by ribosomes accessible to 

ER-tethered biotin ligases. Moreover, 

yeast pulse-labeling experiments argue 

against there being a static population 

of ER-associated ribosomes.

Full text at http://dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.

aaa8299

Comment on “Planetary boundaries: 

Guiding human development on a 

changing planet”

Fernando Jaramillo and Georgia Destouni

Steffen et al. (Research Article, 13 February 

2015, p. 736) recently assessed current 

global freshwater use, finding it to be 

well below a corresponding planetary 

boundary. However, they ignored recent 

scientific advances implying that the 

global consumptive use of freshwater 

may have already crossed the associated 

planetary boundary.

Full text at http://dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.

aaa9629

Response to Comment on “Planetary 

boundaries: Guiding human 

development on a changing planet”

Dieter Gerten, Johan Rockström, Jens 

Heinke, Will Steffen, Katherine Richardson, 

Sarah Cornell

Jaramillo and Destouni claim that 

freshwater consumption is beyond the 

planetary boundary, based on high 

estimates of water cycle components, 

different definitions of water consumption, 

and extrapolation from a single case 

study. The difference from our analysis, 

based on mainstream assessments of 

global water consumption, highlights 

the need for clearer definitions of water 

cycle components and improved models 

and databases.

Full text at http://dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.

aab0031
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CELL DIVISION CYCLE 

How cells sense 
connected chromosomes 
Cells have a “checkpoint” that 

pauses cell division until all 

chromosomes are properly 

arranged on the mitotic spindle 

to allow precise distribution 

of one copy of each chromo-

some to each daughter cell. 

Hiruma et al. and Ji et al. explain 

the molecular mechanism by 

which cells sense that they are 

ready to divide. The protein 

kinase MPS1 associates with a 

protein complex at the kineto-

chore of the chromosome. Its 

activity produces signals that 

pause the cell cycle. When the 

chromosome becomes properly 

attached to the mitotic spindle, 

microtubules of the spindle 

physically compete for binding 

to the same site on the kineto-

chore where MPS1 is bound. 

Edited by Stella Hurtley
I N  SC IENCE  J O U R NA L S

RESEARCH

Thus, once the kinetochore is 

properly attached, MPS1 dis-

sociates, the inhibitory signal is 

lost, and cell division is allowed 

to proceed. — LBR

Science, this issue pp. 1264 and 1260

CLIMATE CHANGE 

Change was in the air 
The atmospheric fraction of 

molecular oxygen gas, O
2
, 

currently at 21%, is thought to 

have varied between around 

35 and 15% over the past 500 

million years. Because O
2
 is 

not a greenhouse gas, often 

this variability has not been 

considered in studies of climate 

change. Poulson and Wright 

show that indirect effects of 

oxygen abundance, caused by 

contributions to atmospheric 

pressure and mean molecular 

weight, can affect precipita-

tion and atmospheric humidity 

(see the Perspective by Peppe 

and Royer). These effects may 

thus have produced significant 

changes in the strength of 

greenhouse forcing by water 

vapor, surface air temperatures, 

and the hydrological cycle in the 

geological past. — HJS

Science, this issue p. 1238; 
see also p. 1210

NANOMEDICINE

Nanoformulation keeps 
vein grafts healthy
The MK2i peptide is now in 

clinical trials aimed at halt-

ing inflammation and fibrosis 

after vein grafting. However, 

low bioavailability and rapid 

degradation have slowed MK2i’s 

BIOGEOGRAPHY 

Emerging patterns in 
species distribution 

H
uman influences are leading to a 

shift in the geographical distribu-

tion of animal species. Capinha et 

al. compared the distributions of 

native mollusk species with those 

introduced to new areas by human activi-

ties. The ranges of native species are still 

broadly constrained by limitations on their 

capacity for dispersal, whereas those of 

the introduced aliens are affected more 

by climate and patterns of human move-

ment. As humans continue to break down 

barriers to dispersal, more species’ dis-

tributions will come to be limited by their 

environmental tolerances. — AMS

Science, this issue p. 1248

Molybdenum doping enhances catalysis 
and stability of Pt

3
Ni nanocrystals   

Huang et al., p. 1230

Human trade in produce 

promotes the spread of 

invasive mollusk species

Atmospheric oxygen concentration 

variations have affected climate over 

the past 500 million years
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clinical translation. Evans et 

al. formulated the MK2i 

peptide in electrostatically 

complexed nanoparticles. The 

resulting MK2i-nanopolyplexes 

entered both vascular smooth 

muscle and endothelial cells 

in human veins. Their deliv-

ery reduced proinflammatory 

cytokine levels, vascular 

smooth muscle cell migration, 

and neointima formation (i.e., 

vessel thickening). In rabbit 

vein grafts, treatment with 

MK2i-nanopolyplexes, but not 

free MK2i, prevented intimal 

hyperplasia for 1 month after 

transplant. Thus, nanopoly-

plexes might improve the utility 

of vein grafts in the longer term. 

— MLF

Sci. Transl. Med. 7, 291ra95 (2015).

BIOENGINEERING

Reconstruction of 
circadian oscillations
Circadian rhythms are found 

widely in the tree of life. 

However, circadian clocks are 

often difficult to study reduc-

tively in their natural organism, 

in part because of high redun-

dancy within these systems. 

Silver et al. transplanted a 

circadian clock from a cyano-

bacterium into a noncircadian 

organism, Escherichia coli. 

Enabling study in a noncircadian 

organism opens the opportunity 

to molecularly dissect the clock 

and suggests ways to engineer 

time-dependent biological 

circuits. — PLY

Sci. Adv. 10.1126.sciadv.1500358 

(2015).

INDUCED SEISMICITY 

How to observe fault 
injections in real time
Faults in the ground are known 

to deform in response to pro-

cedures such as wastewater 

injection that change the pore 

pressure. Guglielmi et al. took a 

crack at monitoring this process 

in real time with a controlled 

fluid injection into an inactive 

fault (see the Perspective 

by Cornet). Reactivating the 

dead fault induced aseismic 

slip, which triggered small 

Edited by Sacha Vignieri

and Jesse Smith
IN OTHER JOURNALS

earthquakes. These observa-

tions can inform models of how 

friction is related to slip rate. The 

technique can also be applied 

to field-scale monitoring of 

seismicity-inducing wastewater 

injections. — BG

Science, this issue p. 1224; 

see also p. 1204

PHYSIOLOGY 

Receptor in the brain 

controls breathing 
Control of breathing in mam-

mals depends primarily not 

on sensing oxygen, but rather 

on detecting concentrations 

of carbon dioxide in the blood. 

Failure of this system can cause 

potentially deadly sleep apnias. 

Taking a hint from insects, 

which use a heterotrimeric 

guanine nucleotide–binding 

protein-coupled receptor 

(GPCR) to sense carbon dioxide, 

Kumar et al. demonstrate that 

the GPCR GPR4 is essential to 

control breathing in mice. GPR4 

senses protons generated by 

the formation of carbonic acid 

in the blood and works with a 

pH-sensitive potassium channel 

called TASK-2 in a set of brain 

cells that control breathing. 

— LBR

Science, this issue p. 1255

SOLAR CELLS 

Taking in more sun 
Most efforts to grow superior 

films of organic-inorganic 

perovskites for solar cells 

have focused on methylam-

monium lead iodide (MAPbI
3
). 

However, formamidinium lead 

iodide (FAPbI
3
) has a broader 

solar absorption spectrum that 

could ultimately lead to better 

performance. Yang et al. grew 

high-quality FAPbI
3 

films by 

starting with a film of lead iodide 

and dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) 

and then exchanging the DMSO 

with formamidinium iodide. 

Their best devices achieved 

power conversion efficiencies 

exceeding 20%. — PDS

Science, this issue p. 1234

BIOGEOCHEMISTRY

Diving deep into soil’s chlorine pool

T
he density and type of trees in forested ecosystems 

control the large organic chlorine pool of soils. Chlorine is 

a trace nutrient for plant growth; however, its distribution 

is highly variable, even in instances where it was depos-

ited regionally as chloride from the atmosphere. In an 

experimental forest ecosystem in eastern France, Montelius et 

al. show that tree species controlled total soil chlorine fluxes 

over 30 years. Coniferous trees, especially Norway spruce, 

retained organic chlorine and chloride ions in nearby soil more 

than deciduous trees. The preferential retention or trans-

formation of certain chlorine compounds beyond microbial 

processes complicates the terrestrial chlorine cycle. — NW

Environ. Sci. Technol. 49, 4921 (2015).

Soil chlorine inventories 

depend on the species of 

trees they host

Published by AAAS
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ELECTROCHEMISTRY 

Molybdenum doping 
drives high activity 
Platinum (Pt) is an effective 

catalyst of the oxygen reduc-

tion reaction in fuel cells but is 

scarce. One approach to extend 

Pt availability is to alloy it with 

more abundant metals such 

as nickel (Ni). Although these 

catalysts can be highly active, 

they are often not durable 

because of Ni loss. Huang et al. 

show that doping the surface of 

octahedral Pt
3
Ni nanocrystals 

with molybdenum not only leads 

to high activity (~80 times that 

of a commercial catalyst) but 

enhances their stability. — PDS

Science, this issue p. 1230

NANOMATERIALS 

Quality manufacture 
beats quality control
For semiconductor nanocrystals, 

tight control over particle size is 

needed to obtain particles with 

uniform properties. However, 

post-synthesis purification 

methods can be difficult and 

costly. Hendricks et al. present a 

family of substituted thioureas 

as a class of chalcogen precur-

sors (see the Perspective by 

Hens). The rate of reactivity is 

connected to the specific chem-

istry of the precursor, making 

it possible to synthesize metal 

chalcogenide nanocrystals, 

such as PbS, with a specific size, 

narrow size distribution, and 

full conversion of the reactants. 

— MSL

Science, this issue p. 1226; 

see also p. 1211

INSECT FLIGHT 

Not too fast 
and not too slow 
Moths are typically active during 

dawn and dusk when light levels 

are low and vision is challenging. 

Slower visual response times 

can allow for greater light sensi-

tivity, but flying insects are both 

moving and tracking moving 

targets, making such tradeoffs 

potentially problematic. Using 

a combination of modeling and 

experiments, Sponberg et al. 

show that moths are able to 

avoid this potential decrease 

in visual acuity (see the 

Perspective by Warrant). This is 

because the point at which their 

perception of movement would 

be compromised is just above 

the natural frequency at which 

flowers sway. Thus, insect vision 

is precisely adapted to the light 

and movement conditions of 

their environment. — SNV

Science, this issue p. 1245; 

see also p. 1212

ECOLOGY

A brave new world 
with a wider view
Researchers have long 

attempted to follow animals as 

they move through their environ-

ment. Until relatively recently, 

however, such efforts were 

limited to short distances and 

times in species large enough 

to carry large batteries and 

transmitters. New technologies 

have opened up new frontiers 

in animal tracking remote data 

collection. Hussey et al. review 

the unique directions such 

efforts have taken for marine 

systems, while Kays et al. review 

recent advances for terrestrial 

species. We have entered a new 

era of animal ecology, where 

animals act as both subjects and 

samplers of their environments. 

— SNV

Science, this issue p. 1121, p. 1122

TISSUE REGENERATION

A shot in the arm 
for damaged tissue
Tissue damage can be caused 

by injury, disease, and even 

certain medical treatments. 

There is great interest in 

identifying drugs that acceler-

ate tissue regeneration and 

recovery, especially drugs that 

might benefit multiple organ 

systems. Zhang et al. describe 

a compound with this desired 

activity, at least in mice (see 

the Perspective by FitzGerald). 

SW033291 promotes recovery of 

the hematopoietic system after 

bone marrow transplantation, 

prevents the development of 

ulcerative colitis in the intestine, 

and accelerates liver regenera-

tion after hepatic surgery. It acts 

by inhibiting an enzyme that 

degrades prostaglandins, lipid 

signaling molecules that have 

been implicated in tissue stem 

cell maintenance. — PAK

Science, this issue p. 1223; 

see also p. 1208

BRAIN NETWORKS

Cooperating brain regions 
express similar genes
When the brain is at rest, a 

number of distinct areas are 

functionally connected. They 

tend to be organized in net-

works. Richiardi et al. compared 

brain imaging and gene expres-

sion data to build computational 

models of these networks. 

These functional networks are 

underpinned by the correlated 

expression of a core set of 161 

genes. In this set, genes cod-

ing for ion channels and other 

synaptic functions such as neu-

rotransmitter release dominate. 

— PRS

Science, this issue p. 1241

INNATE IMMUNITY 

Detecting Gram-
negative bacteria 
Invariant molecules specific to 

different classes of microbes, 

but not expressed by eukary-

otic cells, alert the immune 

system to a potential invader. 

Gaudet et al. identified one such 

molecule expressed by a variety 

of Gram-negative bacteria: 

the monosaccharide heptose-

1,7-bisphosphate (HBP) (see the 

Perspective by Brubaker and 

Monack). HBP is an intermediate 

in the synthesis of lipopolysac-

charide, a major component of 

bacterial cell walls. Rather than 

alerting the immune system 

through traditional pathogen 

detection pathways, such as 

Toll-like receptors, HBP signals 

through the host protein TIFA 

(TRAF-interacting protein with 

forkhead-associated domain), 

which activates both innate and 

adaptive immune responses to 

control the infection. — KLM

Science, this issue p. 1251; 

see also p. 1207

SEX DETERMINATION 

Manipulating M factor 
alters mosquito sex
Female mosquitoes feed on 

blood and in so doing transmit 

pathogens to millions annu-

ally. Although the molecular 

mechanism for determining 

sex in many animals is known, 

the specific factors in mosqui-

toes have been elusive. This is 

because sex determination in 

insects involves a section of the 

genome that is highly repetitive. 

Hall et al. now identify a male-

determining factor (M factor) 

in Aedes aegypti. Manipulation 

of the M factor produced sex-

change phenotypes. Knocking 

out the gene Nix resulted in 

feminized males, and ectopic 

expression gave masculinized 

females. These findings should 

help to advance strategies for 

converting female mosquitoes 

into nonbiting males. — BAP

Science, this issue p. 1268

BIOCHEMISTRY

SUMO switching 
for degradation
Acute promyelocytic leukemia 

is caused by a fusion protein, a 

portion of which is the nuclear 

protein PML. Arsenic trioxide 

chemotherapy triggers the deg-

radation of this fusion protein 

through modification of the PML 

portion. Fasci et al. found that 

Edited by Stella Hurtley
ALSO IN SCIENCE  JOURNALS
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under basal conditions, SUMO2 

was constantly added to and 

removed from a specific lysine 

residue in PML. In cells exposed 

to arsenic trioxide, SUMO1, 

rather than SUMO2, was conju-

gated to this residue (which the 

authors called the “switch” resi-

due), leading to the formation 

of SUMO2 chains on a different 

lysine residue (the “chain” resi-

due) and the ubiquitylation and 

breakdown of PML. — WW

Sci. Signal. 8, ra56 (2015).

Published by AAAS
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Aquatic animal telemetry:
A panoramic window into the
underwater world
Nigel E. Hussey, Steven T. Kessel, Kim Aarestrup, Steven J. Cooke, Paul D. Cowley,
Aaron T. Fisk, Robert G. Harcourt, Kim N. Holland, Sara J. Iverson,* John F. Kocik,
Joanna E. Mills Flemming, Fred G. Whoriskey

BACKGROUND: Global aquatic environments
are changing profoundly as a result of human
actions; consequently, so too are the ways in
which organisms are distributing themselves
through space and time. Our ability to predict
organism and community responses to these
alterations will be dependent on knowledge of
animal movements, interactions, and how the
physiological and environmental processes
underlying them shape species distributions.
These patterns and processes ultimately struc-
ture aquatic ecosystems and provide thewealth
of ecosystem services upon which humans
depend. Until recently, the vast size, opacity,
and dynamic nature of the aquatic realm have
impeded our efforts to understand these eco-

systems. With rapid technological advancement
over the past several decades, a suite of elec-
tronic tracking devices (e.g., acoustic and satel-
lite transmitters) that can remotely monitor
animals in these challenging environments
are now available. Aquatic telemetry technol-
ogy is rapidly accelerating our ability to ob-
serve animal behavior and distribution and, as
a consequence, is fundamentally altering our
understanding of the structure and function of
global aquatic ecosystems. These advances pro-
vide the toolbox to define how future global
aquatic management practices must evolve.

ADVANCES: Aquatic telemetry has emerged
through technological advances in miniatur-

ization, battery engineering, and software and
hardware development, allowing the monitor-
ing of organisms whose habitats range from
the poles to the tropics and the photic zone
to the abyssal depths. This is enabling the
characterization of the horizontal and verti-
cal movements of individuals, populations,
and entire communities over scales of meters
to tens of thousands of kilometers and over

time frames of hours to
years and even over the
entire lifetimes of indi-
viduals. Electronic tags
can now be equipped with
sensors that measure am-
bient physical parameters

(depth, temperature, conductivity, fluorescence),
providing simultaneous monitoring of ani-
mals’ environments. By linking telemetry with
biologgers (e.g., jaw-motion sensors), it is pos-
sible to monitor individual feeding events. In
addition, other devices on instrumented ani-
mals can communicate with one another, pro-
viding insights into predator-prey interactions
and social behavior. Coupling telemetry with
minute nonlethal biopsy allows understand-
ing of how trophic dynamics, population con-
nectivity, and gene-level basis for organismal
health and condition relate tomovement. These
advances are revolutionizing the scope and
scales of questions that can be addressed on the
causes and consequences of animal distribu-
tion and movement.

OUTLOOK: Aquatic animal telemetry has ad-
vanced rapidly, yet new challenges present
themselves in coordinationofmonitoring across
large-spatial scales (ocean basins), data sharing,
and data assimilation. The continued advance-
ment of aquatic telemetry lies in establishing
and maintaining accessible and cost-effective
infrastructure and in promoting multidiscipli-
nary tagging approaches to maximize cost ben-
efits. A united global network and centralized
database will provide themechanism for global
telemetry data and will promote a transpar-
ent environment for data sharing that will,
in turn, increase global communication, scope
for collaboration, intellectual advancement,
and funding opportunities. An overarching
global network will realize the potential of
telemetry, which is essential for advancing
scientific knowledge and effectivelymanaging
globally shared aquatic resources and their eco-
systems in the face of mounting human pres-
sures and environmental change.▪
RELATED ITEMS IN SCIENCE

R. Kays et al., Terrestrial animal tracking as an eye on
life and planet. Science 348, aaa2478 (2015).
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A B C

D

Aquatic telemetry in action. A southern rock lobster (Jasus edwardsii) (A) and a lemon shark
(Negaprion brevirostris) (D) fittedwith acoustic tags are detected and logged bymoored receivers (D)
or mobile receivers attached to opportunistic platforms or carried by large animals (C). A juvenile
green turtle (Chelonia mydas) (B) fitted with a satellite tag is monitored in real time via orbiting
satellites. A grey seal (Halichoerus grypus) “bioprobe” (C), fitted with intercommunicating acoustic
and satellite transmitters, transmits and receives data on animal interactions and ocean conditions.P
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Aquatic animal telemetry:
A panoramic window into the
underwater world
Nigel E. Hussey,1 Steven T. Kessel,1 Kim Aarestrup,2 Steven J. Cooke,3 Paul D. Cowley,4

Aaron T. Fisk,1 Robert G. Harcourt,5 Kim N. Holland,6 Sara J. Iverson,7* John F. Kocik,8

Joanna E. Mills Flemming,9 Fred G. Whoriskey7

The distribution and interactions of aquatic organisms across space and time structure our
marine, freshwater, and estuarine ecosystems. Over the past decade, technological
advances in telemetry have transformed our ability to observe aquatic animal behavior and
movement. These advances are now providing unprecedented ecological insights by
connecting animal movements with measures of their physiology and environment. These
developments are revolutionizing the scope and scale of questions that can be asked about
the causes and consequences of movement and are redefining how we view and manage
individuals, populations, and entire ecosystems. The next advance in aquatic telemetry will
be the development of a global collaborative effort to facilitate infrastructure and data
sharing and management over scales not previously possible.

M
ost aquatic life forms—frommicroscopic
bipolar bacteria (Polaribacter spp.) to
the immense blue whale (Balaenoptera
musculus)—move,which facilitates count-
less ecological processes. Animals move

to acquire food, avoid predation or adverse condi-
tions, seek out suitablemates, and locate spawning
or nursery areas (1). Collectively, these movements
transport nutrients, biomass, and dynamic energy
across distinct ecosystems. Consequently, move-
ments, influenced by environmental context and
the physiological, endocrine, and energetic states
of individuals, structure populations and ecosys-
tems,maintain ecosystem function, and ultimate-
ly determine global aquatic productivity (2).
The vastness, complexity, and opacity of aquatic

environments have historically impeded our ef-
forts to acquire andprocess informationonanimal

movements. However, recent advances in remote
monitoring devices have revolutionized our ca-
pabilities for observation. These evolving and in-
creasinglyminiaturized electronic devices not only
providedetailed information on themovements of
free-ranging animals in space and time, but with
the addition of sensors and/or biosampling, can
document the ambient conditions surrounding
an organismandmeasure its behavioral and phys-
iological states (3). New generations of tracking
devices even allow communication among instru-
ments on different individuals, enabling novel
insights into social behavior and predator-prey
interactions. Aquatic telemetry now provides the
tools to understand the causes and consequences
of species’ movements and their underlying pat-
terns and processes over ecologically meaningful
spatial and temporal scales.

Aquatic telemetry

Historically, the predictable occurrence of where
and when valued aquatic animals could be caught
(e.g., salmon returning to rivers to spawn, coastal-
ly migrating whales) provided the only measure
of abundance and movements (4). This local or
traditional knowledge transitioned to systematic
marking of individuals for mark-recapture studies
during the early phases of both whaling and fish-
eries management in the past century (5, 6). These
methods documented coarse-scale movement pat-
terns and distributions but were typically limited
in resolution (e.g., providing knowledge of only
tagging location and recapture site). With the ar-
rival of the technological era, these methods pro-
gressed to telemetry (7), which involves placing
electronic devices (“transmitters” or “tags”) on ani-
mals that autonomously transmit data to data-

logging or relay-receiving stations. Because radio
waves do not propagate in salt water, most
aquatic telemetry is rooted in two principal ap-
proaches: acoustic (8) and satellite telemetry (9).
Acoustically tagged animals are detected and
logged by receivers moored at fixed locations
that are retrieved periodically or by mobile re-
ceivers (e.g., on a pursuit vessel), whereas satellite
observations are sent to land-based receivers via
orbiting satellites. Electronic tags may be secured
externally, inserted into the stomach, or surgical-
ly implanted in animals and programmed to
record and/or transmit various data types, ranging
from simple presence and location to extensive
time series records of the animal’s movements and
environment (e.g., depth, temperature). Although
other telemetric tools are available, such as short-
range radio telemetry in freshwater environments
and passive integrated transponders, we focus
here on the two most widely used methods in
aquatic ecosystems (acoustic and satellite telem-
etry). Biologging platforms (10) that do not have
the capacity for data transmission are excluded
from this Review.

Technological advances driving telemetry
applications and growth

Telemetry is revolutionizing the discovery of
aquatic animal movement, stemming from the
groundbreaking acoustic tracks that revealed
nightly excursions of scalloped hammerhead
sharks (Sphyrna lewini) from seamounts into
adjacent deep waters (11) and the first ARGOS
(Advanced Research and Global Observation Sat-
ellite) satellite track of a basking shark (Cetorhinus
maximus) off the west coast of Scotland (12).
Miniaturization continues to be pivotal in the ad-
vancement of aquatic telemetry by expanding
both the number of species and the life stages of
animals that can be tracked. The smallest acous-
tic transmitters now weigh less than 1.4 g, enabl-
ing the tagging of tiny neonate fish. Similarly,
advances in battery technology are allowing
longer and more reliable deployments, while so-
phisticated software developments are providing
more detailed movement information and greater
data logging and transmitting flexibility. These
hardware and software developments and cross-
pollination of technologies are fuelling the ani-
mal movement ecology revolution.
Acoustic telemetry can nowmonitor themove-

ments of tagged individuals for periods ranging
from days to more than 10 years. Study durations
are dictated by battery life, attachment method,
and data resolution and/or complexity, allow-
ing measurements of high-resolution continu-
ous movements over small spatiotemporal scales
or presence-absence data over vast spatial scales
and multiple years (8). Acoustic telemetry tradi-
tionally depended on the recovery of submerged
acoustic receivers or their interrogation by mo-
dems, but data can now be telemetered via sat-
ellite from remote locations, such as anchored or
drifting buoys (13) or cabled underwater arrays.
Most recently, acoustic receivers have been de-
ployed on large animal carriers (e.g., seals) (14)
and on ocean gliders, providingmobile platforms
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to detect tagged animals; autonomous underwater
vehicles can even actively follow them (15).
Complementary to acoustic telemetry, satellite

tags have evolved to suit the morphological and
behavioral traits of the animal carrier, ranging
from fish to marine mammals and reptiles. Pop-
up archival tags log ambient variables andmove-
ments of ocean-roaming animals before popping
off, whereupon they float to the surface and trans-
mit data. Real-time satellite tags transmit logged
dive behavior and location of tagged animals each
time they surface. Satellite tags are bigger than
acoustic tags and hence are restricted to larger
animals, but they can record fine-scale time se-
ries data on the depth, temperature, and location
of animals transiting thousands of kilometers.
The recent addition of solar power cells and im-
proved attachment designs now permit multiyear
observations of individual animals (16).

The scale of aquatic telemetry monitoring

The application of aquatic animal telemetry has
grown rapidly over the past 30 years, with thou-

sands of studies having been conducted spanning
all continents and biomes (Fig. 1). The sixfold in-
crease in aquatic telemetry studies over the past
decade (Fig. 1, A to C, and movies S1 and S2) has
provided information across diverse taxa (Fig. 1D)
that are crucial to ecosystem health, economically
important, and/or imperilled (Fig. 1E).
Through the global coverage of the ARGOS

satellite system, satellite telemetry can monitor
animalmovements over vast spatial scales encom-
passing the open ocean and even in politically un-
stable regions (Fig. 1B) (17). The dependence of
acoustic telemetry on fixed receivers that detect
transmissions over small distances (<1000 m)
has focused the majority of research on coastal,
estuarine, and freshwater ecosystems in the de-
velopedworld (Fig. 1A). This has enabled the study
of fine-scalemovements of organisms that are too
small to equip with satellite tags or where satel-
lite location data are insufficiently precise. How-
ever, the rapid expansion of acoustic telemetry
arrays in coastal regions and on offshore and
mobile platforms now presents the opportunity

for cost-effective and large-scale integrated mon-
itoring of large numbers of individuals over the
long term.

Movements of aquatic animals in
four dimensions

The two-dimensional (2D) horizontal plane of
the aquatic world consists of a diverse mosaic of
polar to tropical habitats. Horizontalmovements
of species are subdivided into those that occur
within well-defined home ranges and those that
take place between two ormore distinct habitats,
typically referred to asmigrations (18). Telemetry
has allowed accurate estimation of the horizontal
space use of a diverse range of organisms from
Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) (Fig. 2A) (19) to
king prawns (Penaeus plebejus) (20). At localized
scales, these data have defined home ranges and
core habitat use, delineated species distribu-
tions, and identified spawning site fidelity. This
has permitted estimation of complex population
parameters required for stock assessments, such
as both fisheries and natural mortality (21). At the
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Fig. 2. Aquatic telemetry to understand the movements of animals in four
dimensions: horizontal (2D), vertical (depth), and over time. (A) Fine-scale
utilization distribution (UD) probabilities of Atlantic cod (G. morhua) at their
spawning grounds, [altered from (19)]. (B) Transatlantic migrations of in-
dividual (A to I) leatherback turtles (D. coriacea) [taken from (23)]. (C) Small-
and large-scale movements of tiger sharks (G. cuvier) revealed through a
combination of satellite and acoustic telemetry [altered from (29)]. (D) Vertical
movement behavior of a blue shark (P. glauca) [altered from (35)]. (E) Varying
dive profile patterns of Chilean devil rays (M. tarapacana) [taken from (32)].

h, hours. (F) Oceanic diel migration of a European eel (A. anguilla), showing
distinct temperature and vertical patterns [altered from (27)]. (G) Shallow-
water dive profile of an Atlantic tarpon (M. atlanticus) [taken from (34)].
(H) Tidal-driven vertical movement patterns of a basking shark (C. maximus)
[altered from (40)]. (I) Diel vertical movement patterns of a jumbo squid
(D. gigas) [taken from (41)]. mm/dd, month/day. (J) Seasonal spatial utili-
zation patterns by bluefin tuna (T. orientalis) [taken from (43)]. (K) Three-
dimensional dive profile of female Weddell seals (L. weddellii) [taken from (47)]
in relation to bathymetry and over two breeding seasons.
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macroscale, telemetry has documented species
migrations over tens of thousands of kilometers,
confirming connectivity between populations at
oceanic basin scales. This has revealed the intri-
cacies and previously unanticipated complexity
of migratory paths of bluefin tuna (Thunnus
thynnus) (22), unsuspected transoceanic migra-
tions of leatherback turtles (Dermochelys coriacea)
(Fig. 2B)andwhite sharks (Carcharodoncarcharias)
(23, 24), and transequatorial migrations of bask-
ing sharks (25). To date, much work has focused
on simply describing these movement patterns,
but due to their increasing size, such data sets, in
the context of environmental variation, now lend
themselves to an understanding of the mech-
anistic drivers of population structure and con-
nectivity andmetapopulation dynamics of species
through quantifying emigration and immigra-
tion (26).
Unexpected horizontal movements of smaller

animals are also challenging ideas that animal
size dictates the scale ofmovement. For example,
satellite telemetry revealed much of the long-
suspected spawning migration of the critically
endangered European eel (Anguilla anguilla) be-
tween Europe and the Sargasso Sea, with individ-
uals measuring <1 m in length moving >1000 km
in a few months (27). Through our capacity to ex-
amine horizontal movements of large numbers of
individuals (>20,000 salmon smolts in one study
alone in the Columbia River basin) (28), we can
now begin to tease apart population processes
built on individual-level behavior. Combining dif-
ferent telemetry techniques also provides oppor-
tunities to simultaneously elucidate movements
over multiple scales. For example, fine-scale spa-
tiotemporalmovements of tiger sharks (Galeocerdo
cuvier) seasonally feeding on fledgling albatrosses
at a Hawaiian atoll were revealed through im-
planted acoustic tags, whereas the subsequent
dispersal of these sharks over thousands of kilome-
ters was revealed through satellite tags attached
to the same individuals (Fig. 2C) (29).
Aquatic realms have a third dimension, depth,

and a number of important environmental
variables—including light level, pressure, temper-
ature, and oxygen and salinity concentrations—
vary predictably with depth. These parameters
can divide species occurrence (e.g., by adaptive
morphology and physiology), but other species
can traverse these distinct vertical habitats. Some
of the most notable telemetry results have re-
vealed the extent and plasticity of these move-
ments. These include highly dynamic vertical
behaviors, from exclusively surface-orientated
movements of salmon smolts (<5 m) (30) and
obligate benthic movements of Greenland hali-
but (Reinhardtius hippoglossoides) (31) in the deep
ocean (>1000 m) to species that undertake spo-
radic or prolonged deep diving, repetitive bounce
dives, and/or consistent yo-yomovements (Fig. 2,
D to G). Very deep dives to ~2000 m by Chilean
devil rays (Mobula tarapacana) were character-
ized by two distinct dive profiles: one of rapid
descent with slow stepwise ascent potentially re-
lated to prey searching and a second where rays
rapidly descended and remained at depth (Fig. 2E)

(32). By combining temperature and depth data
derived from sensors integrated in transmitters,
environmental profiles of the vertical habitats
used by an animal can be compiled (Fig. 2F).
These profiles provide explanatory power for the
shape and duration of dive behavior observed
related to the environment the animal encoun-
ters and have revealed behavioral and physio-
logical thermoregulation in the world’s largest
fish, the whale shark (Rhincodon typus) (33).
Even within shallow-water environments, diverse,
highly structured shallow-water dive profiles
have been recorded across numerous fish species,
such as the Atlantic tarpon (Megalops atlanticus)
(Fig. 2G) (34).
These vertical observations are providing insight

into ecological linkages among depth zones and
the foraging decisions of aquatic animals. Vertical
movements of both pelagic and benthic predators
such as blue sharks (Prionace glauca) (Fig. 2D) (35)
and freshwater burbot (Lota lota) (36) show dis-
tinct profiles associated with bioenergetic gains,
the vertical structuring of prey resources, predator
avoidance, and social behavior. This has stimu-
lated investigations into the occurrence of optimal
foraging strategies such as Lévy walks, whereby
animals undertake fractal vertical movement
trajectories to optimize searching complex and
sparsely distributed prey fields (37). Synthesizing
horizontal and vertical movement data through
state-space models to determine resident or di-
rected movement states (38) will undoubtedly
advance our understanding of foraging decisions,
species interactions, and species redistributions
under natural and anthropogenic change.
Time provides the fourth dimension within

which 3D spatial utilization can be understood.
The quality of habitat patches and their associ-
ated resources varies over time and is frequently
in a state of disequilibrium. Examining how ani-
mals optimally synchronize their endogenous bio-
logical clocks with geophysical cycles is a critical
step to resolving species’ temporal distributions (39).
Geophysical cycles produce predictable changes
in the environment animals inhabit, from tidal
changes in depth, temperature, and salinity to
the contrasting dark and light periods of daily cy-
cles. Tidally induced zooplankton aggregations,
for example, are thought to cause the rhythmic
dive patterns observed in basking sharks (Fig. 2H)
(40), whereas many species, including jumbo
squid (Dosidicus gigas), undertake diel vertical
movement patterns related to prey distribution
(Fig. 2I) (41). Telemetry has been instrumental
in deciphering spawning aggregation dynamics
ofmany reef fishes,where lunar cycles elicit spawn-
ing activity (42). Telemetry has also unveiled sea-
sonal movements of endothermic Pacific bluefin
tuna (Thunnusorientalis), drivenby thermal fronts
and strong downwellings that shape prey distri-
butions (Fig. 2J) (43). For ectotherms that inhab-
it seasonally distinct temperate and subtropical
zones, telemetry is showinghow species usemove-
ments to compensate for localized environmental
fluctuations.Forexample, estuarineyellowfinbream
(Acanthopagrus australis) exhibit intricate behav-
ioral switches, reversing depth distributions and

diel activity patterns as a result of heavy rainfall
and severe changes in turbidity and salinity (44).
The longevity of electronic tags now allows for

measures of the consistency, repeatability, and
interindividual variation in animal movements
over time and, ultimately, during behavioral on-
togeny. Through multiyear satellite telemetry of
leatherback turtles, fidelity to a single migratory
routewas identified, providing clear conservation
recommendations for a population that has de-
clined by >90% over the past two decades (45).
Conversely, highly complex and diverse move-
ment patterns among tiger sharks tracked for
several years around Hawaii could be explained
by partial migrations, with some females mov-
ing for reproduction, whereas others undertook
localized interisland movements driven by envi-
ronmental conditions (46). Monitoring the spatio-
temporal variability in territory use of Weddell
seals (Leptonychotes weddellii) under ice and
its influence on reproductive strategies over mul-
tiple consecutive breeding seasons (Fig. 2K) has
also been possible (47). Coupling long-term telem-
etry tracking with biological data (e.g., maturity
state) and environmental data (remote sensing im-
agery of sea surface temperature and productivity)
will become central for quantifying temporal var-
iation in the occurrence, timing, and destination of
animal movements. These approaches will enable
the first investigations of the role of memory and
cognition in animalmovement and navigation in
aquatic ecosystems (48).
As telemetry data becomemore available, man-

agement strategies are incorporating geophysical
cycles, variation in species’ life histories, and en-
vironmental stochasticity to guide dynamic spa-
tial planning efforts (49). For southern bluefin
tuna (Thunnusmacoyii), this approach integrated
a habitat model conditioned with temperature-
preference data from satellite tags on fish with an
open-ocean model to enable near–real-time pre-
dictions of fish occurrence. These data weremade
available to fisheries managers, leading to the im-
plementation of complex dynamic spatial zon-
ing through which managers request data and
repeatedly update spatial zoning plans. These
advances make it feasible to consider creating
spatially dynamicmarine reserves that would vary
in location annually as a function of predicted
environmental conditions and associated animal
movement patterns (50). Telemetry movement
data are also allowing an assessment of the vul-
nerability of species to different fishing gears (51)
to understand the post-release behavior and sur-
vival of released fishery bycatch (52) and to pre-
dict collisions between vessels and cetaceans (53).
Such data will be imperative to inform fishery
development and sustainability and to the con-
servation of vulnerable species.

Scaling from individual
to multispecies movements

The movements of individuals of a species form
only one component for understanding system-
wide ecological organization in aquatic environ-
ments. Predators hunt for, locate, and consume
their prey, driving direct behavioral responses
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(e.g., predation and competition and predator
avoidance). Many species are social and can co-
occur in aggregations. Monitoring interactions
among species and communities and coordinated
movements of social groupings mark the critical
next steps. The ability of telemetry to capture
movement data for almost all aquatic species is a
major contribution toward disentangling these
interactions and for facilitating spatially explicit
ecosystem-based management (54).
Telemetry of co-occurring Antarctic and sub-

Antarctic fur seals (Arctocephalus gazella and A.
tropicalis), for example, recorded considerable
temporal and spatial foraging overlap (55) and a
lack of resource partitioning. Conversely, sym-
patric jellyfishes (56) and whales (57) (Fig. 3A),
with known dietary overlap, exhibited contrast-
ing movements to avoid direct resource compe-
tition. Simultaneous monitoring of predators
and prey can reveal the timing of predation
events, such as sperm whales (Physeter macro-
cephalus) feeding on jumbo squid (Fig. 3B) (58).
Emerging telemetry technologies include animal-
borne acoustic-receiver tags that have recorded
intra- and interspecific interactions of Galapagos
sharks (Carcharhinus galapagensis) (59), where-
as satellite-linked units on seals have documented
spatiotemporal patterns of encounters with con-
specifics and prey species (14). Moreover, ab-
dominally implanted satellite tags equipped with
temperature sensors are enabling the first mon-
itoring of aquatic animals over their entire life-
times. For instance, these tags revealed that some
Steller sea lion (Eumetopias jubatus) deaths are
apparently due to predation by Pacific sleeper
sharks (Somniosus pacificus) (60).
Monitoring of multispeciesmovement patterns

also provides a tool to assess the effectiveness of
spatial management practices. So far, telemetry
has revealed both successes and failures. Eighteen
species of acoustically tagged reef fishes in the
Caribbean region showed fidelity to marine pro-
tected areas (MPAs). However, three-quarters of
the species examined travelled outside their pro-
tective limits (61). In contrast, telemetry data for
five historically overfished snapper and grouper
species in the Dry Tortugas islands indicated
that the fish stayed primarily in a no-takemarine
reserve, which should provide sufficient protec-
tion for species recovery (Fig. 3C) (62). By directly
quantifying multispecies movements and home
ranges relative to protective boundaries, improve-
ments in the design (e.g., stepping stone MPAs
encompassing habitat hotspots) (63) and approach
(e.g., spatially and temporally flexible closures)
(64) to MPAs can be made and their limitations
fully understood.
The ability of telemetry to resolvemultispecies

movements over scales much larger than those
used in the current spatial management prac-
tices, encompassing cross-national and politi-
cal borders, is a great asset. A foremost example
is the Tagging of Pacific Predators (TOPP) pro-
gram. Coordinated satellite telemetry of 23 apex
marine predators—including tunas, pinnipeds,
sharks, sea turtles, and cetaceans—documented
systematic migration pathways, congener niche

separation, and the location of multispecies bio-
diversity hotspots (65). These data, and those
from a similar effort in Antarctica (66), are un-
veiling the first oceanscale view of themovement
dynamics of entire predator guilds (Fig. 3D).
Through characterizing daily, seasonal, and multi-
year scales of species movements and interactions,
as well as of imperilled species distributions and
biodiversityhotspots, thesedatawill be foundational
for macroscale marine ecosystem management.
Recent predictive modeling of projected climate
change scenarios on species-specific core habitat
use and basin-scale biodiversity patterns pro-
vides one such management application (67).

Integrating telemetry with other
biological measures

Huey’s (68) seminal paper established the first
framework on the physiological consequences of
animal habitat selection, but only through the
emergence of telemetry tools can those relation-
ships be empirically tested. Increasingly, physio-
logical approaches are being combined with
telemetry to link animal behavior, physiology,
movement, and habitat selection (69). This allows
the prediction of how anthropogenic and climate
changes will affect ecosystems, for example, by
determining cause and effect relationships and
identifying optimal habitats and stressor thresh-
olds for species, populations, and communities.
This is achievable with the use of nonlethal tis-
sue sampling (e.g., blood sample, muscle biopsy)
of telemetered animals and laboratory experi-
ments linked with telemetry of free-ranging
animals (often including sensors that measure
acceleration or cardiac activity, for example) (70).
Satellite telemetry of salmon sharks (Lamna

ditropis) documented a subarctic-to-subtropical
migration, with animals occupying an extreme
thermal range of 2° to 24°C. Subsequent tissue
analysis revealed that enhanced expression of
specific cardiac proteins enabled exploitation of
this thermal range (Fig. 4A) (71). In the vertical
dimension, tropical bigeye tuna (Thunnus obesus)
were shown to use behavioral and physiological
thermoregulation to allow pursuit of prey into
cold and hypoxic deep water, by using warm sur-
face waters to regain body heat (72). In salmonids,
combining telemetry measurements with lab-
oratory manipulation of their endocrine and
neurophysiology revealed links between migra-
tion speed, timing, and testosterone concentra-
tions and the mechanisms underlying migration
timing and homing in these commercially and
culturally important fish (73, 74).
Feeding, energetic requirements, digestive phys-

iology, and body condition are major factors that
shape species’movements, distributions, and sur-
vival. By linking jaw-attached sensors with satel-
lite telemetry, it was possible to remotely identify
individual feeding attempts of free-swimming
northern elephant seals (Mirounga angustirostris)
(Fig. 4B) (75). Refined feeding estimates of the
planet’s largest predatory fish, the white shark,
have only been possible by coupling swimming
speeds derived from high-resolution movement
data with experimental measurements of stan-

dard metabolic rate and respiration (Fig. 4C) (76).
Similarly, the correlation between lipid stores
measured using ultrasound and drift dives de-
rived from satellite telemetry has led to recon-
struction of a time series of elephant seal body
condition over fine spatial and temporal scales
(Fig. 4D) (77). The miniaturization of archival
multi-instrumented biologger devices that incor-
porate triaxial accelerometers and video and audio
capability, coupled with telemetric approaches,
provides one of the most exciting avenues for
directly relating behavior and physiology to stimu-
li in the environment (78). Remote streaming of
these high-sampling–rate and high-resolution
data-rich files through rapid data transmission is
the next needed evolution in telemetry technology.
Collectively, integration of the tools of telem-

etry and physiology provides real-world views
of animal-environment interactions that directly
feed into conservation and management (79). For
example, biochemical measures of stress responses
linked with telemetry can explain and predict
mortality rates associated with fishing; examples
include salmon bycaught and released from nets
(80) or sharks released from drum lines (81).
Telemetry data focused on thermally influenced
behavior can be combinedwith laboratory-based
studies on swimming energetics to estimate po-
tential mortality in the face of climate change
(82). Nonlethal biosampling of tagged barracuda
(Sphyraena barracuda) revealed differences in
habitat use among fish with different levels of
ciguatera biotoxin, with implications for human
consumption and health (83).
The integration of telemetry with molecular

genetics will allow us to address questions on
population structure and rates and patterns of
organism dispersal that will be central for un-
derstanding metapopulations and ensuring pop-
ulation resilience. Long-termmovements of lemon
sharks (Negaprion brevirostris) off coastal Florida
combined with molecular genetics confirmed
connectivity between a seasonal aggregation of
migratory adults and juveniles resident in ge-
netically and geographically distinct nurseries
(Fig. 4E) (84). In the first integrated framework
of its kind, biogeographic, genetic, and telemetry
data on global turtle populations were used to
define regional management units at multiple bi-
ological and spatial scales (85). Incorporating
telemetry with genetics will improve fisheries
managers’ confidence in stock delineation units.
Scaling to ecological genomics provides the next
generation of tools to study the genetic basis for
organismal health and behavior related to move-
ment. For instance, gene assays have identified
key physiological processes that predicted the
failure of sockeye salmon during migrations on
the high seas (86).
Biosampling and the analysis of biochemical

tracers—including stable isotopes of carbon and
nitrogen, fatty acids, and trace elements in ani-
mal tissues—can link movement to an animal’s
diet and trophic ecology. This approach can
elucidate food web dynamics, specifically rates
of energy transfer through herbivores to car-
nivores and nutrient coupling among distinct
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ecosystems. The analysis of these tracers in a
large number of individuals, including teleme-
tered animals, allows extrapolation of observa-
tions to the population level. Moreover, it can
permit a retrospective view of a population’s
movement patterns and trophic dynamics to
examine the effects of climate- andhuman-induced
change. Biochemical tracers combinedwith telem-
etry have documented resource partitioning
among eared seals (87), detected trophic linkages
among alligators (88), and characterized the ef-
fects of tourism-related provisioning (i.e., baiting
sharks into areaswhere divers can view them) on
reef sharks (89). Telemetry coupledwith genetics
and/or genomics and biochemical tracers pro-
vides cutting-edge opportunities to examine the
effects, roles, and evolutionary successes of in-
vasive, commercial, and imperilled species.

Animal oceanographers

Telemetered animals undertaking their daily
routines encounter environmental variation and
compile data sets with a frequency and over a
range of scales that humans could not feasibly
collect using conventional tools. Satellite-linked
transmitters attached to marine mammals can
record time series data on temperature, salinity,
fluorescence, light, and partial pressure of oxy-
gen as a function of location and depth in the
different water masses that animals encounter
(90). This approach has proven extremely effec-
tive for sampling regions that are logistically chal-
lenging and costly to observe, for example, areas
under sea ice during fall and winter (91).
Data derived from these “animal oceanogra-

phers” are now enhancing regional oceanogra-
phic models. Transmitters carried by narwhals
(Monodon monoceros) and beluga whales (Del-
phinapterus leucas) have provided more than
200,000 temperature and salinity profiles of the
Arctic Ocean (92), whereas transmitters carried
by seals and sea lions have provided almost cir-
cumpolar oceanographic sampling of the South-
ern Ocean (Fig. 4F) (91). Approximately 70% of
all animal oceanographer profiles from this region
are from south of 60°S (93), with considerable
data from south of the Antarctic Circumpolar
Current where Argo buoy data are effectively
absent due to ice. These data produce hydro-
graphic profiles with high spatial and temporal
resolution (2.5 profiles per day, on average). These
profiles are improving estimates of Southern
Ocean circulation (91), revealing upper ocean
and coastal processes that affect the basal melt-
ing of ice shelves (94), and elucidating previously
unknown physical properties of upwelling off the
southern coast of Australia (95).
These successes are encouraging the further

development and testing of oceanography-capable
telemetry tags on nonmammalian species such
as tuna and sharks. Satellite tag measurements
of the depth at which blue marlins (Makaira
nigricans) limit their dives (requiring oxygen
concentrations >3.5 ml·liter−1) now allow infer-
ences over the 3D extent of the oxygenminimum
zone in the tropical northeast Atlantic (96). Ani-
mals monitoring their environments have the

potential to record these oceanographic data
across all biomes, from the poles to the tropics
and the photic zone to the abyssal depths. These
data will continue to enhance existing ocean-
atmosphere observation platforms but will also
provide opportunities to improve ocean forecasting.

The future of aquatic telemetry, obstacles
to traverse, and relevance for aquatic
management and conservation

Aquatic telemetry has revealeddistinctive insights
into our blue planet, in a range of organisms and
over previously unimaginable spatiotemporal
scales. It has led to paradigm shifts in our under-
standing of animal-environment interactions and
how aquatic ecosystems are structured. Most im-
portantly, telemetry now provides the opportunity
for the development of next-generation aquatic
governance frameworks. Traditionally, manage-

ment of aquatic resources has lagged behind that
of the terrestrial realm, where landscape ecology
principles are well founded, broadly accepted, and
incorporated intomanagement regimes. The ter-
restrial approach is built on understanding the
causes, changes, and ecological functions asso-
ciated with spatial animal-environment patterns
under a nonequilibrium view. Aquatic resource
management requires a similar approach, but its
adoption has been hindered by a lack of data over
relevant spatiotemporal scales. Telemetry can
now provide these data, facilitating aquatic-scape
approaches for conservation and management,
while also bridging the gap between terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems (97), inspiring a unified ap-
proach to global resource management.
However, addressing global scientific andman-

agement questions will require expanded telem-
etry infrastructure and animal-tagging efforts
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over scales larger than those previously consi-
dered. Industry commitment to advance technol-
ogies and ensure compatibility will be imperative.
Collaborative research groups are emerging to
facilitate sharing of equipment, facilities, and
expertise and to foster coordinated data sharing.
This “network model” integrates acoustic and
satellite telemetry and covers scales from indi-
vidual bays to coastal shelves that cross national
boundaries and, in the case of Australia, an en-
tire continent (Fig. 5). This recognition that
aquatic animal movements and the dynamic
nature of the physical environment they inhabit
transcend geopolitical, economic, and manage-
ment boundaries is driving the formation of
global consortia such as the Ocean Tracking
Network (OTN) (98) (Fig. 5A) and the Global
Tagging of Pelagic Predators (99).
The establishment of these global networks

raises new challenges over data sharing and will
require strategies to address data management,
ownership, and public release. Successful models
exist in the physical oceanography, ocean chem-
istry, and molecular genetic domains (e.g., the
GenBank archive) (100). Varying levels of data
sharing are already apparent in current teleme-
try networks: The early success of animal ocean-
ographers provides one such example (91), and
centralized telemetry databases are available,
such as the Ocean Biogeographic Information
System–Spatial Ecological Analysis of Megaver-
tebrate Populations (101). Aquatic telemetry may
benefit from a single centralized governing body
for data archiving and management, similar to
the GenBank model that is funded across orga-
nizations and continents. This would promote
data standardization andwould benefit the global
research community through increased commu-
nication, scope for collaboration, intellectual ex-
posure, and funding opportunities. Recognizing
that large spatial gaps in aquatic monitoring
currently exist, a concerted effort is needed. This
is particularly true in developing countries, where
the status of aquatic resources is poorly known
and only fragmented management exists yet
resources are often exploited by developed nations.
An integrated global telemetry approach would
substantially improve equitable decision-making at
local and international scales and would generate
considerable dividends with regard to resource
management, commerce, and food security.

Conclusions

Telemetry has profoundly altered and, at times,
revolutionized our understanding of the com-
plexities of animal movements and interactions
and how these structure aquatic ecosystems.
Technological advancements in telemetry and
multidisciplinary approaches will continue to
promote new avenues of enquiry, growing the
knowledge base. Challenges remain in build-
ing a unified global network approach that will
enable us to meet the upcoming needs in ocean
management and to achieve telemetry’s poten-
tial for deriving and disseminating knowledge
on the spatial and temporal scales over which
aquatic resources are structured and must be

sustainably managed. It is certain that the ocean
will continue to change. The global network ap-
proach will realize and facilitate an environment
for knowledge and the sharing of resources
and data. Additionally, through centralized data
archiving and the promotion of collaboration
across disciplines, this approach will provide
great potential for the development and imple-
mentation of global aquatic-scape management,
as well as for reaction to future changes in aqua-
tic populations and ecosystems dominated by
mobile animals.
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Terrestrial animal tracking as an eye
on life and planet
Roland Kays,* Margaret C. Crofoot, Walter Jetz, Martin Wikelski

BACKGROUND: The movement of animals
makes them fascinating but difficult study sub-
jects. Animal movements underpinmany biol-
ogical phenomena, and understanding them is
critical for applications in conservation, health,
and food. Traditional approaches to animal
tracking used field biologists wielding anten-
nas to record a few dozen locations per ani-
mal, revealing only the most general patterns
of animal space use. The advent of satellite
tracking automated this process, but initially
was limited to larger animals and increased
the resolution of trajectories to only a few hun-
dred locations per animal. The last few years
have shown exponential improvement in track-
ing technology, leading to smaller tracking de-

vices that can return millions of movement
steps for ever-smaller animals. Finally, we have
a tool that returns high-resolution data that
reveal the detailed facets of animal movement
and its many implications for biodiversity, an-
imal ecology, behavior, and ecosystem function.

ADVANCES: Improved technology has brought
animal tracking into the realm of big data, not
only through high-resolution movement tra-
jectories, but also through the addition of oth-
er on-animal sensors and the integration of
remote sensing data about the environment
throughwhich these animals aremoving. These
new data are opening up a breadth of new
scientific questions about ecology, evolution,

and physiology and enable the use of animals
as sensors of the environment. High–temporal
resolution movement data also can document
brief but important contacts between animals,
creating new opportunities to study social net-
works, as well as interspecific interactions such
as competition andpredation.With solar panels

keeping batteries charged,
“lifetime” tracks cannowbe
collected for some species,
while broader approaches
are aiming for species-wide
sampling across multiple
populations.Miniaturized

tags also help reduce the impact of the devices
on the study subjects, improving animal wel-
fare and scientific results. As in other disciplines,
the explosion of data volume and variety has
created new challenges and opportunities for
information management, integration, and
analysis. In an exciting interdisciplinary push,
biologists, statisticians, and computer scien-
tists have begun to develop new tools that are
already leading to new insights and scientific
breakthroughs.

OUTLOOK: We suggest that a golden age of
animal tracking science has begun and that
the upcoming years will be a time of unpre-
cedented exciting discoveries. Technology con-
tinues to improve our ability to track animals,
with the promise of smaller tags collecting
more data, less invasively, on a greater variety
of animals. The big-data tracking studies that
are just now being pioneered will become
commonplace. If analytical developments can
keep pace, the fieldwill be able to develop real-
time predictive models that integrate habitat
preferences, movement abilities, sensory capac-
ities, and animal memories into movement
forecasts. The unique perspective offered by
big-data animal tracking enables a new view
of animals as naturally evolved sensors of en-
vironment, which we think has the potential
to help us monitor the planet in completely
new ways. A massive multi-individual moni-
toring programwould allow a quorum sensing
of our planet, using a variety of species to tap
into the diversity of senses that have evolved
across animal groups, providing new insight
on our world through the sixth sense of the
global animal collective. We expect that the
field will soon reach a transformational point
where these studies do more than inform us
about particular species of animals, but allow
the animals to teach us about the world.▪
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Big-data animal tracking. The red trajectory shows how studies can now track animals with
unprecedented detail, allowing researchers to predict the causes and consequences ofmovements,
and animals to become environmental sensors. Multisensor tracking tags monitor movement,
behavior, physiology, and environmental context. Geo- and biosciences merge now using a
multitude of remote-sensing data. Understanding how social and interspecific interactions affect
movement is the next big frontier.
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Terrestrial animal tracking as an eye
on life and planet
Roland Kays,1,2,3* Margaret C. Crofoot,3,4,5 Walter Jetz,6,7 Martin Wikelski3,5,8

Moving animals connect our world, spreading pollen, seeds, nutrients, and parasites as
they go about the their daily lives. Recent integration of high-resolution Global Positioning
System and other sensors into miniaturized tracking tags has dramatically improved our
ability to describe animal movement. This has created opportunities and challenges that
parallel big data transformations in other fields and has rapidly advanced animal ecology
and physiology. New analytical approaches, combined with remotely sensed or modeled
environmental information, have opened up a host of new questions on the causes of
movement and its consequences for individuals, populations, and ecosystems.
Simultaneous tracking of multiple animals is leading to new insights on species
interactions and, scaled up, may enable distributed monitoring of both animals and our
changing environment.

M
ovement is a defining characteristic of
animals. Animals move to find critical
resources such as food and mates and
to avoid risk factors such as predators,
and theirmovements are shaped by both

evolutionary and ecological processes (1). Move-
ment rates and patterns determine abundance
and diversity at a given point in time and space,
as animals enter and leave a locationwith speeds
that range from as slow as a slug to as fast as a
peregrine falcon. Moving animals disperse pol-
len, seeds, and diseases, and determine the spa-
tiotemporal distribution of herbivory, predation,
and many other vital ecological processes, which

are valued at many hundreds of billions of dollars
per year (2). Animal movement thus provides
essential insights into patterns of biodiversity,
ecological characteristics of individual species,
and ecosystem function.
Despite its long history, the study of animal

movement has generally fallen toward the mar-
gins of ecological research because the data gath-
ered from wild individuals were too sparse to
accurately describe these phenomena. Recent
generations of tracking devices have removed
these constraints, and it is now possible to record
the movements of animals nearly continuously
through the use of monitors equipped with Global

Positioning System (GPS) devices (generally
referred to as “tags”). This increased temporal
resolution has led to important insights about
how and why animals move and offers great
potential for future discoveries. The addition of
secondary sensors to tags complements themove-
ment data with accelerometry, physiological, or
environmental information, providing an inte-
grated view of the animal and its environment.
New technology has brought the study of an-

imal movement into the realm of big data (3),
and exponential increases in data volumes are
expected to continue in the coming decade. For
example, a recent 1-month study of the individ-
uals in a baboon troop collected 20 million GPS
locations (at 1Hz) and~700million accelerometry
records (4). In some ways, increased temporal
resolution of movement patterns is analogous to
the genetic insight provided by DNA sequencers:
Animal steps are our base pairs, movement seg-
ments are our genes, and combined tracks over
an animal’s lifetime are analogous to a full ge-
nome (1). Data describing the entire lifetime of
movement by individual animals, and species-
wide sampling from multiple populations, are
now becoming available (Fig. 1). As in the case of
genetics, this avalanche of new data provides
the raw material for new insight, but challenges
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Fig. 1. Lifetime tracks. “Life-tracks” are made possible by solar-powered
GPS tags with long life spans, or animals that can be located in real time
and recaptured.These maps show detailed tracking data for one individual
over its life. “Princess” the white stork (A) (Ciconia ciconia) was tagged
with a GPS tracking device as a 3-year-old, nonreproductive juvenile in
Germany in 1994 and was tracked until her death in 2006 (B). Four gener-
ations of Argos satellite tags were used to track her, and she had to be
recaptured and retagged multiple times. Batteries on today’s solar-

powered tags last much longer. More recent tracking efforts now docu-
ment the migratory behavior of 11 different populations of storks across
their range (C), discovering, e.g., unexpected stationary populations in
Uzbekistan and new migratory behaviors in Tunisian storks, which cross
the Sahara multiple times per year. Because the GPS data collected by
these tags can be accessed anywhere in the world, researchers can also
document the cause of death for all juvenile storks, as long as they stay in
the range of cell phone networks. [Data from (114)]



of data management and analysis must first be
overcome.
The future of animal tracking will see smaller

tags collecting more data, less invasively, on a
greater variety of animals. In addition to GPS
tags, these could include a series of intercon-
nected sensors to understand internal physiolog-
ical state and decision-making (5), similar to the
body-area sensor networks currently being pio-
neered in human subjects (6). Finally, we expect
select cases of massive multi-animal tracking to
reveal the details of interactions among and
within species and also offer distributed moni-
toring of our changing environment.

Tracking technology: Advances in
GPS and sensor technology

Although scientists have been using electronic
tags to track animal movement since the 1960s
(7), data from these early studies were sparse
because of the manual labor needed to find and
record animal locations. The first automated track-
ing tags worked with the Argos satellite network
but were expensive and relatively inaccurate (8).
Since the U.S. Department of Defense stopped its
policy of degrading the accuracy of civilian GPS
receivers in 2000, however, the field of animal
tracking has exploded. Large-scale consumer
electronics demand has driven the development
of smaller batteries and cheaper, more energy-
efficient microprocessors, allowing GPS tracking
to be an option for most medium- or large-sized
vertebrates (Fig. 2). In the last few years, tracking
technology has passed important thresholds in
both size and temporal resolution of data collec-
tion (Fig. 3) and is revolutionizing our under-
standing of animal ecology.
Locating animals remains the primary objec-

tive of most animal tracking studies, although
tracking tags now typically incorporate a variety
of other sensors to help monitor the animal and
its environment. Three-axis accelerometers built
into tags can be used to continuously describe be-
havior and energy use over an animal’s entire
lifetime (9) by measuring fine-scale body move-
ments. Implanted electronics can record heart
rate, electroencephalographic (EEG) activity, inter-
nal temperature, and other physiological param-
eters (10, 11). Animal-mounted cameras are also
now small enough to be useful on terrestrialmam-
mals and birds, adding new perspective and in-
sight to themotivations of animal movement (12).

Data in real time

Real-time acquisition of data on the movement
and behavior of tagged animals is fundamentally
changing the ways that scientists, managers, and
conservation groups use animal-tracking infor-
mation. Recovering data from animal-borne sen-
sors has been one of the enduring challenges of
bio-logging: Until recently, study animals had to
be recaptured to access the data stored in their
tag’s onboard memory. This led to high rates of
data loss; for example, 11% of store-on-board
GPS tags used in one set of mammal tracking
studies were never recovered (13), and this sta-
tistic is presumably worse for migratory birds.
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Fig. 2. Tagging animals with technology. Diverse species require diverse tracking technology and at-
tachmentmethods, including harnesses, collars, and EEGmonitors: (A) commoncuckoo (Cuculus canorus),
(B) northern tamandua (Tamandua mexicana), (C) fisher (Pekania pennanti), (D) great egret (Ardea alba),
(E) three-toed sloth (Bradypus variegatus) with a collar and EEGmonitor (F), lion (Panthera leo), (G) olive
baboon (Papio anubis), (H) plains zebra (Equus quagga), and (I) Lyle’s flying fox (Pteropus lylei).
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Furthermore, data logging technology alsomeant
that GPS-tracking studies have necessarily been
retrospective.
By taking advantage of existing satellite or cell-

phone communication networks for remote data
download, the current generation of tracking tags
allow users to move beyond post hoc analyses of
where animals moved and to respond immedi-
ately and interactively to changes in their behav-
ior. This is akin to the value of historic weather
records versus real-time weather radar data to
mountaineers, pilots, or farmers. Wildlife man-
agers, for example, are using GPS tags that send
SMS alerts when tagged elephants cross into pre-
defined areas to reduce human–wildlife conflict.
These “virtual fences” warn people via text mes-
sage when specific problem animals are nearby
and can help managers and landowners reduce
crop raids (14). Geofencing also allows automated
changes directly to a tag’s GPS data collection
protocols to adjust sampling frequency at places
or times of particular interest, such as initiation

of dispersal or migration. Furthermore, live data
allow field biologists to immediately backtrack
an animal’s path and collect additional data, in-
cluding locating predator kill sites or following
snow tracks to identify highway underpass use
(15). Live data from tagged animals can also pro-
vide a powerful tool to engage public interest,
involve citizen scientists, and obtain additional
data from the field (e.g., Animal Tracker andGlob-
al Shark Tracker smartphone applications).

Shrinking tag size

One of the most important factors affecting the
increasing utility of tracking tags in ecology has
been their miniaturization, which has markedly
expanded the range of species studied. Smaller
tags can be used on a greater variety of species
because biologists usually aim to have tags <5%
of the body weight of the animal to minimize
their effects on animal behavior and survival (16).
GPS tagswith remote data readout have dropped
from 250 to 20 g in about a decade (1 g logging

tags are also now available). At the same time,
the temporal resolution of these tags has increased
by approximately one order of magnitude every
5 years (Fig. 3). However, about 70% of bird spe-
cies and 65% of mammal species still cannot be
tracked while on the move (as opposed to being
recaptured to retrieve data loggers), including
hundreds of small migratory birds and bats of
great conservation concern and ecological im-
portance (8). Thus, the continued miniaturiza-
tion of technology remains a priority for the
field, both to increase the number of small spe-
cies that can be safely tracked and to reduce the
impact of tags on all species.
Most modern telemetry devices use the same

electronic components as themass-consumermar-
ket and thus have benefited from industry research
aimed at decreasing size, increasing computing
power, and improving battery technology (8). Re-
search focused on consumer electronics is sup-
plemented by groups developing technology
specifically for animal tracking. For example,
the ICARUS initiative is working to mount a new
animal tracking antenna on the International
Space Station that would allow smaller tags to
send data back through the low-orbit satellite
(17), and the Sensor Gnome Network is currently
managing ~1600 very high frequency (VHF) track-
ing tags on one standard frequency, reporting
the detection of tags at hundreds of locations
across North America (18).

Ethics and practicalities of
tagging animals

Since the first animal was fitted with an electro-
nic tag, the scientific community has been en-
gaged in an important discussion about ethical
standards for this type of research (19). There is
an inherent risk to each study animal whenever
a tracking tag is attached, be it as a collar, har-
ness, or implant. Reducing the negative impacts
of these tags is a priority not only for ethical rea-
sons, but also to ensure that the data collected
accurately reflect the behavior of the species be-
ing studied. Extensive research has shown that
the effects of tags on animals are generally unde-
tectable, or low, although there are also examples
of severe impacts of particular tag types on par-
ticular species (16). Animal tracking research is
typically regulated by institutional committees
(i.e., Institutional Animal Care and Use Commit-
tee in the United States) to maintain high stan-
dards of animal care, which help drive constant
methodological refinements to reduce the risks to
animal subjects. The continuedminiaturization of
tracking tags supports this goal, as adding weight
to animals is of primary concern. However, con-
tinued refinement of attachmentmethods is also
a priority (20).
The ethics of animal tracking is a cost/benefit

analysis, and scientists need to consider how they
can offset the inherent costs of capture and tag-
ging by extending the benefits of their study. This
includes designing studies that maximize the
long-term utility of data and addressing issues
of important global concern that help confront
the conservation challenges these same animals
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Fig. 3. Smaller and better tags. Rapid technological development has led to not only a decrease in the
size of tags over time (A) but also a dramatic increase in the amount of data returned from each tagged
animal (B). VHF tags are conventional “radio-tracking” technology where each animal location is typically
collected manually via triangulation, although this process can be automated with base stations (115).
Argos tags use Doppler shift to locate animals via satellite, which is less accurate than GPS but can
presently be done with smaller tags. Data on tag size come from published studies, tag manufacturers
websites, and our own data, whereas locations per animals come from 69 studies of birds and mammals
(table S1) conducted or collaborated on by the authors.The continued decrease in tag size is essential for
tracking the majority of small-mammal (C) and bird (D) species. Histograms show the body-mass
distributions for all known birds and mammals [based on (7)], illustrating the proportion of species that
can be tracked with GPS accuracy and global data readout with today’s technology (15g) (green bars).
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currently face. Finally, tracking data should be
made easily available to policy-makers, conserva-
tion organizations, and other scientists via online
data repositories such as Movebank, EuroDeer, or
WRAM (21–23). These archives for animal move-
ment data can greatly increase the scientific return
on investment and promote animal welfare by
reducing the need for new data collection.

Detailed data, diverse questions

Early ecology papers using VHF tracking typi-
cally addressed questions of animal home range
size and habitat preference (24). High-resolution
location data and sensor streams allow scientists
to consider the ultimate behavioral and ecolog-
ical mechanisms that underlie these movements,
as well as the proximate internal and external
factors that direct them (Fig. 4). There has also
been a new push to identify the consequences of
movement decisions, not only for individual ani-

mals, but also for the populations they connect
and the ecosystems they move through.

Describing movement and its causes

As the spatial accuracy and temporal resolution
of tracking data increase, we can obtain a more
process-relevant picture of animal movement.
These fine-grain data have opened up new re-
search questions and also forced the develop-
ment of new metrics and models to describe
phenomena and test hypotheses. The advance of
“big tracking data” has led to the ultimate vision
of highly predictivemodels of animalmovement.
Such models are dearly needed by conservation
managers working on habitat restoration pro-
grams, global change biologists, and intergovern-
mental agencies trying to predict the movements
of problem animals such as desert locusts or
queleas (25) or diseased animals such as ducks
carrying avian influenza (26).

The large, continuous data streams frommod-
ern GPS tracking tags have revolutionized the
study of animal space use, not only through the
sheer size of data sets (3) but also by revealing an
entirely new source of biological information
about animal behavior that comes from connect-
ing sequential movement steps. Repeat locations
along a movement trajectory are inherently non-
independent; traditional analytical approaches
attempted to factor out this interdependence be-
fore describing an animal’s space use (27).Modern
approaches leverage new biological understand-
ing from this autocorrelation by integrating space
and time to test hypotheses about animal move-
ment (28). Other approaches use high-resolution
movement andaccelerometer information to char-
acterize behaviors, providing deeper insight and pre-
dictions intowhy animals visit different areas (15).
Deducing habitat preferences remains a prior-

ity for many tracking studies. Step-selection
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Fig. 4. Discoveries from tracking data. High-resolution animal tracking is
leading to important discoveries in a variety of fields. (A) Studies of leadership
in flocking pigeons documented a consistent hierarchy in following behavior, as
representing by the gray lines (100). (B) Determining where migratory birds
died showed that mortality rate was six times higher during migration than
during the breeding orwintering groundsand thatmost of the 15 deaths (green
lines) occurred in the Sahara desert (46). (C) Tracks of large hornbills in South
Africa (red lines) showed that they move between scattered fragments of
natural vegetation (green patches), moving seeds with them, and highlight
the importance of networks of smaller forests acting as stepping stones to
connect far-flung larger forests (116). (D) Simultaneous tracks of competing

monkey groups allowed researchers to document the winners and losers of
territorial contests and discover a substantial home-field advantage that
allows smaller groups to fend off more numerous competing groups closer to
the center of their range (93). (E) Fishers (red lines) moving through sub-
urban Albany, New York, were found to repeatedly use movement corridors to
connect smaller forest fragments (green area) into home ranges that were
large enough to sustain their hunting needs (15). (F) Accelerometers com-
binedwith GPS tags allowed ecophysiologists to quantify the energy expended
(arrows show direction of travel, and colored lines the animal’s energy ex-
penditure) by cougars attacking prey and show the cost of targeting large
prey (inset graph) (80).
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functions offer an improvement over traditional
compositional analyses by contrasting used against
available habitat at each movement step, rather
than across an animal’s range (29). Further de-
velopment of these methods to integrate over
multiple time scales would allow the evaluation
of the importance of animal memory in move-
ment decisions (30, 31) and set the stage for ma-
jor breakthroughs in our understanding of the
connections between animal cognition and ecol-
ogy. Furthermore, the integration of step-selection
functions with process-based, mechanistic move-
ment models promises to link the social and en-
vironmental context of animalmovement decisions
to resulting patterns of space use and provide a
framework for predicting changes in animal space
use following perturbations (32).
Another notable advantage of GPS tags with

global communication functionality is their abil-
ity to track dispersal or exploratory movements
of study animals beyond their typical home ranges,
information that traditional VHF tracking is usually
unable to provide. Continuous, automated track-
ing can detect extraterritorial prospecting move-
ments in which individuals gather information
before making decisions about mating, resource
use, or long-distance movements (33). Continu-
ous tracking also enables the precise description
and study of juvenile dispersal, addressing ques-
tions of how young animals make decisions as
they move through an environment that is com-
pletely foreign, and often hostile. Examples of
amazing journeys of young animals that would
have otherwise remained undocumented include
awolf that navigated through human-dominated
landscapes from Italy to France (32) and a leop-
ard that traversed three countries in southern
Africa (34), demonstrating metapopulation link-
ages over large scales. If such megadispersals are
regular features of a population or species, they
can lead to evolutionary diversification, such as
in Buteo hawks (35). Dispersing animals appear
to have different habitat preferences than adults,
although few studies have tracked enough dis-
persers to quantify this. Young elk disperse through
higher-quality habitat than found in typical adult
home ranges (36), while dispersing African lions
used completely different, andmuch riskier, hab-
itats than adults (37). These differences are crit-
ical formodels attempting to identify and protect
dispersal corridors between populations and
should be a priority area for discovery in future
GPS tracking studies. Additionally, this line of re-
search could empirically derive the movement
metrics needed to evaluate if species will be able
to discover and disperse into newly suitable hab-
itats that are rapidly changing with climate (38).
Large-scale migration studies are nearly im-

possible with VHF tags. Early pioneers collected
data through a series of cross-country car chases
behind tagged birds (39) or by flying slowly be-
hind them in light aircraft (40). Early satellite
tracking provided global coverage for the migra-
tion of larger species, but with low-accuracy
(T500mup to T1000 km) fixes recorded only once
every few days. Modern GPS tags with solar pan-
els on migrating birds send location estimates

recorded every second streaming live through
the phone network (8). Maps of migratory fly-
ways can now plot exact routes across continents
and identify critical stopover points (41) (Fig. 1).
Scientists are learning how birds make these
amazing flights by integrating data from other
sensors, including accelerometers, magnetometers,
gyroscopes, pressure and temperature sensors,
and even pitot tubes to measure air speed. We
can now document birds’ flight behavior as if
they were airplanes carrying advanced aerospace
technology. The results allow for mathematical
descriptions of heretofore elusive behaviors such
as the dynamic soaring of albatrosses (42).
One ultimate goal of the effort to describe an-

imalmovement and its causes is to createmodels
that can predict movements from the internal
and external conditions an animal faces. Build-
ing from the movement ecology framework (1),
this approach would integrate not only the hab-
itat preferences that have been the focus of most
past research, but also parameters reflecting a
species’movement abilities, sensory capacities,
and memory. Finally, the importance of inter-
actions among animals will need to be addressed,
including the intra- and interspecific relation-
ships that tracking studies are just starting to
explore. These integrative models will facilitate
the testing of mechanistic hypotheses for animal
movement and predict how they will respond to
our rapidly changing environment.

Consequences of movement for
individuals, populations, and ecosystems

Although most traditional movement research
has focused on describing patterns and deducing
their causes, a new generation of questions are
emerging to evaluate the consequences of move-
ment across spatial scales.
Each animal’smovements have immediate con-

sequences for its own life and death, making
movement a behavioral adaptation subject to
evolutionary selection. Few tracking studies
simultaneously monitor reproductive fitness and
space use; instead, they typically presume that
animals’ habitat preferences reflect fitness values
(43). This assumptionmay be problematic, as one
study that did monitor both reproductive output
and movement patterns found that the most in-
tensely used habitats were not the best from the
perspective of individual fitness, but lower-quality
areas that provided a refuge for nonreproductive
animals (44). Tracking studies have a long his-
tory of identifying factors related to animal sur-
vival and are the primaryway to identify the time,
location, and cause of death. A reviewofmortality
in large andmedium-sizedNorthAmericanmam-
mals, including over 2000 animals tracked until
their death, highlighted the importance of humans
(i.e., hunters and cars), which accounted for 52%
of mortalities, compared to 35% that fell prey to
natural predators (45). Satellite technology al-
lows us to monitor mortality of long-distance
migrants, which has recently been shown to be
much higher during migration (46). The cumu-
lative effects of selective survival was noted by
Sergio et al. (47), who showed a slow but steady

improvement inmigration performance with age,
through a combination of differential survival
and individual improvements.
When amplified across entire populations, ani-

malmovements determine the effect species have
on ecosystems, because they determine the spa-
tial distribution of ecological forces like herbiv-
ory and predation or because movement itself
provides biotic connectivity and associated eco-
system services. Studies of large carnivores offer
the best examples of using GPS tracking to map
the ecological effects of a species and test their
importance. Studies of both temperate and trop-
ical systems have shown that prey avoid areas of
high predator activity, especially ambush preda-
tors, but that selection of specific habitat features
was more important (48). Moving animals can
also provide ecosystem services by transporting
other organisms, acting as vectors for diseases or
dispersers for plant seeds and pollen. Because
most seeds and pollen are too small to track di-
rectly, mechanisticmodels have been used to quan-
tify seed dispersal, showing howanimalmovement
drives gene flow for plants (49).
Given that most new global diseases are zoo-

notic (i.e., spread through the interaction of wild-
life, livestock, and humans), there is extensive
interest in understanding the movement of po-
tential disease vectors (50). A detailed, mechanistic
understanding of the spatiotemporal interactions
of wild animals with domestic animals, as well as
among each other, is of high global priority (51).
Similarly, it is essential to recognize that diseased
animals could have altered behavior and move-
ment dynamics compared to healthy animals (52).
Finally, the movement of immigrant animals

provides the genetic linkages necessary to main-
tain healthy populations, as well as colonizers
necessary for establishing new ones. Howdispers-
ing animals move through completely foreign
landscapes is a key question that has generally
been addressed by using tracking to characterize
the overall movement and habitat preferences of
species, which are then used to extrapolate likely
dispersal routes. Although genetic relatedness
amongpopulations generally supports these habitat-
based predictions (53), they would bemore robust
if they considered actual trajectories of juvenile
dispersers, which can differ dramatically from
those of adults (36, 37). Integrative studies that
quantify habitat use and track the journeys and
fates of dispersers are the most compelling. One
of the first examples of the metapopulation con-
cept, for example, emerged from a tracking study
showing that subpopulations of cougar were sep-
arated by expanses of non–cougar habitat, but
linked by dispersers (54). GPS tracking has also
documented the expansion of a species’ range
through dispersing animals [cougars (55)], the
impacts of human policies on disperser survival
[wolves (56)], and the importance of immigrants
as genetic rescuers for inbred populations iso-
lated by habitat fragmentation (57). We anticipate
a surge of research in the next few years high-
lighting the critical role of dispersing animals
for understanding a wide range of ecological
phenomena.
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New opportunities from integration
with remote sensing
The increase in detail of animal movement
brought about by improving GPS technology in
the last decade has been matched, or even sur-
passed, by the rapid growth in remotely sensed
ormodeledproducts describing theworld through
which these animals move (Fig. 5). Animal be-
havior and ecology are intricately linked to en-
vironmental conditions that are dynamic in space
and time. The ability to more directly and rigor-
ously link up predictors and response offers a
powerful avenue for evaluating environmental
connections in a hypothesis-testing or predictive
framework (1, 32). However, many technical, ana-
lytical, and conceptual challenges remain for the
successful merging and simultaneous analysis of
tracking and environmental data types (58).
Plotting animals’ positions over a map to see

what factors in the environment may affect their
locations ormovements has always been the first
step of any animal tracking study. The individual-
specific and continuous nature of high-resolution
GPS animal trajectories, when combined with
layers describing the environment, provides a
unique lens for discovering how specific habitat
elements or resources are used daily, seasonally,
sequentially, at different life-history stages, and
for specific behaviors and purposes (59). Using
largely categorical habitat characterizations, re-
search to date has helped identify critical habitat
patches (60); study the impacts of fragmentation
or barriers on movement patterns (61); model
resource use (62), connectivity or wildlife corri-
dors (15), and critical migratory stop-over or over-
wintering sites (63); or develop predictive models
of suitable habitat for animal preservation or
reintroduction (64). These applications have all
been made possible by modeled information on
climatic conditions [e.g., (65)] and through remote-
sensing–based data layers on topography (SRTM:
Shuttle Radar Topography Mission) and land
cover (GlobCover, MODIS: Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer, Landsat), which pro-

vide behaviorally and ecologically relevant infor-
mation at scales from several kilometers down
to 30 m.
Compared with spatial habitat information,

weather has been integrated into fewer studies
of animal movement. Some examples link local
movements with information fromnearby weath-
er stations, notably so for single events such as
migratory onset (66). More recently, new tools
have allowed the intersections of longer move-
ment paths with meteorological information,
providing a continuous characterization of the
conditions experienced by animals in three-
dimensional space, even as they cross the globe.
This has allowed us to estimate the energetic
costs or physiological constraints on flight, given
temperature or altitude-specific wind conditions
(67), and identify behavioral strategies such as
use of thermal or orographic uplift in flight (68).
As the availability of temporally well-resolved
meteorological layers increases, providing 12- to
3-hourly information at global extent [although
still with spatially coarse resolution (69)], we ex-
pect integration of weather data into movement
models to become standard methodology for de-
termining proximate behavioral cues (69).
Although challenges for the spatial accuracy of

GPS-based animal locations (typically <10 m) re-
main, especially in closed habitat, these data cap-
ture the distribution and environmental niche for
a species with accuracy unrivaled by other data
types, and are less subject to sampling biases
(70). At a regional scale, remote-sensing products
such as ASTER (Advanced Spaceborne Thermal
Emission and Reflection Radiometer) and SPOT
(Satellite Pour l’Observation de la Terre) have the
potential to match this resolution with informa-
tion on habitat condition and resources (71), and
where available, LIDAR (Light Detection and
Ranging) and hyperspectral remote-sensing data
(72) allow us to extend our information to in-
clude vegetation structure. Other satellite or aerial
survey data, such as those integrated into Google
Earth (Quickbird, SPOT, WorldView, IKONOS,

RapidEye), offer additional snapshots of meter-
level habitat details but usually lack the spectral
resolution needed for detailed habitat character-
izations and tend to be restricted to small spatio-
temporal footprints. Aparticularly excitingprospect
is the increasingly detailed and complete envi-
ronmental annotation ofmovement paths.MODIS
sensors have the potential to provide global in-
formation on greenness and other land-surface
attributes down to 8-day or even daily frequency,
and researchers have begun to successfully use
these to relate movement to resource availability
(73). Remote-sensing–supported predictions of
climate conditions in daily and 1-km resolution
(74) hold the promise to extend such annotations
to ecologically even more meaningful variables.
Given the growth in amount and detail of

tracking and remote-sensing data, combinedwith
advances in analysis methods and tools support-
ing species distribution modeling (75) and ad-
dressing data nonindependence in habitat analysis
(76, 77), we expect to see a future with more in-
tegrative modeling of animal location and behav-
ior inmultidimensional climate and environment
space. The data management challenges for in-
tersecting such fine-grained levels of animal and
environmental information are substantial. For-
tunately, Web-based infrastructures such as Move-
bank (23, 78) or Map of Life (79) have automated
many of the steps needed to access and integrate
these data types. Tracking data combined with
environmental sensors are thus poised to offer
an increasingly thorough, quantitative, and in-
tegrative understanding of the environmental
underpinning of animalmovement and behavior
and their reliable prediction in space and time.

New opportunities from multi-individual
and multispecies tracking

Multi-sensor tracking tags are not only changing
what we know about where animals go, they are
also transforming what we know about how an-
imals interact. Rare, and often cryptic, contacts
with con- and heterospecifics trigger some of the
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Fig. 5. Tracking animals in environment space. Spatial movements of nine Galapagos Albatross (Phoebastria irrorata) from June to September 2008
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most important events in animals’ lives, but are
often impossible to study with observational tech-
niques. High-resolution, multi-individual GPS-
tracking provides new opportunities to “see” such
interactions and connect the behavior of individ-
uals to emergent patterns of group, community,
and population movement.
Predator-prey interactions are one area where

high-resolution animal tracking is alreadymaking
substantial contributions. A suite of recent studies
using GPS in conjunction with accelerometers to
track large felids has provided extremely detailed
information about the dynamics of predation,
documenting the energetics of sit-and-wait (80)
and active-pursuit hunting strategies (81), detail-
ing the locomotor performance of hunting cheetah
(82), anddescribinghowcheetahpursuit behavior
changes depending on prey species (83). Simulta-
neous tracking of caribou, moose, and wolves in
anthropogenically disturbed habitats has revealed
that the network connectivity of resource patches
affects both the spatial dynamics of large herbi-
vores and the hunting strategies of their predators
(84). Simultaneous tracking has also been used
to assess the feeding costs of antipredator be-
havior (85). However, caution is needed when
drawing conclusions from such studies, as mis-
matches between sampling protocols and biolog-
ical phenomena of interest can complicate inference.
For example, while a recent study of wolf–elk
interactions concluded that encounters were rare
and thus that wolves had little direct influence
on elk behavior (86), a reanalysis suggested that
the interactions were seriously underestimated
because the interval between GPS fixes was long
relative to the duration of interactions and be-
cause uncollared wolves in the population were
not properly accounted for (87). This example
highlights the importance of matching the scale
of data collection with the behavior being studied
and the value of very high temporal resolution
tracking data for interaction studies.
Multi-individual tracking is also shedding light

on how competitive dynamics organizes space
use and resource access in animal communities.
Attraction and avoidance can be inferred from
concurrent movements of neighboring animals
(88, 89), providing important insight into the be-
havioral processes underlying the territorial dy-
namics of individuals (90, 91) and groups (88, 92).
For example, simultaneous tracking has revealed
that the outcome of competitive interactions be-
tween neighboring primate social groups depends
more strongly on the location of the encounter
than the relative size of the groups and has docu-
mented the costs of losing territorial interactions
(93, 94, 95). Although mechanistic home range
models provide a framework for investigating
how indirect interactions among animals shape
patterns of space use [i.e., scent marks (96); vo-
calizations (97)], it is less clear how to integrate
direct, dynamic interactions such as fights and
territorial displays (98), and this remains an area
of active, and much-needed, research (99).
The ability tomonitor themovements ofmany

free-ranging animals with submeter accuracy and
continuous resolution is also influencing the

study of collective animal behavior, allowing data
collection to move from the lab into the field.
High-resolution tracking of entire pigeon flocks
reveals that some individuals havemore influence
over collective movement decisions than others,
leading to strong, consistent leadership hierarchies
(100). “Rules of interaction” extracted from the
correlation structure of the trajectories of pairs
of homing individuals suggest that speed, rather
than dominance, is the key factor underlying
leadership (101, 102). Whole-group GPS tracking
is also providing insight into the self-organization
of animal groups. Using a herding dog to provoke
changes in the geometry of sheep groups, King
and colleagues (103) show that the selfish-herd
effect emerges because individual sheep respond
to global, rather than local, cues of group struc-
turewhen their perceived predation risk increases.
Species’ behavioral and ecological character-

istics, and how they may respond to environ-
mental change, are affected by plasticity and
adaptation set at the individual and population
scale (104). Foraging behaviors and associated
ecological niches have been shown to sometimes
exhibit substantial individual differences, with far-
reaching ecological and evolutionary consequences
(105). Multi-individual tracking opens up new op-
portunities to quantify this individual variation in
space use and associated niches for animals in the
field and over larger scales than close-observation
designs allow. However, collaboration is perhaps
as important as improving technology to our
understanding of plasticity in animal movement.
By using metadata standards and sharing across
studies, new questions can be addressed with
better statistical power about changes in animal
movement over larger temporal and spatial scales
(21, 106).

Animal tracking to monitor a
changing planet

With global change causing ongoing and accel-
erating loss of biodiversity, a more mechanistic
and detailed understanding of the space require-
ments and environmental associations of ani-
mals is pressing. Tracking data, especially when
combined with remote sensing and detailed cli-
mate layers, has the potential to play a vital role,
complementing biodiversity information gath-
ered frommuseum or citizen science efforts (70).
The high-resolution locations from tracking can
contribute to essential biodiversity variables ad-
dressing species distributions (107) and support
biodiversity monitoring and assessment as man-
datedunder theConventiononBiologicalDiversity
and the Intergovernmental Platform on Biodiver-
sity andEcosystemServices. The spatiotemporally
detailed and real-time nature of GPS tracking
data supports the use of tagged animals as pas-
sive sensors of the environment to document how
ongoing changes are affecting species’ distribu-
tion and ecological function. In particular, species
with large movements may offer an opportunity
to monitor specific biological impacts of ongoing
environmental change—for example, if they are
found to avoid previously used locations, habitat,
or migratory stopover sites.

The roles of tracked animals as sensors of en-
vironmental change can extend tomore active uses
bywhich animals directly sense the environment.
Recent examples include the monitoring of arctic
temperatures and vegetation changes during cli-
mate change (108) and documenting ocean cur-
rents (109), and in the future may allow for the
estimation of altitudinal wind profiles based on
bird flight parameters. Tagged animals as sen-
sors could be especially useful as environmental
sensing agents in areas plagued by security or
logistical difficulties, or for phenomena not di-
rectly detectable by remote sensing; for example,
the accumulation of migratory European storks
migrating in theAfrican Sahel could indicatewhere
desert locust swarms develop each year (Fig. 1).
Similarly, animals may even be able to anticipate
upcoming natural disasters and change theirmove-
ments on the basis of this knowledge (110, 111).

Achievements and future vision

Over the last 5 years, the field of animal tracking
has climbed a steep trajectory of data and knowl-
edge; we think that it is approaching a transfor-
mational point from us learning about animals,
to having animals teach us about our world. The
concept of animals as in situ sensors of our en-
vironment has only begun to be explored in the
terrestrial realm, although it has a strong history
in marine tracking (112). We suggest that a new
approach that views animals as naturally evolved
sensors of the environment has the potential to
help us monitor the planet in completely new
ways, especially if coordinated through amassive
multi-individual monitoring program. Many of
the components for this program are already in
use for individual projects, including live data
streams, community data standards and sharing
frameworks, and tools for environmental data in-
tegration (14, 23, 78). Additional improvement
in animal-mounted sensors, especially continuing
miniaturization, is still needed to increase the
variety of animals that can be tagged and the sen-
sors they can carry, and to further minimize the
impact of tags on animals’ daily lives (8).
Amassivemulti-individualmonitoringprogram

would allow a quorum sensing of our planet (113),
using a variety of species to tap into the diversity
of senses that have evolved in different animal
groups. Connecting these individual-level telem-
etry data with population-level monitoring could
identifymechanisms driving population increases
or declines, and identify the consequences to
the environments in terms of ecosystem services.
Ecological forecasting based on predictable ani-
mal movements could help us anticipate and
mitigate environmental problems.However, doc-
umenting unpredictable movements might be
just as important—showing how animals adapt
to changing conditions in unpredictable ways
offers a lens to the future of animal ecology in the
Anthropocene.
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TISSUE REGENERATION

Inhibition of the prostaglandin-degrading
enzyme 15-PGDH potentiates
tissue regeneration
Yongyou Zhang,* Amar Desai,* Sung Yeun Yang,* Ki Beom Bae,* Monika I. Antczak,*
Stephen P. Fink,* Shruti Tiwari,* Joseph E. Willis, Noelle S. Williams,
Dawn M. Dawson, David Wald, Wei-Dong Chen, Zhenghe Wang, Lakshmi Kasturi,
Gretchen A. Larusch, Lucy He, Fabio Cominelli, Luca Di Martino, Zora Djuric,
Ginger L. Milne, Mark Chance, Juan Sanabria, Chris Dealwis, Debra Mikkola,
Jacinth Naidoo, Shuguang Wei, Hsin-Hsiung Tai,† Stanton L. Gerson,†‡
Joseph M. Ready,†‡ Bruce Posner,†‡ James K. V. Willson,†‡ Sanford D. Markowitz†‡

INTRODUCTION:Agents that promote tissue
regeneration could be beneficial in a variety of
clinical settings, such as stimulating recovery
of the hematopoietic system after bone mar-
row transplantation. ProstaglandinPGE2, a lipid
signaling molecule that supports expansion of
several types of tissue stem cells, is a candidate
therapeutic target for promoting tissue regener-
ation in vivo. To date, therapeutic interventions
have largely focused on targeting two PGE2
biosynthetic enzymes, cyclooxygenase-1 and
cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-1 and COX-2), with the
aimof reducingPGE2production. In this study,

we take the converse approach:We examine the
role of a prostaglandin-degrading enzyme, 15-
hydroxyprostaglandin dehydrogenase (15-PGDH),
as a negative regulator of tissue repair, and we
explore whether inhibition of this enzyme can
potentiate tissue regeneration inmousemodels.

RATIONALE: We used 15-PGDH knockout
mice to elucidate the role of 15-PGDH in regu-
lating tissue levels of PGE2 and tissue repair
capacity inmultiple organs.We then developed
SW033291, a potent small-molecule inhibitor of
15-PGDHwithactivity invivo.WeusedSW033291

to investigate the therapeutic potential of 15-
PGDH inhibitors in tissue regeneration and to
identify a 15-PGDH–regulated hematopoietic
pathway within the bone marrow niche.

RESULTS:We found that in comparison with
wild-type mice, 15-PGDH–deficient mice dis-
play a twofold increase in PGE2 levels across

multiple tissues—including
bone marrow, colon, and
liver—and that they show
increased fitness of these
tissues in response to dam-
age. Themutantmice also
show enhanced hemato-

poietic capacity, with increased neutrophils,
increased bonemarrow SKL (Sca-1+ C-kit+ Lin−)
cells (enriched for stem cells), and greater capac-
ity to generate erythroid andmyeloid colonies in
cell culture.The15-PGDH–deficientmice respond
to colon injury from dextran sulfate sodium (DSS)
with a twofold increase in cell proliferation in
colon crypts, which confers resistance to DSS-
induced colitis. Themutantmice also respond to
partial hepatectomy with a greater than twofold
increase in hepatocyte proliferation, which leads
to accelerated and more extensive liver regener-
ation. SW033291, a potent small-molecule inhib-
itor of 15-PGDH (inhibitor dissociation constant
Ki ~0.1 nM), recapitulates inmice the phenotypes
of 15-PGDH gene knockout, inducing increased
hematopoiesis, resistance toDSS colitis, andmore
rapid liver regeneration after partial hepatectomy.
Moreover, SW033291-treated mice show a 6-day-
faster reconstitution of hematopoiesis after bone
marrow transplantation, with accelerated recov-
eryofneutrophils, platelets, anderythrocytes, and
greater recovery of bone marrow SKL cells. This
effect is mediated by bone marrow CD45– cells,
which respond to increased PGE2with a fourfold
increase in production of CXCL12 and SCF, two
cytokines that play key roles in hematopoietic
stem cell homing and maintenance.

CONCLUSIONS: Studying mouse models, we
have shown that 15-PGDHnegatively regulates
tissue regeneration and repair in the bone
marrow, colon, and liver. Ofmost direct utility,
our observations identify 15-PGDH as a ther-
apeutic target and provide a chemical formu-
lation, SW033291, that is an active 15-PGDH
inhibitor in vivo and that potentiates repair in
multiple tissues. SW033291 or related com-
pounds may merit clinical investigation as a
strategy to accelerate recovery after bonemarrow
transplantation and other tissue injuries.▪
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Inhibiting 15-PGDH accelerates tissue repair. (A) The enzyme 15-PGDH degrades and negatively
regulates PGE2. (B) SW033291 inhibits 15-PGDH, increases tissue levels of PGE2, and induces
CXCL12 and SCF expression from CD45– bone marrow cells. This in turn accelerates homing of
transplanted hematopoietic stem cells (HSC), generation of mature blood elements, and post-
transplant recovery of normal blood counts. Inhibiting 15-PGDH similarly stimulates cell proliferation
after injury to colon or liver, accelerating repair of these tissues.
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Inhibition of the prostaglandin-degrading
enzyme 15-PGDH potentiates
tissue regeneration
Yongyou Zhang,1* Amar Desai,1* Sung Yeun Yang,1,2* Ki Beom Bae,1,3*
Monika I. Antczak,4* Stephen P. Fink,1* Shruti Tiwari,1,5* Joseph E. Willis,6,7,5

Noelle S. Williams,4 Dawn M. Dawson,6,7 David Wald,6,7,5 Wei-Dong Chen,1†
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Agents that promote tissue regeneration could be beneficial in a variety of clinical
settings, such as stimulating recovery of the hematopoietic system after bone marrow
transplantation. Prostaglandin PGE2, a lipid signaling molecule that supports expansion
of several types of tissue stem cells, is a candidate therapeutic target for promoting
tissue regeneration in vivo. Here, we show that inhibition of 15-hydroxyprostaglandin
dehydrogenase (15-PGDH), a prostaglandin-degrading enzyme, potentiates tissue
regeneration in multiple organs in mice. In a chemical screen, we identify a small-molecule
inhibitor of 15-PGDH (SW033291) that increases prostaglandin PGE2 levels in bone marrow
and other tissues. SW033291 accelerates hematopoietic recovery in mice receiving a bone
marrow transplant. The same compound also promotes tissue regeneration in mouse
models of colon and liver injury. Tissues from 15-PGDH knockout mice demonstrate similar
increased regenerative capacity. Thus, 15-PGDH inhibition may be a valuable therapeutic
strategy for tissue regeneration in diverse clinical contexts.

T
issue regeneration is often required during
recovery from injury, disease, and certain
medical treatments. For example, hemato-
poietic stem cell (HSC) transplantation,
which includes bone marrow transplanta-

tion, is a potentially curative therapy for many
hematologicmalignancies (1). However, afterHSC
transplantation, individuals are at high risk of
potentially lethal infections while awaiting regen-
eration of peripheral blood neutrophils and are
also at risk of internal bleeding while awaiting
regeneration of platelets (1). Therapeutically en-
hancing hematopoietic tissue regeneration has
proved to be challenging. Experimental approaches
have principally focused on strategies that use
ex vivo treatments to expand the numbers or in-
crease the efficacy of donor hematopoietic stem
cells before transplantation (2–4). In a different
disease, ulcerative colitis, tissue damage to the co-
lonic epithelium, in part from immune cells, causes
both gastrointestinal bleeding and diarrhea (5).
Current treatments for ulcerative colitis primarily
involve immune suppression; thus far, there are
no therapies that potentiate healing and regen-
eration of the damaged colonic epithelium (5).
Tissue regeneration is also required after partial
hepatic resection for liver canceror livermetastases,
because the patients must regain adequate hepat-
ic function to survive (6–8).

Prostaglandin PGE2 is a candidate molecule
for potentiating regeneration in multiple tis-
sues. PGE2 is a lipid signaling molecule produced
by the enzyme activity of cyclooxygenase-1 or
cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-1 or COX-2) followed se-
quentially by that of prostaglandin E synthase
(9). PGE2 augmentsWnt signaling (10, 11), a path-
way that is involved in themaintenance of several
types of tissue stem cells, including hematopoie-
tic and colon stem cells (11, 12). PGE2, and itsmore
stable analog 16, 16-dimethyl-PGE2 (dmPGE2),
expand hematopoietic stem cell numbers inmice
and in zebrafish (11, 13, 14). Murine bonemarrow
cells and human cord blood stem cells that are
treated ex vivo with dmPGE2 show enhanced en-
graftment when these cells are injected back into
recipient mice (4, 14–17). dmPGE2 treatment of
human cord blood stem cells before their admin-
istration in human HSC transplants is currently
being tested in clinical trials (4). PGE2 similarly
supports the expansion of human colon stem cells
in cell culture (18), and, in a model of murine
colitis, colon injury was exacerbated by a COX
enzyme antagonist but was ameliorated by treat-
ment with dmPGE2 (19).
We hypothesized that alternative potential

strategies for increasing PGE2-mediated tissue
repair in vivo could be either to increase the
synthesis of PGE2 or to inhibit the normally rapid

in vivo degradation of PGE2. The enzyme 15-
hydroxyprostaglandin dehydrogenase (15-PGDH),
which acts in vivo as a negative regulator of
prostaglandin levels and activity (20–22), provides
a candidate target. Specifically, 15-PGDHcatalyzes
the first step in the degradation of prostanoid fam-
ily molecules, oxidizing the prostanoid 15-hydroxyl
group to a ketone and thereby abrogating binding
to prostaglandin receptors (20). Here, we explore
whether pharmacological inhibition of 15-PGDH
can potentiate tissue repair in several mouse mod-
els of injury and disease.

Results

Genetic deletion or pharmacologic
inhibition of 15-PGDH increases
tissue PGE2 levels

To confirm that 15-PGDHbroadly regulates PGE2
in vivo, we compared PGE2 levels in 15-PGDH
knockout (21) and wild-type mice, retesting lung
(21) and colon (22) and newly interrogating bone
marrow and liver. Although basal PGE2 levels
varied by a factor of 5 across these four tissues,
the 15-PGDH knockout mice exhibited a consist-
ent twofold increase in PGE2 levels (Fig. 1A). We
hypothesized that a chemical inhibitor of 15-PGDH
would have a similar effect and, further, would
provide a tool to explore 15-PGDH as a therapeu-
tic target for potentiating tissue regeneration.
As a first step in exploring the therapeutic po-

tential of pharmacologically inhibiting 15-PGDH,
we conducted a high-throughput screen to iden-
tify small-molecule modulators of 15-PGDH en-
zyme activity. We screened 230,000 synthetic
compounds in the University of Texas South-
western Medical Center chemical library using a
cell-based assay designed to identify compounds
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that might bind to and/or alter the stability or
amount of 15-PGDH. Positive hits were then fur-
ther tested to identify functional enzyme inhib-
itors. This approach identified the small molecule
SW033291 (molecular weight 412.59 daltons) as
a potent inhibitor of 15-PGDH enzyme activity
(Fig. 1G). Initial characterization showed that
treating cells with SW033291 decreased cellular
15-PGDH enzyme activity by 85% (fig. S1A).
In vitro incubations of this compoundwith recom-
binant 15-PGDHprotein confirmed that SW033291
is a direct high-affinity inhibitor of 15-PGDH
enzyme activity, with an inhibitor dissociation
constant Ki

app = 0.1 nM (23). As expected, the
IC50 (concentration to inhibit 50% of enzyme
activity in vitro) of SW033291 closely approxi-
mated 50% of any 15-PGDH concentration tested
(e.g., IC50 of 1.5 nM SW033291 against 6 nM 15-
PGDH) (fig. S1, B to D). SW033291 inhibition of
15-PGDH was noncompetitive versus PGE2 over
concentrations up to 40 mM PGE2 (fig. S1E).
SW033291 also demonstrated selective high-
affinity interaction with 15-PGDH in thermal de-
naturation assays. Specifically, SW033291 shifted
the 15-PGDHmelting temperature by 13.5°C (fig.

S2) but had no impact on the melting temper-
ature of two other closely related short-chain
dehydrogenases (fig. S3). Treatment of A549 cells
with SW033291 increased PGE2 levels by 3.5-fold
at 500 nM, with 50% of maximal stimulation
(EC50) at ~75 nM (fig. S4).
Importantly, mice injected with SW033291

closely phenocopied 15-PGDH knockout mice,
with 10 mg per kg of weight (mg/kg) SW033291
inducing a twofold increase in PGE2 levels in
bone marrow, colon, lung, and liver (Fig. 1B and
fig. S5). Prostaglandins PGD2 and PGF2a are also
candidate substrates of 15-PGDH. Basal PGD2
levels were lower than PGE2 levels in all four
mouse tissues examined and showed a lesser,
although still significant, inductionwith SW033291
(fig. S6A). PGF2a tissue levels, which were lower
still, were mostly unaltered by SW033291 (fig.
S6B). We detected no toxicity from chemical
inhibition of 15-PGDH in adult mice. Mice in-
jectedwith SW033291 at 20mg/kg daily for 7 days
showed equivalent daily weights and activity as
mice injected with vehicle-control and showed
no adverse changes in blood counts or serum
chemistry.

15-PGDH inhibition promotes
hematopoietic recovery after bone
marrow transplantation
The ability of PGE2 to promote hematopoiesis
hasbeendocumentedby two types of experiments:
(i) ex vivo treatment of hematopoietic stem cells
with dmPGE2 improves stem cell engraftment
and consequent survival of mice, and (ii) admin-
istration of PGE2 or dmPGE2 to sublethally irra-
diated mice accelerates hematopoietic recovery
and increases numbers of the short-term subtype
of hematopoietic stem cells (11, 13–17, 24–27).
Previous work also revealed that dmPGE2-treated
cells have increased levels of cyclic adenosine
monophosphate (AMP), increased expression of
CXCR4 and survivin, decreased apoptosis, and
increased homing to the bone marrow stem cell
niche (11, 14–16, 24, 25, 27).
To evaluate whether 15-PGDH might regulate

these responses, we examined 15-PGDH knock-
out mice and SW033291-treated wild-type mice.
We observed a significant 43% increase in neu-
trophil counts in 15-PGDHknockout versus wild-
typemice (Fig. 1C) and a significant 39% increase
in bone marrow SKL (Sca-1+ C-kit+ Lin–) cells
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Fig. 1. Biological effects of 15-PGDH inhibition in mice. (A) PGE2 levels (ng PGE2/mg protein) in 15-
PGDH knockout (KO) and wild-type (WT) mouse tissues. N = 5 mice per data point. (B) PGE2 levels in
tissues of mice at 0 hour baseline and at 3 hours after intraperitoneal injections with either 10 mg/kg
SW033291 (drug) or vehicle-control. N = 6 mice per data point. (C) Neutrophil counts from FVB strain
15-PGDHWTversusKOmice. y-axis scale, 103 cells per ml. *P=0.031, Student’s t test.N= 16mice per data
point. (D) SKLcell numbers in bonemarrowof FVB 15-PGDHWTversus KOmice. y-axis scale, 103 cells per
femur. *P < 0.04, Student’s t test. N = 16 mice per data point. (E and F) Comparison of C57BL/6J mice
treated with SW033291 [10 mg/kg intraperitoneally (IP) twice daily for five doses] versus vehicle-control.
(E) Neutrophil counts. y-axis scale, 103 cells per ml. *P < 0.003, Student’s t test. N = 6 SW033291-treated
and 9 control mice. (F) SKL cell numbers in bone marrow. y-axis scale, 103 cells per femur. *P = 0.039,
Student’s t test. N = 9 SW033291-treated and 12 control mice. (G) Chemical structure of SW033291. All
graphs show means T SEM.
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(Fig. 1D), which are enriched for bone marrow
stem cells. There were no significant differences
in counts of other peripheral blood cells, in bone
marrow cellularity, or in numbers of bonemarrow
SLAM(Sca-1+ C-kit+ Lin–CD48–CD150+) cells (that
are further enriched for bonemarrow stem cells)
(figs. S7 andS8,A toC).Mice injectedwithSW033291
for three consecutive days showed similar signif-
icant benefits, including a doubling of peripheral
neutrophil counts (Fig. 1E and fig. S9), a 65%
increase in marrow SKL cells (Fig. 1F), and a 71%
increase in marrow SLAM cells (fig. S10, A to C).
In functional assays, bone marrow from 15-

PGDHknockoutmice and fromSW033291-treated
mice both showed significant 55% increases in
the numbers of hematopoietic colonies generated
after plating intomethylcellulose (Fig. 2, A and B).
Erythroid (BFU-E)– and myeloid (CFU-GM)–type
colonies were each significantly increased in as-
says of marrow from both 15-PGDH knockout
mice (fig. S8, D and E) and SW033291-treated
mice (fig. S10, D and E). Likewise, ex vivo treat-

ment of harvested bone marrow cells with
SW033291 induced a significant 50% increase in
hematopoietic colony formation (Fig. 2C), indi-
cating that the compound acts directly on these
cells. SW033291 did not increase colony forma-
tion of bone marrow from 15-PGDH knockout
mice, confirming that the compound acts by di-
rectly targeting 15-PGDH (Fig. 2C).
To determine the effects of SW033291 on gene

expression, we sorted bone marrow from control
and SW033291-treated mice into SKL marked
and CD45– fractions. In CD45– cells, which are
enriched for bonemarrow stromal cells, SW033291
treatment induced a greater than fourfold increase
in expression of CXCL12 and SCF (Fig. 2, D and E,
and fig. S11A). These two cytokines in the hema-
topoietic niche play key roles in hematopoietic
stemcell homingandmaintenance (28). No changes
were seen in expression of CXCR4 or survivin,
and JAG1 expression was not detected in either
treated or untreated fractions (fig. S11A). In SKL
cells, SW033291 had no significant effects on ex-

pression of CXCL12, SCF, CXCR4, survivin, or JAG1
(fig. S11B). Induction of CXCL12 and SCF in CD45–

cells was significantly blocked when SW033291
was coadministered to mice together with an an-
tagonist of EP4- orEP2-type PGE2 receptors (Fig. 2,
D and E). However, SW033291 fully induced
CXCL12 and SCF when coadministered with an-
tagonists of EP1 orEP3 receptors (fig. S11, C andD).
As expected for activation of EP2 and EP4 re-
ceptors, SW033291 also increased cyclic AMP
levels in CD45– cells (fig. S11E). We conclude that
SW033291 increases PGE2 levels within bonemar-
row and that PGE2 functions through the EP2 and
EP4 receptors to induce CXCL12 and SCF.
Having observed that SW033291 treatment

increases the expression of cytokines from the
hematopoietic niche, we next determinedwhether
SW033291 would affect the ability of the mouse
bone marrow to attract and support new hema-
topoietic stem cells. Accordingly, SW033291 or
vehicle-controlwere administered tomice receiving
a bone marrow transplant, and their respective
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Fig. 2. Effect of 15-PGDH inhibition on bone marrow. (A to C) The y axis
graphs comparison of hematopoietic colony-forming units (CFU) generated
per femur on day 14 after plating mouse bone marrow cells into methyl-
cellulose with cytokines. (A) Bone marrow from FVB 15-PGDH WTversus KO
mice. N = 4 mice plated in duplicate per data point. *P < 0.003, Student’s t
test. (B) Bone marrow from SW033291-treated (10 mg/kg IP twice daily for
5 doses) versus vehicle-control–treated C57BL/6J mice. N = 4 mice plated in
duplicate per data point. *P < 0.009, Student’s t test. (C) Bone marrow from
FVBWTor KO mice treated ex vivo with SW033291 (+) versus vehicle-control
(–).N = 3mice plated in duplicate per data point. *P < 0.025, Student’s t test.
(D and E) Gene induction in CD45– bone marrow cells frommice treated with
SW033291 (+) or with vehicle-control (–) in combination with the EP2 an-
tagonist PF-04418948 (EP2), the EP4 antagonist L-161,982 (EP4), or control
diluent (–).N=4 pools of 3mice each per data point. *P<0.02 comparedwith

mice treated with SW033291 but without an EP receptor antagonist, Student’s
t test. (D) Relative CXCL12 expression. (E) Relative SCFexpression. (F and G)
Homing of carboxyfluorescein diacetate succinimidyl ester (CFSE)–labeled
donor marrow cells to the bone marrow of irradiated mice, comparing
SW033291-treated versus vehicle-control–treated recipient mice. The y axis
graphs homing efficiency determined as the ratio at 16 hours of percentage of
CFSE-labeled cells in the marrows of (SW033291-treated mice)/(vehicle-
treatedmice).N = 9mice per data point.Graphs show comparison of recipient
mice treated with SW033291 (+) or with vehicle-control (–) in combination
with control diluent (–) or with the antagonists indicated. (F) EP2 antagonist
PF-04418948 (EP2) or EP4 antagonist L-161,982 (EP4). *P < 0.013 versus
mice receiving only SW033291, Student’s t test. (G) CXCL12 antagonist
Plerixafor. *P < 0.019 versus mice receiving only SW033291, Student’s t test.
All graphs show means T SEM.
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abilities to attract new donor marrow cells to the
transplant recipient’s bone marrow were com-
pared. Transplant recipient mice treated with
SW033291 showed a significant two- to threefold
increase in the number of donor cells that homed
to the recipient’s bone marrow (Fig. 2, F and G,
and fig. S12). This effect of SW033291 could be
blocked by cotreating the transplant recipient
mice with an inhibitor of PGE2 generation, an
inhibitor of PGE2 signaling, or an antagonist of
CXCL12 (that is induced by PGE2). Thus, the
increased homing of donor bone marrow cells
was significantly blocked when transplant recip-
ient mice were cotreated with SW033291 plus
the COX inhibitor indomethacin (fig. S12), the
EP4 antagonist L-161,982 (Fig. 2F), or the CXCL12
antagonist Plerixafor (Fig. 2G). An EP2 antagonist
produced aweaker, although still significant, block
of SW033291 effect (Fig. 2F). The SW033291-
induced homing of transplanted donor bonemar-
row cells is thus driven, at least in part, by the
induction of CXCL12 expression in CD45– non-
myeloid cells that are already resident in bone
marrow of recipient mice. Together these results
define a pathway in which 15-PGDH inhibition
causes an increase in bone marrow PGE2, which
in turn induces expression of bone marrow
CXCL12 and SCF, cytokines that alter the bone
marrowmicroenvironment to better support the
homing of transplanted cells.

To investigate whether 15-PGDH inhibition
promotes hematopoietic recovery after a bone
marrow transplant, we studied lethally irradiated
mice that had been infused with 200,000 strain-
matched donor bone marrow cells. Under these
conditions, the transplanted cells on their own
are insufficient to reconstitute hematopoiesis.
We further treated these transplantedmice twice
daily with intraperitoneal injections of either
SW033291 (5 mg/kg) or vehicle-control, starting
immediately after irradiation and continuing
for 21 days. The control mice all died between
study days 6 and 14 (Fig. 3A). In contrast, all of
the SW033291-treated mice survived for more
than 30 days (Fig. 3A).
To characterize the hematopoietic recovery in-

duced by SW033291, we examined the compound’s
effect onmice thatwere transplantedwith 500,000
bone marrow cells. Under these conditions, 63%
of vehicle-control–injected mice and all of the
SW033291-treated mice survived for 30 days and
hence were available for examination. In this ex-
periment, SW033291-treatedmice showed signif-
icantly accelerated recovery of neutrophils, platelets,
and red blood cells (Fig. 3, B to D). On day 12 after
transplant, SW033291-treatedmice had recovered
535 neutrophils/ml versus 182 neutrophils/ml in
controls (Fig. 3B), differences that would likely
be meaningful in a clinical setting. On day 18
after transplant, SW033291-treatedmice reached

1380 neutrophils/ml versus 646 neutrophils/ml in
controls (Fig. 3B). SW033291 thus accelerated
neutrophil recovery in mice by nearly 6 days.
SW033291-treatedmice also showed a significant-
ly accelerated platelet recovery and a significantly
less severe platelet nadir (Fig. 3C). For example,
on day 8 after transplant, SW033291-treatedmice
had 77,000 platelets versus 39,500 platelets in
controls (Fig. 3C). Again, these differences would
likely bemeaningful in a clinical setting. SW033291-
treated mice also showed accelerated red cell
recovery (Fig. 3D). For example, hemoglobin lev-
els on day 12 after transplant were 10.7 g/dL in
SW033291-treated mice versus 8.0 g/dL in con-
trol mice (Fig. 3D). In humans, these differences
would likely translate to lesser need for transfu-
sion support. More rapid recovery of peripheral
blood counts in SW033291-treatedmice reflected
an accelerated and more robust engraftment in
the bone marrow, as evidenced by these mice
having a 2.4-fold significant increase in SKL bone
marrow cells on day 18 after transplant (Fig. 3E).
SW033291 effectiveness in accelerating recovery
of neutrophils, platelets, and red cells after bone
marrow transplant is consistent with this com-
pound increasing generation of bothmyeloid and
erythroid colonies in cell culture assays.
Although systemic administration of PGE2 has

been suggested to have potentially negative
effects on myelopoiesis (29) and on long-term
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Fig. 3. SW033291 potentiates hematopoietic re-
covery after bone marrow transplantation. (A)
Survival of mice lethally irradiated with 11 Gy and then
transplanted with 200,000 bonemarrow cells.Twelve
hours before transplantation (i.e., immediately after
irradiation), mice were divided into two groups and
started either on treatment with intraperitoneal injec-
tions of SW033291, 5 mg/kg twice daily, or injections
with vehicle-control. N = 8 mice in each cohort. *P <
0.0001 for increased survival in SW033291-treated
mice, Log-rank test. (B to E) Recovery of peripheral
blood counts in mice lethally irradiated with 11 Gy fol-
lowed by transplantation with 500,000 bone marrow
cells.Transplantedmice received treatmentswith twice
daily intraperitoneal injection of SW033291 5 mg/kg
(SW033291) or vehicle-control (Control). Parallel trans-
planted cohorts were assayed on posttransplant day 5 (group 1,N = 4 control
and 4 treated mice), day 8 (group 2, N = 4 control and 4 treated mice), and
days 12 and 18 (group 3,N=8 control and 10 treatedmice, plus two deceased
control mice). (B) Neutrophil counts. y-axis scale, 103 cells per ml. *P < 0.014
on days 12 and 18, Student’s t test. On days 5 and 8, total white blood cell
counts are substituted for neutrophil counts because values were too low
for meaningful differential counts. (C) Platelet counts. y-axis scale, 103 cells

per ml. *P < 0.003 on day 8, Student’s t test. **P = 0.005 for comparison of
platelet recovery across days 5 to 18, paired Student’s t test. (D) Hemoglobin
level. y-axis scale, g/dL. *P ≤ 0.03 on days 12 and 18, Student’s t test. **P <
0.01 for comparison of hemoglobin recovery across days 5 to 18, paired
Student’s t test. (E) Number of SKL bone marrow cells per mouse on day
18 after transplant. Data are means from N = 8 control and 10 treated mice.
*P < 0.0013, Student’s t test. All graphs show means T SEM.
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hematopoietic stem cells (24), no such adverse
effects were seen with SW033291. In particular,
in a repeat experiment, 8 of 10mice transplanted

with 500,000 donor bone marrow cells and re-
ceiving SW033291 injections for 21 days were
alive 7 months later. This was comparable to 7 of

10 mice that were alive after receiving a similar
transplant plus injections with vehicle-control.
In a second assay to test for any long-term adverse
effects of SW033291 on bone marrow stem cells,
we harvested bone marrow from transplant recip-
ient mice and challenged its capacity to recon-
stitute hematopoiesis when retransplanted into
a new cohort of irradiated recipient mice. Mar-
row originating frommice treatedwith SW033291
during a first transplant could in this manner be
serially harvested and repassaged for three suc-
cessive rounds of harvest, retransplantation,mar-
row regeneration, and then repeat challenge by
reharvest and retransplantation (table S1). In this
assay, the marrow harvested from mice receiving
SW033291 during the original transplant also showed
equal long-term robustness to the marrow har-
vested frommice injectedwith vehicle-control dur-
ing the original transplant, each achieving an 80%
success rate in reconstituting hematopoiesis at
the third round of serialmarrow transfer (table S1).
We suggest that the beneficial activity of SW033291
reflects its optimization of the physiology of both
dose and route of delivery of PGE2—i.e., that in-
hibiting 15-PGDH generates increased PGE2 at
physiologic levels and directly at tissue sites and
avoids the extremes of concentration accompany-
ing administration by exogenous routes.

15-PGDH inhibition protects mice
from colitis

To determine whether inhibiting 15-PGDHwould
promote regeneration in other tissues in which
15-PGDH inhibition increases PGE2, we exam-
ined the effects of 15-PGDHblockade in colons of
mice treated for 7 days with oral dextran sodium
sulfate (DSS), an agent that induces colonic ul-
cerations similar to those found in human ul-
cerative colitis (30) (Fig. 4, A and B).Mice treated
daily with SW033291 and 15-PGDHknockoutmice
both showed marked resistance to DSS-induced
colitis when compared with wild-type mice re-
ceiving vehicle-control. With either chemical or
genetic ablation of 15-PGDH, therewere 70% fewer
colon ulcers counted on colonoscopy (Fig. 4C,
days 11 and 15) and 87% less total area of ulcer-
ated colon mucosa as measured by histomorph-
ometry (Fig. 4D). SW033291-treated and 15-PGDH
knockout mice showed marked suppression of
mucosal inflammation by colonoscopic grad-
ing [murine endoscopic index of colitis severity
(MEICS) score] (31) (Fig. 4F) and by histological
cryptitis score (32) (Fig. 4, E and G). SW033291-
treated (figs. S13A and S14A) and 15-PGDHknock-
outmice (fig. S14A) also showmarked suppression
of colitis symptoms, with significantly less diar-
rhea and rectal bleeding, as assessed by disease
activity index (DAI) (32). SW033291-treated (figs.
S13B and S14B) and 15-PGDH knockout mice
(fig. S14B) also showed significantly less weight
loss, with SW033291 protection increasing with
increasing dose. SW033291-treated and 15-PGDH
knockout mice also showed significant protection
from colitis-induced colon shortening (fig. S15).
Finally, SW033291-treatedmice displayed a signif-
icant reduction in the levels of colitis-associated
inflammatory cytokines, including tumor necrosis
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Fig. 4. Inhibition of 15-PGDH protects mice from DSS-induced colitis. (A) Colonoscopic view of a DSS-
induced colon ulcer (arrow). Scale bar, 1 mm. (B) Microscopic image of a DSS-induced colon ulcer (between
vertical arrows). Scale bar, 2.3 mm. (C,D, F, andG) Effects of administering 7 days (study days 1 through 7) of
DSS compared between experimental groups of: vehicle-control–treatedmice (blue), SW033291-treatedmice
(5mg/kg IP twicedaily) (red),SW033291-treatedmice (10mg/kg IP twicedaily) (gold), and 15-PGDHknockout
mice (green). (C) Graph of mean number of colon ulcers per DSS-treated mouse counted by colonoscopy on
study days 8, 11, and 15 (D8, D11, and D15) for vehicle-control–treatedmice, SW033291-treatedmice (5mg/kg
IP twice daily), SW033291-treatedmice (10mg/kg IP twice daily), and 15-PGDH knockoutmice.N= 6mice for
each data point. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) P < 10−6. *P < 0.016 in daily subgroup comparisons to vehicle-
control–treatedmice, Student’s t test. (D) Graph depicts percentage of total colon length covered by ulcers on
study day 15, determined by histomorphometric assessment [as in (B)] for DSS-treated mice in cohorts of:
vehicle-control–treated mice (N = 7), SW033291-treated mice (5 mg/kg IP twice daily) (N = 8), SW033291-
treated mice (10 mg/kg IP twice daily) (N = 8), and 15-PGDH knockout mice (N = 9). ANOVA P < 0.003. *P <
0.05 versus vehicle-control-treated mice, Student’s t test. (E) (Left) Representative photomicrograph of
grade 2 cryptitis and mucosal thickening (on a 0 to 4 scale). (Right) Normal colon. Scale bars, 100 mm. (F)
Graph ofmeanmurine endoscopic indexof colitis severity score (MEICS) in samemice as in (C). ANOVAP<
10−6. *P < 0.024 in daily comparisons to vehicle-control–treated mice, Student’s t test. (G) Graph of mean
total colon cryptitis score (0 to 16 scale) on study day 8 for DSS-treatedmice in cohorts of vehicle-control–
treated mice (N = 7), SW033291-treated mice (5 mg/kg IP twice daily) (N = 8), SW033291-treated mice
(10 mg/kg IP twice daily) (N = 8), and 15-PGDH knockout mice (N = 6). ANOVA P < 0.0005. *P < 0.022
versus vehicle-control–treated mice, Student’s t test. All graphs show means T SEM.
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factor, interleukin-1 (IL-1) beta, interferon gamma,
IL-2, chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 2 (CCL2), and
CCL4 (fig. S16).
To identify the cellular mediators responsible

for the protective effect of 15-PGDH inhibition,
we constructed chimericmice from 15-PGDHwild-
typemice that received bonemarrow transplants
fromeither 15-PGDHwild-type or 15-PGDHknock-
out marrow donors. The two groups of chimeric
mice showed identical susceptibility toDSS-induced
colitis as measured by disease activity, weight loss,
and total percentage of ulcerated mucosa (figs. S17
andS18).These results suggest that colitis protection
is due to inhibition of 15-PGDH in colonocytes,
which are the primary site of 15-PGDH expression
in the colon (33), rather than to inhibition of 15-
PGDH in bone marrow–derived cells.
To further characterize the mechanism by

which 15-PGDH inhibition protects the colon epi-
thelium, we assessed the effects of SW033291 on
cell proliferation in the colon crypts. On day 8,
after 7 days of oral DSS treatment, wild-type mice
receiving concurrent injections with vehicle-control
showed significant suppression of bromodeoxy-
uridine (BrdU) incorporation in colonic crypts
(Fig. 5 and fig. S19). In contrast, day 8 BrdU incorpora-
tion was increased 2.5-fold in SW033291-treated
animals (Fig. 5, A and B, 10 mg/kg SW033291)
and increased 2.4-fold in 15-PGDHknockoutmice
(Fig. 5, A and C). Immunofluorescence staining for
cleaved caspase 3 showed only scattered apoptotic
cells, and these were present in similar amounts
in control and SW033291-treated mice. Thus, 15-
PGDH inhibition appears to confer protection
primarily by helping maintain colonocyte prolif-
eration in the DSS-damaged mucosa.

15-PGDH inhibition promotes
liver regeneration

We next examined the effects of 15-PGDH inhib-
ition on regeneration in the liver. Inhibiting 15-
PGDH increases PGE2 levels in this organ (Fig. 1,
A and B) and, provocatively, COX-2 inhibitors
antagonize regrowth of the liver after surgery
(11, 34, 35). We found that after resection of
two-thirds of the liver mass (35), both 15-PGDH
knockout mice and SW033291-treated wild-type
mice showed a markedly increased rate and ex-
tent of liver regeneration as compared with wild-
type mice treated with vehicle-control (Fig. 6, A
to C). Although the 15-PGDH knockout and wild-
type mice had equal preoperative liver weights,
the knockoutmice attained 28% and 40% greater
total liver weight than controls on postoperative
days 3 and 4, respectively (Fig. 6, A and B). Liver
regeneration was similarly greater in SW033291-
treatedmice, which attained higher liver weights
than controls on each of postoperative days 2 to 7
(Fig. 6C). Between postoperative days 1 to 7,
SW033291-treated mice regenerated 77% greater
new liver weight (0.48 g increase) than did con-
trols (0.27 g increase) (Fig. 6C). Hepatocytes in
SW033291-treated mice displayed a burst of pro-
liferation on postoperative day 2: 40% of hepa-
tocytes showed labeling with BrdU in treated
mice versus 16% in vehicle-control–treated mice
(Fig. 6, D to F).

Consistent with SW033291 up-regulating pros-
taglandin signaling, regenerating livers of SW033291-
treated mice showed 36 to 55% higher levels of
cyclic AMP from postoperative days 1 to 3 (P <
0.002, Student’s t test) (fig. S20). However, we did
not find differences between livers of SW033291-
treated versus control mice in other downstream
signaling targets, including levels of beta-catenin
protein; nuclear localization of beta-catenin; and
levels of phosphorylation at cAMP-dependent
protein kinase target sites on CREB serine 133,
beta-catenin serine 675, and beta-catenin serine
552 (10, 11).

Discussion

In summary, we have shown that 15-PGDH neg-
atively regulates tissue regeneration and repair
in the bone marrow, the colon, and the liver.
Although bone marrow, colon, and liver each
demonstrate very different tissue architectures,
in each of these tissues this function of 15-PGDH
is conserved, suggesting a biological generality of
this pathway. PGE2 and dmPGE2 show activities
that favor tissue regeneration when used to treat
cells in culture andwhen administered to animals
in pharmacological doses (11, 13–16, 18, 24–27).

Our findings further imply that in normal in vivo
physiology, prostaglandins play a widespread
homeostatic role in the maintenance and repair
of injury across multiple body tissues. Indeed, a
doubling of tissue PGE2 levels can markedly po-
tentiate tissue repair. Of most direct utility, our
observations identify 15-PGDH as a therapeutic tar-
get andprovide a chemical formulation, SW033291,
that is an active 15-PGDH inhibitor in vivo and
that potentiates repair in multiple tissues.
Inhibitors of 15-PGDH, such as SW033291,may

have applicability to humanHSC transplantation
by potentially increasing transplant safety and
reducing the required time of hospitalization (1).
The mechanism of SW033291, which activates
the bone marrow niche of transplant recipients,
is distinct from the effect of treating donor hema-
topoietic stem cells ex vivo with dmPGE2. Ex vivo
treatment with dmPGE2 instead activates the
donor stem cells, for example by up-regulating
donor cell expression of CXCR4 (the CXCL12 re-
ceptor) (15, 16). These previous and current studies
together thus identify, respectively, two indepen-
dent PGE2-responsive pathways for potentiating
HSC transplants, one targeted by the ex vivo
dmPGE2 treatment of donor hematopoietic stem
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Fig. 5. Inhibition of 15-PGDH increases BrdU in-
corporation in colonic crypts. BrdU incorporation
assessed in crypts of DSS-treated mice. (A) Immu-
nofluorescence visualization of BrdU incorporation
(red), E-cadherin-stained crypts (green), and 4´,6-
diamidino-2-phenylindole–stained nuclei (blue) from
distal colon. (Top) Photomicrographs of 15-PGDH
wild-type mice (15-PGDH+/+) at pre-DSS baseline
day 1 (D1) and then at day 8 (D8), after 7 days ad-
ministration of DSS concurrentwith twice daily intra-
peritoneal injections with either 0, 5, or 10 mg/kg
SW033291. (Bottom) Photomicrographs of 15-PGDH knockout (15-PGDH−/−) mice at D1, and D8 upon
completion of DSS. Scale bars, 50 mm. (B) Graphical plots of average number of BrdU-positive cells per
crypt inmice from top panel of (A).N = 6mice for day 1 andN = 8mice for each day 8 data point. ANOVA
P < 0.0001. *P < 0.013 versus day 8 mice injected with 0 mg/kg SW033291 (i.e., vehicle-control),
Student’s t test. (C) Graphical plots of average number of BrdU-positive cells per crypt in day 1 (D1)
baseline and day 8 (D8) DSS-treated mice that are 15-PGDH WTversus 15-PGDH (KO). N = 6 to 8 mice
per group. ANOVA P < 0.0001. *P < 3 × 10−5, Student’s t test. All graphs show means T SEM.
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cells and the other by in vivo SW033291 admin-
istration to HSC transplant recipients. The use
of granulocyte colony-stimulating factor to assist
neutrophil recovery afterHSC transplant provides
one precedent for the therapeutic utility of tissue
regeneration approaches (36, 37). Distinguishing
features of SW033291 are that in addition to
accelerating neutrophil recovery (by a different

approach), this 15-PGDH inhibitor accelerates
regeneration of platelets and red blood cells and
also expands the numbers ofmore primitive bone
marrow SKL cells. We anticipate that 15-PGDH
inhibitors would potentiate bone marrow regen-
eration after HSC transplants that employ either
autologous or allogeneic derived stem cells, which
are most often harvested from the donor’s pe-

ripheral blood (1). Because SW033291 also enables
successful murine bone marrow reconstitu-
tion from a reduced inoculum of marrow cells,
SW033291 may additionally have applicability
to HSC transplants that use human umbilical
cord blood stem cells, in which numbers of donor
cells are limited by supply and expense (2, 3).
Inhibitors of 15-PGDH, such as SW033291,may

also have applicability to treatment of human
ulcerative colitis. Mucosal healing is increasingly
recognized as an important therapeutic goal in
the treatment of this disease (5, 38). The activity
of SW033291 in stimulating colon epithelial re-
generation in the mouse DSS colitis model sug-
gests potential applicability to this treatment
need. Inhibitors of 15-PGDH, such as SW033291,
may also have therapeutic applicability to pa-
tients undergoing surgical resection of primary
liver tumors or of colon cancers metastatic to the
liver. In both these cases, the patient’s eligibility
for surgery is limited by the requirement that the
postoperative liver remnant be sufficient to en-
able regenerating an adequate liver mass (6–8).
Previous studies fromour group indicated that

15-PGDH shows tumor suppressor activity in co-
lon cancer but that many individuals have low
15-PGDH expression levels in their colonic mu-
cosa (22, 39–41). The current observations sug-
gest that one explanation for this paradox may
be that in certain biological contexts, such as in
bowel injury, low levels of colonic 15-PGDHmay
provide a biological advantage by potentiating
faster organ recovery. More generally, this study
provides an example in which the regulated and
short-term inhibition of a tumor suppressor gene
may provide therapeutic utility without adverse
effect, particularly in a disease context in which
tissue repair is the immediate medical goal.
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INDUCED SEISMICITY

Seismicity triggered by fluid
injection–induced aseismic slip
Yves Guglielmi,1* Frédéric Cappa,2,3 Jean-Philippe Avouac,3†
Pierre Henry,1 Derek Elsworth4

Anthropogenic fluid injections are known to induce earthquakes.The mechanisms involved are
poorly understood, and our ability to assess the seismic hazard associated with geothermal
energy or unconventional hydrocarbon production remains limited.We directly measure fault
slip and seismicity induced by fluid injection into a natural fault.We observe highly dilatant
and slow [~4 micrometers per second (mm/s)] aseismic slip associated with a 20-fold increase
of permeability, which transitions to faster slip (~10 mm/s) associated with reduced dilatancy
and micro-earthquakes. Most aseismic slip occurs within the fluid-pressurized zone and obeys

a rate-strengthening friction law m ¼ 0:67þ 0:045ln v
v0

� �
with v0 = 0.1 mm/s. Fluid injection

primarily triggers aseismic slip in this experiment, with micro-earthquakes being an indirect
effect mediated by aseismic creep.

I
njection of fluid into the crust can generate
seismicity, with source mechanisms similar
to natural earthquakes and occasionally large
enough to cause damage (1–6). Induced seis-
micity is generally regarded as a manifesta-

tion of the effective stress principle, where the
increase in pore pressure reduces the effective
normal stress and brings a preexisting fault or
intact rock mass to failure (7). Seismic slip re-
quires failure to result in unstable slip, meaning
that the resistance to slidingmust decrease faster
than the elastic unloading associated with fault
slip. If a fault strengthens during slip, only aseis-

mic creep should be possible. Only faults that
weaken during sliding can, in principle, yield un-
stable slip. In general, the presence of fluids could
either favor seismic slip, through thermal pres-
surization (8), or might impede seismic slip by a
variety of other processes. In particular, dilatancy
during slip could restrengthen the fault due to
the resulting drop of pore pressure (9). Current
models of earthquake nucleation (10) imply that
slip becomes stable when the pore pressure
approaches lithostatic, because the condition
for stability (10) is then always reached. For slip
to be unstable on a rate-weakening fault, the

stiffness must be smaller than a critical value
that has the effective normal stress at the nume-
rator (10). If the effective normal stress goes to
zero as pore pressure approaches lithostatic, this
condition can never be met; slip should then be
stable. Conditional stability might explain why
aseismic slip has been inferred in some case
studies (4, 11, 12). In reality, fault slip is coupled
with fluid flow, and assessing whether seismic or
aseismic slip should result from a fluid injection
is a challenge.
We monitor a natural but initially inactive

fault stimulated through a high-pressure injec-
tion ofwater, taking advantage of an instrument—
the step-rate injectionmethod for fracture in situ
properties (SIMFIP) probe (13)—that allows the
simultaneous measuring of fault-normal dis-
placements, fault-parallel displacements, and fluid
pressure. We selected a preexisting fault cutting
through a carbonate formation accessible for ex-
amination and instrumentation thanks to an
underground experimental facility located in
southeastern France at a depth of 0 to 518 m
(14). The fault is at least ~500m long and trends
30°N 70°W. It cuts through porous grainstone
carbonate layers (inner-platform Rudists’ rich
facies), with strike-slip to normal cumulated
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Fig. 1. Experiment setting. (A) Location of the
injection interval and the seismometers (S1 to S3)
in and around the fault plane. The experiment took
place at a depth of 282m below the Earth’s surface,
in cretaceous limestone of the southeast France
sedimentary basin. (B) Schematic representation of
the SIMFIP probe displacement sensor. Deforma-
tion of the linkage tubes (colored in yellow, green,
and blue) captures the relative displacement of the
anchors clamped on the borehole wall in each fault
compartment (16). (C) Core from the main slip plane
of the fault showing slickensided surfaces, breccia/
gouge-rich zones, and a fractured damage zone. (D)
Stereographic view of the state of principal stresses,
the fault plane, and the fault-parallel slip vector in-
duced by the experiment.
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slip of a few meters. The fault zone consists of
subparallel fractures to 1- to 10-m length and
discontinuous thin breccias (15). The in situ tem-
perature at the location of the injection was
12.5°C and did not vary during the experiment.
We therefore ignore thermal effects. We drilled a
vertical well intersecting the fault at a depth of
282 m. Based on initial in situ measurements, the
fault zone has an average initial permeability of
0.07 × 10−10m2 and a bulkmodulus of 10 to 17GPa
that are a factor of 25 higher and 2 to 5 lower
than the surrounding host rock, respectively (16).
We injected water into a 1.5-m-long chamber
between two inflatable packers spanning the
fault zone (Fig. 1A). We injected a total of 950

liters of water with step-increasing rates while
monitoring pressure, flowrate, fault movement
in both shear and dilation (Fig. 1B), and seis-
micity (16) (fig. S1). We estimated the state of
stress from hydraulic tests on preexisting frac-
tures conducted at two different depths in ad-
jacent boreholes using the hydraulic testing of
preexisting fractures (HTPF) protocol (17) and
taking into account topographic stresses. Themax-
imum principal stress s1 = 6 MPa is subvertical
and dips 80°S; s2 = 5 MPa is subhorizontal and
strikes 0°N 20°E; and s3 = 3MPa is subhorizontal
and strikes 0°N 110°E (Fig. 1D).
Slip initiated at a pressure of about 1.5 MPa

(S0 in Fig. 2) with fault-parallel slip approxi-

mately parallel to the shear stress on the fault
plane (Fig. 1C), consistent with reactivation by
shear failure. No seismic event was detected un-
til about 0.3 mm of fault slip, about 1100 s into
the experiment. During this first stage, the dila-
tion rate was around 6 mm/s and exceeded the
fault slip rate, which was on the order of 4 mm/s.
The dilation rates fell to about 20% of the slip
rate approximately at the onset of seismicity. The
slip rate increased to about 23 mm/s. The seis-
micity consists of impulsive micro-earthquakes
and tremors (fig. S1), as is observed in injection
experiments elsewhere (18). About 80 seismic
events were generated at an average rate of 15
events per min. Half of these events occurred
between 1100 and 1190 s before acceleration of
fault slip (Fig. 2), and the transition from aseis-
mic to seismic slip was not associated with any
pressure variation (point SS in Fig. 2). Both ob-
servations demonstrate that the majority of the
seismic sources are located a few meters away
from the injection point and may account for
only a small fraction of the slip occurring on the
fault segment where the fluid pressurization is
occurring.
The observation that the fault opens during

the injection implies that permeability varies in
close relation to the evolution of fluid pressure,
as suggested in theoretical and experimental
studies (19, 20).We used hydromechanicalmodel-
ing (21) to determine the evolution of fault per-
meability (16). Our results show a 14-fold increase
of the fault permeability from0.07 to 1.0 × 10−10m2

during the aseismic period, representing about
70% of the cumulative permeability increase
(20-fold) during the injection (Fig. 3A). This per-
meability increase probably results from the open-
ing of fractures during sliding, possibly reflecting
the roughness of the fracture walls and/or cata-
clasis of the fault rock and associated microcrack
dilatation in the early stages of failure. The mod-
el indicates that the pressurized zone (defined
here as the zonewhere the pore pressure exceeds
0.5 MPa) increases to about 12 m during the ini-
tial stage of completely aseismic slip (Fig. 3C).
We use our measurements to estimate the fric-

tion law and to determine whether aseismic slip
is primarily due to rate-strengthening behavior
or whether it is due to fluid pressurization bring-
ing the fault zone to the domain of conditional
stability. We approximate the sliding zone by a
circular crack and assume quasistatic equilib-
rium with a complete shear stress drop [justified
by the net opening of the fractures and following
(22)]. This simplemodel ignores the pore-pressure
gradient and viscous forces associated with fluid
flow. With these assumptions, it is possible to
calculate the crack radius as a function of time
(Fig. 3C and fig. S3A), as well as the changes of
shear and normal stresses associated with fault
slip and dilation (16) (fig. S3, B and C).
The model yields an accumulated moment at

the end of the experiment of M0 = 65 × 109 Nm,
(equivalent to a moment magnitude Mw = 1.17),
far larger than the moment released by the in-
cremental microseismicity, which was estimated
to be lower than –2 in magnitude; so slip is
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Fig. 3. Estimation of fault
permeability and friction
law from the in situ
hydromechanical data.
(A) Observed cumulative
fault-normal displacement
and modeled permeability
(blue circles) versus
observed fault slip (black).
(B) Friction (orange),
calculated based on the
measurements of the initial
stress and fault slip, and
moment release (purple)
derived from fault slip.
(C) Comparison of the esti-
mated radius of the sliding
zone and of the pressurized
zone. (D) Comparison of
observed (black) and
modeled (red) fault slip for
the best-fitting rate-
dependent friction law. The
best-fitting friction law of
the form m = m0 + aln(v/v0)
has m0 = 0.67 and a =
0.0447, for a reference
sliding velocity of
v0 = 10−7m/s.

Fig. 2. Fault movements
and seismicity induced
over time by fluid injec-
tion.Temporal evolution of
fluid pressure (blue),
injection rate (green), fault
slip (solid black line), normal
displacement (dashed black
line), and cumulative num-
ber of induced earthquakes
(red) during the 1400-s-long
injection. Slip initiates at
S0 = 400 s as pressure is
increased to 1.5 MPa; seis-
micity initiates at Ss = 1100 s
while there is no notable
pressure variation.
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mostly aseismic in this experiment (Fig. 3B).
Micro-earthquakes are triggered only when the
estimated size of the slip zone exceeds the pres-
surized zone (Fig. 3C), suggesting that they occur
off the pressurized zone. However, they might
occur within the sliding zone or be triggered off the
sliding area by static stress increase. Aftershocks
might relate to afterslip in a similar way (23).
The ratio of the shear stress to the effective

normal stress increases from about 0.4 to about
0.8 and indicates a friction between 0.6 and 0.8
once slip becomes notable (fig. S4). Qualitatively,
this evolution correlates with slip rate better than
with slip. The data suggest a logarithmically vary-
ing, rate-dependent friction, as frequently observed
in laboratory measurements of rock friction (24)
or derived from studies of afterslip following large
earthquakes (23, 25). We tested such a law based
on a simple one-dimensional model (16). The
model, which involves only two adjustable pa-
rameters, qualitatively fits the observations well
(Fig. 3D). We determine the friction m0 = 0.67
(+/−0.05) at a reference velocity of v0 = 0.1 mm/s,
with a rate dependency of a ¼ ∂m

∂lnv ¼ 0:0447
ðT0:005Þ. We also tested rate-and-state friction
laws (16) but found that the improvement was
irrelevant in view of the uncertainties of the
measurements. The friction coefficient increases
to about 0.7 for slip rates of 1 to 20 mm/s. Similar
values have been measured in the laboratory on
faults formed in limestone and at comparable
sliding rates (26–28). These laboratory experi-
ments also show a rate-strengthening behavior
at temperatures less than 100°C but a rate de-
pendency at steady-state typically one order of
magnitude lower than the value we obtained.
The aseismic behavior triggered by the fluid

injection in this experiment is apparently due to
an intrinsically rate-strengthening behavior,
rather than to conditional stable creep of a rate-
weakening fault. However, the seismicity, which
was probably triggered outside the pressurized
zone, requires some areas to allow earthquake
nucleation, henceweakening during deformation.
This observation is an indication that the fric-
tional properties are likely heterogeneous, as sup-
portedby the observations of themain slip surface
that displays gouge-rich zones and slickensided
areas cutting solid rock (Fig. 1C). During the in-
jection, the effective behavior is rate-strengthening.
This behavior is possibly due to the fault zone be-
ing rate-strengthening on average,with the gouge-
rich zones being possibly more rate-strengthening
than the zones where the fault cuts solid rock
(27) or because the rate-weakening asperities are
brought to conditional stability by the increase in
pore pressure. This interpretation could explain
why seismicity is observed only when the crack
radius has become larger than the radius of the
pressurized zone. Our results prove unambigu-
ously that fluid injection can trigger primarily
aseismic slip, with seismicity induced as a sec-
ondary effect. This is observed in the context of
our experiment, which is characterized by a par-
ticularly low effective normal stress. Thus, our
results may be of particular relevance to seismic
activity triggered at shallow depth by human-

induced injections and shallow aseismic slip.
Mechanism observed in this experiment could
also be of relevance to explain natural processes
at greater depth, such as deep afterslip, slow-slip
events, and tremors.
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NANOMATERIALS

A tunable library of substituted
thiourea precursors to metal
sulfide nanocrystals
Mark P. Hendricks, Michael P. Campos, Gregory T. Cleveland,
Ilan Jen-La Plante, Jonathan S. Owen*

Controlling the size of colloidal nanocrystals is essential to optimizing their performance
in optoelectronic devices, catalysis, and imaging applications. Traditional synthetic methods
control size by terminating the growth, an approach that limits the reaction yield and causes
batch-to-batch variability. Herein we report a library of thioureas whose substitution pattern tunes
their conversion reactivity over more than five orders of magnitude and demonstrate that faster
thiourea conversion kinetics increases the extent of crystal nucleation. Tunable kinetics thereby
allows the nanocrystal concentration to be adjusted and a desired crystal size to be prepared at
full conversion. Controlled precursor reactivity and quantitative conversion improve the batch-to-
batch consistency of the final nanocrystal size at industrially relevant reaction scales.

T
he tunable electronic properties of nano-
meter scale crystals have inspired many
synthetic methods that control crystal size
and shape with extraordinary fidelity. Mod-
ern metal chalcogenide quantum dots, in

particular, can be synthesized with a size that

varies by less than a layer of surface atoms across
the distribution. This precise control is afforded
by the homogeneous nucleation and growthmech-
anism first described by LaMer and Dinegar to
follow a three-phase sequence shown in Fig. 1A
(1). In this mechanism, nucleation only occurs
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during a brief period of time when crystal mono-
mers ([ME]i) reach a so-called “critical concentra-
tion.”Modern syntheses achieve these conditions
by using nanocrystal precursors that slowly con-
vert to crystal monomers at a rate that limits the
crystallization steps (Fig. 1B) (2–4). The precursor
conversion reaction kinetics, therefore, plays a
central role in the nucleation and growth pro-
cess. In particular, the rate ofmonomer supply to
the crystallization medium during nucleation
determines the number of nanocrystals produced
(3, 5–8). Moreover, if conversion kinetics can be
precisely tuned, the number of nanocrystals can
be used to control the size at full conversion.
Themost widely used sulfide precursors include

bis(trimethylsilyl) sulfide [(TMS)2S], phosphine
sulfides (R3P=S, where R indicates an alkyl or
aryl group), and hydrogen sulfide produced by
heating elemental sulfur in alkane or amine sol-
vents (9). Depending on the conditions of the
crystallization, a precursor is selected that pro-
vides the necessary rate of monomer supply.
For example, (TMS)2S typically reacts rapidly
withmetal salts, allowing it to be used near room
temperature; however, the rapid reactivity can
lead to mixing limitations during the injection
step that hinder the reaction scale. R3P=S deriv-
atives, on the other hand, typically react sluggishly
until ~300°C and produce low reaction yields.
Although reactions of elemental sulfur with al-
kanes and amines are more versatile and can be
used at intermediate temperatures, their con-
version reactions follow ill-defined radical path-
ways that are difficult to control and sensitive
to the presence of impurities. Further, sulfur-
containingby-products contribute tobatch-to-batch
variability and have detrimental effects on nano-
crystal properties. Recently, several phosphine
chalcogenides and dichalcogenides have been
investigated whose conversion kinetics depends
on the organic substituents (10, 11). These com-
pounds show promise for tuning nanocrystal size
and shape, but few are commercially available
and others require involved, multistep syntheses.
We report a library of inexpensive and air-

stable substituted thioureas whose conversion
reactivity can be finely tuned over many orders
of magnitude by adjusting the organic substitu-
ents (Fig. 2). The widely tunable reactivity allows
an optimum chalcogen precursor to be matched
with the reactivity of a metal complex at a de-
sired reaction temperature. By controlling the
monomer supply kinetics, we adjusted the extent
of nucleation in syntheses of lead sulfide, cad-
mium sulfide, zinc sulfide, and copper sulfide
nanocrystals and reliably prepared a desired size
with a narrow size distribution and in quantita-
tive yield.
Multigram quantities of air-stable N,N′-

disubstituted and N,N,N′-trisubstituted thioureas
are obtained in quantitative yields via a one-step
“click” reaction between inexpensive, commer-
cially available substituted isothiocyanates and

primary or secondary amines (Fig. 2A). Based
on the number of commercially available start-
ingmaterials,we estimate that 103 to 104 structures
can be accessed in a single step. In most cases, the
electrophilicity of isothiocyanates makes the reac-
tion with amines rapid at room temperature,
allowingN,N′-diaryl;N,N′-dialkyl; mixedN-alkyl-
N′-aryl; and N,N,N′-trialkylthiourea structures to
be prepared (1 to 11).
The thiourea conversion reactivity depends

on the number of substituents and their electron-
ic and steric properties. The rate decreases as the
number of substituents increases: Tetrasubsti-
tuted thioureas convert most slowly, followed by
trisubstituted and then disubstituted deriva-
tives. Thus, the substitution pattern can be used
to optimize monomer supply kinetics at the de-
sired crystallization temperature. For example,
monodisperse lead sulfide nanocrystals can be
synthesized from lead oleate and reactive disub-
stituted thioureas at temperatures from 90° to
150°C (Fig. 2D). However, monodisperse CdS
nanocrystals require higher temperature con-
ditions (150° to 250°C), where disubstituted
thioureas convert at a rate that is limited by mix-
ing during the injection. Instead, less-reactive
N,N,N′- trialkylthioureas (9 to 11) orN,N,N′,N′-
tetramethylthiourea (12) were found to have the
appropriate conversion reactivity (fig. S1). Mono-
disperse zinc sulfide nanocrystals could also be
obtained, but only at high temperatures (≥240°C)
(fig. S2). However, the lower reactivity of zinc
oleate compared with cadmium oleate allows
more-reactive disubstituted thioureas to be used.
In each case, the conversion reactivity could be
optimized to induce nucleation shortly after in-
jection at the temperature needed to obtain nar-
row size distributions. In this manner, a wide
variety of metal sulfides could be synthesized—
including photoluminescent core-shell nanocrystals
(CdSe/CdS/ZnS), plasmonic nanocrystals (Cu2–xS),
catalyst materials (NiS), complex compound semi-
conductors (CuZnSnS4), and one-dimensional (1D)
and2Danisotropicnanostructures (CdSnanorods,
SnS nanosheets)—across a diverse set of growth
media, including amine, carboxylate, and phos-
phonate surfactant mixtures (figs. S3 to S10).
In addition to matching the demands of the

crystallization and co-reactants, tunable mono-
mer supply can control the number of nanocrys-
tals and thereby define a desired size after 100%
yield is reached. We demonstrate this principle
by optimizing an inexpensive synthesis of lead
sulfide nanocrystals with diameters from 2.5 to
7.2 nm [wavelength lmax(1Se – 1Sh) = 850 to
1800 nm, full width at half maximum (FWHM) =
30 to 160 meV] on multigram scales and in quan-
titative yield [as determinedby the final absorbance
at l = 400 nm,where the extinction is proportional
to the concentration of lead sulfide formula units
within nanocrystals (12)] (Fig. 2D and fig. S11).
To ensure highly reproducible reactivity, 100-g
batches of pure, hydroxide-free lead oleate were
prepared by dissolving lead oxide in trifluoro-
acetic anhydride solution and neutralizing the
lead trifluoroacetate product with oleic acid
and triethylamine (Fig. 2B and fig. S12). N,N′-

disubstituted thioureas (1 to 8) react with lead
oleate at temperatures at or below 150°C, pro-
viding access to colloidal PbS nanocrystals with
linewidths of the 1Se – 1Sh absorption that are
among the narrowest reported, including at sizes
relevant for PbS solar cells (13, 14). Concentrated
conditions also proved accessible, allowing up to
6 g of nanocrystals to be prepared in 150 ml of
solvent with a high degree of reproducibility.
Figure 2E shows the results of nine syntheses
conducted using N,N′-diphenylthiourea (2) and
six syntheses conducted using N-dodecyl-N′-
phenylthiourea (3d) that produce between 0.2
and 6 g of nanocrystals. Within one set of condi-
tions, a final size and size distribution are reliably
obtained (Fig. 2E and fig. S13). Moreover, little
change in the final size and size distribution is ob-
served as the scale, concentration, and stoichiom-
etry are varied (10 to 150 ml, 25 to 100 mM, 1.2:1
to 3:1 Pb:S) (Fig. 2E and fig. S13). The reproduci-
bility and monodispersity are unusual given the
high nanocrystal concentrations (up to 0.12 mM),
illustrating the reliability and homogeneity pro-
videdbywell-defined lead and thiourea precursors.
To determine the relationship between con-

version reactivity and the final size, we moni-
tored the kinetics of lead sulfide formation in situ
by tracking the absorbance at l = 400 nm. Lead
sulfide formation approaches 100% yield within a
fewminutes and can be approximated by a single
exponential process (fig. S15), from which rate
constants [kobs(1) to kobs(8) (s

−1)] are extracted. By
normalizing kobs(1) through kobs(8) to the rate
constant of the slowest precursor [kobs(8)], we
determined relative first-order rate constants
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Fig. 1. The mechanism of precursor-limited
homogeneous nucleation and growth of colloi-
dal metal chalcogenide nanocrystals. (A) The
time evolution of the monomer concentration as
described by LaMer and Dinegar, where monomer
supersaturation (I) precedes crystal nucleation
(II) and is followed by growth (III). (B) Metal and
chalcogen precursors (MX2, ER2) react and supply
monomers ([ME]i) to the growth medium at a
rate that limits the crystallization.
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[krel(1) to krel(8)] across a range of temperatures
(90° to 150°C), allowing the reactivity to be quan-
titatively compared overmore than three orders of
magnitude (Fig. 3C). These measurements show a
well-defined dependence of the conversion reac-
tivity on the thiourea structure that is defined by
the substituents.
Within the disubstituted thiourea deriva-

tives, the conversion rate constants decrease
over three orders of magnitude upon replacing
electron-withdrawing aryl substituents with alkyl
substituents. Thus, N,N′-diarylthioureas such as
N-(3,5,-bis-trifluoromethylphenyl)-N′-phenylthiourea
(1) convert most rapidly, whereas N,N′-di-n-
alkylthioureas (8) react 4000-fold more slowly.
Similar reactivity trends were found with cad-
mium oleate (fig. S16). Mixed N-alkyl-N′-aryl
variants showed intermediate reactivity toward
lead oleate that can be finely adjusted by append-
ing electron withdrawing or donating substituents
on the aromatic ring. The conversion rate con-
stants of para-substituted N-p-X-phenyl-N′-n-
dodecylthioureas (3a to 3f, where X = CN, CF3,
Cl, H, Me, MeO) increase by a factor of 20 as the
para-substituent becomes increasingly electron
withdrawing. The logarithms of the observed first-
order rate constants are plotted versus the Ham-
mett sigma parameter of the para-substituent in
Fig. 3D (15). A linear relationship is observed,
demonstrating the well-behaved dependence of
conversion kinetics on the thiourea acidity.
A large positive slope (r = 1.3) indicates a

buildup of negative charge during the conver-
sion reaction. These results can be explained
by rate-limiting deprotonation of the thiourea
or nucleophilic attack on the thiocarbonyl car-
bon. Conversion of 3d is faster in the presence
of tri-n-butylamine and slower when oleic acid
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Fig. 3. The reaction of disubstituted thioureas with lead oleate in hexadecane and diphenyl
ether follows single exponential kinetics, allowing the conversion rate constants to be quanti-
tatively compared. (A) Schematic of PbS formation reaction used tomeasure conversion kinetics at 90°
to 150°C. (B) Kinetics of lead sulfide formation as measured in situ by the absorbance at l = 400 nm.
(C) Effect of thiourea substitution pattern on the relative thiourea conversion rate constants [krel(1) to
krel(8), e.g., krel(7) = k(7)/k(8)]. The wide range of reactivity requires that kinetics are measured at
multiple temperatures. To account for the temperature dependence of the conversion rate constant,
3b and 3fwere measured at two temperatures, and the change in rate constant was used to normalize
the relative rate constants of the respective temperatures {e.g., krel(3b) = [k(3b)120°C/k(8)150°C] ×
[k(3f)150°C/k(3f)120°C]}. (D) Hammett plot illustrating the well-defined relationship between the electronic
structure of the thiourea and the rate of lead sulfide formation.

Fig. 2. A library of
thioureas can be
accessed in a single
step and used to pre-
pare PbS nanocrys-
tals with highly
reproducible control
over the final size.
(A) Synthesis of
substituted thiourea
precursors. (B) Syn-
thesis of lead oleate
from lead oxide and
synthesis of PbS
nanocrystals from
substituted thioureas
and lead oleate. Et,
ethyl group. (C) Table
of substituted thiourea
precursor structures.
Me, methyl; Ph, phenyl.
(D) Ultraviolet–visible–
near-infrared absorp-
tion spectra of PbS nanocrystals synthesized using substituted thioureas: 1 and 2 (95°C); 3b, c, d, and f (120°C); 6 and 8 (150°C). a.u., arbitrary units.
(E) Results of a reproducibility study showing the nanocrystal diameter and relative size distribution of three reactions for two different precursors (2 and 3d).
The varying shades of dot color represent differing reaction scale, concentration, or amount of excess lead oleate used in the reaction. See fig. S14 for detailed
reaction conditions.
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is present, both of which suggest that depro-
tonation of the thiourea precedes the formation of
lead sulfide. Deprotonation of thiourea in water is
known to speed its hydrolysis to cyanamide
(16). Increasing steric bulk of the thiourea sub-
stituents also speeds the rate of conversion (5 to
8); the increased bulk may accelerate elimina-
tion of lead sulfide from an intermediate lead
thioureate complex formed by deprotonation
of a lead-bound thiourea. Although detailed work
is required to determine the precise conversion
mechanism, these observations highlight the
importance of the microscopic steps leading to
the rate-determining precursor conversion step,
which vary depending on the surfactants used
as well as the nature of the metal co-reactant.
The nanocrystal concentrations obtained from

3a to 3f are plotted versus kobs in Fig. 4A, where
an eightfold increase in the conversion rate leads
to a fourfold increase in the nanocrystal concen-
tration. The finely tunedmonomer supply kinetics
controls the extent of nucleation, because the rate
of Ostwald ripening is negligibly slow under these
conditions (Fig. 4A and fig. S17). A similar depen-
dence is observed in studies of zinc sulfide, copper
sulfide, nickel sulfide, and cadmium sulfide nano-
crystals (figs. S2, S4, S5, and S16). Tuning the
precursor reactivity can also be used to finely con-
trol the aspect ratio of CdS nanorods; thioureas of
decreasing reactivity (3f, 9, and 12) lead to a
systematic increase in the volume and rod aspect
ratio, a trend that results from the lower nano-
crystal concentration produced by slower con-
version kinetics (figs. S7 to S9) (17).
Previous experimental and theoretical work

on cadmium selenide and silver halides reported
a similar correlation between the concentration
of nanocrystals and the precursor conversion rate
during nucleation (3, 5–7, 18). The correlation
results from a nucleation process that continues
until the collective consumption ofmonomers by
growing nuclei exceeds monomer production by
precursor conversion. At this point, the concen-
tration of nuclei is sufficiently high to cause the
supersaturation to drop and the nucleation pro-
cess to end. A “critical” dependence of the nuc-

leation rate onmonomer supersaturation, like the
one predicted by classical nucleation theory, is
expected to produce a linear relationship between
the nanocrystal concentration and the precursor
conversion rate during nucleation (5, 6). How-
ever, a subcritical dependence can be observed
in Fig. 4A that will requiremore accuratemodels
of nucleation to explain. Nonetheless, the smooth
correlation between precursor conversion rate and
nanocrystal concentration can be used to pre-
dictably obtain a desired nanocrystal size.
Controlling the final size with the precursor

reaction rate rather than modifying the crystal-
lization medium (e.g., reaction temperature, sol-
vent, and surfactant concentration), or limiting
the conversion, greatly simplifies the nanocrystal
composition because both the starting materials
as well as the reaction by-products can bind the
nanocrystals (19). Although the thiourea conver-
sion by-products were not found to bind the
nanocrystals in this case (fig. S18), cadmium
and lead oleate precursors are known to rever-
sibly bind and passivate nanocrystal surfaces,
and their coverage may depend on the concen-
tration of these complexes remaining after con-
version (20).
Tuning size with precursor reactivity and run-

ning reactions to full conversion allows the final
ratio of lead sulfide product and unconverted
lead oleate to be determined by the amounts of
reactants used. This advance enables a standard
purification procedure to be optimized to repro-
ducibly control the final oleate ligand shell and
nanocrystal stoichiometry. Moreover, by using
preformed lead oleate, syntheses run at or below
120°C can be conducted in low-boiling solvents
like 1-octene that are conveniently distilled under
vacuum after completion of the synthesis. This
reduces the volume of solvent used during the
isolation and facilitates large-scale reactions. For
example, nanocrystals with a 3.4-nm diameter
were synthesized on a 3-g scale from a 1.5:1 lead
oleate–to–2mixture and isolated with 5.7 oleates
per square nanometer of surface area, fromwhich
we estimate a Pb:S ratio of 1.26. Larger nano-
crystals (6.5 nm) with a lower surface area–to–

volume ratio were synthesized on a 6-g scale
with a lower lead oleate–to–3d ratio (1.2:1) and
isolated with 2.9 oleates nm−2, from which we
estimate a Pb:S ratio of 1.07 (fig. S18). In both
cases, the purification is greatly simplified com-
pared with methods where the conversion is
limited. Rather than removing a large excess
of unreacted metal precursor—a process that
is complicated by the polymeric structures and
low solubilities of zinc, cadmium, and lead
carboxylates, phosphonates, andhalides—a desired
amount of remaining metal precursor can be
chosen by the starting metal-to-sulfur ratio. Thus,
obtaining a desired size at complete conversion is
an important step toward reproducibly defining
the surface structure and optoelectronic proper-
ties at large reaction scales.
Tailoring precursor reactivity will greatly

advance our ability to rationally design high-
performancematerials and to relate atomic struc-
ture to nanocrystal function. In particular, highly
reproducible syntheses of PbS nanocrystals with
narrow size distributions andwell-defined surface
chemistry can advance the systematic develop-
ment of solution-processed nanocrystal photo-
voltaics. Tunable sulfide precursors will also
advance the synthesis of complex metal chal-
cogenide alloys and heterostructures used in
solid-state lighting and luminescent displays.
More broadly, these results highlight the value
of rationally controlling the nanocrystal syn-
thesis mechanism to obtain a desired nanocrys-
tal product in high yields and with a high degree
of batch-to-batch consistency.
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ELECTROCHEMISTRY

High-performance transition
metal–doped Pt3Ni octahedra for
oxygen reduction reaction
Xiaoqing Huang,1,2*† Zipeng Zhao,1,2* Liang Cao,3 Yu Chen,1,2 Enbo Zhu,1,2

Zhaoyang Lin,4 Mufan Li,4 Aiming Yan,5,6,7 Alex Zettl,5,6,7 Y. Morris Wang,8

Xiangfeng Duan,2,4 Tim Mueller,9‡ Yu Huang1,2‡

Bimetallic platinum-nickel (Pt-Ni) nanostructures represent an emerging class of
electrocatalysts for oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in fuel cells, but practical applications
have been limited by catalytic activity and durability. We surface-doped Pt3Ni octahedra
supported on carbon with transition metals, termed M‐Pt3Ni/C, where M is vanadium,
chromium, manganese, iron, cobalt, molybdenum (Mo), tungsten, or rhenium.The Mo‐Pt3Ni/C
showed the best ORR performance, with a specific activity of 10.3 mA/cm2 and mass activity
of 6.98 A/mgPt, which are 81- and 73‐fold enhancements compared with the commercial
Pt/C catalyst (0.127 mA/cm2 and 0.096 A/mgPt). Theoretical calculations suggest that Mo
prefers subsurface positions near the particle edges in vacuum and surface vertex/edge sites
in oxidizing conditions, where it enhances both the performance and the stability of the
Pt3Ni catalyst.

P
roton-exchangemembrane (PEM) fuel cells
use reactions between the fuel (such as
hydrogen or alcohols) at the anode and the
oxidant (molecular oxygen) at the cathode
(1–3). Both cathode and anode reactions

need catalysts to lower their electrochemical over-
potential for high-voltage output, and so far, plat-
inum (Pt) has been the universal choice (4–6).
To fully realize the commercial viability of fuel
cells, the following challenges, which may not
be strictly independent of one another, need to
be simultaneously addressed: the high cost of
Pt, the sluggish kinetics of the oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR), and the low durability of the
catalysts (7–11).
Alloying Ptwith a secondarymetal reduces the

usage of scarce Pt metal while at the same time
improving performance as compared with that
of pure Pt on mass activity (12–15), which has led
to the development of active and durable Pt-
based electrocatalysts with a wide range of
compositions (16–20). However, although studies

so far have led to a considerable increase in ORR
activity, the champion activity as observed on
bulk Pt3Ni(111) surface has not beenmatched in
nanocatalyts (21–25), indicating room for further
improvement. At the same time, one noted
major limitation of Pt-Ni nanostructures is their
low durability. The Ni element in these nano-
structures leaches away gradually under detri-
mental corrosive ORR conditions, resulting in
rapid performance losses (23–27). Thus, synthesiz-
ing Pt‐based nanostructures with simultaneously
high catalytic activity and durability remains an
important open challenge (28).
Because surface and near-surface features of a

catalyst have a strong influence on its catalytic
performance, we adopted a surface engineering
strategy to further explore and enhance the per-
formanceofPt3Ni(111) nanocatalysts.We specifically
focused our efforts on Pt3Ni-based nanocatalysts
because the bulk extended Pt3Ni(111) surface has
been shown to be one of the most efficient cat-
alytic surfaces for the ORR. On the basis of the

control over dopant incorporation of various tran-
sition metals onto the surface of dispersive and
octahedral Pt3Ni/C (termed asM‐Pt3Ni/C, where
M = V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Mo, W, or Re), we have
developed ORR catalysts that exhibit both high
activity and stability. In particular, ourMo‐Pt3Ni/C
catalyst has high specific activity (10.3 mA/cm2),
high mass activity (6.98 A/mgPt), and substan-
tially improved stability for 8000 potential cycles.
We prepared highly dispersed Pt3Ni octahedra

on commercial carbon black by means of an ef-
ficient one‐pot approach without using any bulky
capping agents, which used platinum(II) acetyl-
acetonate [Pt(acac)2] and nickel(II) acetylaceton-
ate [Ni(acac)2] as metal precursors, carbon black
as support, N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) as
solvent and reducing agent, and benzoic acid as
the structure-directing agent (fig. S1A). The sur-
face doping for the Pt3Ni/C catalyst was initiated
by the addition of dopant precursors, Mo(CO)6,
together with Pt(acac)2 and Ni(acac)2 into a sus-
pension of Pt3Ni/C in DMF, and the subsequent
reaction at 170°C for 48 hours (fig. S1B). The
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and
high‐angle annular dark‐field scanning TEM
(HAADF‐STEM) images of the Pt3Ni/C and Mo-
Pt3Ni/C catalysts (Fig. 1, A and B, and fig. S2)
revealed highly dispersive octahedral nanocrys-
tals (NCs) in both samples, which were substan-
tially uniform in size, averaging 4.2 T 0.2 nm in
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edge length. High-resolution TEM (HRTEM)
images taken from individual octahedra showed a
single-crystal structure with well‐defined fringes
(Fig. 1, C and D) and an edge lattice spacing of
0.22 nm, which is consistent with that expected
for face-centered cubic (fcc) Pt3Ni.
For Pt3Ni, powder x‐ray diffraction (PXRD) pat-

terns of the colloidal products displayed typical
peaks that could be indexed as those of fcc Pt3Ni
(fig. S3) (29, 30), and the Pt/Ni composition of
74/26was confirmedbymeans of both inductively
coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy
(ICP‐AES) and TEM energy‐dispersive x‐ray spec-
troscopy (TEM‐EDS) (fig. S4 and table S1). Compo-
sition line-scan profiles across octahedra obtained
by means of HAADF‐STEM‐EDS for Pt3Ni/C
(Fig. 1E) andMo-Pt3Ni/C (Fig. 1F) showed that all
elements were distributed throughout the NCs
(Fig. 1, E and F). For the doped NCs, x‐ray pho-
toelectron spectroscopy (XPS) shows the presence
of Pt, Ni, and Mo in the catalyst (Fig. 1G). The Ni
2p and Pt 4f XPS spectra of the Mo-Pt3Ni/C
catalyst showed that the majority of the surface
Ni was in the oxidized state and that the surface
Pt was mainly in the metallic state, which were
consistent with a recent Pt-Ni catalysts–based
study (28). Mo exhibits mainly Mo6+ and Mo4+

states, which is in agreementwith previous studies
of PtMo nanoparticles (31). The overall molar ratio
for Pt, Ni, and Mo obtained from ICP-AES was
73.4:25.0:1.6.
To assess ORR catalytic activity, we used cyclic

voltammetry (CV) to evaluate the electrochemically
active surface areas (ECSAs). Our catalysts were
loaded (with the same Pt mass loading) onto
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the fabrication process and the structure analyses for the transition metal–doped Pt3Ni/C catalysts. (A and B)
Representative HAADF‐STEM images of the (A) Pt3Ni/C and (B) Mo-Pt3Ni/C catalysts. (C and D) HRTEM images on individual octahedral (C) Pt3Ni/C and (D)
Mo-Pt3Ni/C nanocrystals. (E and F) EDS line‐scanning profile across individual (E) Pt3Ni/C and (F) Mo-Pt3Ni/C octahedral nanocrystals. (G) Pt, Ni, and Mo
XPS spectra for the octahedral Mo‐Pt3Ni/C catalyst.

Fig. 2. Electrocatalytic properties of high‐performance transition metal–doped octahedral Pt3Ni/C
catalysts and a commercial Pt/C catalyst. (A) Cyclic voltammograms of octahedral Mo‐Pt3Ni/C,
octahedral Pt3Ni/C, and commercial Pt/C catalysts recorded at room temperature in N2‐purged 0.1 M
HClO4 solution with a sweep rate of 100 mV/s. (B) ORR polarization curves of octahedral Mo‐Pt3Ni/C,
octahedral Pt3Ni/C, and commercial Pt/C catalysts recorded at room temperature in an O2‐saturated 0.1 M
HClO4 aqueous solution with a sweep rate of 10 mV/s and a rotation rate of 1600 rotations per min (rpm).
(C) The electrochemically active surface area (ECSA, top), specific activity (middle), and mass activity
(bottom) at 0.9 V versus RHE for these transition metal–doped Pt3Ni/C catalysts, which are given as
kinetic current densities normalized to the ECSA and the loading amount of Pt, respectively. In (A) and (B),
current densities were normalized in reference to the geometric area of the RDE (0.196 cm2).
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glassy carbon electrodes. A commercial Pt/C cat-
alyst [20 weight percent (wt %) Pt on carbon
black; Pt particle size, 2 to 5 nm] obtained from
Alfa-Aesar was used as a baseline catalyst for
comparison (fig. S5). The CV curves on these
different catalysts are compared in Fig. 2A. We
calculated the ECSA by measuring the charge col-
lected in the hydrogen adsorption/desorption re-
gion (between 0.05 and 0.35 V) after double‐layer
correction and assuming a value of 210 mC/cm2

for the adsorption of a hydrogen monolayer. The
octahedral Pt3Ni/C and Mo‐Pt3Ni/C catalysts
display similar and high ECSAs of 66.6 and
67.5 m2/gPt, respectively, which is comparable with
that of the commercial Pt/C catalyst (75.6 m2/gPt)
(Fig. 2C, top).
The ORR polarization curves for the different

catalysts, which were normalized by the area of
the glassy carbon area (0.196 cm2), are shown in
Fig. 2B. The polarization curves display two dis-
tinguishable potential regions: the diffusion‐
limiting current region below0.6 V and themixed
kinetic‐diffusion control region between 0.6 and
1.1 V. We calculated the kinetic currents from the
ORR polarization curves by considering themass‐
transport correction (32). In order to compare the
activity for different catalysts, the kinetic currents
were normalized with respect to both ECSA and
the loading amount of metal Pt. As shown in
Fig. 2C, the octahedral Mo‐Pt3Ni/C exhibits a spe-
cific activity of 10.3 mA/cm2 at 0.9 V versus a re-
versible hydrogen electrode (RHE). In contrast,
the specific activity of the undoped Pt3Ni/C
catalyst is ~2.7 mA/cm2. On the basis of the mass
loading of Pt, the mass activity of theMo‐Pt3Ni/C
catalyst was calculated to be 6.98 A/mgPt. The
specific activity of the Mo‐Pt3Ni/C catalyst rep-
resents an improvement by a factor of 81 relative
to the commercial Pt/C catalyst, whereas themass
activity of the Mo‐Pt3Ni/C catalyst achieved a
73‐fold enhancement. To compare the activities
of our catalysts with the state-of-the-art reported
Pt-Ni catalysts, we also calculated the catalytic
activities of our catalysts at 0.95 V and with the
ECSA calculated with the CO stripping method.
Whether we calculated at 0.90 or 0.95 V or used
the ECSA based on Hupd and/or CO stripping,
both the specific activity and the mass activity of
the Mo‐Pt3Ni/C (fig. S6) are higher than those of
the state‐of‐the-art Pt-Ni catalysts (21, 24), includ-
ing the recently reported Pt-Ni nanoframes cat-
alyst (Table 1 and table S2) (28).
Because Mo‐Pt3Ni/C exhibited an exceptional

activity toward ORR, we further examined the
doping effects for Pt3Ni/Cmodified by other tran-
sition metals. Pt3Ni/C catalysts doped with seven
other transition metals—V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, W, or
Re—were synthesized in a similar fashion with
metal carbonyls (figs. S7 and S8 and table S1;
details are available in the supplementary mate-
rials), and their catalytic activity toward the ORR
was tested under the same conditions (Fig. 2C;
individual samplemeasurements are available in
fig. S9). The ECSAs of these transition metal–
doped Pt3Ni/C catalysts were all similar (Fig. 2C,
top), but variable ORR activities were observed
for differently doped Pt3Ni/C catalysts. None of

the other dopants resulted in a catalyst with ac-
tivity as high as that of the Mo‐Pt3Ni/C (Fig. 2C,
middle). The change of mass activities in various
M-doped Pt3Ni/C catalysts was also similar to
that of the specific activities (Fig. 2C, bottom),
with Mo-Pt3Ni/C showing the highest activity.

We further evaluated the electrochemical dura-
bility of the Mo‐Pt3Ni/C catalyst using the accel-
erated durability test (ADT) between 0.6 and 1.1 V
(versus RHE, 4000 and 800 cycles) in O2‐saturated
0.1 M HClO4 at a scan rate of 50 mV/s. The
Pt3Ni/C catalyst was used as a baseline catalyst
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Table 1. Performance of Mo-Pt3Ni/C catalyst and several representative results with high per-
formance from recent published works. NA, not availlable.

Catalyst

Based on Hupd Based on CO stripping

ECSA
(m2/
gPt)

Specific
activity

(mA/cm2)

Mass activity
(A/mgPt)

ECSA
(m2/gPt)

Specific
activity

(mA/cm2)

@
0.9
V

@
0.95
V

@
0.9
V

@
0.95
V

@
0.9
V

@
0.95
V

This
work

Mo-Pt3Ni/C 67.7 10.3 2.08 6.98 1.41 83.9 8.2 1.74

This
work

Pt3Ni/C 66.6 2.7 0.55 1.80 0.37 81.9 2.2 0.45

(53) PtNi/C 50 3.14 NA 1.45 NA NA NA NA
(24) PtNi/C 48 3.8 NA 1.65 NA NA NA NA
(21) PtNi2.5/C 21 NA NA 3.3 NA 31 NA NA
(28) Pt3Ni/C nanoframes NA NA NA 5.7 0.97 NA NA 1.48

Fig. 3. Electrochemical durability of the high-performance octahedral Mo-Pt3NiCo/C catalyst and
octahedral Pt3Ni/C catalyst. (A and B) ORR polarization curves and (inset) corresponding cyclic
voltammograms of (A) the octahedral Mo‐Pt3Ni/C catalyst and (B) the octahedral Pt3Ni/C catalyst before,
after 4000, and after 8000 potential cycles between 0.6 and 1.1 V versus RHE. (C) The changes of ECSAs
(left), specific activities (middle), and mass activities (right) of the octahedral Mo‐Pt3Ni/C catalyst and
octahedral Pt3Ni/C catalyst before, after 4000, and after 8000 potential cycles. The durability tests were
carried out at room temperature in O2‐saturated 0.1 M HClO4 at a scan rate of 50 mV/s.
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for comparison. After 4000 and 8000 potential
cycles, theMo‐Pt3Ni/C catalyst largely retained its
ECSA and activity (Fig. 3A), exhibiting only 1-
and 3‐mV shifts for its half‐wave potential, re-
spectively. And after 8000 cycles, the activity of the
Mo‐Pt3Ni/C catalystwas still as high as 9.7mA/cm2

and 6.6 A/mgPt (Fig. 3C), showing only 6.2 and
5.5%decreases from the initial specific activity and
mass activity, respectively. On the other hand, the
undoped Pt3Ni/C catalyst was unstable under the
same reaction conditions. Its polarization curve
showed a 33‐mV negative shift after durability
tests (Fig. 3B), and the Pt3Ni/C retained only 33
and 41% of the initial specific activity and mass
activity, respectively, after 8000 cycles (Fig. 3C).
Themorphology and the composition of the elec-
trocatalysts after the durability change were fur-
ther examined. As shown in fig. S4, although the
size of the Pt3Ni/C octahedra were largely main-
tained, their morphologies became more spheri-
cal. This change of themorphology likely resulted
from the Ni loss after the potential cycles, as con-
firmed by means of EDS and XPS analyses (the
Pt/Ni composition ratio changed from 74.3/25.7
to 88.1/11.9) (figs. S4 and S10). In contrast, the
corresponding morphology of the Mo‐Pt3Ni/C
catalyst largely maintained the octahedral shape,
and the composition change was negligible (from
73.4/25.0/1.6 to 74.5/24.0/1.5).
To investigate the cause of the enhanced du-

rability of theMo‐Pt3Ni/C catalysts, cluster expan-

sions of Pt‐Ni‐Mo NCs were used in Monte Carlo
simulations (33–35) to identify low‐energyNC and
(111) surface structures for computational analy-
sis (details of our calculations are provided in the
supplementary materials). In vacuum, the equi-
librium structures predicted by the cluster expan-
sion have a Pt skin, with Mo atoms preferring
sites in the second atomic layer along the edges
connecting two different (111) facets (Fig. 4, A and
B, and fig. S11). Density functional theory (DFT)
(36) calculations indicate that in vacuum, the sub-
surface site is preferable to the lowest‐energy
neighboring surface site, but in the presence of
adsorbed oxygen, there is a strong driving force
for Mo to segregate to the surface, where it was
found to be most stable on a vertex site. This sug-
gests the formation of surface Mo‐oxide species,
which is consistent with our XPSmeasurements.
Our calculations indicate that the formation of sur-
face Mo-oxide species may contribute to improved
stability by “crowding out” surface Ni. Our compu-
tational prediction that Mo favors sites near the
particle edges and vertices is consistent with the
dopant distributions for Fe shown in our STEM
electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) line scan
results (fig. S12).
Our calculations suggest that doping the NCs

with Mo directly stabilizes both Ni and Pt atoms
against dissolution and may inhibit diffusion
through the formation of relatively strong Mo‐Pt
andMo‐Nibonds. Calculations on a representative

nanoparticle with dimensions and composition
comparable with those observed experimentally
(fig. S13) indicate that a Mo on an edge or vertex
site increases the energy required to remove a Pt
atom from a neighboring edge or vertex site by
an average of 362meV, with values ranging from
346 to 444 meV, and to remove a Ni atom by an
average of 201 meV, with values ranging from
160 to 214 meV. These predictions are consistent
with our ADT results (fig. S14). The evidence
that Mo may have a stabilizing effect on under-
coordinated sites suggests that Mo atoms may
also pin step edges on the surface, inhibiting the
dissolution process.
Although the exact mechanisms by which the

surface-doped Pt3Ni shows exceptional catalytic
performance demandmore detailed studies, local
changes in oxygen binding energies provide a pos-
sible explanation for some of the observed in-
crease in specific activity. A Sabatier volcano of
ORR catalysts predicts that ORR activity will be
maximized when the oxygen binding energy is
~0.2 eV less than the binding energy on Pt(111)
(37). Our calculations indicate that sites near the
particle edge bind oxygenated species too strong-
ly, such as in Pt(111), and sites near the facets of
the particles bind oxygenated species too weakly,
such as in Pt3Ni(111) (Fig. 4C). However, com-
pared with the undoped NC, the oxygen binding
energies in the doped NC near the Mo atoms are
decreased by up to 154 meV, and binding ener-
gies at sites closer to the center of the (111) facet
are increased by up to 102meV (Fig. 4D). Thus, if
Mo migrates to the thermodynamically favored
sites near the particle edges, it may shift the oxy-
gen binding energies at these sites closer to the
peak of the volcano plot. Similarly, Mo doping
may increase the oxygen binding energies at sites
closer to the center of the (111) facet that bind
oxygen tooweakly. As a result of these shifts, some
sites may become highly active for catalysis. To-
gether, our studies demonstrate that by engineer-
ing the surface structure of the octahedral Pt3Ni
nanocrystal, it is possible to fine-tune the chem-
ical and electronic properties of the surface layer
and hence modulate its catalytic activity.
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SOLAR CELLS

High-performance photovoltaic
perovskite layers fabricated through
intramolecular exchange
Woon Seok Yang,1* Jun Hong Noh,1* Nam Joong Jeon,1 Young Chan Kim,1

Seungchan Ryu,1 Jangwon Seo,1 Sang Il Seok1,2†

The band gap of formamidinium lead iodide (FAPbI3) perovskites allows broader
absorption of the solar spectrum relative to conventional methylammonium lead iodide
(MAPbI3). Because the optoelectronic properties of perovskite films are closely related
to film quality, deposition of dense and uniform films is crucial for fabricating
high-performance perovskite solar cells (PSCs). We report an approach for depositing
high-quality FAPbI3 films, involving FAPbI3 crystallization by the direct intramolecular
exchange of dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) molecules intercalated in PbI2 with formamidinium
iodide. This process produces FAPbI3 films with (111)-preferred crystallographic
orientation, large-grained dense microstructures, and flat surfaces without residual PbI2.
Using films prepared by this technique, we fabricated FAPbI3-based PSCs with maximum
power conversion efficiency greater than 20%.

T
he tremendous improvements in device ar-
chitecture (1–3), high-quality film formation
methodologies (4–6), and compositional en-
gineering of perovskite materials (7–9) over
the past 3 years have led to rapid improve-

ments in the power conversion efficiency (PCE)
of perovskite solar cells (PSCs). Although solar-
to-electric PCEs of up to 18% have been re-
ported for PSCs (10), developing technologies
further to achieve PCEs near theoretical values
(>30%) continues to be an important challenge
in making the solar cell industry economically
competitive.
Formamidinium lead iodide (FAPbI3) is a pe-

rovskite material that can potentially provide
better performance than methylammonium lead
iodide (MAPbI3) because of its broad absorption
of the solar spectrum. In addition, FAPbI3 with
the n-i-p architecture (the n-side is illuminated
with solar radiation) exhibits negligible hystere-
sis with sweep direction during current-voltage
measurements (8–13). However, it is more diffi-
cult to form stable perovskite phases and high-
quality films with FAPbI3 than with MAPbI3.

Various methodologies such as sequential depo-
sition (4), solvent engineering (5), vapor-assisted
deposition (14), additive-assisted deposition (15, 16),
and vacuum evaporation (6) can now produce
high-quality films of MAPbI3 with flat surfaces
and complete surface coverage by controlling its
rapid crystallization behavior and have led to
substantial improvements in the PCE ofMAPbI3-
based PSCs.
Among these methodologies, two-step sequen-

tial deposition and solvent engineering are rep-
resentativewet processes that can yield perovskite
films for high-performance PSCs. In the sequen-
tial deposition process, a thin layer of PbI2 is
deposited on the substrate; methylammonium
iodide (MAI) or formamidinium iodide (FAI) is
then applied to the predeposited PbI2 to enable
conversion to the perovskite phase. This process
involves crystal nucleation and growth of the pe-
rovskite phase because of solution-phase or solid-
state reaction between PbI2 and an organic iodide
such as MAI or FAI (4, 13, 17, 18). However, the
sequential reaction of organic iodides with PbI2
that occurs from the surface to the inner crys-
talline regions of PbI2 has been ineffective in
producing high-performance perovskite films that
are >500 nm in thickness because of incomplete
conversion of PbI2, peeling off of the perovskite
film in solution, and uncontrolled surface rough-
ness. In contrast, the solvent-engineering process
uses the formation of intermediate phases to
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Table 1. Comparison of layer thickness before and after FAPbI3 phase is formed by conventional
and intramolecular exchange process (IEP).The thin PbI2 and PbI2(DMSO) layers were deposited on
a fused quartz glass, and their layer thickness was measured by alpha-step IQ surface profiler.

Method Before After

Conventional process (PbI2) 290 nm 570 nm
IEP [PbI2(DMSO)] 510 nm 560 nm
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retard the rapid reaction between PbI2 and
organic iodide in the solution. Although this
process has been successfully used to form
dense and uniform MAPbI3 layers, it has not
been explored for FAPbI3 (5).
To deposit a uniform and dense FAPbI3 layer,

Snaith et al. added a small amount of aqueous
hydrogen iodide (HI) to a solution mixture
containing PbI2, FAI, and dimethylformamide
(DMF) (11). Very recently, Zhao et al. reported the

deposition of highly uniform and fully covered
FAPbI3 films using FAI and HPbI3, which is
formed by the reaction of PbI2 and HI in DMF
(19). The HI in the PbI2 layers retards the
rapid reaction between FAI and PbI2. In ad-
dition, the release of HI from PbI2 at high
temperatures allows the formation of a FAPbI3
layer by solid-state reaction with the neigh-
boring FAI molecules. Stated differently, this
process can be regarded as the transformation

of PbI2-HI-FAI into FAPbI3, similar to the for-
mation of MAPbI3 via the PbI2–dimethylsulfoxide
(DMSO)–MAI phase in the solvent-engineering
process (5).
However, we observed that the solvent-

engineering process, which is effective for depos-
iting dense and uniform MAPbI3 layers, yields
FAPbI3 layers with pinholes and a rough surface.
Although aspects of FAPbI3 film quality, includ-
ing coverage anduniformity on the substrate, have

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 12 JUNE 2015 • VOL 348 ISSUE 6240 1235

Fig. 1. PbI2 complex formation
and x-ray diffraction. (A) Sche-
matics of FAPbI3 perovskite crys-
tallization involving the direct
intramolecular exchange of DMSO
molecules intercalated in PbI2
with formamidinium iodide (FAI).
The DMSO molecules are inter-
calated between edge-sharing
[PbI6] octahedral layers. (B) XRD
patterns of (a) as-prepared
PbI2(DMSO)2 powders, (b)
vacuum-annealed PbI2(DMSO)
powders, and (c) as-deposited
film on fused quartz substrate
using PbI2(DMSO) complex solu-
tion. (C) TGA of PbI2(DMSO)2
(red line) and PbI2(DMSO) (dark
blue line). (D) XRD patterns of (a)
as-formed film of FAPbI3 by IEP,
and (b) FAPbI3 powder.

Fig. 2. SEM observations and J-V and EQE measurements. (A) Cross-sectional FESEM image of the device consisting of FTO-glass/bl-TiO2/mp-TiO2/
perovskite/PTAA/Au. (B) The comparison of FESEM surface images of FAPbI3-based layer formed on mp-TiO2 by IEP and conventional method. (C) (a) J-V
curves of best device measured with a 40-ms scanning delay in reverse (from 1.2 V to 0 V) and forward (from 0 V to 1.2 V) modes under standard AM 1.5G
illumination, and (b) EQE spectra for best device and integrated JSC.
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been improved, the performance of FAPbI3 solar
cells still lags behind that of MAPbI3-based PSCs
(8), implying that more sophisticated deposition
techniques are necessary for fabricating high-
quality, thick FAPbI3 films (>500 nm) that would
enable sufficient absorption up to a wavelength
of 840 nm.
As expected from the conversionof PbI2(DMSO)-

MAI to MAPbI3 (5), the DMSOmolecules inter-
calated in PbI2 can be easily replaced by ex-
ternal FAIs because of their higher affinity
toward PbI2 relative to DMSO; the FAI mole-
cules experience ionic interactions,whereasDMSO
participates in van derWaals interactions (5, 20).
Highly uniform and dense predeposited PbI2-
DMSO layers could be directly converted to
FAPbI3 because the inorganic PbI2 framework
would be retained. FAPbI3 crystallization by
the intramolecular exchange process (IEP) of
DMSO intercalated in PbI2 with FAI was sche-
matically shown in Fig. 1A. The intramolecular
exchange between DMSO and FAI can be de-
scribed as

PbI2‐DMSOþ FAI →

PbI2‐FAIþ DMSO ↑ ðremovalÞ ð1Þ
and does not induce volume expansion, unlike
the FAPbI3 formed with FAI intercalating into
pristine PbI2 (discussed below), because the
molecular sizes of DMSO and FAI are similar.
In this work, we report on the synthesis of a

PbI2(DMSO) precursor with excellent capabil-
ities for molecular exchange with FAI at low
temperatures during the spinning process, as
well as the fabrication of highly efficient FAPbI3-
based PSCs with certified PCEs exceeding 20%.
To synthesize the PbI2(DMSO) precursors, we
obtained precipitates by pouring toluene as a
nonsolvent into 1.0 M PbI2 solution dissolved in
DMSO. The x-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of
the resulting complex [Fig. 1B(a)]matched that of

the PbI2(DMSO)2 phase (5, 20). The as-prepared
PbI2(DMSO)2 was then annealed at 60°C for
24 hours in vacuum to obtain PbI2(DMSO) by
removal of 1 mol DMSO. The XRD pattern of
the vacuum-annealed powder [Fig. 1B(b)] did
not match that of PbI2(DMSO)2, implying that
the PbI2(DMSO)2 transformed into a different
phase by releasing some DMSO molecules. The
content of DMSO in the as-annealed powder
was estimated by thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA). TGA was suitable for this purpose be-
cause the only volatile species in the powder
was DMSO. The TGA results of the PbI2(DMSO)2
and PbI2(DMSO) complexes are shown in
Fig. 1C. The PbI2(DMSO)2 complex exhibited
a two-step decomposition process with weight
loss of 12.6% at each step, whereas the vacuum-
annealed PbI2(DMSO) complex showed a single-
step decomposition. The decomposition of both
the complexes was completed at the same tem-
perature (138.6°C). The powders obtained by
vacuum-annealing PbI2(DMSO)2 complex at
60°C can be regarded as one of the most ther-
modynamically stable forms among the vari-
ous crystalline PbI2(DMSO)-based complexes,
which are similar to those of PbBr2(DMSO) and
PbCl2(DMSO) (21). The DMSO content of the
vacuum-annealed PbI2(DMSO) complex was also
checked by elemental analysis, which yielded
H = 1.0% (1.1%); and C = 4.1% (4.4%), where the
values expressed in parentheses indicate the
theoretical mass percent for a given element in
C2H6SOPbI2.
To fabricate FAPbI3-based PSCs through IEP

between DMSO and FAI (MABr) using prede-
posited PbI2(DMSO) layers and a FAI (MABr)
solution, we first confirmed that the PbI2(DMSO)
phase was retained even after spin-coating
with the PbI2(DMSO) precursor dissolved in
DMF. The XRD pattern for film coated on a
fused silica substrate was compared with that of
the initial precursor. As seen in Fig. 1B(c), the

XRD pattern for the as-coated film was con-
sistent with that of the PbI2(DMSO) complex
powder, although its crystallinity was lower.
The as-coated PbI2(DMSO) film also had a flat
and dense surface, as shown in the field emis-
sion scanning electron microscopy (FESEM)
image in fig. S1 (22). Next, we investigated the
formation of mixed FAPbI3/MAPbBr3 by IEP.
We recently reported that the coexistence of
MA/FA/I/Br in the PbI2 skeleton improved the
phase stability of FAPbI3 (10). The formation of
mixed FAPbI3/MAPbBr3 layers via IEP was con-
trolled by coating the solution mixture with
different weight ratios of MABr to FAI, dis-
solved in isopropyl alcohol, on the predeposited
PbI2(DMSO) layers (see below). It is evident from
Fig. 1D(a) that well-crystallized FAPbI3-based
films were formed by IEP. The XRD pattern for
the FAPbI3 film derived from the PbI2(DMSO)
complex film exhibits dominant (–111) and (–222)
diffraction peaks at 13.9° and 28.1°, respectively,
corresponding to the FAPbI3 trigonal perov-
skite phase (P3m1), in contrast with the XRD
patterns of the FAPbI3 powder [Fig. 1D(b)]
(13). The intensity ratio of the (–123) peak at
31.5° to the (–222) peak at 28.1° was 0.05. This
value was much smaller than the correspond-
ing intensity ratios (0.8) for the FAPbI3 powder.
Thus, IEP leads to high-quality pure FAPbI3–
based films with preferred orientation along the
[111] axis.
Figure S2 (22) presents the current density−

voltage (J-V) curves measured under standard
AM 1.5G (air mass 1.5 global) illumination, as
well as the external quantum efficiency (EQE)
spectra of the fabricated cells with FAPbI3-
based layers fabricated with various amounts
of MABr (0 to 20 wt%). The onset wavelength
in the EQE spectra near 830 nm showed a
nonlinear blue shift with increasing amounts
of MABr, indicating that there is unsymmetrical
competition between FAI and MABr in forming
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Fig. 3. Comparison of
x-ray diffractions,
performance, and
reproducibility
between IEP and con-
ventional process. (A)
XRD patterns of as-
formed and annealed
film for FAPbI3-based
layers formed by
IEP (red line) and
conventional (blue line)
process. a, #, and *
denote the identified
diffraction peaks
corresponding to the
FAPbI3 perovskite
phase, PbI2, and FAI,
respectively. (B) Rep-
resentative J-V curves
for FAPbI3-based cells
fabricated by IEP and
conventional process. (C) Histogram of solar cell efficiencies for each 66 FAPbI3-based cells fabricated by IEP and conventional process.
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the FAPbI3-MAPbBr3 perovskite phase through
an intramolecular exchange reaction.Nonetheless,
the highest PCE of 19.2% was achieved for the
film fabricated from a FAI solution containing
15 wt% MABr. To accurately determine the
composition of the FAPbI3-based layer, we in-
vestigated the lattice parameter using XRD
and the band gap using the EQE for the film
showing the best performance. Figure S3 (22)
shows the pseudocubic lattice parameter for
(FAPbI3)1–x(MAPbBr3)x as a function of x, in
which the composition was controlled by a pre-
viously reported method (10). In this study, the
pseudocubic lattice parameter of the FAPbI3/
MAPbBr3 film fabricated by IEP with a FAI
solution containing 15 wt% MABr is 6.348 Å.
As indicated in fig. S4 (22), the lattice param-
eter can be assigned as x = ~5, corresponding
to (FAPbI3)0.95(MAPbBr3)0.05. This result is in
agreement with the value estimated using the
band gap (1.49 eV) from EQE [fig. S3 (22)],
because pure FAPbI3 has a band gap of 1.47 eV
and (FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15 has a band gap
of 1.55 eV (10). Fortunately, the simultaneous
introduction of bothMA+ cations and Br– anions
in FAPbI3 even after incorporating 5 mol% of
MAPbBr3 serves to stabilize the perovskite
phase (10).
After comparing the absorption coefficients

of FAPbI3 and MAPbI3 at wavelengths beyond
800 nm, we noted that the thickness of a FAPbI3
layer needed to be higher than the optimal thick-
ness of a typical perovskite layer with a band gap
of ~1.55 eV (300 to 400 nm) to guarantee full
light harvesting around 800 nm (21, 23). We de-
posited FAPbI3-based layers with thickness of
~500 nm, and fabricated devices consisting of
fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO)–glass/barrier
layer (bl)-TiO2/mesoporous (mp)-TiO2/perovskite/
polytriarylamine (PTAA)/Au (n-i-p architecture),
as shown in the cross-sectional FESEM image
of Fig. 2A. FESEM plane-view images of the de-
vice with film derived from PbI2(DMSO) com-
plex and PbI2 films are shown in Fig. 2B. The
FAPbI3 film derived from PbI2(DMSO) exhibited
a dense and well-developed grain structure with
larger grains than the FAPbI3 film derived from
PbI2. Figure 2C(a) shows the J-V curves mea-
sured via reverse and forward bias sweep for
one of the best-performing solar cells. The de-
vices we fabricated also showed no hysteresis.
Here, we believe that the hysteresis is highly
dependent on the perovskitematerials (FAPbI3 or
MAPbI3) and cell architecture (n-i-p or p-i-n), al-
though the ferroelectric properties of the perov-
skite itself are more likely to be the origin of the
hysteresis in PSCs (24, 25). Thus, FAPbI3-based
PSCs with n-i-p architecture show negligible hys-
teresis between the reverse and the forward scan
in the I-V characteristics. In contrast, FAPbI3-
based cells consisting of FTO/NiO/perovskite/
PCBM/LiF/Al (p-i-n architecture) showed very
strong hysteresis [fig. S4 (22)]. Values of short-
circuit current density (JSC), open-circuit voltage
(VOC), and fill factor (FF) determined from the
J-V curves were 24.7mA cm−2, 1.06 V, and 77.5%,
respectively, and correspond to a PCE of 20.2%

under standard AM 1.5G illumination. Figure
2C(b) shows the EQE spectrum and integrated
JSC for one of the best-performing solar cell.
The high JSC is attributed to a very broad EQE
plateau of >85% in the illumination wavelength
range of 400 to 780 nm and broad light-
harvesting up to a long wavelength of 840 nm,
owing to the relatively low band gap (1.47 eV)
of FAPbI3. The JSC value (24.4 mA cm−2) ob-
tained by integrating EQE spectrum agreed well
with that derived from the J-V measurement.
The PCE of the best-performing cell (20.2%)
was certified by the standardized method in the
PV calibration laboratory, which confirmed a
PCE of 20.1% under AM 1.5 G full-Sun illumina-
tions [fig. S5 (22)].
To gain more insight into the enhanced per-

formance of the FAPbI3-basedPSCs,we compared
the properties of the films fabricated by IEP with
those obtained from a conventional sequential
process. A sequential reaction such as interdiffu-
sion between FAI/MAI and PbI2 through thermal
annealing in organic iodide/PbI2 multilayer
films has been used to form perovskite FAPbI3/
MAPbI3 films from inorganic PbI2 films in the
conventional process (17, 18). Thus, considera-
ble volume expansion occurs in the sequential
deposition process based on PbI2 because of the
growth of perovskite crystals with the insertion of
organic iodides into PbI2 skeleton (14, 23). As ex-
pected, an initial PbI2 film with thickness of
~290 nm was doubled to 570 nm for the film
formedby the reactionofPbI2withFAI [Table 1 and
fig. S6 (22)].
In contrast, the change in thickness observed

by the application of the FAI (MABr) solution
to the predeposited PbI2(DMSO) film was
negligible. In fact, the reaction between FAI
(MABr) and PbI2(DMSO) was completed with-
in 1 min during spin-coating and the FAPbI3
perovskite phase was formed without sequen-
tial annealing. However, in a conventional
process using PbI2 films, annealing at high
temperature is required to achieve interdif-
fusion. Figure 3A compares XRD patterns for
as-formed and annealed films by IEP and con-
ventional process from PbI2(DMSO) complex
film and PbI2 film, respectively; there is no
appreciable difference in XRD patterns between
as-formed and annealed film. This result con-
firms that the FAPbI3-based layer is formed by
the IEP of DMSO and FAI (MABr) without ad-
ditional annealing process. In addition, such an
exchange can considerably favor crystalliza-
tion into perovskite, compared to convention-
al interdiffusion from PbI2, and led to an
increase in the XRD peaks intensity after an-
nealing at 150°C for 20 min. However, the as-
formed film with PbI2 showed XRD patterns
assigned to PbI2, FAI, and FAPbI3, and a (002)
peak at 12.5° corresponding to the PbI2 still
remained after annealing at same tempera-
ture and time with IEP. In particular, the FAPbI3
film prepared by IEP shows preferred orienta-
tion in the (111) direction compared to FAPbI3
film annealed after preparing it by conven-
tional process.

The advantages of IEP become further ap-
parent upon comparing the J-V curves and
PCEs of FAPbI3-based devices derived from
PbI2(DMSO) complex films and conventional
PbI2 films (Fig. 3, B and C). The devices based
on FAPbI3 fabricated from PbI2(DMSO) showed
superior PCEs with smaller deviations in the
value, compared to those prepared from con-
ventional PbI2 films. High-efficiency solar cells
with average PCEs of >19% could be produced
with a high degree of reproducibility by using
the IEP. This study provides an effective pro-
tocol for fabricating efficient and cost-effective
inorganic-organic hybrid heterojunction solar
cells.
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CLIMATE CHANGE

Long-term climate forcing by
atmospheric oxygen concentrations
Christopher J. Poulsen,1* Clay Tabor,1 Joseph D. White2

The percentage of oxygen in Earth’s atmosphere varied between 10% and 35%
throughout the Phanerozoic. These changes have been linked to the evolution, radiation,
and size of animals but have not been considered to affect climate. We conducted
simulations showing that modulation of the partial pressure of oxygen (pO2), as a result
of its contribution to atmospheric mass and density, influences the optical depth of the
atmosphere. Under low pO2 and a reduced-density atmosphere, shortwave scattering by
air molecules and clouds is less frequent, leading to a substantial increase in surface
shortwave forcing. Through feedbacks involving latent heat fluxes to the atmosphere and
marine stratus clouds, surface shortwave forcing drives increases in atmospheric water
vapor and global precipitation, enhances greenhouse forcing, and raises global surface
temperature. Our results implicate pO2 as an important factor in climate forcing
throughout geologic time.

O
n geological time scales, Earth’s atmo-
spheric oxygen concentration is regulated
by burial of organic carbon and pyrite,
which adds O2 to the atmosphere, and
oxidative weathering, which removes it

(1). Long-term imbalances in these processes
have caused pO2 to vary on the order of 1% on
million-year time scales. Charcoal evidence of
fire deposited in sediments suggests that O2

abundances have remained within the fire win-
dow, approximately 13 to 35%, since at least the
Silurian (~420 million years ago) (2). Estimates
of the evolution of pO2 through the Phanerozoic
have been made using geochemical models of
carbonand sulfur cycles (1,3–7) andproxymethods
based on abundances of charcoal in wetland envi-
ronments (8) and stable carbon isotopes of plant
resins and ambers (9). These reconstructions differ
substantially, with some indicating that pO2 was
essentially at or above modern levels for most of
the past 300million years (5, 6, 8) and others indi-
cating substantial variations, including a long-term
rise from levels as low as 10 to 11% in theMesozoic
to modern values (1, 3, 4, 7, 9).
In the current atmosphere, oxygen (O2) con-

stitutes approximately 20.95% of air by volume,
with nitrogen (N2) and argon (Ar) contributing
78.09% and 0.93%, respectively. As a result of
this composition, dry air has a mean molecular
weight of 28.97 g/mol, a typical density at sea
level of ~1.2 kg/m3, and amean sea-level pressure
of 101.3 kPa. Changes to atmospheric pO2 of sev-
eral percent, assuming no change in the amounts
of other constituents, have a substantial effect
on atmospheric density, molecular weight, and
pressure (Table 1).
Unlike greenhouse gases, O2 is inactive in the

infrared band, contributes weakly to the radia-

tive forcing of the atmosphere, and is not con-
sidered an important factor in climate forcing
(10). However, through its influence on atmo-
spheric density, O2 directly influences solar op-
tical depth (ta), a measure of atmospheric opacity,
by absorption and scattering of solar radiation.
In its simplest form, the solar optical depth is
expressed as

tðzÞ ¼ krDz ð1Þ
where k (m2/kg) represents a mass absorption
coefficient, r (kg/m3) is the density of the ab-
sorber, and Dz (m) is the thickness of the atmo-
sphere. Following Beer’s law, the fraction of solar
radiation (I) that passes through the atmosphere
is related to the top-of-atmosphere (TOA) inten-
sity I0 and optical depth by

I ¼ I0 exp ð−tÞ ð2Þ

In the modern atmosphere, ~23% of the total
incoming radiation (~79 W m−2) is scattered to
space by air molecules and water droplets in
clouds (11). In an atmosphere with less O2, col-
lisions between photons and air molecules are
less common, reducing scattering. Using Eqs. 1
and 2 and assuming a 22.5% decrease in total

air density with a decline in O2 from 21% to 10%
(Table 1), total scattering is estimated to decrease
by ~16 W m−2.
Here, we quantified the effect of changing

pO2 on global climate with the use of an atmo-
spheric global climate model (GCM) to account
for changes in atmospheric density, mass, and
molecular weights (Table 1 and supplementary
materials). In doing so, we maintained the par-
tial pressures of other atmospheric constituents
(N2, Ar, CH4, N2O, and CO2, except as indicated)
at constant values. We focused on simulations
of the Cenomanian, a mid-Cretaceous stage
characterized by high pCO2 [e.g., (12)] and the
warmest conditions of the past ~100 million
years (13). Paleo-pO2 estimates inferred from
stable-isotope carbon compositions indicate that
the atmospheric percentage of O2 was as low as
10 to 11% during this interval (7, 9), with one bio-
geochemical model indicating levels as high as
32.5% (6). We developed a series of simulations
with O2 abundance varying between 5% and 35%,
which captures the full range of both Cretaceous
and Phanerozoic pO2 values estimated by geo-
chemical modeling and proxy techniques, and
pCO2 varying between preindustrial (280 ppmv)
and 8 times preindustrial levels (2240 ppmv).
Varying pO2 in our simulations alters both

TOA and surface radiative forcing. In the sim-
ulation with 1120 ppmv pCO2, approximately
the median value of Cenomanian pCO2 proxy
estimates [e.g., (12)], the global TOA shortwave
forcing increases by 3.4 W m−2 with a decrease
in O2 from 21 to 10% and is balanced by an in-
crease in outgoing TOA longwave radiation. The
equilibrium TOA shortwave forcing response is
consistent with a reduction in outgoing short-
wave radiation by Rayleigh scattering but is
less than anticipated from our scaling estimate
because of climate feedbacks. To demonstrate
this, we ran a Cenomanian simulation with 10%
O2 branched from an equilibrium21%O2 simula-
tion (see supplementary materials). The initial
1-day difference in the total atmospheric scatter-
ing, 23.5 W m−2, is similar in magnitude to our
scaling estimate, with increases in clear-sky
and cloud surface shortwave forcing of 4.5Wm−2

and 19Wm−2, respectively. The increase in cloud
shortwave forcing is greater than anticipated
from a reduction in scattering alone because
the cloud fraction initially decreases by 10.5%
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Table 1. Dry atmospheric conditions under variable O2 levels. Atmospheric pN2 and pAr are
fixed at modern values; Mv/Ma is the ratio of the molecular weight of water to the molecular weight
of dry air.

O2 concentration
Density
of dry air
(kg m−3)

Molecular weight
of dry air
(g/mol)

Sea-level
pressure
(kPa)

Mv/Ma

5% 0.88 28.33 84.24 0.636
10% 1.00 28.52 88.92 0.632
15% 1.12 28.72 94.15 0.627
21% 1.29 28.97 101.30 0.622
30% 1.60 29.30 114.32 0.615
35% 1.81 29.49 123.12 0.611
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as a result of the instantaneous decrease in at-
mospheric pressure and relative humidity. The
large, instantaneous increase in shortwave forcing
with a reduction in O2 drives an increase in sur-
face latent heat flux of a similar magnitude, lead-
ing to increases in atmospheric humidity and a
rebound in cloud fraction (fig. S1). As atmospheric
humidity and cloud fractions rise, total shortwave
scattering increases and surface and TOA short-
wave forcing falls.
Under equilibrium conditions, the global net

(shortwave + longwave) absorbed surface radia-
tion is greater by 8.4 Wm−2 under 10% O2 than
under 21% O2. Of this total, an increase in short-
wave radiative forcing accounts for 4.8 W m−2

and consists of an increase in total cloud short-

wave forcing of 5.7 W m−2 and a decrease in
clear-sky shortwave forcing of 0.85 Wm−2. The
increase in cloud forcing arises from a ~7% re-
duction in cloud liquid water content, causing
clouds to be optically thinner and more trans-
parent to incoming shortwave radiation, and a
~9% reduction in low-levelmarine stratus clouds
associated with increased instability and convec-
tive activity due to enhanced surface shortwave
forcing. The reduction in clear-sky shortwave forc-
ing results from an increase in total atmospher-
ic moisture of ~25%, which increases clear-sky
scattering.
In addition to the increases in surface short-

wave forcing, the downward longwave radiation
at the surface increases by 3.6 W m−2. Clear-sky

longwave forcing increases by 9.2 W m−2 as a
result of infrared absorption and emission by
water vapor, and cloudy-sky longwave forcing
decreases by 5.6 W m−2 primarily as a result of a
decrease in stratus cloud fraction. The net in-
crease in surface radiation is balanced by an
increase in surface latent heat flux by 9.8 W m−2

and a small reduction in the surface sensible
heat flux.
Single-column radiative transfermodel experi-

ments substantiate our GCM results: In the
absence of increases in atmospheric humidity,
surface clear-sky radiation increases under low
O2 conditions. Enhanced atmospheric humidity
reduces the net clear-sky shortwave forcing and
raises surface longwave radiation. And finally,
changes in the cloud optical depth and cloud
fraction increase surface shortwave forcing and
decrease longwave forcing (fig. S2).
The increases in surface radiative forcing

and compensation by the latent heat flux with
decreasing pO2 lead to substantial increases in
global surface precipitation rates and temper-
ature (Fig. 1). Under 1120 ppmv pCO2, global
mean annual precipitation rates (P) range from
1.11 m/year (35% O2) to 1.27 m/year (21% O2)
and 1.40 m/year (10% O2). Precipitation rates
generally increase, except in subtropical regions
(~30° latitude), with a decrease in pO2 (Fig. 2, B
and C). These precipitation anomalies reflect
greater surface evaporation rates and vapor
amounts, as well as enhanced vapor export
from subtropical regions under reduced pO2.
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Fig. 1. Simulated global
annual surface temperature
(°C) versus precipitation rate
(m/year) under variable
pCO2 and pO2. Solid circles
represent 20-year means from
each run averaged over model
years 41 to 60. CO2 (280, 560,
1120, and 2240 ppm) is indi-
cated by the color of the solid
circles, with higher values rep-
resented by darker shades. O2

ranges sequentially from 5 to
35% (as shown) for each set of
pCO2 experiments.
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Fig. 2. Simulated Cenomanian annual precipitation rates with different O2

concentrations. (A) Annual precipitation rate with 21% O2 and 1120 ppm
CO2. (B and C) Annual precipitation change from conditions in (A) with O2

decreased to 10% (B) and increased to 35% (C).
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Enhanced latent heat fluxes raise global-average
precipitable water amounts (q) from 4.9 kg/m2

(35% O2) to 6.1 kg/m2 (21% O2) and 7.6 kg/m2

(10% O2). Although atmospheric humidity in-
creases, the total mass flux of water, approxi-
mated asM ≈ P/q (14), decreases by ~19% as O2

decreases from 35% to 10%, consistent with a
simulated decrease in mean vertical velocities
(fig. S3) and with previous studies that describe
slowdown of atmospheric circulation with global
warming [e.g., (15)].
Global surface temperatures also increase with

decreasing pO2 (Fig. 1) and, under 1120 ppmv
CO2, range from 18.2°C (35%O2) to 22.5°C (10%
O2), yielding differences of –2.3°C and +2.1°C
relative to those under current pO2. Surface tem-
perature differences are regionally amplified
by feedbacks (Fig. 3, B and C). Under 10% O2,
reductions in Northern Hemisphere snow and
sea ice decrease surface albedo by up to 0.25,
causing polar warming. Over subtropical con-
tinents, enhanced radiative forcing over arid
surfaces with low soil moisture enhances sen-
sible heating of the surface. In addition, reduc-
tions by up to 15% in low-level marine stratus
clouds along the equator reduce reflected short-
wave radiation at the surface, leading to addi-
tional warming.
The climate sensitivity to modulation of pO2

is distinctly different from that of pCO2. A dou-
bling of pCO2 in the GCM leads to average
increases in radiative forcing, surface temper-
ature, and precipitation of 6.2 W m−2, 3.0 K,

and 7.6 cm/year, yielding temperature and pre-
cipitation sensitivities of 0.48 K per Wm−2 and
1.2 cm/year per W m−2, respectively. The pre-
cipitation sensitivity is much higher for pO2

than for pCO2 (fig. S4) for two reasons. First,
solar forcing provides a larger surface forcing
than greenhouse forcing. For each W m−2 in
total radiative forcing, surface forcing increases
by 2.1Wm−2 and 0.63Wm−2 for changes in pO2

and pCO2, respectively. Second, because CO2

decreases radiative cooling, it is less effective
than solar forcing in driving changes in global
precipitation [e.g., (16)]. The temperature sen-
sitivity to pO2 is lower than that for pCO2 at
low pO2 and greater at higher pO2 (fig. S4). The
variability in temperature sensitivity to pO2 is at
least partly due to a lapse rate feedback. Under
low pO2, enhanced latent heat fluxes and con-
vection moisten the troposphere, leading to
warming throughout the column but preferen-
tially in the mid- and upper troposphere (fig. S5).
As a consequence of this warming profile, in-
frared emission to space is enhanced, reducing
greenhouse forcing.
Atmospheric CO2 is widely considered to be

the primary driver of Phanerozoic climate change;
this view is supported by the coincidence of low
proxy pCO2 with cold climates and of high proxy
pCO2 with warm climates (17). Paleoclimate mod-
eling has demonstrated, however, that proxy
levels of pCO2 alone are not sufficient to fully
explain past warm climates, particularly those
of the mid-Cretaceous and early Paleogene. Pa-

leoclimate models generally predict high-latitude
temperatures that are too low, causing too-large
equator-to-pole gradients (12, 18–21). The low
pO2 (~10% O2) estimated for the Mesozoic and
early Paleogene (7, 9) would have contributed to
the high-latitude warming of these greenhouse
periods (Fig. 3B).
Less well recognized but equally problematic

is the underestimate by paleoclimate models of
precipitation rates during greenhouse periods
[e.g., (20)]. A variety of proxies, including lith-
ologic indicators [e.g., (22, 23)], geochemical
proxies [e.g., (24, 25)], and leaf analyses of pa-
leoflora (26–30), indicate that mid- and high-
latitude continents of the mid-Cretaceous and
early Paleogene were more humid than at pres-
ent. Although sparse and associated with high
analytical uncertainty (28), mid-Cretaceous proxy
precipitation rates based on leaf area analysis
of fossil leaves from Alaska and northern Siberia
typically exceed >1000 mm/year (26, 30). Low
pO2 may help to account for such high values. In
our Cenomanian simulations, mean annual pre-
cipitation rates in these high-latitude regions in-
crease by up to 45% with a decrease in pO2

from current values to 10% O2 (Fig. 2B). Sim-
ulated precipitation rates increase further to
values at or approaching 1000 mm/year with
10% O2 and 2240 ppm CO2, values well within
the uncertainty range of proxy estimates (fig. S6
and table S3). Finally, in our simulations, the
combination of low pO2 and high pCO2 causes
temperate forests to expand their range to high
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Annual surface temperature (°C)
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Fig. 3. Simulated Cenomanian annual surface temperatures with differ-
ent O2 concentrations. (A) Annual surface temperature with 21% O2 and
1120 ppm CO2. (B and C) Annual surface temperature difference from con-
ditions in (A) with O2 decreased to 10% (B) and increased to 35% (C).
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latitudes, consistent with paleobotanical evi-
dence (31–33) (fig. S7).
Our results for the mid-Cretaceous are broadly

applicable throughout Earth history and dem-
onstrate that variations in atmospheric mass,
whether through changes in pO2 or other con-
stituents (i.e., pN2), were an important factor
in climate forcing on geological time scales that
must be included in paleoclimate models. We
also note the broad inverse correlation between
some pO2 records [e.g., (1, 9)] and global climate
change during the Phanerozoic; we speculate
that, to the extent that atmospheric pO2 and
pCO2 have been linked through photosynthetic
productivity and organic carbon burial, O2 may
have amplified CO2-driven climate change.
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BRAIN NETWORKS

Correlated gene expression supports
synchronous activity in
brain networks
Jonas Richiardi,1,2*† Andre Altmann,1† Anna-Clare Milazzo,3,1 Catie Chang,4
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During rest, brain activity is synchronized between different regions widely distributed
throughout the brain, forming functional networks. However, the molecular mechanisms
supporting functional connectivity remain undefined. We show that functional brain
networks defined with resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging can be
recapitulated by using measures of correlated gene expression in a post mortem brain
tissue data set. The set of 136 genes we identify is significantly enriched for ion
channels. Polymorphisms in this set of genes significantly affect resting-state functional
connectivity in a large sample of healthy adolescents. Expression levels of these genes
are also significantly associated with axonal connectivity in the mouse. The results
provide convergent, multimodal evidence that resting-state functional networks correlate
with the orchestrated activity of dozens of genes linked to ion channel activity and
synaptic function.

B
rain activity at rest exhibits intrinsic low-
frequency synchronization between ana-
tomically distinct brain regions (1). When
observed with functional magnetic reso-
nance imaging (fMRI), this coherence be-

tween regions (functional connectivity) defines
15 to 20 brain networks associated with such
canonical functions as vision, language, episodic
memory, and spatial attention (2–4). These func-
tional networks are disrupted in several neuro-
degenerative and neuropsychiatric diseases (5)
and may constitute the maps followed by neuro-
degenerative diseasesmarching, trans-synaptically,
across the brain (6). Although it has been shown
that connectivity within the default-mode net-
work (DMN) (7) and topological measures of
whole-brain networks (8) are heritable, the set
of genes promoting functional connectivity re-
mains unknown. To pursue this question, we
applied a network modeling approach to both
neuroimaging and gene expression data.
Using resting-state fMRI data from 15 healthy

right-handed subjects (eight females, age range
18 to 29 years), we computed 14 well-known and

reproducible functional networks (fig. S1) (9)
by using independent component analysis (ICA).
We then mapped samples from the Allen Insti-
tute for Brain Science (AIBS) human microarray
data set (six subjects, two contributed both hem-
ispheres, four contributed one hemisphere, one
female, age range 24 to 57 years, totaling 3702
brain samples) (table S1) (10) to these networks
by using normalized Montreal Neurological In-
stitute (MNI) coordinates. To avoid biases due
to gross transcriptional dissimilarities in differ-
ent brain regions, we excluded basal ganglia,
cerebellum, and deep gray matter (including
hippocampus), leaving only cortex samples (data
file S1). This removed the basal ganglia network,
leaving 13 networks. Of 1777 cortex samples, 501
were mapped to the 13 functional networks,
and 1276 to “non-network” regions of the brain.
We focused the analysis on four large nonover-
lapping networks: dorsal default-mode (dDMN),
salience, sensorimotor, and visuospatial (Fig. 1A),
comprising 241 samples total. These four net-
works were chosen because they are well char-
acterized in the imaging literature (2, 11–14),
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consist of noncontiguous regions in both hemi-
spheres, and have adequate coverage in the AIBS
data (Fig. 1B).
We used the transcriptional similarity of gene

expression profiles between brain tissue sam-
ples to define correlated gene expression net-
works. In mouse brains, transcriptional similarity
reflects cytoarchitecture (15), but inhumanbrains,
the differences are more subtle across the neo-
cortex (10). As opposed to gene coexpression net-
works, which quantify gene-gene relationships
across tissue samples (16), a correlated gene ex-
pression network quantifies tissue-tissue rela-
tionships across genes. Nodes were defined by
brain tissue samples (Fig. 1B); edgeswereweighted

by similarity between vectors of gene expression
values at each sample. After preprocessing and
assigning one probe for each of the 16,906 genes
(data file S2) (17), we measured expression sim-
ilarity by means of Pearson correlation (17), set-
ting negative correlations to zero. Then we asked
whether there are observable genetic correlates
for the functional network organization: Are
gene expression correlations in functionally
grouped regions higher than can be expected
by chance?
We defined the strength fraction in functional

networks as a measure of the relationship be-
tween correlated gene expression within and
outside the set of functional networks of inter-
est. DenotingW the sum of all edge weights with-
in all functional networks,Wi the sum of weights
within the four functional networks of interest,
and T the brain graph’s total strength (sum of all
edge weights linking the full 1777-nodes graph),
the strength fraction is S = Wi/(T – W). Higher
values of S mean that the samples in the set of
functional networks are more similar to each
other, relative to the remaining brain regions
(fig. S2). We assessed significance using permu-
tation testing (18), randomly reshuffling 10,000
times the sample-to-network assignment in the
full 1777-nodes graph. In addition to consid-
ering only cortex samples, so as to avoid biasing
results toward similar tissues (10), before com-
putation we removed edges linking two samples
belonging to the same tissue class [defined by
means of regional ontology (fig. S3 and table S4)].
Grouping gene expression samples according
to functional networks yielded a higher strength
fraction than that of other groupings of samples;
the spatial organization of functional networks
corresponded to regions that have more highly
correlated gene expression than expected by
chance (P < 10−4). Given that we used only cor-
tical samples, that we removed edges linking
tissues of the same class, and that functional
networks are spatially distributed, this finding
cannot emerge from spatial proximity or gross
tissue similarity.
We next sought to identify which genes, spe-

cifically, drive the relationship between corre-
lated gene expression and functional networks.
We computed the marginal influence of each
gene on strength fraction of all four functional
networks together (17) and ranked genes across
all six different two-way splits of the six subjects
(17). Then, we computed list overlap statistics
(19) between the two brain subgroups at a false
discovery rate (FDR) of 5%. Combining results
from six splits, the final list was obtained via
stability selection (20), selecting genes that appear
in the majority of splits (four or more out of six).
This resulted in a consensus list of 136 genes
(table S2).
We validated our findings in vivo (supple-

mentary text) using paired genome-wide single-
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) data and resting
state fMRI (rs-fMRI) recordings in n = 259 14-year-
olds (126 females) from the IMAGEN database
(21), which has more subjects, but not all were
usable (data file S3) (17). The strength fraction

for the combined four networks in the rs-fMRI
data was computed for every subject (as in the
AIBS gene expression data) and used as a quan-
titative imaging phenotype in a genome-wide
association study (GWAS) (fig. S4), correcting for
several covariates, includingmotion.We computed
a z statistic (22) for the enrichment of P values in
the consensus list. Genetic variation in the con-
sensus list was significantly associated with in vivo
rs-fMRI strength fraction (z = 2.55, P = 0.006).
Thus, not only gene expression levels but also
common polymorphisms in the consensus genes
were related to the strength of functional net-
works. Subjects at both ends of the spectrum of
multilocus genetic scores [representing themul-
tiallelic effect of the genes in the consensus list
on the functional connectivity phenotype (17)]
showed definite differences in functional con-
nectivity strength mostly within the functional
networks themselves, but also between the func-
tional networks (Fig. 2 and fig. S5).
We next investigated the relationship between

our gene list and the connectivity of axonal pro-
jections underlying functional networks. We
used the Allen Institute mouse brain atlas (15),
which offers finely sampled whole-genome ex-
pression data, together with a recent mesoscale
model of mouse connectivity derived from the
Allen Mouse Brain Connectivity Atlas (AMBCA)
(23). To match human data, we focused on the
mouse isocortex and used a 38-region parcella-
tion (Fig. 3A) (23). With 57 mouse orthologs for
our consensus gene list, we obtained a correlated
gene expression network, representing transcrip-
tional similarity between these 38 regions. We
computed a normalized, symmetric connectivity
matrix from the significant connections in the
ipsilateral connectivitymodel of the AMBCA (17).
We tested the association between the mouse
connectivity graph and transcriptional similarity
graph (Fig. 3, B and C) using a modified Mantel
procedure; we randomly selected gene subsets
of the same size as our ortholog consensus list
10,000 times in order to obtain a null distribu-
tion. The correlation between transcriptional
similarity in these 38mesoscale isocortex regions
and their axonal connectivity was significantly
higher when using our list than expected by
chance (P = 0.011, or P = 0.022 when using the
contralateral connectivity model).
Last, we categorized the consensus gene list

using Gene Ontology (GO) by computing statis-
tical overrepresentation for Biological Processes
(BP), Cellular Component (CC), and Molecular
Function (MF) with the Database for Annota-
tion, Visualization, and Integrated Discovery
(DAVID) 6.7 (24). The only significant MF an-
notation [P < 0.05, Benjamini-Hochberg False
Discovery Rate (FDRBH)–corrected] related to
ion transport. No BP annotation was signifi-
cant. Four out of six significant CC annotations
(P < 0.03 FDRBH) concerned ion channels, in
particular involving sodium channels such as
SCN4B or receptors such as GABRA5 (full an-
notation list is available in tables S5 and S6).
Significant associations with nine diseases, in-
cluding Alzheimer’s disease and schizophrenia
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(P < 0.05 FDRBH), which are network disorders,
were also found (table S10). We validated anno-
tations in vivo on IMAGEN data by restricting
the analysis to these seven significant GO terms.
Genetic variation in all but 1 GO term was sig-
nificantly associated with in vivo functional
connectivity (z > 4.02, P < 2.8 × 10−5 uncor-
rected) (table S9). Using a mouse transcriptome
database (25), we also found that 39 mouse or-
thologs from our list were significantly en-
riched in neurons, 19 in astrocytes, and 14 in
oligodendrocytes (76 were not significantly over-
expressed in any of these three cell types). This

suggests that the relationship between gene ex-
pression and spatial organization into functional
networksmay be due to neuronal processesmore
than to support cell or white-matter processes.
Functional networks are fundamental tomany

brain processes in humans. Here, we show that
network strength was correlated with the ex-
pression of genes tightly linked to synaptic func-
tion. The preservation of the association between
functional networks and gene expression across
the lifespan (IMAGEN, 14-year-olds; AIBS, 24- to
55-year-olds) is remarkable and could be partly
explained by the relative stabilization of inter-

regional transcriptional similarity from adoles-
cence onwards (26). Genes in our list may also
play a role in certain diseases; some are impli-
cated in brain disorders such as Alzheimer’s and
schizophrenia (27), whose pathogenesis is thought
to relate, in part, to aberrant connectivity. Beyond
humans, it appears that similar mechanisms
extend to lower animals because our list is sig-
nificantly associated with mouse neural connec-
tivity, and several gene functions from our list
were found in a study examining genes support-
ing neural connectivity in rodents (tables S3, S7,
and S8) (28). Thus, our results show that across
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Fig. 1. Functional networks in MRI and gene expression data. (A) The four functional networks of interest. Red, dorsal default mode; yellow, salience;
green, visuospatial; blue, sensorimotor. (B) AIBS brain samples assigned to their corresponding functional network. Solid circles are samples assigned to
the four networks of interest, open circles show samples in the nine other networks, and dots show non-network AIBS samples.
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Fig. 2. In vivo functional connectivity differences related to the con-
sensus gene list. Difference in in vivo functional connectivity between the
averages of the top 20 and the bottom 20 subjects in IMAGEN, ranked by
genotype score with respect to the consensus list of genes. (A) Difference
matrix sorted by functional network (correlation differences smaller than
|0.05| are not shown). Positive values indicate connections that are stronger
in high genotype score subjects, and negative values indicate the opposite.
Connections are mostly increased within functional networks, but also be-

tween some functional networks. (B) MNI space sagittal view of within-
network connections that are stronger in high-genotype-score subjects.
Regions (disks) are coded according to the functional network they belong
to: red, dorsal default mode; yellow, salience; green, visuospatial; blue,
sensorimotor. Connections (lines) are color-coded to their functional net-
works. (C) Same, for connections that are stronger in low-genotype-score
subjects. The majority of connections are strengthened in high-genotype-
score subjects.
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developmental stages and species, functional con-
nectivity in brain networks is integrally linked
to the machinery of synaptic communication.
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INSECT FLIGHT

Luminance-dependent visual
processing enables moth
flight in low light
Simon Sponberg,1,2* Jonathan P. Dyhr,1,3 Robert W. Hall,1 Thomas L. Daniel1

Animals must operate under an enormous range of light intensities. Nocturnal and twilight
flying insects are hypothesized to compensate for dim conditions by integrating light
over longer times. This slowing of visual processing would increase light sensitivity but
should also reduce movement response times. Using freely hovering moths tracking
robotic moving flowers, we showed that the moth’s visual processing does slow in dim
light. These longer response times are consistent with models of how visual neurons
enhance sensitivity at low light intensities, but they could pose a challenge for moths
feeding from swaying flowers. Dusk-foraging moths avoid this sensorimotor tradeoff; their
nervous systems slow down but not so much as to interfere with their ability to track
the movements of real wind-blown flowers.

M
ost animals rely on vision to maneuver
through complex environments. Simi-
larly, many engineered systems use ma-
chine vision to sense their surroundings.
Yet all biological or synthetic visual sys-

tems operating in natural environments must
deal with high variability in ambient light inten-
sity. Animals can encounter light intensities that
vary over 10 billion–foldwithin a single day (1–3).
Low-light specializations can extend an animal’s
sensory capabilities but frequently produce trade-
offs, (such as increased sensitivity but reduced
resolution) (4–6). Revealing the mechanisms that
enable nervous systems to adapt to this vast range
of light, as well as their functional tradeoffs, are
fundamental to understanding the versatility of
vision.
We investigated visual processing in dim

light—and its functional consequences—in the
hawkmoth Manduca sexta, an agile flyer that
extracts nectar frommoving flowers while hov-
ering even in very dim light (Fig. 1A) (7–9). The
moth’s compound eye has an adjustable pseudo-
pupil that allows a large number of the highly
refractive eye facets (ommatidia) to deliver light
to a single photoreceptor in low light, thereby
increasing sensitivity (1, 2). Early in visual pro-
cessing, neurons may also pool inputs frommul-
tiple photoreceptors providing spatial summation
of light (1, 10). These spatial adjustments im-
prove sensitivity, but they are insufficient to
account for the range of low-light sensitivity
exhibited by neurons in the moth’s visual system
(10). A hypothesized complementary mecha-
nism is that moths may progressively slow their
visual processing as light intensity (luminance)
decreases (1, 10, 11). In effect, as light diminishes,

moths might temporally integrate light for a
longer period of time, in addition to summing
over larger spatial regions (Fig. 1B) (10, 12). This
luminance-dependent neural processing predicts
a tradeoff: The increased sensitivity that comes
with increased processing time should also slow
motion detection. This predicts thatmoths should
lag behind the motion of objects that they are
visually tracking. Because moths track and feed
from moving flowers (7–9), we can test not only
whether the moth’s motion response is slowed,
but also what potential tradeoffs this poses for
tracking natural flower movements.
We used robotic artificial flowers to explore

the moth’s behavior under different light levels
(Fig. 1, A and C, and movies S1 and S2) (13).
Moths tracked flowers moving side-to-side with
a linear combination of sinusoidal trajectories
with frequencies spanning two orders of magni-
tude (0.2 to 20Hz, Fig. 1, D to F) (14, 15). Hovering
andmaneuvering in midair is demanding, inher-
ently unstable, and energetically costly (9, 16, 17).
Nonetheless,moths are able to track and feed from
moving flowers even at 14 Hz (Figs. 1E and 2A). In
contrast to tethered moths (open-loop) tracking
visual images (18), flower tracking by freely flying
(closed-loop)moths is highly linear (coherence in
Fig. 1E; explicit test in fig. S2).
Moths lag farther behind flower movement

in dim moonlight [0.3 lux (lx)] than in the
brighter light of early dusk (300 lx), as predicted
for a slowing visual system (Fig. 2B; F = 46.3,
df = 349, P < 0.0001). At both light levels, moths
produce the largest motions (highest gain) to
flower movements at intermediate frequencies
(1- to 2-Hz bandpass, Fig. 2A and fig. S1). However,
in low light they begin overshooting the flower
(gain > 1, which is 0 dB) (all frequencies: F =
16.4, df = 349, P < 0.0001; at 1.7 Hz: t = 4.5, df =
20.5, P = 0.0002). Because the mechanics of
flight are the same at both light levels, the dif-
ferences in trackingmust arise because themoth
relies on a luminance-dependent neural process.

To quantify the change in processing time,
we can estimate a single time constant from
the phase response at each light level (Fig. 2B).
Overall, themoth’s tracking response is 17% slower
in dimmoonlight than at early dusk: 83.3 T 2.4ms
as compared to 71.5 T 3.5 ms, respectively (mean T
SEM;Fig. 2, B andC; t= 2.82; df = 21;P=0.01).We
obtained similar results whenwe considered only
frequencies below 10 Hz, which was the highest
frequency that all individual moths could track
(67.2 T 3.1 and 80.6 T 3.3 ms; Fig. 2D).
Next we tested whether the slower tracking

responses were consistent with a luminance-
dependent delaywithin themoth’s visual system.
Moths track flowers in closed loop, meaning
that their visual input is the difference between
their ownmotion and the flower’s (visual “error”;
fig. S3) (13, 15).Weapplied a luminance-dependent
delay to the visual response within this closed
feedback loop (fig. S3) (15). From this, we pre-
dicted the moth’s response in low light, L

ˇ

ðsÞ,
for each frequency component of the flower’s
movement (defined by the Laplace variable s).
This prediction (Fig. 2, light blue lines) de-
pends only on the measured high-luminance
response, HðsÞ, and a single parameter t, repre-
senting the difference in processing time (delay)
between the two light levels

L

ˇ

ðsÞ ¼ e−st½HðsÞ=ð1 − HðsÞÞ�
1 þ e−st½HðsÞ=ð1 − HðsÞÞ� ð1Þ

A delay (t) of 10.4 ms best fits the change in
response from the bright to dim light levels.
This single parameter captures the empirical
phase differences as well as the overshooting
that occurs under low light (Fig. 2, E and F).
Hence, the hypothesized luminance-dependent
visual processing in the moth’s nervous system
can account for the differences in the closed-loop
tracking response at different light intensities.
The above model treats the change in pro-

cessing as a single time delay. Changes in spa-
tial processing are likely to help shape themoth’s
tracking response, especially the gain (10, 19).
Temporal processing might also be distributed
across multiple regions of the visual system,
including in the photoreceptors and motion
detection circuits (1, 10, 19). Most importantly,
insect motion detection itself is thought to arise
by the correlation of adjacent photoreceptors
(20, 21), and the process of correlation is non-
linear. What remains unclear is how these more
complicated processes would affect moth mo-
tion lag if their time constants were luminance-
dependent. To be consistent with our simplified
models, a more detailed model would need to
produce a lag in its input-output relationship
that increases linearly with the time constant
inside the model. To test for this relationship,
we implemented a longstandingmodel proposed
for visual motion detection, the elaborated
Hassenstein-Reichardt (HR) correlator (see the
supplementary text). We simulated this mod-
el’s response to an oscillating visual input and
explored how this response depends on the
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model’s time constants. (10, 12, 20, 21). These
simulations show that the phase shifts we ob-
served in experiments are consistent with the
HRmodel of insect visual processing, as well as
with simple closed-loop delay models (fig. S5).
In all these analyses, a simple luminance delay

term accounts for the closed-loop response (Fig. 2,
E and F). The increased phase lag in low light
supports the hypothesized luminance-dependent
visual processing. However, in order to con-
sider overall tracking performance, we cannot
consider phase lags and gain separately, because
they eachdescribe only one aspect of the response.
To accomplish our second aim of assessing a po-
tential performance tradeoff, we combined gain

and phase into one metric of tracking error (e).
Specifically, we used the distance in the complex
plane between the moth’s responses and the
ideal tracking conditions (gain = 1, phase = 0°;
fig. S4) (13, 14)

e ¼ ‖HðsÞ − ð1þ 0iÞ‖ ð2Þ
where i ¼ ffiffiffiffiffi

−1
p

:
Although tracking performance depends on

light intensity, the effect is frequency-dependent
and separates into three distinct frequency bands
(Fig. 3A). Below 1.7 Hz, tracking error is relative-
ly low (e < 1) and does not differ between high-
and low-luminance conditions (F = 0.49, df =137,
P=0.48).However, tracking error increases rapid-

ly at higher frequencies, even when gain remains
high. This is because the moth is more than 90°
out of phasewith the flower between 1.7 and 8Hz.
In this frequency band, moths track significantly
worse in low light (F = 17.6, df =192, P < 0.0001).
However, at the very highest frequencies (>8 Hz),
tracking error reverts toward unity because the
gain is very small.
Counterintuitively, moths are still much more

likely to forage and track moving flowers in dim
light levels, despite poorer tracking performance
(higher e; Fig. 3B). This suggests that moths incur
worseperformance inorder to obtain the increased
sensitivity afforded by luminance-dependent neu-
ral processing. However, moths might avoid this
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Fig. 1. The effect of light intensity on moths tracking robotic flowers. (A)
Human photoreceptors, like those of all animals, are capable of detecting even
single photons (28). However, human color vision (colored arc), as well as our
ability to resolve motion and spatial detail, deteriorates below the photopic
visual threshold (1 to 10 cd m−2) corresponding to light levels at dusk (11, 29).
This is also true for diurnal insects such as the blowfly Calliphora (30). Human
scotopic vision (gray arc) is strictly monochromatic (29). The hawkmoth
Deilephila is truly nocturnal, with color vision throughout much of the scotopic
range (2). [In (A), “*” indicates experimental light levels. “?” indicates that data
are not available.] Manduca is crepuscular and is hypothesized to adjust its

visual processing (B) in order to visually track flowers over its large range of
light intensity (>106 cd m−2) (10, 27). (CNS, central nervous system.) Robotic,
three-dimentional printed flowers generated repeatablemoth flightmaneuvers
(C) (movies S1 and S2). We moved the flowers with a trajectory of many
superimposed sinewaves to sample many of the frequencies of movement
simultaneously (D). Fourier transformations (E and F) of the flower’s (green)
and moth’s (blue) movements show high coherence [(E), gray line], which is
the normalized cross-power spectral density (18, 24). Flower movements were
prescribed to have equal peak velocities at each frequency (F), which helps
avoid saturation in the moth’s ability to track.
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tradeoff if the flowers they track only move at
frequencies below ~2 Hz, below where the per-
formance tradeoff occurs.
We filmed five species of hawkmoth-pollinated

flowers in natural wind (see the supplementary
text, fig. S6, and movie S3) and found that these
flowers move at frequencies where the moth
does not suffer a performance cost for tracking in
dim moonlight conditions. The vast majority
(94%) of motion in all the flowers measured was

at frequencies below 1.7 Hz (Fig. 3, C and D, and
fig. S6). So whereas moths benefit from the in-
creased sensitivity of slower visual processing in
low light, they also avoid negative consequences,
because natural flowers usually oscillate in the
wind at speeds below those that incur a perform-
ance tradeoff.
This matching of frequencies between polli-

nator vision and flower movement indicates
that the relationship between the two organisms

probably constrains the slowing of neural pro-
cessing in variable light conditions.Notably,moths’
tracking error increases dramatically above the
frequencies of normal flower motion, regardless
of light level (Fig. 3C). When the robotic flower
moved at frequencies above 2 Hz, the moth
would have tracked better by remaining sta-
tionary (e > 1; Fig. 3, A and D). If moths’ visual
processing was even slower, they would begin
to experience adverse tracking performance in

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 12 JUNE 2015 • VOL 348 ISSUE 6240 1247

Fig. 2. Visual processing slows in low light. The
relative amplitudes of moth and flower give the
tracking gain (A), and their relative timing gives the
phase difference (B) with means T 95% confidence
intervals (CIs). The qualitative shape of the response
is consistent with the drift-compensation response in
the diurnal hawkmoth Macroglossum (8). Regress-
ing phase onto frequency [(B), dash-dotted lines]
estimates the best-fit time constant across all fre-
quencies (C) or just those <10 Hz (D).We created a
prediction for the low-luminance response (light blue)
from a closed-loop model of the high-luminance
response (orange) with a delayed sensory gain (fig.
S3).This prediction successfully captures the over-
shooting (E) and phase shift (F) evident in the
actual low-light response (dark blue) replotted from
(A) and (B) on a log axis.
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the frequency band where natural flowers move.
One reason moths might rely on both temporal
and spatial adjustments to deal with low light
(10) is to limit the costs to both motion-tracking
performance and spatial resolution.
The frequencies with which a moth can ma-

neuver could provide a selective pressure on
the biomechanics of flowers to avoid producing
floral movements faster than those that the
moth can track in low light (22). The converse
interaction—flower motions selecting on the
moth—could also be important, suggesting a
coevolutionary relationship between pollinator
and plant that extends beyond color, odor, and
spatial features (23) to includemotion dynamics.
The emerging use of system identification

to connect open- and closed-loop experiments
(6, 14, 15, 18, 24, 25) provides a useful paradigm
for exploring sensorimotor strategies in many
systems. Robotic models enable rapid, repeat-
able experiments that extract critical features of
the biological system (26) and extend the phys-
ical modeling toolkit that has been useful for teas-
ing apart pollinator-plant interactions (7, 9, 23).
Here the robotic flower enabled us to test pre-
dictions about closed-loop behavior from open-
loop electrophysiological results and models of
neural processing (6, 15).
The dual demands of acquiring reliable sen-

sory information and maintaining motor per-
formance are a general challenge, especially for
animals such as Manduca, which operate in im-
poverished sensory environments (4–6, 27) and
on the edge of flight instability (6, 25). Matching
the requirements of the motor system to con-
straints imposed by the dynamics of the envi-
ronment can provide strategies that enable more
extreme sensory performance while averting
tradeoffs in motor performance.
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The dispersal of alien species
redefines biogeography in
the Anthropocene
César Capinha,1,2* Franz Essl,3 Hanno Seebens,4

Dietmar Moser,3 Henrique Miguel Pereira1,5,6

It has been argued that globalization in human-mediated dispersal of species breaks down
biogeographic boundaries, yet empirical tests are still missing. We used data on native and
alien ranges of terrestrial gastropods to analyze dissimilarities in species composition among
56 globally distributed regions. We found that native ranges confirm the traditional
biogeographic realms, reflecting natural dispersal limitations. However, the distributions of
gastropods after human transport are primarily explained by the prevailing climate and, to
a smaller extent, by distance and trade relationships. Our findings show that human-mediated
dispersal is causing a breakdown of biogeographic barriers, and that climate and to some
extent socioeconomic relationships will define biogeography in an era of global change.

T
he reduced similarity in species composi-
tion between distant locations is one of
themost noticeable patterns in nature (1–3).
Dispersal limitation is at the heart of this
pattern, either simply because of the acces-

sibility of nearby locations or because environ-
mental factors of ecophysiological importance
tend to be spatially autocorrelated within the

range of natural dispersal (4). Notwithstanding,
human trade and travel have been transgressing
natural barriers to dispersal (5), and increasing
numbers of species are becoming established in
places far away from their native range (6, 7).
Ultimately, this may cause the breakdown of the
“classical” biogeographic regions (8)—mainly de-
termined by dispersal barriers and historical
factors such as continental drift or paleoclimates—
and the emergence of newbiogeographic arrange-
ments determined primarily by environmental
requirements and by geographic patterns in hu-
man transport pathways.
In recent centuries, and particularly during the

past few decades, transport pathways have inten-
sified in frequency and extendedworldwide (5, 9).
This accelerates the speed at which species col-
onize suitable areas across the globe and inher-
ently contributes to the homogenization of species
assemblages at a global scale (10–12). Niche theory
and metacommunity theory suggest that the
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breakdown of geographic dispersal barriers will
allow species to progressively occupy their poten-
tial environmental niche (2, 13, 14), although other
factors, such as the biotic composition of the
receiving communities, may also play a role (15).
This dispersal release should give rise to coherent
spatial units reflecting environmental similarities
among regions, and climatic similarities in partic-
ular (16, 17). Despite a strong theoretical rationale,
clear evidence of a global, climate-filtered, bio-
geographic regionalization originated by human
activity is still lacking.
Here, we report the results of a global-scale

analysis comparing the biogeographic patterns
of terrestrial alien gastropods before and after
dispersal by humans. In contrast tomost previous
studies of biotic homogenization, our analysis is

global and therefore particularly appropriate to
test the climate filter hypothesis. Regional studies
capture only a fraction of worldwide climatic var-
iation and are thus more likely to miss climatic
signals. We also expect that increases in distribu-
tional equilibrium with climate should be partic-
ularly apparent for terrestrial gastropods because
they are frequently introducedover long distances
by means of trade (18, 19).
We collected national and subnational species

lists of alien terrestrial gastropods, here defined
as established alien species originating from hu-
man introductions after 1500 CE. We found data
for regions across all continents except Antarc-
tica, representingmost of themajor climatic types
andbiogeographic realms of theworld (fig. S1 and
table S1). For each alien species, we also identified

from the literature those regions in our data set
that belong to their native range (fig. S2) (20). For
simplicity, native range was defined as any loca-
tion inwhich the species occurred before 1500CE.
This eventually may have led to the inclusion of a
few locations to which the species were intro-
duced earlier; however, those introductions have
likely occurredwithin biogeographic realms (5, 9).
Our alien distribution data set contained 802 oc-
currence records spread across 56 countries and
subnational entities (e.g., federal states, islands),
for a total of 175 species. The native distribution
data set represented a subset of 140 species and
45 countries and subnational entities and con-
tained 703 occurrence records.
We quantified pairwise compositional dis-

similarity of the species lists in two ways: (i)
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Fig. 1. Dendrogram and map of compositional similarities among lists of alien terrestrial gastropods. (A and B) Before dispersal by humans. (C and D)
After dispersal by humans. Compositional dissimilarity was measured by the bsim index. Clusters were built through the minimization of the average
compositional dissimilarity of one location to the others [i.e., UPGMA (unweighted pair group method with arithmetic mean) grouping]. Colors indicate main
clusters identified by the dendrogram and their corresponding locations in the world map.

Fig. 2. Relationship between
compositional similarities of
lists of alien terrestrial gastro-
pods and geographical dis-
tances. (A) In native ranges. (B)
In current ranges. Compositional
similarities were measured by
1 – bsim. Relationship of composi-
tional similarity for species in their
native ranges was assessed on
the basis of 990 unique pairs of
45 countries and subnational
entities. Relationship for species
in their current ranges is based on
1540 unique pairs of 56 countries
and subnational entities. Model
fits of exponential decay of compositional similarity with increasing distance are shown (orange). Model coefficients are provided in the text; tests of
significance were obtained by comparison with distribution of coefficients generated from 1000 permutations of the matrix of compositional similarities.
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using only the native distribution, representing
the spatial arrangement before human-mediated
dispersal, and (ii) using both native and alien
distribution, representing their current distribu-
tion. Dissimilarity was measured by the bsim in-
dex (figs. S3 and S4). This is a standard metric in
biogeographic studies (3, 21) because it accounts
for differences in species richness. For each of the
two dissimilarity matrices, we used an agglomer-
ative hierarchical clustering algorithm (table S3)
and nonmetric multidimensional scaling to ana-
lyze compositional dissimilarities among the
lists (20).
Results from both analyses show that native-

only distributions reflect “classical” broad-scale
biogeographic patterns, which arose over geolog-
ical time scales (Fig. 1A and fig. S5). For ex-
ample, faunas located in the Australian, African,
Oriental,Neotropical, andHolarctic biogeographic
realms become clearly differentiated (Fig. 1, A
and B) (1−3). Moreover, the compositional sim-
ilarity (i.e., 1 – bsim) distinctly decreases with in-
creasing geographical distance, indicating that
dispersal limitations largely control these pat-
terns (Fig. 2A, exponential decay rate of compo-
sitional similarity per 1000 km = –0.29, P < 0.001).
Highly similar species compositions (1 – bsim > 0.5)
do not occur at distances greater than ~6500 km,
and none of the represented species are shared
beyond ~11,000 km.

Combining the native and alien distributions
of gastropods changes the grouping patterns:
Species lists from temperate regions cluster
into one group, while lists from tropical and
subtropical regions cluster into another group
(Fig. 1, C and D, and fig. S6). For example, re-
gions in temperate North America (e.g., Virginia,
California, British Columbia) have, on average,
a higher proportion of species shared with sites
in other temperate but distant regions of the
world, such as Europe, New Zealand, southern
Australia, or South Africa, than with “nearby”
(sub)tropical regions such as Florida, Louisiana,
México, or Jamaica. This bipartite division of
species compositions into two latitudinal bio-
geographic regions—a (sub)tropical belt and a
region composed by temperate to arctic areas
in both hemispheres (Fig. 1D) (2)—suggests a re-
organization of species distributions constrained
only by climate. Within each of these broad re-
gions, compositional differences and geographi-
cal proximity remain associated (see subclusters
in Fig. 1C); however, at the global scale, the arrival
of aliens leads to the weakening of the distance
decay of similarity (Fig. 2B, exponential decay rate
of compositional similarity per 1000 km = –0.05,
P < 0.001) and to the occurrence of highly simi-
lar species compositions (1 – bsim > 0.5) along the
whole range of geographical distances (i.e., up
to ~19,000 km).
To explicitly test for the role of climate in

shaping biogeographic changes, we tested climate
as a predictor for compositional dissimilarity be-
fore and after human-mediated dispersal. For
species in native ranges (i.e., before human trans-
portation), we compared the explanatory power
of climate (as represented by prevailing values of
annual means and seasonality of temperature
and precipitation) (20) with that of geographical
distances (which we assume to represent disper-
sal limitations) (4). For the analysis of combined
native and alien distributions (i.e., after human
dispersal), we additionally accounted for the role
of anthropogenic dispersal. Because global pat-
terns of introduction of terrestrial gastropods
are primarily determined by commodity trading
(18, 19), we used bilateral trade shares as proxy.
We calculated this variable in two alternative
ways: (i) considering all traded commodities (a
general indicator of trade integration among
the countries), and (ii) considering only those
commodities that are known vectors of gastro-
pods (e.g., household tiles, live plants, or fresh
vegetables and fruits for consumption) (18, 20).
Because bilateral trade data are not available for
most subnational entities, the tests were per-
formed using country-level data representative
of the biogeographic groupings identified above
(figs. S7 to S12) (20).
Monte Carlo permutation of generalized dis-

similarity models (22) shows that climate and
geographical distance are both significant pre-
dictors of native-range compositional dissimilar-
ities (P < 0.001) (20), accounting together for
about 61% of total deviance. However, the par-
titioning into unique and shared components of
the factors (20) reveals that the unique explan-

atory power of geographical distance (representing
dispersal limitation) is much greater (proportion
of total explained deviance = 49.5%) than that of
climate (proportion of total explained deviance =
13.3%) (Fig. 3). In contrast, for the current dis-
tribution of gastropods (i.e., including both native
and alien ranges), climate rather than dispersal
becomes the most important predictor. More spe-
cifically, when used jointly, both climate- and
dispersal-related variables (i.e., geographical dis-
tances and trade shares) are significant predictors
of current patterns of compositional dissimilarity
(P < 0.001), accounting for about 63% of its total
deviance. But the unique contribution of climate
to the total explained is now about 2 to 2.3 times
that of the unique contribution of dispersal (cli-
mate = 36.4% and dispersal represented by geo-
graphical distance and shares of total trade =
17.5%; climate = 45.1% and dispersal represented
by geographical distance and shares of selected
commodities = 19.6%) (Fig. 3). We cannot exclude
the possibility that anthropogenic dispersal path-
ways that covary with climate (23) may also have
contributed to the formation of this pattern; how-
ever, the reduced relative influence of dispersal-
related variables in explaining current distribution
patterns suggests that this process, if causative, is
of moderate importance.
Signs of ongoing and intensifying biodiversity

change are increasingly ubiquitous (24, 25). Still,
a recent global analysis of monitoring studies
found no significant changes in local species
richness, but instead a strong temporal species
turnover (6). Human-mediated dispersal of spe-
cies has already caused substantial biotic inter-
mixingworldwide (12, 26, 27) andmay contribute
to this turnover. Biotic intermixing is predicted to
continue or even intensify in the future (5, 28).
The resulting “biogeography of the Anthropo-
cene”defies physical boundaries and reduces com-
positional dissimilarities among distant regions
(7). However, our results suggest that instead of
a progression toward a uniform biosphere, eco-
physiological limitations will cause a higher prev-
alence of biotic homogenization among areas
sharing similar environments. Our results also sug-
gest that homogenization will be greater among
regions that have intense trade relations and that
are closely located. These novel species assem-
blages will be dominated by relatively few but
widespread alien species, whichmostly consist of
competitive generalists (10). This profound bio-
geographic reorganization will put additional
pressure on native biota [e.g., (29)]. A recent in-
ternational assessment has shown that the rate
of alien introduction events shows no signs of
abating (30). Renewed efforts are needed to slow
biotic homogenization if the targets of the Con-
vention on Biological Diversity for 2020 are to be
met (30).
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INNATE IMMUNITY

Cytosolic detection of the
bacterial metabolite HBP activates
TIFA-dependent innate immunity
Ryan G. Gaudet,1 Anna Sintsova,1 Carolyn M. Buckwalter,1 Nelly Leung,1

Alan Cochrane,1 Jianjun Li,2 Andrew D. Cox,2 Jason Moffat,1,3 Scott D. Gray-Owen1*

Host recognition of pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) initiates an
innate immune response that is critical for pathogen elimination and engagement of
adaptive immunity. Here we show that mammalian cells can detect and respond to
the bacterial-derived monosaccharide heptose-1,7-bisphosphate (HBP). A metabolic
intermediate in lipopolysaccharide biosynthesis, HBP is highly conserved in Gram-negative
bacteria, yet absent from eukaryotic cells. Detection of HBP within the host cytosol
activated the nuclear factor kB pathway in vitro and induced innate and adaptive immune
responses in vivo. Moreover, we used a genome-wide RNA interference screen to uncover an
innate immune signaling axis, mediated by phosphorylation-dependent oligomerization of
the TRAF-interacting protein with forkhead-associated domain (TIFA) that is triggered by HBP.
Thus, HBP is a PAMP that activates TIFA-dependent immunity to Gram-negative bacteria.

T
he mammalian innate immune system de-
tects microbes by recognizing pathogen-
associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) that
are absent from the host yet broadly con-
served among classes of microbes (1, 2).

However, in many cases, the specific microbial
patterns responsible for inducing protective im-
munity are unclear, suggesting that additional
PAMPs may exist that alert the immune system
to the nature of a pathogen.
The human pathogens Neisseria meningitidis

andNeisseria gonorrhoeae release a heat-resistant
molecule that activates the transcription factor
nuclear factor kB (NF-kB) in human embryonic
kidney (HEK) 293T and Jurkat T cells—cell types
whose ability to respond to PAMPs was thought
limited to detection of flagellin by Toll-like re-
ceptor 5 (TLR5) (3). We previously showed that
the Neisseria gene hldA was required for this
molecule’s production (3). HldA catalyzes the
second step in the adenosine 5´-diphosphate
(ADP)–heptose biosynthetic pathway, which sup-
plies the precursor for heptose residues found
within the inner core of lipopolysaccharide (LPS)
(fig. S1A). We tentatively identified a heptose-
containing metabolite downstream of HldA as
the activating molecule (3), yet the specific iden-
tity of the active conformation remainedunknown.
Therefore, we took a genetic approach and ex-
amined the ability of culture supernatants from
bacterial mutants of the ADP-heptose pathway
to activate NF-kB. Although HldA was essen-
tial, the ensuing enzymes in the pathway were
not (Fig. 1A), indicating that the product of HldA,
D-glycero-D-manno-heptose-1,7-bisphosphate
(HBP),was bothnecessary and sufficient forNF-kB

activation. BothDgmhB andDhldAN.meningitidis
display the “deep-rough” phenotype (4), possessing
a truncated, heptose-less lipooligosaccharide (LOS)
(Fig. 1B), which indicates that the proinflamma-
tory ability of HBP is independent of the incor-
poration of heptose into the LOS. To confirm this
notion, we enzymatically synthesized and puri-
fied HBP from sedoheptulose-7-phosphate, using
recombinantGmhAandHldA. The reactionproduct
potently stimulated NF-kB only when the substrate
and both enzymes were supplied (Fig. 1C), and
the activity decreasedwhen the downstreamphos-
phatase GmhB was added (Fig. 1D). Finally, we
performedmass spectrometry to show that the pro-
inflammatory product of theGmhA-HldA reaction
was indeed HBP (fig. S1, B and C). Thus, HBP is
the innate immune agonist shed by Neisseria.
Transcriptome analysis identified primarily

NF-kB target genes as induced by HBP in Jurkat
cells (fig. S2A). The kinetics of HBP-induced tran-
scription and NF-kB activation was slower than
stimulationwith flagellinor tumornecrosis factor–a
(TNFa), both of which signal extracellularly
(fig. S2, B toD). Therefore, we consideredwhether
HBP required entry into the host cytosol to signal.
Indeed, using reversible digitonin permeabiliza-
tion (5) to deliver HBP-containing supernatants
into the cytosol of Jurkat 1G5 cells, which harbor
an NF-kB–dependent HIV long terminal repeat
(LTR)–luciferase construct (6), increased luciferase
activity, whereas TLR5 activation was unaffected
(Fig. 1E). Moreover, an inhibitor of the guanosine
triphosphatase dynamin (7) attenuated theNF-kB
response toHBP (fig. S3A), indicating thatHBP can
enter cells via dynamin-dependent endocytosis.
HBP enhanced signaling by TLR ligands in THP-1
macrophages, yet did not induce inflammatory
cell death (fig. S3, B to D). Finally, HBP induced pro-
inflammatory cytokine production fromprimary hu-
man immune and nonimmune cells (fig. S4, A to C).
The ADP-heptose biosynthetic pathway is high-

ly conserved among Gram-negative bacteria (8)
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yet is absent in eukaryotic cells. Moreover, a com-
plete pathway is essential for virulence in a number
of bacterial species (9–11). Therefore, we hypothe-
sized that HBP represented an unrecognized
PAMP.However, being a cytosolic bacterialmetab-
olite,HBP signaling by other non-Neisseriabacteria
would only be apparent if HBP was first liberated
from the bacterial cytosol. To test this hypothesis,
we transfected soluble lysates fromdifferent bacte-
rial genera into 293T cells containing an NF-kB
reporter. Gram-negative lysates, with the exception
of Moraxella, one of the few Gram-negatives that
lack the ADP-heptose pathway (12), potently acti-
vated NF-kB, whereas Gram-positive lysates did
not (Fig. 1F). Other thanNeisseria, which release
HBP,NF-kB activation depended on bacterial lysis,
as whole bacteria showed no activity. The two
known Gram-negative–specific PAMPs cannot
account for this activity, as 293T cells were re-
fractory to LPS and only weakly responsive to
diaminopimelate (DAP)–containing NOD1 ago-
nists (Fig. 1F). Indeed, overexpression of NOD1
slightly reduced the response to bacterial lysates
and HBP (fig. S5), suggesting that an unknown
PAMP was activating NF-kB. This activity was
directly attributable to the presence of HBP, as
disruption of theADP-heptose pathway upstream
of HBP in Escherichia coli or N. meningitidis
abrogatedNF-kB activation (Fig. 1G). Alternatively,

disrupting the pathway downstream of HBP in-
creased lysate-mediated NF-kB activation (fig. S6).
Moreover, E. coli that overproduce HBP are more
readily detected by the host, as lysates fromwild-
type E. coli that overexpress Neisseria HldA, but
not the other enzymes in the pathway, increased
NF-kB activation bymore than 100-fold (Fig. 1H).
In the context of a natural infection, a prob-

able source for bacterial lysis and HBP release
would be within the lysosome following phago-
cytosis. To test this idea, we treated MyD88- and
TRIF-deficient THP-1 macrophages (fig. S7) with
serum-opsonizedHBP-proficient or -deficientE. coli
of the same LPS phenotype (Fig. 1B). Whereas
all three E. coli mutants were internalized and
degraded at a similar rate (fig. S8), HBP-proficient
E. coli (DwaaC) inducedmore interleukin-6 (IL-6)
production and proinflammatory transcription
thanHBP-deficientE. coli (DgmhA,DhldE) without
affecting interferon-b production or cell death
(Fig. 1I and fig. S9). Inhibiting phagocytosis with
cytochalasin D, or lysosomal acidification with
chloroquine, abrogated the effect (Fig. 1I). Thus,
HBP liberation during bacterial lysis within the
phagolysosome promotes inflammation.
To investigate the HBP-detection pathway, we

conductedagenome-wideRNAinterference (RNAi)
screen using an HIV-based reporter cell line
that we designed to take advantage of the TAT-

dependent, bifurcating phenotype of the HIV
LTR (fig. S10). RelA and Nfkb1, which are re-
quired for HBP-mediated LTR transactivation
(3), were identified as hits validating the screen
(Fig. 2A). Top hits were subjected to a second-
ary screen assessing the respective proteins’
involvement in other NF-kB pathways, specif-
ically TLR5 and TNF receptor (TNFR). The top-
scoring gene whose depletion by two different
short hairpin RNAs (shRNAs) exclusively affec-
ted HBP signaling was TRAF-interacting protein
with forkhead-associated domain (TIFA) (Fig. 2B),
a ubiquitously expressed cytoplasmic protein that
is conserved in vertebrates and activates NF-kB
when overexpressed (13, 14). TIFA silencing abol-
ished the proinflammatory transcriptional re-
sponse in Jurkat cells induced by HBP but not
flagellin or TNFa (fig. S11), and abrogated both
HBP and Gram-negative lysate-mediatedNF-kB
activation in 293T cells, a phenotype rescued by
ectopic TIFA expression (Fig. 2C). Furthermore,
clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic
repeats (CRISPR)/Cas9-mediated knockout of Tifa
in 293T cells abolished HBP and E. coli–mediated
NF-kB activation (Fig. 2D). Conversely, ectopic
expression of TLR2 or NOD1 rendered Tifa−/−

cells responsive to Pam3CSK4 or C12-iE-DAP, re-
spectively, distinguishing the TIFA-dependent
pathway from the TLR and NLR pathways. In
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Fig. 1. Cytosolic detection of HBP activates NF-kB. (A) NF-kB luciferase
activity in 293Tcells treated with supernatants from N. meningitidis mutants
lacking the indicated gene in the ADP-heptose biosynthetic pathway depicted
on the left. (B) Silver stain of LOS or LPS extracts fromN.meningitidis or E. coli
of the indicated genotypes. (C andD) NF-kB activity in 293Tcells treated with
the product of in vitro reactions containing combinations of sedoheptulose-
7-phosphate (S7P), recombinant GmhA, and/or HldA (C), with or without
GmhB (D). (E) HIV LTR-luciferase activity in Jurkat Tcells treated with HBP-
containing or -deficient (DhldA) supernatants or flagellin, in the presence or
absence of the permeabilizing agent digitonin (Dig). (F to H) NF-kB activity in

293Tcells treatedwith the indicated bacterial fraction (F), transfectedwith lysates
fromN.meningitidisorE. coliof the indicatedgenotype (G),or treatedwith lysates
of wild-type E. coli expressing the indicated N. meningitidis enzyme with or
without isopropyl-b-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) (H). (I) IL-6 production
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experiments. Error bars are TSEM. *P<0.05, **P<0.01 by analysis of variance
(ANOVA).
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THP-1 macrophages, TIFA knockdown prevented
the HBP-dependent increase in IL-6 after phago-
cytosis of E. coli DwaaC (Fig. 2E). The TIFA re-
quirement was specific to HBP, as TIFA was
dispensable for responding to a variety of other
PAMPs (Fig. 2F). Finally, HBP detection was
independent of other innate immune pathways,
as silencing of MyD88, RIP2, STING, or MAVS
(15–18) had no effect on HBP-induced cytokine
production (Fig. 2F and fig. S12). Thus, TIFA is
uniquely essential for HBP detection.

TIFA overexpression activates NF-kB via the
ubiquitin ligase TRAF6 (14, 19), yet a role for
TIFA in cellular physiology has remained elu-
sive. Therefore, we asked whether HBP had an
effect on the TIFA-TRAF6 interaction, previously
reported as constitutive (14). We found that in
cell lines in which TIFA was depleted and stably
complemented with TIFA-1XFLAG, the TIFA-
TRAF6 interaction was inducible by HBP (Fig.
2G). Immunostaining revealed that TIFA colo-
calized with TRAF6 in distinct foci after treat-

ment with HBP (Fig. 2H). The formation of
large oligomeric TRAF6 complexes is required to
activate its E3 ubiquitin ligase activity and occurs
after its recruitment to TLR or IL-1R signalosomes
(20). Indeed, ubiquitin could be detected in both
the N. gonorrhoeae-infected, and HBP-induced,
TIFA-TRAF6 complex (Fig. 2I). Ubiquitination
was TIFA-dependent, as silencing TIFA abol-
ished HBP-mediated TRAF6 ubiquitination (Fig.
2J). TRAF6 is recruited to the TLR signalosomes
by the IL-1 receptor–associated kinase (IRAK)
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Fig. 3. HBP induces
TIFA phosphorylation
and oligomerization
at lysosomal compart-
ments. (A) Mass spec-
trometry quantification
of TIFA-1XFLAG Thr9

(T9) phosphorylation in
Jurkat cells with or with-
out HBP treatment.
(B to D) HBP induced
LTR-luciferase activity
(B) or TIFA-TRAF6
binding (C) in Jurkat
1G5 cells expressing a
scrambled (shCtrl),
TIFA-3′ UTR, or coding
sequence (CDS) tar-
geting shRNA and
complemented with
FLAG-TIFA of the indi-
cated genotype as
shown in (D). (E and F)
TIFA oligomerization in
293T cells, comple-
mented with FLAG-
TIFA of the indicated
genotype, analyzed by
clear native (CN) poly-
acrylamide gel electro-
phoresis (PAGE) (E),
with or without lysate
treatment with lambda
protein phosphatase
(lPPase) or by blue
native PAGE (F). The
band at ~45 to 50 kD
corresponds to an
intrinsic TIFA dimer (21). (G) FLAG-TIFA and Lamp-2 colocalization in 293Tcells complemented with the FLAG-TIFA of the indicated genotype; scale bars,
10 mm. (H) Quantification of TIFA-Lamp-2–positive aggregates in (G). Data from (B) to (H) are representative of two or three independent experiments.
Error bars are TSEM. **P < 0.01 by ANOVA. (#) none detected.
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Fig. 4. An innate and adaptive immune response eli-
cited by HBP in vivo. (A and B) KC and TNFa concen-
trations at 3 hours in serum or air pouch washes (AP) (A) or
neutrophil counts in the air pouch (B) after injection of HBP-
containing or -deficient (DhldA) supernatants into murine
dorsal air pouches.N=6miceper treatment. (CandD) Total
anti–N. meningitidis (Nm) IgM or IgG serum titers at the
indicated day (C), or individual IgG subclasses at day 35 (D),
by whole-bacteria enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
after immunization and rechallenge of mice with 1 × 106

live N. meningitidis of the indicated genotype. N = 10 mice
per treatment. Bacteria were cleared within <12 hours of injec-
tion. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001 by ANOVA (A and C)
or by Student’s t test (B and D). ns, not statistically significant.
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proteins, and TIFA has been reported to bind
IRAK-1 (14). However, RNAi indicated that HBP
signals independently of IRAK-1, -2, and -4 (fig.
S13A). In contrast, knockdown of TAK1, IkKb,
or IkKg (NEMO), but not IkKa, reduced HBP-
mediated signaling (fig. S13B). Therefore, TIFA
is the entry point into TRAF6-mediated canon-
ical NF-kB activation induced by HBP.
In considering the upstream events in HBP

detection, we asked whether TIFA itself was
modified in response to HBP.Mass spectrometry
of affinity-purified TIFA-1XFLAG from Jurkat cells
identified an evolutionarily conserved amino acid
(Thr9) as being inducibly phosphorylated (pT9) by
HBP (Fig. 3A). TIFA mutated to prevent phospho-
rylation (T9A) was unable to interact with TRAF6
or mediate NF-kB activation after treatment with
HBP (Fig. 3, B to D). Moreover, substitutions at
conserved residues in the phospho-threonine–
binding FHA domain (G50E/S66A) or in the
TRAF6 binding site (E178A) also prevented com-
plementation. A previous report found that pT9
occurs uponTIFAoverexpression, leading to oligo-
merization via intermolecular pT9 binding with
the FHA domain (21). We observed that HBP trig-
gered TIFA oligomerization, a process indepen-
dent of TRAF6 binding but dependent on pT9
(Fig. 3, E and F). Given that solubleHBP can enter
the cytosol via endocytosis and that bacterial
phagocytosis liberates HBP, we asked whether
lysosomesplay a role inTIFA signaling. Treatment
of 293T cells with HBP induced the formation of
TIFA aggregates that colocalized with the lyso-
somal marker Lamp-2 (Fig. 3, G and H). TIFA ag-
gregationwas independent of TRAF6 binding but
wasdependent onpT9and theFHAdomain (Fig. 3,
G and H, and fig. S14). Thus, phosphorylation-
dependent oligomerization of TIFA triggers the
HBP signaling cascade. Whether TIFA itself is
the receptor for HBP, or a proximal adaptor in
the signaling axis, needs to be determined.
To investigate the effect of HBP detection in

vivo, we first used a mouse dorsal air pouch
model to study acute inflammation (22). Injec-
tion of HBP-containing supernatant, absent other
PAMPcontamination (fig. S15A), into the air pouch
induced local cytokine production in 1 hour (fig.
S15B), systemic keratinocyte-derived chemokine
(KC) (CXCL1) and TNFa production in 3 hours,
and culminated in neutrophil recruitment (Fig. 4,
A and B). Innate recognition of PAMPs provides
critical instruction to the onset of adaptive im-
munity (23). Therefore, we analyzed the antibody
titers produced after nonlethal challenge of mice
with N. meningitidis DgmhB or DhldA, strains
that differ only in the presence of HBP. TheHBP-
producing strain (DgmhB) induced a transient
increase inmeningococcal-specific immunoglobu-
linM (IgM) and significantlymore class-switched
antimeningococcal IgG, in particular T helper
cell 1–associated subclasses IgG2a, b, and IgG3,
upon rechallenge (Fig. 4, C and D).
Our findings identify HBP as a previously un-

recognized component of the immunological sig-
nature of Gram-negative bacteria. That HBP can
access the cytosol and engage the TIFA signaling
axis in the absence of bacterial virulence factors

distinguishes this pathway from other cytosolic
PAMPS, like LPS or flagellin, that require bacterial-
mediated cytoplasmic delivery (24–26). According-
ly, detection of HBP promotes inflammation and
immune priming rather than inflammatory cell
death. Therefore, HBP recognition may represent
an important contextual cue in the immune re-
sponse to Gram-negative bacteria.
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PHYSIOLOGY

Regulation of breathing by CO2 requires
the proton-activated receptor GPR4
in retrotrapezoid nucleus neurons
Natasha N. Kumar,1 Ana Velic,2 Jorge Soliz,3,4 Yingtang Shi,1 Keyong Li,1 Sheng Wang,1,5

Janelle L. Weaver,1 Josh Sen,1 Stephen B. G. Abbott,1,6,7 Roman M. Lazarenko,1

Marie-Gabrielle Ludwig,8 Edward Perez-Reyes,1 Nilufar Mohebbi,2 Carla Bettoni,2

Max Gassmann,3 Thomas Suply,8 Klaus Seuwen,8 Patrice G. Guyenet,1

Carsten A. Wagner,2* Douglas A. Bayliss1*

Blood gas and tissue pH regulation depend on the ability of the brain to sense CO2 and/or
H+ and alter breathing appropriately, a homeostatic process called central respiratory
chemosensitivity. We show that selective expression of the proton-activated receptor
GPR4 in chemosensory neurons of the mouse retrotrapezoid nucleus (RTN) is required
for CO2-stimulated breathing. Genetic deletion of GPR4 disrupted acidosis-dependent
activation of RTN neurons, increased apnea frequency, and blunted ventilatory responses
to CO2. Reintroduction of GPR4 into RTN neurons restored CO2-dependent RTN neuronal
activation and rescued the ventilatory phenotype. Additional elimination of TASK-2 (K2P5),
a pH-sensitive K+ channel expressed in RTN neurons, essentially abolished the ventilatory
response to CO2. The data identify GPR4 and TASK-2 as distinct, parallel, and essential
central mediators of respiratory chemosensitivity.

C
entral respiratory chemosensitivity refers
to the homeostatic reflex by which brain-
stem circuits regulate breathing in re-
sponse to changes in CO2 or its proxy, H

+

(1, 2). This requires sensory cells that de-

tect CO2 and/or H
+, and promote adjustments in

ventilation that regulate CO2 excretion and acid/
base balance. A cluster of Phox2b (Paired-like
homeobox 2b)–expressing excitatory neurons in
the retrotrapezoid nucleus (RTN) subserve this
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chemosensory role (3–7). RTN neurons do not
develop in Phox2b27Ala/+ mouse models carrying
a human Phox2bmutation that causes congenital
central hypoventilation syndrome (CCHS) (6, 7);
like CCHS patients, these mice display disrupted
central respiratory chemosensitivity, increased

apneas, and impaired survival. Alkaline-activated
TASK-2 (K2P5) background K+ channels medi-
ate pH sensitivity in a subset of RTN neurons,
but other molecular pH sensors appear to be re-
quired (8, 9).
In insects, receptors that couple via hetero-

trimeric guanine nucleotide–binding proteins
(GPCRs) are sufficient for CO2 chemosensation
(10). We examined ventilatory responses to CO2

in conscious, unrestrainedmice deleted for each
of the mammalian proton-activated GPCRs:
GPR4, GPR65, and GPR68 (11, 12). In mice lack-
ing GPR65 and GPR68, the ventilatory effect of
5% CO2 was identical to that in wild-type mice
(fig. S1). In contrast, in mice lacking GPR4 (in
two genetic backgrounds), ventilation was de-
creased over a range of CO2 concentrations (by
~65% at 6 and 8% CO2; Fig. 1A and figs. S1 and
S2). GPR4 is expressed in the carotid body (fig.
S1), but the blunted ventilatory response to raised

CO2 persisted in mice after bilateral transection
of the carotid sinus nerve (fig. S1) and was ob-
served under high O2 conditions that minimize
activation of carotid body chemoreceptors (Fig.
1A). Mice lacking GPR4 retained a normal ven-
tilatory response to hypoxia (Fig. 1B and fig. S1).
There were no effects of GPR4 deletion on spon-
taneous activity or exploratory behavior (fig. S3),
and mice lacking GPR4 had only a mild renal
acidotic phenotype (table S1) (13), without any of
the vascular abnormalities previously associated
with inactivation of this receptor (12, 14). Finally,
the incidence of spontaneous apneic events was
about six times higher in GPR4−/− mice (Fig. 1C
and fig. S2). Thus, GPR4 deletion inmice approx-
imates breathing deficits caused by selective ge-
netic loss of RTN neurons (6, 7) and recapitulates
two cardinal neurological features of CCHS: blunted
central respiratory CO2 chemosensitivity and in-
creased apneic episodes (6, 7, 15).
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Fig. 1. GPR4 deletion disrupts CO2-evoked ven-
tilatory stimulation and RTN neuronal activation
in vivo, and increases incidence of spontaneous
apneas. (A) (Left) Respiratory flow recording from
Jx-GPR4+/+ and Jx-GPR4−/− mice (cross between
Jx-Phox2b-eGFP and GPR4 lines) with increased
CO2 concentrations in the inspired air (balance O2).
(Right) Minute ventilation (VE; product of milliliters
per breath and breaths per minute, normalized to
body weight) during incremental CO2 challenge in
Jx-GPR4+/+ andJx-GPR4−/−mice [n=16and52;†P<
0.0001 between genotypes by two-way repeated
measures analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA); ****P <
0.0001 for pairwise comparisons]. (B) Jx-GPR4+/+

and Jx-GPR4−/− mice exhibited similar increases in
peak VE during exposure to 10% O2 (n = 16 and 52;
****P < 0.0001 hypoxia versus normoxia, by two-
way RM-ANOVA). (C) The frequency of spontane-
ous apneic events during quiet hyperoxic (100%
O2) breathing was greater in Jx-GPR4−/− than in
Jx-GPR4+/+ mice (n = 23 and 8; *P < 0.05 by un-
paired t test). (D) GPR4 expression by in situ hy-
bridization in coronal brainstem section from an
adult Jx-GPR4+/+ mouse.The inset is enlarged in a
merged image; GPR4 mRNA is observed in 68.1 T
5.1% of Phox2b+ neurons, n = 6; counts do not
exclude C1 neurons); no labeling was detected in
sections from Jx-GPR4−/−mice. pyr, pyramid. Scale
bar = 25 mm. (E) Jx-GPR4+/+ and Jx-GPR4−/− mice
were exposed to CO2 in vivo, and activated RTN
(GFP+:TH-) neurons (asterisks) were identified by
immunoreactivity for cFos (left, black reaction prod-
uct in cell nuclei denotedbyarrows) andGFP (right).
Scale bars = 50 and 25 mm. (F) (Top) Parasagittal
schematic of mouse brainstem depicting the RTN
and surrounding neuronal populations, with areas
containingPhox2b-expressingcells denoted ingreen.
(Bottom) The number of RTN neurons activated by
8% CO2 challenge (cFos+:GFP+:TH-) was strongly
reduced throughout the RTN in Jx-GPR4−/− mice,
as compared to Jx-GPR4+/+mice (n = 5 and 6). (G)
The total number of RTN neurons counted (every
third section) from Jx-GPR4+/+ and Jx-GPR4−/−

mice activated in response to0%(n=4and4), 6% (n=5 and5) or 8%CO2 (n=6and 5). (P<0.0001, between genotypes by two-wayRM-ANOVA; **P<0.01 and
****P < 0.0001 for pairwise comparisons; NS, not significant).
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We examined expression of GPR4 in the RTN
neurons that are implicated in CCHS and central
respiratory CO2 chemosensitivity (6, 7, 9). Multi-
plex in situ hybridization revealed strong GPR4
expression in a large fraction of Phox2b-expressing
neurons throughout the rostrocaudal extent
of the RTN (~68%, Fig. 1D); GPR4 expression
was evident, but low, in some raphe neurons and
undetectable elsewhere in the brainstem (Fig. 1D).
We used a more sensitive multiplex single-cell
polymerase chain reaction assay in dissociated
green fluorescent protein (GFP)–expressing RTN
neurons (from Jx-Phox2b-eGFP transgenic mice)
and found that nearly all RTNneurons expressed
GPR4 (91%) and very few expressed other mem-
bers of the receptor family (fig. S4). Expression
of GPR4 was eliminated in GFP-positive RTN
neurons from Jx-GPR4−/−mice (crossedwith a Jx-
Phox2b-eGFP line), with no apparent compen-
satory up-regulation of other proton-activated
GPCRs (fig. S4). Acute exposure of Jx-GPR4+/+

mice to CO2 (in hyperoxia) caused a concentration-
dependent increase in cFos-immunoreactivity in
RTN neurons (Fig. 1, E to G), which is indicative
of neuronal activation in vivo (16, 17). In contrast,
very few CO2-activated RTN neurons were found
in Jx-GPR4−/−mice (Fig. 1, E to G). GPR4 expres-
sion was detected in C1 adrenergic and seroto-
nergic raphe neurons (fig. S4), but there were
no genotype-dependent differences in the small

fraction of those neurons activated after CO2

exposure (fig. S5).
Activation of RTN neurons by CO2 and/or H

+

can also be observed in brainstem slice prep-
arations in vitro (18). Most GFP-expressing RTN
neurons from wild-type mice (~90%) increased
firing rate during extracellular acidification and
decreased firing ratewith bath alkalization (Fig. 2,
A, C, and D). In contrast to the nearly universal
pH sensitivity of wild-type neurons (defined as
>30% decrease in firing from pH 7.0 to pH 7.8;
fig. S6), we found that ~40% of RTN neurons
from Jx-GPR4−/−mice were pH-insensitive; the
remaining ~60% of GPR4-deleted neurons were
pH-sensitive, but they displayed lower firing rates
across the pH range (Fig. 2, B toD). Under voltage
clamp, a pH-dependent background K+ current
was observed in pH-sensitive RTN neurons from
both wild-type and Jx-GPR4−/− mice (3, 4), but
this current was absent in the pH-insensitive pop-
ulation from Jx-GPR4−/− mice (Fig. 2, E and F).
The residual pH-sensitive background K+ cur-
rent is probably mediated by TASK-2, an intrin-
sically pH-sensitive K2P channel that is expressed
in ~60 to 70% of RTN neurons from wild-type
and GPR4-deleted mice (fig. S7) (8). However, it is
unlikely that TASK-2 is the downstream effector
for GPR4, because pH-dependent modulation
of TASK-2 was unaffected by GPR4 signaling
(fig. S7).

Incubation of brainstem slices from wild-
type mice with a small-molecule GPR4 recep-
tor antagonist (19) yielded results similar to
those from GPR4 deletion. A prominent group
of blocker-treated RTN neurons was insensitive
to changes in pH (~40%), whereas a second
group retained their pH sensitivity (~60%; Fig. 3,
A to C); the basal firing rate was also reduced in
cells treatedwith theGPR4 receptor blocker (Fig.
3C). To test whether G-protein activation modu-
lates the activity of wild-type RTN neurons, we
performed whole-cell recordings with pipettes
containing either guanosine triphosphate (GTP)
or GTP-g-S (a poorly hydrolyzable GTP analog
that can mimic and irreversibly sustain G-protein
signaling). In the presence of GTP, repeated bouts
of alkalization and acidification yielded revers-
ible and reproducible changes in membrane
potential and firing rate of RTN neurons (Fig. 3,
D and F). However, RTN cells dialyzed with
GTP-g-S showed diminished membrane potential
responseswith repeatedpHchanges, accompanied
by progressive membrane depolarization and
increased baseline firing (Fig. 3, E and F). Like-
wise, the acid-induced inward shift in holding
current showed little recovery or repeatability
in neurons recordedwith GTP-g-S (Fig. 3, G to I).
Strongmembrane depolarization (or inward cur-
rent) often occurred immediately upon whole-
cell access in neurons recorded with GTP-g-S
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Fig. 2. GPR4 deletion ablates pH sensitivity
and a pH-sensitive background K+ current in a
subset of RTN neurons in vitro. (A and B) Effects
of bath pH on firing activity (cell-attached mode) in
representativeGFP-expressingRTNneurons. A typ-
ical pH-sensitive neuron from a GPR4+/+ mouse is
depicted (A); in GPR4−/− mice (B), RTN neurons
thatwereeitherpH-sensitive (upper) orpH-insensitive
(lower) are shown. (C) Thepercentageof pH-sensitive
and pH-insensitive RTN neurons was significantly
different betweenGPR4+/+ andGPR4−/−mice (**P<
0.0001by c2; numbers are provided foreach group).
(D) Averaged firing rates at different bath pH for
RTN neurons from GPR4+/+ mice (n = 71) and for
RTN neurons from GPR4−/− mice that were identi-
fied as pH-sensitive (n = 45) or pH-insensitive
(n = 32). *P < 0.05 for GPR4+/+ versus GPR4−/−:
pH-sensitive; and †P < 0.05 for GPR4+/+ versus
GPR4−/−: pH-insensitive, by two-way RM-ANOVA
with Dunnett’s test. (E) Effects of bath acidification
and alkalization on holding current (at–60mV) and
conductance during whole-cell voltage clamp re-
cordings in a pH-sensitive neuron fromaJx-GPR4+/+

mouse (left) and a pH-insensitive neuron from a Jx-
GPR4−/− mouse (right). (F) Current-voltage (I-V)
relationship of pH-sensitive difference current (pH
8minus pH 7) for RTN neurons fromGPR4+/+mice
(n= 16) and fromGPR4−/−mice thatwere identified
in cell-attached recordings as pH-sensitive (n = 11)
or pH-insensitive (n = 5). Data are overlaid with fits
using theGoldman-Hodgkin-Katz (GHK)equation for
a “leak” K+ current. **P < 0.05 versus GPR4−/−: pH-
insensitive, by two-way RM-ANOVAwith Tukey’s test.
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(n = 8); after returning membrane potential and
firing rate to normal levels with hyperpolar-
izing current injection (n = 3), those GTP-g-S–
containing cells were insensitive to changes in
pH. In addition, bath acidification and alkali-
zation failed to evoke membrane depolariza-
tion and hyperpolarization in a subset of RTN
neurons recorded with GDP-b-S (n = 4 out of 7),
a GDP analog that interferes with receptor-
stimulated GDP:GTP exchange.
We tested whether targeted re-expression of

GPR4 in Phox2b-expressing RTN neurons would
rescue the defective respiratory phenotype ofmice
lacking GPR4. A lentiviral vector was prepared

that used a Phox2b-responsive promoter (PRSx8)
to drive GPR4 expression inRTNneurons (5, 20);
a control virus expressed GPR4(R117A), a mu-
tated receptor that cannot engage downstream
G-protein signaling (fig. S8) (21). Four weeks
after virus injection into the RTN region of adult
Jx-GPR4−/− mice (Fig. 4A), many RTN neurons
and some nearby C1 neurons were transduced
(Fig. 4, B to D, and fig. S9). Nearly all virally
transduced cells expressed Phox2b (i.e., ~85%
of mCherry+ cells were also GFP+). This RTN
neuron–selective re-expression of GPR4 yielded
a full rescue of the ventilatory response to CO2

(Fig. 4E). In contrast, the signaling-deficient mu-

tant of GPR4 failed to rescue the breathing de-
ficits (Fig. 4F). Neither virus modified the hypoxic
ventilatory response (fig. S9). An identical rescue
was observed using a lentivirus in which GPR4
expression was controlled by a nonselective EF1a
promoter (fig. S10). Re-expression of GPR4, but
not GPR4(R117A), in RTN neurons reduced the
number of apneic events in Jx-GPR4−/−mice (Fig.
4G) and restored CO2-induced cFos expression in
RTN neurons (Fig. 4, H and I). Virtually all the
activated and transduced cells were Phox2b-
expressing (~91%), and themajority of the activated
RTNneuronswere transduced (~64%) (Fig. 4I); in
a mouse that received a unilateral virus injection,
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Fig. 3. GPR4 and G protein activation contribute to effects of pH on fir-
ing and background K+ currents in RTN neurons from wild-type mice.
(A) Firing activity in a wild-type RTN neuron incubated with a GPR4 antagonist
(Dalton M46, 20 mM); the cell was insensitive to changes in bath pH. (B) The
percentage of pH-sensitive and pH-insensitive wild-type RTN neurons was
significantly different after treatment with the GPR4 blocker (**P < 0.0001 by
c2; numbers are provided for each group). (C) Averaged firing rate at different
bath pH from vehicle-treated RTN neurons (n = 21) or GPR4 blocker-treated
cells that were identified as pH-sensitive (n = 12) or pH-insensitive (n = 9). *P <
0.05 for vehicle versus blocker:pH-sensitive; and †P < 0.05 for vehicle versus
blocker:pH-insensitive, by two-way RM-ANOVA with Dunnett’s test. (D and E)
Effects of repeated changes in bath pH on firing rate (top) and membrane
potential (bottom) recorded from wild-type RTN neurons in the whole-cell
current clamp configurationwith pipettes containing either GTP (D) orGTP-g-S

(E). (F)(Top) Membrane hyperpolarization (% initial) during multiple bouts of
bath alkalization in RTN neurons recorded with GTP and GTP-g-S. (Bottom)
Change in baseline firing (at pH 7.3) after repeated bath alkalization in RTN
neurons recorded with GTP and GTP-g-S. (two-way RM-ANOVA; *P < 0.05 for
GTP versus GTP-g-S by Bonferroni test; and †P < 0.05 versus first application
by Dunnett’s test; n = 8 and 4). (G and H) Effects of repeated changes of bath
pH on holding current in wild-type RTN neurons during whole-cell voltage
clamp recordingwith pipettes that containedGTP (G) orGTP-g-S (H).The inset
shows the pH-sensitive I-Vobtained during the first sojourn from pH 8 to pH 7
for both cells, overlaid with a fit using the GHK equation. (I) Normalized pH-
sensitive current (pH 8minus pH 7 at–60mV, top) and holding current at pH8
(bottom) during repeated bouts of bath acidification and alkalization (two-way
RM-ANOVA; *P < 0.05 for GTP versus GTP-g-S by Bonferroni test; and †P <
0.05 versus first application by Dunnett’s test; n = 7 and 3).
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mice. (A) Schematic of experimental design. (B and C) White arrows denote virally
transduced (mCherry+) and Phox2b-expressing (GFP+) RTN neurons after injection of
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confidence interval (CI) for the distribution of RTN (GFP+/TH–) neurons across all virus-
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mice before (pre-lenti) and 4 weeks after lentiviral injection into the RTN [(E): GPR4-
mCherry, n = 8; or (F): GPR4(R117A)-mCherry, n = 7]. Shaded areas are 95%CIs for data
from Jx-GPR4+/+ mice (from Fig. 1A). (†P < 0.0001 by two-way RM-ANOVA, comparing
mice before and after lentiviral delivery; *P < 0.05, ****P < 0.0001, pairwise comparisons at each CO2 level by Bonferroni test). (G) The frequency of
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during incremental CO2 challenge for the indicated genotypes. †, all controls greater than all single or double knockouts, P < 0.0001; *, both single knockouts
greater than double knockouts (n values provided), by two-way RM-ANOVA with Bonferroni pairwise comparisons.
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cFos-labeled neurons were found exclusively on
the injected side (fig. S11). Despite transduction
of some C1 neurons, GPR4 re-expression did not
induce CO2-driven cFos expression in those cells
(fig. S9). Thus,RTN-selective re-expressionofGPR4
in Jx-GPR4−/−mice reinstatedCO2-dependent neu-
ronal activation and increased ventilation, and
reduced the incidence of apneas.
The preferential brainstem localization of

GPR4 to RTN neurons is similar to that of the
pH-sensitive TASK-2 channel (8, 9). Indeed, we
found extensive coexpression of both GPR4 and
TASK-2 in Phox2b-expressing RTN neurons
(Fig. 4J). We therefore examined the effects of
simultaneous genetic ablation of both GPR4
and TASK-2. Of >350 pups obtained by breed-
ing mice heterozygous at both loci, 4 males
survived past weaning (from 13 total double
knockouts). For those surviving animals, the ef-
fect of CO2 on ventilation was nearly completely
suppressed (by ~85%, Fig. 4K), suggesting inde-
pendent contributions of GPR4 and TASK-2.
Our data demonstrate that GPR4 is required

for the normal ventilatory response to CO2 and
that this reflects its selective expression in Phox2b-
expressing RTN chemosensory neurons, where
it contributes to neuronal excitability and pH
sensitivity. GPR4 thus provides proton-sensing
capability in chemoreceptor neurons that acutely
maintain physiological acid/base balance via
the regulation of breathing (1, 2). The signaling
pathway and channel downstream of GPR4 re-
main to be determined, but it appears that GPR4
and TASK-2 provide independent molecular
pH sensors in overlapping populations of RTN
chemosensitive neurons (8), and thus redun-
dancy for this vital function. Astrocytic puriner-
gic signaling appears to be yet another distinct
mechanism for modulating CO2-activated RTN
activity (22, 23), because effects of gliotransmit-
ters such as adenosine triphosphate or glutamate
are not likely to involve GPR4 (fig. S8).
Mice lacking GPR4 recapitulate two cardinal

features of CCHS patients—depressed respiratory
chemosensitivity and increased apneas (15)—and
both defects were rescued after selective GPR4
re-expression in a subset of Phox2b-expressing
RTN neurons. Thus, reduced excitability and
chemoresponsiveness in RTN neurons, effects
more subtle than the outright genetic ablation
of those cells observed in CCHSmodels (6, 7, 9),
might predispose individuals to respiratory prob-
lems associated with reduced chemosensitivity
(such as central sleep apnea, apnea of prematu-
rity, or sudden infant death syndrome) (24, 25),
and activation of GPR4 in RTN neurons might
provide a therapeutic option for treating these
common respiratory ailments.
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CELL DIVISION CYCLE

Kinetochore attachment sensed
by competitive Mps1 and microtubule
binding to Ndc80C
Zhejian Ji, Haishan Gao, Hongtao Yu*

The spindle checkpoint of the cell division cycle senses kinetochores that are not attached
to microtubules and prevents precocious onset of anaphase, which can lead to aneuploidy.
The nuclear division cycle 80 complex (Ndc80C) is a major microtubule receptor at the
kinetochore. Ndc80C also mediates the kinetochore recruitment of checkpoint proteins.
We found that the checkpoint protein kinase monopolar spindle 1 (Mps1) directly bound
to Ndc80C through two independent interactions. Both interactions involved the
microtubule-binding surfaces of Ndc80C and were directly inhibited in the presence of
microtubules. Elimination of one such interaction in human cells caused checkpoint
defects expected from a failure to detect unattached kinetochores. Competition between
Mps1 and microtubules for Ndc80C binding thus constitutes a direct mechanism for
the detection of unattached kinetochores.

U
nattached kinetochores (KTs) recruit and
activate spindle checkpoint proteins to
produce wait-anaphase signals, ensuring
the fidelity of chromosome segregation.
Microtubule (MT) attachment releases

checkpoint proteins from KTs and attenuates
checkpoint signaling. Whether KT signaling of
any checkpoint proteins is directly inhibited by
MT attachment remains to be established, how-
ever. The KMN network of KT proteins acts both

as a criticalMT receptor and a signaling platform
for the spindle checkpoint (1–4). In humans, KMN
contains the kinetochore null 1 protein (Knl1), the
minichromosome instability 12 complex (Mis12C),
and thenucleardivisioncycle80complex (Ndc80C).
Ndc80C directly engages MTs through the N-
terminal tail of highly expressed in cancer 1 (Hec1)
and Calponin Homology (CH) domains of Hec1
and nuclear filament–containing protein 2 (Nuf2)
(5). Ndc80C also mediates the KT localization of
key checkpoint proteins, including monopolar
spindle 1 (Mps1) and themitosis arrest deficiency
1–2 complex (Mad1–Mad2) (6, 7). MT attachment
releases both Mps1 and Mad1–Mad2 from KTs.
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In metazoans, removal of Mad1–Mad2 from KTs
is, however, indirectly mediated through dynein-
dependent poleward transport along MTs (8).
Mps1 phosphorylates Knl1 at multiple

methionine-glutamate-leucine-threonine (MELT)
motifs and creates docking sites for the budding
uninhibited by benomyl 1–3 complex (Bub1–Bub3)
(9–12). Mps1 further phosphorylates Bub1 and
promotes its binding to Mad1–Mad2 (13–15).
Mps1 is thus an initiator of checkpoint signaling
and a candidate for being a direct sensor of KT-
MT attachment.
We first tested whether human Mps1 directly

interacted with Ndc80C. Mps1 contains an N-
terminal extension (NTE) critical for KT target-
ing (16), a tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) domain,
and a C-terminal kinase domain (Fig. 1A). Puri-
fied recombinant Mps1 and Ndc80C interacted
with each other (fig. S1A). Furthermore, Mps1
NTE and a conserved middle region (MR) each
independently bound toNdc80C orNdc80Cbonsai

[miniaturized Ndc80C comprising mostly the

head domains of its subunits (17)] (Fig. 1A and
fig. S1, B to E).
S281 of Mps1 MR is phosphorylated in mitotic

human cells (18). The Mps1 MR24 and phospho-
S281 pMR24 peptides bound to Ndc80Cbonsai

with its Hec1 tail deleted (Dtail) with dissociation
constants (Kd) of 8.4 and 2.0 mM, respectively, as
measured with isothermal titration calorimetry
(fig. S1F). Thus, S281 phosphorylation moder-
ately enhanced binding of Mps1 MR to Ndc80C.
Deletion of the Hec1 tail enhanced pMR24 bind-
ing to Ndc80Cbonsai (Fig. 1B), suggesting an auto-
inhibitory effect of this tail on binding of Mps1.
The centromeric protein kinase Aurora B phos-
phorylates multiple residues in the Hec1 tail
(17, 19,20).Ndc80Cbonsai phosphorylated byAurora
B or with phosphomimicking mutations in Hec1
(9D) bound to pMR24 more strongly, indicating
that Aurora B phosphorylation relieved the auto-
inhibition (Fig. 1, B and C, and fig. S1G). Thus, the
Ndc80C–MR interaction appears to be regulated
by mitotic phosphorylation of both partners.

Aurora B phosphorylation or deletion of the
Hec1 tail had little effect onMps1NTE binding to
Ndc80C (fig. S1H). The Kd of the NTE–Ndc80C
interaction was 9.6 mM as determined by means
of microscale thermophoresis (fig. S1J). Mps11-300
containing both motifs bound to Ndc80Cbonsai

Dtail with a stoichiometry of 1:1 and aKd of 8.7 mM,
which was comparable with the affinity of either
motif alone. Thus, Mps1 NTE and MR bind non-
cooperatively to Ndc80C.
Wemapped the sites within Ndc80C bound by

the two Mps1 motifs. Mps11-200 bound to the
CHdomain ofHec1 (Fig. 1D) (21). K89E andK166E
mutations of Hec1 CH compromise binding of
Ndc80C to MTs (17). (Single-letter abbreviations
for the amino acid residues are as follows: A, Ala;
C, Cys; D, Asp; E, Glu; F, Phe; G, Gly; H, His; I, Ile;
K, Lys; L, Leu; M, Met; N, Asn; P, Pro; Q, Gln; R,
Arg; S, Ser; T, Thr; V, Val; W, Trp; and Y, Tyr.
In the mutants, other amino acids were substi-
tuted at certain locations; for example, K89E in-
dicates that lysine at position 89 was replaced by
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Fig. 1. Direct interactions of Mps1 with Ndc80C through two distinct
motifs. (A) Domains and motifs of Mps1 and sequence alignment of the
MR. Mps1 fragments that can or cannot bind to Ndc80C are depicted in red
or black, respectively. H.s., Homo sapiens; M.m., Mus musculus; G.g., Gallus
gallus; X.l., Xenopus laevis. The sequence of MR24 is boxed. Asterisk marks
S281 phosphorylated in human Mps1. (B) Binding of Ndc80Cbonsai containing
Hec1 WT, Dtail, or 9D (Spc24 and Spc25 blot) to pMR24-coupled beads. (C)
Model explaining how Aurora B phosphorylation of the Hec1 tail stimulates

MR binding to Ndc80C. (D) Binding of Mps11-200 (blotted with antibody to
Mps1; top) to beads bound to GST-Hec1CH WT or the indicated mutants
(Coomassie staining; bottom). The relative band intensities (as ratios to that
of WT) were indicated below. (E) Binding of Ndc80Cbonsai containing Nuf2
WT or N126A (Spc24 and Spc25 blot) to pMR24 beads. Relative band
intensities were indicated below. (F) Surface drawing of the CH domains of
Hec1 and Nuf2. Hec1 and Nuf2 residues critical for Mps1 NTE and MR binding
were labeled.
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glutamic acid.) These mutations also diminished
binding of Mps11-200 to Ndc80C (Fig. 1D), in-
dicating that Mps1 NTE bound to the MT-
binding surface on Hec1. Deletion of Nuf2 CH,
but not Hec1 CH, abolished binding of pMR24
to Ndc80C (fig. S2A). Several Nuf2 CH single
mutants exhibited reduced binding to pMR24,
with N126A being the most deficient (Fig. 1E
and fig. S2, B and C). These mutated residues
cluster around the MT-binding site of Nuf2 (Fig.
1F) (17). Thus, Mps1MR binds to theMT-binding
site of Nuf2.
We tested whether Mps1 NTE and MR com-

peted with MTs for Ndc80Cbonsai binding. Taxol-
stabilized MTs reduced binding of Ndc80C to
both Mps11–200 (containing NTE) and pMR24 in
a dose-dependent manner (Fig. 2, A and B, and
fig. S3, A and B). Binding of Mps1 to Ndc80C 9D
or Dtail (which are deficient in binding to MT)
was less affected byMTs. Unpolymerized tubulin
did not block the twoMps1–Ndc80C interactions
(fig. S3C). Conversely, pMR24 at high concentra-
tions reduced theMT-binding affinity of Ndc80C

from 0.56 to 5.87 mM (Fig. 3C and fig. S3D). It did
not affect binding between MT and the MR-
binding–deficient Ndc80CN126A. Thus, bothMps1
NTE and MR compete with MTs for binding to
Ndc80C.
Dynein-dependent poleward transport (8, 22)

releases Mad1–Mad2 from attached KTs. This
mechanism is blocked by the F258A mutation in
Spindly, a KT receptor of dynein (23). Expression
of Spindly F258A in HeLa cells depleted of en-
dogenous Spindly blocked Mad1 release from at-
tachedKTs but did not blockMps1 release (fig. S4).
Release of Mps1 from attached KTs is thus in-
dependent of dynein, likely through direct MT
competition.
Mps1 DNTE failed to localize to unattached

KTs, whereas Mps1 DMR localized normally to
KTs (Fig. 2, D and E, and fig. S5A). Aurora B
inhibition expectedly abolished the KT localiza-
tion of both Mps1 wild type (WT) and DMR (fig.
S5, B and C). Thus, the KT localization of Mps1 in
vivo appears to depend mainly on the NTE–
Ndc80C interaction. Competition of this interac-

tionwithMTs likely releasesMps1 from attached
KTs. Four repeats of MR containing the phos-
phomimicking S281D mutation (4MD) fused to
green fluorescent protein (GFP) localized to KTs
(fig. S6). This localization was abolished by the
Nuf2 N126A mutation, indicating that the MR–
Nuf2 interaction could targetMps1 toKTs to some
extent. GFP-4MD still localized to attached me-
taphase KTs and interfered with chromosome
alignment (Fig. 2, F andG). The artificialGFP-4MD
might outcompeteMTs for binding toNdc80C or
displace the endogenous Mps1 bound to Nuf2.
HeLa cells depleted of endogenous Mps1 and

expressing Mps1 DNTE failed to undergo mitotic
arrest in nocodazole, demonstrating a requirement
for NTE in checkpoint signaling (16) (Fig. 3A). Al-
though Mps1 DMR was slightly deficient in sup-
porting nocodazole-induced mitotic arrest, it was
largely inactive when Aurora B was inhibited by
ZM447439 (ZM). Bub1 KT localization was com-
promised inMps1DMRcells, evenwithout Aurora
B inhibition (fig. S7). Furthermore, theMR-binding–
deficient Nuf2 N126A failed to restore mitotic
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Fig. 2. Competition of Mps1 and MTs for binding
to Ndc80C. (A and B) Release of Ndc80Cbonsai

proteins bound to beads containing (A) GST-Mps11-200
or (B) pMR24 by taxol-stabilized MTs. Relative in-
tensities of Ndc80C bound to beads were plotted
against MT concentrations. AU, arbitrary unit. Error
bars, SD (n = 3 independent experiments). (C) Inhi-
bition of Ndc80Cbonsai (Nuf2 WTor N126A) binding
to taxol-stabilized MTs by pMR24, as revealed by MT
pelleting assay. Fractions ofMT-associated Ndc80Cbonsai

proteins were plotted against MT concentrations. Data
were fitted with one-site binding curves. Error bars, SD
(n = 3 independent experiments). (D) Localization of
stably expressed GFP-Mps1 proteins in HeLa cells
depleted of endogenous Mps1. DNTE, mutant lack-
ing NTE; DMR, mutant lacking MR; DNM, mutant
lacking NTE and MR; CREST, calcinosis, Raynaud
phenomenon, esophageal dysmotility, sclerodactyly,
telangiectasia; DAPI, 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole.
Boxed regions were magnified and shown in insets.
(E) Quantification of the KT enrichment of GFP sig-
nals in (D). Each dot represents one cell. Bars indi-
cate the median. ****P < 0.0001; N.S., not significant; Student’s t test. (F) Immunofluorescence images of GFP-4MD–expressing HeLa cells. (G) Quantification of
the percentages of mitotic cells with or without GFP-4MD expression that exhibited the indicated chromosome alignment phenotypes. Mean and range of two
independent experiments (n > 100 cells each) are shown.
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arrest of cells depleted of endogenous Nuf2 and
treated with ZM (Fig. 3B and fig. S8A). Nuf2 N126A
cells had moderate checkpoint defects, even in the
absence of ZM. Mps1-dependent events, includ-
ing Knl1 phosphorylation and Bub1-related protein
1 (BubR1) KT localization, were defective in Nuf2
N126A cells (Fig. 3, C and D, and fig. S8, B to E).
Thus, the Mps1 MR–Nuf2 interaction also con-
tributes to checkpoint signaling. Disruption of this
interaction in nocodazole-treated cells (with KTs
unattached) renders the checkpoint dependent
on Aurora B, similar to the checkpoint in taxol-
treated cells (withmost KTs attached) (24). These
findings suggest that the Mps1 MR–Nuf2 inter-
action senses the status of KT attachment in
human cells.
Our results establish a straightforward cellular

mechanism for sensing KT–MT attachment (Fig.
3E). BecauseNTE andMRbind independently to
Hec1 and Nuf2 heads, there might be two types
ofMps1–Ndc80C interactions at KTs: amajor one
involving the NTE–Hec1 interface and a minor
one involving the MR–Nuf2 interface. Binding of
MT to Ndc80C releases both and inhibits Mps1
signaling. The weak, multisite Mps1–Ndc80C in-
teractions explain the transient nature ofMps1 at
KTs and the inability to detect these interactions
in human cell lysates. These interactions might
have evolved to balance Mps1 recruitment to un-
attached KTs and its release from attached ones.
TheMR–Nuf2 interaction is required forMps1-

dependent phosphorylation of Knl1 and events
downstreamof this phosphorylation. BecauseKnl1

and Ndc80C are components of the same con-
stitutive protein network, the weak MR–Nuf2 in-
teraction is reminiscent of docking interactions
between kinases and substrates. In the case of
Mps1, MR does not dock on Knl1 itself but on
Ndc80C, which indirectly associates with Knl1
through Mis12C. The two degrees of separation
ensure thatMps1 preferably phosphorylates Knl1
in the intact KMN.
Our study further points to an intricate cross-

talk among the mitotic kinases Mps1, Bub1, and
AuroraB in sensingKT–MTattachment. Increasing
phosphorylation of the Hec1 tail by Aurora B pro-
gressively weakens MT binding by Ndc80C (25).
In contrast, Aurora B–dependent phosphorylation
of the same Hec1 tail enhances binding of Mps1
MR to Nuf2, which promotes phosphorylation of
Knl1 and KT targeting of Bub1. In a feed-forward
mechanism, Bub1 can then phosphorylate his-
tone H2A and further enrich Aurora B at cen-
tromeres (26, 27). Thus, Aurora B regulates the
competing MT- and Mps1-binding activities of
Ndc80C in opposite directions.
MT- and dynein-dependent release of Mad1–

Mad2 from attached KTs indirectly contributes
to KT–MT attachment sensing in metazoans but
not in yeast (28). Our study establishes compe-
tition between Mps1 and MTs for binding to
Ndc80C as a directmechanism formonitoringKT
attachment. Although the NTE and MRmotifs of
vertebrate Mps1 are not conserved in yeast, Mps1
interacts with Ndc80C in yeast (29). Thus, Mps1
may be a primordial sensor ofKT–MTattachment.
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Fig. 3. Requirement of Mps1–Ndc80C interactions during checkpoint
signaling. (A and B) Mitotic indices of HeLa cells stably expressing the
indicated (A) GFP-Mps1 or (B) Nuf2-Myc proteins transfected with the
indicated small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) and treated with nocodazole (Noc)
with or without ZM447439 (ZM). WT, wild type. Error bars, SD (n = 4
independent experiments). ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001; Student’s t test.
(C) Chromosome spreads of cells in (B) treated with nocodazole and MG132

were stained with DAPI and indicated antibodies. Boxed regions were mag-
nified and shown in insets. (D) Quantification of the relative KT intensity of
phospho-T875 Knl1 staining in (C). Each dot represents one KT pair. Bar
indicates the median (n = 460 pairs of KTs). ****P < 0.0001; Student’s t test.
(E) Model of MT-mediated inhibition of Mps1 signaling at KTs. Molecules and
structures are not drawn to scale. Knl1 and Ndc80C are drawn as straight
rods for simplicity.
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CELL DIVISION CYCLE

Competition between MPS1 and
microtubules at kinetochores
regulates spindle checkpoint signaling
Yoshitaka Hiruma,1,2,3* Carlos Sacristan,2,3* Spyridon T. Pachis,2,3

Athanassios Adamopoulos,1 Timo Kuijt,2,3 Marcellus Ubbink,4 Eleonore von Castelmur,1

Anastassis Perrakis,1† Geert J. P. L. Kops2,3†

Cell division progresses to anaphase only after all chromosomes are connected to spindle
microtubules through kinetochores and the spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC) is satisfied.We
show that the amino-terminal localization module of the SAC protein kinase MPS1 (monopolar
spindle 1) directly interacts with the HEC1 (highly expressed in cancer 1) calponin homology
domain in theNDC80 (nucleardivisioncycle80)kinetochore complex in vitro, in aphosphorylation-
dependent manner. Microtubule polymers disrupted this interaction. In cells, MPS1 binding
to kinetochores or to ectopic NDC80 complexes was prevented by end-on microtubule
attachment, independent of known kinetochore protein-removal mechanisms. Competition for
kinetochore binding between SAC proteins and microtubules provides a direct and perhaps
evolutionarily conserved way to detect a properly organized spindle ready for cell division.

A
ttachment of microtubules to kinetochores
of meiotic and mitotic chromosomes is es-
sential for segregating a single copy of the
genetic material to each of the daughter
cells during cell division. This process is

surveyed by the spindle assembly checkpoint
(SAC), which orchestrates the assembly of an
anaphase inhibitor (1, 2) that delays mitotic pro-
gression until all kinetochores are attached to
microtubules (3, 4). Stable interaction of micro-
tubules to all kinetochores silences the SAC, al-
lowing anaphase to proceed. A key unresolved
question is how the SACmachinery distinguishes
attached from unattached kinetochores. In meta-
zoa, poleward transport of SAC proteins by the
dynein motor complex may contribute to extin-
guishing kinetochore-SAC signalingwhenmicro-
tubules have attached (5). However, kinetochore
dynein is not widely conserved (1, 6), and SAC
protein removal and silencing can occur without
kinetochore dynein in human cells (7, 8). Kine-
tochore phosphatases are required to silence the

SAC in fungi and metazoa (9–11), but there is no
evidence that they are regulated by microtubule
attachment.
The SAC relies on the kinetochore-localized

protein kinase MPS1 (monopolar spindle 1). Fail-
ure to remove it from kinetochores prevents SAC
silencing and timely anaphase onset (12, 13). The
microtubule-binding NDC80 (nuclear division
cycle 80) complex [NDC80-C, which consists of
HEC1 (highly expressed in cancer 1), NUF2 (nucle-
ar filament–related 2), and SPC24 and SPC25
(spindle pole body component 24 and 25)] is
needed forMPS1 localization to the kinetochores
(14–18). The N-terminal calponin homology (CH)
domain of human HEC1 is essential for that in-
teraction (14), as also in Saccharomyces cerevisiae
(19, 20). TheMPS1 tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR)
domain and a 62–amino acid N-terminal exten-
sion (NTE) are required for localizing MPS1 to
kinetochores (14).
To test whether the NTE-TPR localization

module of MPS1 binds directly to the NDC80-C,
we expressed 15N-labeled MPS1 N-terminal do-
main variants—namely MPS1TPR, MPS1NTE-TPR,
and MPS1TPR-CTE (CTE, C-terminal extension)
(Fig. 1A and fig. S1A) (for details on all constructs,
see the supplementary materials and methods).
The corresponding 1H-15N heteronuclear single
quantum coherence spectra showed dispersed
peaks, as expected for the TPR structure (Fig. 1, B
and C). The 1H-15N spectra recorded in the pres-
ence of the “Broccoli” variant of the NDC80-C

[NDC80-CBroccoli (21)] showed peak broadening,
leading to the disappearance ofmanypeaks (Fig. 1,
D and E, and fig. S1B), which is indicative of the
formation of a complex with higher molecular
mass. Peak changes were also observed for bind-
ing to the “Bonsai” complex [NDC80Bonsai (22)]
(fig. S1, C to E).
We determined the strength of the interaction

of the localizationmodule ofMPS1 andNDC80-C
by microscale thermophoresis (MST) (all affin-
ities determined in this study are summarized in
table S1). The same variants as those used for the
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments
(Fig. 1F and fig. S2, A and B) andMPS1NTE-TPR-CTE

(Fig. 1G) showed weak binding affinities (3 to
11 mM) when titrated to fluorescently labeled
NDC80Broccoli. Relatively higher affinity was ob-
served for NTE-containing constructs, consistent
with our previous demonstration of NTE impor-
tance for MPS1 function (14) and with NMR
spectra that show more changes in the presence
of the NTE (Fig. 1E). Titrating NDC80Broccoli to
fluorescently labeled full-length MPS1 showed
similar affinity to that of the TPR-containing
constructs (~10 mM) (fig. S2C). However, when
NDC80Broccoli was titrated to fluorescently labeled
MPS1NTE-TPR-CTE,we did not observe clear binding
(Fig. 2A).
The N-terminal localizationmodule ofMPS1 is

heavily phosphorylated, and cyclin-dependent ki-
nase 1,AuroraB, Polo-likekinase 1 (PLK1), andMPS1
itself have been implicated in regulating locali-
zation ofMPS1 to kinetochores (14, 15, 20, 22, 23).
Because most potential phosphorylation sites
within NTE conform to an MPS1 or PLK1 con-
sensus sequence, we used recombinant MPS1 to
phosphorylate the N-terminal MPS1 localiza-
tionmodule.Whereas titrating NDC80-CBroccoli to
labeled unphosphorylated MPS1NTE-TPR-CTE had
resulted in no binding (Fig. 2A), exposingNDC80-
CBroccoli to phosphorylated, labeledMPS1NTE-TPR-CTE

(pMPS1NTE-TPR-CTE) resulted in clear interaction
with an affinity of ~150 nM (Fig. 2A). The affinity
of NDC80-CBroccoli to pMPS1TPR-CTE remained
undetectable, indicating that the phosphorylation
events leading to increased affinity are in the
NTE. Phosphorylated full-length MPS1 had sim-
ilar affinity (~210 nM) as pMPS1NTE-TPR-CTE for
NDC80-CBroccoli (fig. S2D). In addition, the inter-
action of pMPS1NTE-TPR-CTE with NDC80-CBroccoli

was outcompeted by excess amounts of unlabeled
MPS1NTE-TPR-CTE (fig. S3A), indicating that the
unphosphorylated and phosphorylated forms at
least partially share the interaction site. Finally,
pMPS1NTE-TPR-CTE also interacted with NDC80-
CBonsai (fig. S3B), as well as with only the CH do-
main of HEC1 (Fig. 2B). Collectively, these results
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show that phosphorylation of the NTE of MPS1 in-
creases affinity toward NDC80-C by at least a factor
of 20 and that amainMPS1 interaction site in the
outer kinetochore exists in the HEC1 CH domain.
We next tested whether microtubules could di-

rectly prevent the interaction of MPS1 to HEC1,
which is known to contactmicrotubules (22). Bind-
ing of either MPS1NTE-TPR-CTE or pMPS1NTE-TPR-CTE

to NDC80Broccoli was compromised by the pres-
ence of taxol-stabilizedmicrotubules, in amanner
dependent on microtubule concentration and
polymerization time (Fig. 2C and fig. S3, C andD).
To test whether competition between MPS1

and microtubules for NDC80-C binding also oc-
curs in cells, we examined whether MPS1 and
microtubules could bind kinetochores simultane-

ously. MPS1 amounts at kinetochores in prometa-
phase cells were high on unattached and laterally
attached kinetochores but were almost undetect-
able on kinetochores that displayed clear end-on
attachments (Fig. 3, A and B). Expression of the
Phe258→Ala258 mutant of Spindly, which specifi-
cally prevents activity of the kinetochore-localized
pool of dynein (7), did not prevent microtubule
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Fig. 1. Interaction of the N-terminal localization module of
MPS1 with the NDC80 complex. (A) Diagrams of MPS1 and
NDC80-CBroccoli. (B to E) NMR spectra of [15N] MPS1 variants, alone
or mixed with NDC80-CBroccoli. A ~10% molar excess of NDC80-C
was used for the complex measurements. d, chemical shift; ppm,
parts per million. (F and G) MST binding curves of MPS1 variants
titrated against fluorescent NDC80-CBroccoli . Error bars show
SDs from a triplicate experiment. KD, dissociation constant.
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attachment from removing MPS1 from kineto-
chores (Fig. 3, C and D), whereas it reduced the
release of MAD1 (mitotic arrest deficient 1) and
ZW10 (zeste white 10) (Fig. 3D and fig. S4A).
Similar results were obtained by depletion of the
dynactin subunits Arp1 or p150Glued (8, 14) or by
treatment of cells with the small-molecule dynein
inhibitor ciliobrevin D (24) (fig. S4, B to E). Cilio-
brevin D caused high frequency of kinetochores
bound to the microtubule lattice, and these kineto-
chores had substantial amounts of MPS1 (fig. S4D).
This verified that initial lateral attachments, which
in animal cells do not involve the NDC80-C, did
not dislodge MPS1 from kinetochores.
Displacement of MPS1 from attached kineto-

chores coincided with dephosphorylation of one

of its key SAC substrates, KNL1 (kinetochore null
1) (Fig. 3D and fig. S4A). Precluding localization
of the main SAC-silencing phosphatase PP1 (pro-
tein phosphatase 1) to kinetochores by expressing
KNL1-4A (10), however, did not prevent micro-
tubules from inhibiting MPS1 kinetochore bind-
ing (Fig. 3, E and F).
Decorating ectopic LacO arrays on the arm of

chromosome 1 with LacI-tethered HEC1 was suf-
ficient to localize endogenousMPS1 to those arrays
in the absence of microtubules (Fig. 3G and fig.
S4F) (14). Allowing microtubules from a mono-
polar spindle to engage in interactions with the
LacI-HEC1 molecules on the LacO arrays resulted
in delocalization of MPS1 (Fig. 3G). Notably, the
LacO arrayswere devoid of dynein (fig. S4F). These

data support the hypothesis that MPS1 and micro-
tubules compete for binding to NDC80-C in cells.
To identify which residues inHEC1 bindMPS1,

we reasoned that because of the preferential
binding of phosphorylated MPS1, hydrogen
donorswithinHEC1were likely candidates. Based
on the structure of NDC80-C bound to micro-
tubules (19), we designed four NDC80Broccoli

mutants carrying clustered substitutions in the
HEC1 CH domain, either directly in the interface
with tubulin (M1) or peripheral to the interface
(M2 to M4) (Fig. 4, A and B). Whereas M1 and
M3displayed a similar affinity for pMPS1NTE-TPR-CTE

as wild-type NDC80Broccoli, M2 and, in particular,
M4 had reduced affinities (Fig. 4C and fig. S5A).
M4 was compromised in recruiting endogenous
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MPS1 to LacO arrays (fig. S5, B and C) and en-
dogenous kinetochores (Fig. 4D) and was unable
to support a robust SAC response (fig. S5D). How-
ever,M4 remained capable of bindingmicrotubules
in vitro (fig. S5E) and supporting stable kinetochore-
microtubule interactions in cells (fig. S5F). These
findings show that theHEC1-MPS1 interface is in
close proximity to but is not identical to theHEC1-
microtubule interface (fig. S5G) and suggest that
inhibition of MPS1-HEC1 interaction by micro-
tubules is at least partly noncompetitive in nature.
Our data reveal a mechanism for how

kinetochore-microtubule interactions inhibit
production of the anaphase inhibitor. MPS1 di-
rectly binds the outer kinetochore NDC80-C in a
phosphorylation-dependent manner, orchestrat-
ing SAC signaling by ensuring localization of SAC
proteins and by promoting assembly and stabil-
ity of the anaphase inhibitor (25). As MPS1 cycles
dynamically on and off the kinetochore (12), end-
on attachments of microtubules to the NDC80-C
can directly prevent rebinding of MPS1 (Fig. 4F).
To extinguish the SAC, delocalization of MPS1
likely needs to coincide with removal of key
downstream SAC effectors from kinetochores

andwith dephosphorylation of its substrates and
perhaps of MPS1 (10, 26).
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Fig. 4. Mutations in the CH domain of HEC1 preclude MPS1 binding. (A and B) Surface view of the NDC80 complex bound to tubulin (Protein Data Bank
identification number: 3IZO) (A) or the HEC1 region close to tubulin (B), with the four HEC1 cluster mutants (M1 to M4) annotated in color. (C) Relative affinity of
the NDC80-CBroccoli mutants binding to pMPS1NTE-TPR-CTE. Error bars denote SD. (D and E) Representative images (D) and quantification (TSD) (E) of protein
localization in HeLa Flp-IN cells expressing the indicated HEC1 variants and treated with nocodazole. ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001. (F) Model for how
microtubules inhibit signaling by the SAC kinase MPS1.
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SEX DETERMINATION

A male-determining factor in the
mosquito Aedes aegypti
Andrew Brantley Hall,1,2,3* Sanjay Basu,3,4* Xiaofang Jiang,1,2,3 Yumin Qi,2,3

Vladimir A. Timoshevskiy,3,4 James K. Biedler,2,3 Maria V. Sharakhova,3,4

Rubayet Elahi,2 Michelle A. E. Anderson,3,4 Xiao-Guang Chen,5 Igor V. Sharakhov,1,3,4

Zach N. Adelman,1,3,4† Zhijian Tu1,2,3†

Sex determination in the mosquito Aedes aegypti is governed by a dominant male-determining
factor (M factor) located within a Ychromosome–like region called the M locus. Here, we
show that an M-locus gene, Nix, functions as an M factor in A. aegypti. Nix exhibits persistent
M linkage and early embryonic expression, two characteristics required of an M factor. Nix
knockout with clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)–Cas9
resulted in largely feminized genetic males and the production of female isoforms of two key
regulators of sexual differentiation: doublesex and fruitless. Ectopic expression of Nix resulted
in genetic females with nearly complete male genitalia. Thus, Nix is both required and
sufficient to initiate male development. This study provides a foundation for mosquito control
strategies that convert female mosquitoes into harmless males.

I
nsects employ diversemolecularmechanisms
to determine sex (1–3). Sex is determined by
X chromosome dosage in fruit flies (4), hetero-
zygosity of the complementary sex determiner
locus in honeybees (5), and a female-specific

Piwi-interacting RNA in the silkworm Bombyx
mori (6). Similar tomammals, sexdetermination in
many insects is governed by anM factor located on
aY chromosomeor homomorphic sex-determining
chromosome (1).Despite the availability of genomic
resources, noM factor has yet been characterized
in any insect due to the difficulties of identifying
genes in repeat-rich regions (1–3). Sex deter-

mination in mosquitoes is of particular interest
because only adult females transmit pathogens re-
sponsible for dengue and yellow fever (7, 8). Con-
sequently, a mosquito M factor would be useful
in implementing vector control strategies where
female mosquitoes are converted into harmless
males (7).
Male development inAedes aegypti is initiated

by anM factor located on the homomorphic sex-
determining chromosomewithin a Y chromosome–
like region called the M locus (9–11). The highly
repetitive nature of the Aedes aegypti M locus
has impeded thediscovery of anM factor (3, 12, 13).
To overcome this bottleneck, we developed the
chromosome quotient method to find male-
specific (M-linked) genomic sequences by com-
paring the ratio of female to male alignments to
reference sequences (12, 13). First, we separately
sequenced the genomes of males and females
from two strains of A. aegypti: Liverpool and khw.
Then, we generated a rudimentary assembly
using the male khw strain data because repeat-
rich regions like the M locus are often under-
represented in Sanger-based genome assemblies

(14). Next, we aligned the male and female Illu-
mina data to this assembly and identified 164
contigs that were potentiallyM linked (defined as
more than 5 times as many alignments from
male data as from female data in both strains)
(table S1). Of the 164 sequences, 140 were either
absent from RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) data
altogether, absent from early embryo RNA-seq
samples, or present in female-derived RNA-seq
samples. Within the 24 remaining sequences, we
identified only one new gene that is a distant ho-
molog of transformer-2 (table S2), which is in-
volved in the splicing of doublesex (dsx) and
fruitless (fru), two key regulators of sexual
differentiation in Drosophila melanogaster (4).
We named this gene Nix. Because of the tan-
talizing link to sex determination, we hypothe-
sized that Nix may function as an M factor in
A. aegypti.
The Nix cDNA spans 985 base pairs and en-

codes a 288–amino acid polypeptide containing
twoRNA recognitionmotifs (GenBankKF732822)
(fig. S1 and tables S2 and S3). Primers for Nix
amplified a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) pro-
duct exclusively in male genomic DNA (Fig. 1A).
We previously described two transgenes (J2 and
sensor) that closely flank the M locus (13). Fluo-
rescence in situ hybridization (FISH) to mitotic
chromosomes usingMJ2sensor/mmales confirmed
that the Nix signal localizes to only one homol-
ogous copy of chromosome 1 at position 1q21, the
location of the M locus (Fig. 1D and fig. S2) (11).
Digital droplet PCR indicated that one haploid
copy ofNix is present inmales and zero copies of
Nix are present in females (Fig. 1E). Next, we ana-
lyzed whether recombination could separate Nix
from the M locus. By screening 5000 individuals,
we identified 19 recombinantswhere the J2 trans-
gene was separated from the M locus (13, 15). In
females from a colony established from these in-
dividuals, we could not identify Nix by PCR, sup-
porting the conclusion that Nix is located within
the M locus (Fig. 1B). Transcription of Nix was
first detected 3 to 4 hours after oviposition (Fig. 1C
and fig. S3), corresponding to the beginning of the
syncytial blastoderm stage before sex is estab-
lished (16). Thus,Nix exhibits two necessary char-
acteristics of an M factor: persistent M linkage
and early embryonic expression.
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Fig. 1. Nix is located within the M locus. (A) PCR for
Nix in male and female genomic DNA. For all PCR
experiments, a ribosomal protein gene, RPS7, was used
as a positive control. (B) PCR for Nix in genomic DNA
from recombinant female mJ2sensor/m A. aegypti. (C)
Reverse transcription PCRexpression profile ofNix from
0- to 12-hourembryocDNAstartingat0 to 1 hour in 1-hour
increments. (D) FISH with a probe for Nix and the J2
transgene in mitotic chromosomes of J2 transgenic
males. (E) Nix copy number as determined by digital
droplet PCR (ddPCR) on male and female genomic
DNA. Error bars, mean T SEM.
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To investigate the role of Nix in mosquito
development,wegenerated somatic loss-of-function
mutants by injecting clustered regularly inter-
spaced short palindromic repeats–Cas9 (CRISPR-Cas9)
(17, 18) and synthetic guide RNAs (sgRNAs) target-
ing Nix into embryos oviposited by females that
hadmated with double-markedMJ2sensor/m trans-
genic males (fig. S4). In the absence of any phe-
notypic changes, virtually all males resulting from
this cross would be double-marked, whereas all
females would be unmarked. Genetic lesions in
Nix were confirmed by RNA-seq and DNA se-
quencing and were associated specifically with
Nix guide RNA target sites (fig. S5 and table S4).
Somatic knockout of Nix resulted in femini-

zation or deformities in sexually dimorphic
organs in more than two-thirds (55 of 79) of
double-marked males (designated hereafter as
nix– males), whereas unmarked females (con-
trol) were morphologically typical (Fig. 2A and
figs. S6 to S8). As somatic mosaics, levels of
feminization were variable among nix– individu-
als. The phenotype of each nix– male was scored
for the extent of feminization (table S5 and figs.
S6 to S8). A common morphological feminiza-
tion that appeared in 53% (42 of 79) of nix–

males was the absence of one or both gonocox-
ites and gonostyli, features specific to male
genitals used to grasp the female during mating
(Fig. 2E and figs. S6 and S7) (19). We also
observed feminized antennae with fewer and
shorter setae than normal males in 44% (35 of
79) of nix– males (Fig. 2D and figs. S6 and S8).
We further investigated the molecular mech-

anism of the feminization of nix–males.Dsx and
fru are essential genes in the sex-determination
pathway ofmany insects, and differential splicing
of each results in a downstream cascade that pro-
grams thedevelopmentof sexually dimorphic traits
(20–23). We confirmed that nix–males produced
female splice variants of both dsx and fru at 0.47

and 1.44 times the amounts in wild-type females,
respectively (Fig. 2, B and C; table S6; and fig.
S9). Using RNA-seq to examine the expression of
sex-biased genes in nix– males, we found a
global feminization of sex-biased gene expression
consistent with the observedmorphological fem-
inization and the key regulatory functions of dsx
and fru (Fig. 2, F and G, and fig. S10). Thus, Nix is
required to initiate male development and func-
tions upstream of the two master regulators of
sexual differentiation.
To determine whether Nix was sufficient for

male determination, we investigated the effect of
ectopic expression of Nix in genetic females.
Embryos oviposited by females that had mated
with double-markedM/mJ2sensor transgenicmales
were injected with a plasmid expressing Nix un-
der the control of the A. aegypti polyubiquitin
promoter (fig. S4) (24). In this case, virtually all

genetic females would be double-marked, whereas
genetic males would be unmarked. In our first
experiment, more than two-thirds (16 of 23) of
the double-marked females (designated hereafter
as nix+ females) exhibited extensive masculini-
zation or deformities of the genitalia (Fig. 3A,
table S7, and fig. S11). Two male-specific struc-
tures of the external genitalia, the gonocoxites
and gonostyli (19), were clearly visible in 43% (10
of 23) of nix+ females, whereas a further 26% (6
of 23) had deformed genitalia (Fig. 3, A and C,
and table S7). Testes were identified in 34% (8 of
23) of nix+ females and accessory glands; vasa
deferentia were identified in 60% (14 of 23) of
nix+ females (Fig. 3, B to D; table S7; and fig. S11).
In a second experiment, 27% (5 of 18) of nix+ fe-
males exhibitedmasculinized or deformed genitalia
(Fig. 3A and table S7). Thus, Nix is sufficient to
initiate male development.
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Fig. 2. Knockout with
CRISPR-Cas9 demonstrates
that Nix is required for male
development. (A) Phenotypes
of injected individuals. (B) The
female isoform of dsx (dsxF)
is present in nix– A. aegypti
detected by ddPCR. Rel. Exp.,
relative expression. Error bars,
mean T SEM. (C) The female
isoform of fru (fruF) is present
in the nix– A. aegypti detected
by ddPCR. Error bars, mean T

SEM. (D) Feminization of the
antennae in a nix– male individ-
ual. (E) Feminization in the
genitals of a nix– male individ-
ual. (F and G) The log2 reads
per kilobase per million mapped
reads expression level heat map
of the top 100 male-biased (F)
and female-biased (G) genes in
wild-type males, nix– males,
and wild-type females. Two heat maps from nix– males are shown here. All other heat maps are shown in fig. S10.

Fig. 3. Ectopic expression demonstrates that
Nix is sufficient to initiate male development.
(A) The phenotypes of nix+ females.Thirty individuals
were sacrificed at the larval stage to examine gene
expression and therefore have an undetermined phe-
notype. (B) The number of nix+ females with male-
specific features from experiment 1. (C) Wild-type
genitals compared with the genitals of a nix+ female,
which have gonocoxites and gonostyli. (D) Wild-
type testes and ovaries compared with gonads of a
nix+ female, which had testes and accessory glands.
Wild-type images and nix+ images are viewed under
55x and 80x magnification, respectively. AG, acces-
sory glands; VD, vas deferens.
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Using Illumina sequences from male genomic
DNA andmale RNA-seq, we identified a homolog
of Nix in the Asian tiger mosquito, A. albopictus,
with 52% identity at the amino acid level (e-value=
10−71) (GenBank KP765684 and figs. S12 and
S13). This gene is only found in male genomic
DNA and is expressed in adult males and early
embryos ofA. albopictus, suggesting thatNixmay
be a conserved M factor in these Aedes mosqui-
toes. We also searched for Nix in other mosquito
genera, including Culex andAnopheles, but found
only autosomal or X-linked genes with RNA rec-
ognition motifs.
Here, we demonstrate that an M-locus gene,

Nix, is an M factor in A. aegypti because it is
both required and sufficient to initiate male
development, although complete sex conver-
sion has not been achieved in our transient as-
says. Nix encodes a potential splicing factor,
and the absence ofNix shifts the alternative splic-
ing of dsx and fru toward their female isoforms.
The discovery of Nix provides an opportunity
to characterize the remaining genes and in-
teractions in the A. aegypti sex-determination
pathway, which may be informative in unraveling
the sex determination cascades of mosquitoes
in general.
Aedes aegypti is a major vector for dengue,

yellow fever, and chikungunya viruses, and only
female mosquitoes feed on blood and transmit
these pathogens. Thus, genetic control methods
that introduce a male bias to reduce mosquito
populations are attractive and potentially effec-
tivemeasures to reduce the incidence ofmosquito-
borne disease (7, 8). When dosage compensation

and sex determination are linked, as in the silk-
worm, manipulation of the sex-determination
pathway results in sex-specific embryonic lethal-
ity due to misregulation of dosage compensation
(6). In contrast, we have obtained partial sex-
change phenotypes from both Nix knockout
and ectopic expression, presumably because
A. aegypti does not require dosage compensa-
tion. Thus, this study provides the foundation
for developing mosquito control strategies by
converting females into harmless males or se-
lectively eliminating deadly females.
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M
olecular Imaging, a contract research organiza-

tion (CRO) with locations in Ann Arbor, Michigan 

and San Diego, California, has a largely pharma-
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but need help selecting the right candidate for clinical trials. 

ìItís about trying to obtain information that cannot be ob-

tained other ways,î he says.
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Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center sports three MRI scan-

ners in its instrument stable, and they are ìby far the most 

widely usedî of the labís hardware, says John Hazle, profes-

sor of imaging physics and the facility director. Among other 
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To minimize complexity, researchers often study cellular 

proteins or nucleic acids in isolation. But sometimesówhen 
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the ghostly outline of a mouse, with a telltale multicolored heat 

bloom indicating where the action is. ���
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continued>

Small animal imaging: 
Data that’s more than 
skin deep
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metabolic processes,î allowing researchers to determine, for 

instance, how tumors respond to therapy.

But, by most accounts, optical imaging is the most widely 

used preclinical modality overall. Capable of recording both 
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couple advantages,î Yuan says. Among its virtues, optical im-

aging is relatively inexpensive and high throughputóresearch-

ers can image multiple animals simultaneously and rapidly, 
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population sizes. By comparison, MRI scans, which provide 
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scanner runs around the clock, but the throughput is much 

lower [than optical],î says Christopher Contag, director of the 

Stanford Center for Innovation in In Vivo Imaging, where 
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optical system we process probably hundreds of mice [per 

day], versus a handful on the MRI or PET.î
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Better optics
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cent protein) is introduced or expressed in the animal and ex-

cited with an external light source. Bioluminescence involves 

genetically modifying the animal to produce a light-generating 

protein, such as luciferase, and produces light only in re-

sponse to a supplied substrate. In either case, the abundance 
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recording the resulting photoemission through the skin. 

But therein lies the problem. As anyone who has put a 
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in a straight line through biological tissue; it scatters and 

is absorbed. Thus, some fraction of the excitation (in the 
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bioluminescence) is inevitably lost in optical imagingóthough 

this is less true of near-infrared light. Also, the signalís exact 
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SPECT tracers can be localized precisely, as both emit high-

energy particles that traverse the body unimpeded. As a 

result, optical imaging is rarely used on any animals other 

than mice, and even then, mostly for surface features such as 

subcutaneous tumors.  

Researchers are working to change that, however. 
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the Gene K. Beare Distinguished Professor of Biomedical 

Engineering at Washington University in St. Louis, Missouri 

who pioneered the technique, says that while optical imaging 

loses resolution beyond about a millimeter, ultrasound main-
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the two, using light to excite a molecular target but reading 

out the ultrasonic pressure wave caused by the targetís heat-
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explains Andrew Needles, senior manager for product inno-
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surrounding atmosphere to create a sound wave.î
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vided the laser is tuned to the correct wavelength for molecular 

absorption. His lab has imaged everything from nucleic acids 
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application, says Needles, is measuring blood oxygenation, 

functional data that can be overlaid over a traditional ultrasound 
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animal in vivo and image action potentials.î

TriFoil Imaging, in Chatsworth, California, has developed 

another optical technology. Launched in September 2014, 

��
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to traditional planar imagers what CT is to X-ray. 

Laser energy strikes the animal through a thin slit while ro-

tating around the whole animal in a helical scan. The resulting 
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sitioned around the animal, which rotates through 360 degrees 

to produce a tomographic dataset, similar to PET. 

Indeed, according to Staf Van Cauter, executive vice presi-
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and using it, he says, researchers can detect tumors and other 

features smaller than a millimeter in size, and identify exactly 

where in the body they are located. 

 

A more accessible pet

Still, since optical modalities are for the most part not ap-

proved for human use, researchers interested in clinical medi-
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option is PET. 

PET, explains John Gore, director of the Vanderbilt Uni-

versity Institute of Imaging Science, provides molecular 
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�	�����	���������in Culver City, California, a company that 

develops PET imaging systems and probes. A PET probe that 

works in mice can thus also, in theory, be applied in humans. 

But PET probes arenít easy to work with. The most widely 
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by Bruker). According to 

Patrick Goodwill, Magnetic 

Insightís chief technical of-
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Compact Microscope

Enabling maximum comfort and ease-

of-use for routine observations, the 

high-performing, ergonomically designed, 

compact, and robust CX23 microscope is 

packed full of features to enhance every 
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renowned high-quality optics and featuring 

updates to increase portability, usability, 

sturdiness, and security, the new micro-

scope is ideal both for educational and 

routine lab environments as well as for use 
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source provides both a long service time of 

20,000 hours and lower power consump-

tion while the reduced blue light preserves 
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Olympus

For info: +49-402-3773-5913
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FT-IR/NIR Imaging Systems

Spotlight Systems are a complete family 
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light imaging systems reveal the identity 

of a vast array of chemical components 

within materials as well as displaying 
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PerkinElmer

For info: 800-762-4000
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EMCCD Spectroscopy Camera 
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back illuminated for optimal quantum 
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x 200 or 1600 x 400 and a pixel size 

of 16 µm, the Synapse EM is the ideal 

candidate for high spectral resolution 
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a standard dual readout mode that allows 

the users to switch automatically between 
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illuminated sensors over a broad spectral range, while suppressing 
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Horiba

For info: 732-494-8660
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Light Sheet Microscope Module
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light sheet microscope, which is fully 
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confocal microscope for the observation 

of developmental processes in real 
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sheet and confocal microscopy opens 
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microscopy is a gentle method of 

imaging light-sensitive samples or fast 

biological processes in whole organisms, 

since the specimen is illuminated in 
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integration of a light sheet module into 
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90∞ angle, makes it possible to combine 

digital light sheet and confocal imaging 

in one system without compromising 
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distinction from other solutions that 

require a dedicated optical setup on an 

independent system with perpendicular 
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Leica Microsystems

For info: 800-248-0123 
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Ultra Load Stage
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scopes and enables in situ nanome-

chanical testingócompression, tension, 

and indentationówith nondestructive 
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time, researchers will be able to image 
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length scale for in situ materials char-

acterization, enabling researchers to 

observe internal features such as na-

noscale cracks and voids that ultimately lead to deformation and 
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provided resolution down to the nanometer range but are limited 

to surface imaging or required extremely thin samples whose me-
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For info: +49-36-4164-3949 
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There’s only one

IN SEARCH OF EXCELLENCE!

ZIK B CUBE/

Technische Universität Dresden

The Centre for Innovation Competence (ZIK) B CUBE – Center for Molecular Bioengineering of the
Technische Universität Dresden (www.tu-dresden.de/bcube) is an interdisciplinary research center
focusing on research and teaching in the areas of Bioprospecting, BioNano Tools and Biomimetic
Materials.

B CUBE and the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) invite applications to
Kll the following two positions by latest beginning of 2016:

Junior Research Group Leader for Multi-Scale Analysis

Equivalent to Junior (DE) or Assistant (USA) Professorship

The successful candidate will establish an international team of young, talented scientists to develop
multi-scale analysis technologies for the investigation of the molecular and structural features of
natural and synthetic materials for understanding their functions. The resulting technology will
not only yield unique insights into the structure-function relationship of biological and biomimetic
materials but also open new opportunities for medical diagnostics. This requires the development
of an integral measurement system combining various analytical methods, e.g. spectroscopy,
microscopy, rheology, image processing. Applicants should possess a university degree and PhD in
biophysics, bioengineering or related Kelds and demonstrate postdoctoral experience in instrumen-

tation development.

Junior Research Group Leader for Bottom-up

Synthetic Biology

Equivalent to Junior (DE) or Assistant (USA) Professorship

The successful candidate will establish an international team of young, talented scientists to work
on the self-assembly of responsive biofunctional systems. This preferably includes studies of bio-
logical sensor and actuator elements in reconstituted, lipid-based membrane systems. Towards
possible applications in the Kelds of synthetic biology and/or nanotechnology the group will seek
to optimize the reconstituted systems with regard to robustness, resilience and autonomy. Appli-
cants should possess a university degree and PhD in biophysics, biochemistry or related Kelds and
demonstrate postdoctoral experience in the in vitro investigation of sub-cellular functional units.

The group leader positions are funded initially for a period of Kve years with the option for an
extension of at least two years. Subject to personal qualiKcation the group leaders are remunerated
according to salary group E 15 TV-L. The period of employment is governed by § 2 Fixed Term
Research Contracts Act (Wissenschaftszeitvertragsgesetz - WissZeitVG). Both groups will receive
funding from the BMBF for Kve years including start-up equipment, research staff (four full time
positions) and consumables. Implementation of the expanded strategy concept of B CUBE is a
requirement for both group leaders. Candidates are required to demonstrate a commitment to
excellence in both research and teaching. Strong writing skills with a proven track record of success-
ful research and publication is expected. Excellent communication skills in English are essential as
this is the working language at the research center.

TU Dresden seeks to employ more women in leadership positions. Hence we should particularly
like to encourage qualiKed women to apply. Applications from disabled candidates or those with
additional support needs are welcome.

Applications including a CV, a publication list and a short description of current and future research
ideas (maximum 10 pages) as well as three letters of reference should be sent to both ZIK B CUBE
and the Project Management Jülich (representing the BMBF) until 19.07.2015 by email or regular
mail (stamped arrival date applies) to:

Please submit copies only, as your application will not be returned to you.

For further information please contact: Prof. Nils Kröger or Ms. Ines Kästner
via phone (+49-351-463 43000) or E-Mail (zikbcube@tu-dresden.de)

For further details on the application requirements please see:
http://www.unternehmen-region.de/de/374.php

TU Dresden
B CUBE
Prof. Nils Kršger
Arnoldstrasse 18
01307 Dresden, Germany
E-Mail: zikbcube@tu-dresden.de
(in a single pdf-Kle)

and Project Management Jülich
Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH
Dr. ChristophWannek
Postfach 61 02 47
10923 Berlin, Germany
E-Mail: c.wannek@fz-juelich.de



Faculty Position
MassBiologics and Department of Molecular,

Cell and Cancer Biology
University of Massachusetts Medical School

MassBiologics and the Department of Molecular, Cell and Cancer Biology of
theUniversity ofMassachusettsMedical School invite applications for a faculty
investigator in synthetic biology. Applications from established investigators
are encouraged. Rank will be commensurate with ability and experience. The
successful candidatewill develop a strong, extramurally funded and collaborative
research program that establishes new research areas in synthetic biology focused
on the engineering of biomolecular systems for the control of cellular processes
in mammalian systems.Applicants must have a Ph.D. and/orM.D. degree and
should have a strong background in disciplines such bioengineering,molecular
engineering, molecular cell biology, genetics, chemistry, and be interested in
engineering synthetic and/or cellular systems. Furthermore, candidates should
have a strong publication record in disciplines related to the position, potential
to initiate and sustain a strong externally funded research program in synthetic
biology with a focus on mammalian systems, and a track record of interacting
creatively, collaboratively, and productivelywith other scientists.The candidates
will be selected, in part, on the basis of howwell their research program interfaces
and complements current faculty research atMassBiologics and theMolecular,
Cell and Cancer Biology Department. Laboratory operations will be located at
MassBiologics of UMMS in Boston,MA and the departmental appointment in
MCCB on theWorcester campus.

Applicants should submit a cover letter, curriculum vitae, a brief summary of past
accomplishments, a description of future research plans and contact information
for three references tohttps://academicjobsonline.org/ajo/jobs/5570. Inquiries,
but not application materials,may be directed to ProfessorsMark S. Klempner
(mark.klempner@umassmed.edu) or Michael R. Green (michael.green@
umassmed.edu). Review of applications will begin immediately and continue
until the position is flled.

As an Equal Opportunity and Affrmative Action Employer, the University of
Massachusetts recognizes the power of a diverse community and encourages
applications from individuals with varied experiences, perspective and

backgrounds.

To book your ad: advertise@sciencecareers.org

The Americas: 202-326-6582 Europe/RoW: +44-+-122---265++

Japan: +81----219-5777 China/Korea/Singapore/Taiwan: +86-186-++82-9-45

Why choose this immunology section for your advertisement?

§ Relevant ads lead off the career section with special Immunology banner

§ Bonus distribution to:

8th International AIDS Society (IAS) Conference

19–22 July, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

Malaria

25–26 July, Girona, Spain.

* Ads accepted until July . on a first-come, first-served basis.

SCIENCECAREERS.ORG

T H E R E ’ S A S C I E N C E T O R E A C H I N G S C I E N T I S T S .

Immunology
July 1+, *+15

Reserve space by June 23*

Special Job Focus:

For recruitment in science, there’s only one
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Explore the AmgenDifference
In Thousand Oaks, CA and at Our Expanded Facilities in Cambridge, MA and South San Francisco, CA

Amgen is an Equal Opportunity employer and will consider all qualified applicants for

employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation,

gender identity, national origin, protected veteran status, or disability status

The Amgen postdoctoral program is committed to providing

future scientists with an enriching environment to inspire

innovation that will contribute to the development of

human therapeutics.

At Amgen, we are proud to have driven the discovery of

innovative human therapeutics that have changed the practice

of medicine. To us, nothing’s more important than helping

patients worldwide in the fight against cancer, cardiovascular

disease, inflammatory and neurological disorders, and other

serious illnesses.

Throughout our organization, you’ll find an exciting group of

departments that are looking forward to employing the skills

and talents offered by postdoctoral fellows.

Amgen Postdoctoral Fellowships

• Oncology/Immuno-oncology • In-ammation

• Metabolic Disorders • Neuroscience

• Protein Science • Medicinal Chemistry

• Molecular Structure • Medical Sciences

• Toxicology • Process Development

• Pharmacokinetics & Drug Metabolism

If you’re ready for your next step, join us.

Visit amgen.com/careers,

Career Category “Postdoctoral”.

Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS)
National Institutes of Health (NIH)
National Cancer Institute (NCI)

Center for Cancer Research (CCR)

Tenure-Track Investigator Position in the HIV Dynamics and Replication Program

The HIV Dynamics and Replication Program (HIV DRP, formerly the HIV Drug Resistance Program), CCR, NCI, NIH, DHHS is seeking an outstanding
tenure-track investigator to carry out original, independent, and innovative research in an area of virology including, but not limited to, HIV/retrovirus
biology. This intramural position is similar to that of anAssistant Professor in a university setting.

The successful candidatewill have expertise inHIV/retrovirus biology or cancer virology. Areas of emphasis includemolecular aspects of viral replication,
virus-host cell interactions, and drug resistance. Applicantsmust have a Ph.D. or equivalent doctoral degree, relevant postdoctoral experience, and a record
of high achievement.

This position is located at the NCI campus in Frederick,Maryland, which offers state-of-the-art facilities, collaborative opportunities, and core facilities for
advanced technologies. The investigator will have access to a wide array of intellectual and technological assets, including high-quality technology cores
dedicated to protein chemistry, natural products chemistry, biophysics,mass spectrometry, imaging,microscopy, proteomics and genomics, bioinformatics/
biostatistics, and fow cytometry, in addition to support for patient-based studies through the NIH Clinical Center. For an overview of CCR, please visit
http://ccr.cancer.gov/.

Review of applications will begin on or about August 3, 2015, but applications will be accepted until the position is flled. Salary is competitive and will
be commensurate with the candidate’s experience. A full benefts package is available, including retirement, health insurance, life insurance, long-term care
insurance, annual and sick leave, and a Thrift Savings Plan (401K equivalent). This position is not restricted to U.S. citizens.

To apply, please submit a cover letter, curriculum vitae, description of research plans (~5 pages), and 3 letters of recommendation to:Ms.ValerieTurnquist,
Administrative Laboratory Manager, NCI at Frederick, P.O. Box B, Bldg. 535, Frederick, MD 21702-1201, Email: turnquiv@mail.nih.gov. PDF
fles are encouraged.

This position is subject to a background investigation. The NIH is dedicated to building a diverse community in its training and employment programs.

DHHS, NIH and NCI are Equal Opportunity Employers.
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~ Lung
~ Kidney
~ Pediatric Care
~ Gastrointestinal
~ Obesity and Diabetes
~ Microbiology

~ Epigenetics
~ Autism
~ Environmental Sciences
~ Nanotechnology
~ Immunology

New faculty positions at the Assistant or Associate Professor/Staff level.
Exceptional candidates at the Professor/Staff level will also be
considered. Based in the Lerner Research Institute of the Cleveland
Clinic with a primary focus on basic or translational research. M.D.,
Ph.D., D.V.M. or equivalent degree with postdoctoral training and
exceptional promise for an independent career in academic science.
We are seeking individuals with a special interest in basic cellular and
molecular processes, and/or translational studies. Areas of special
interest include, but are not limited to:

Candidates are expected to establish an innovative, extramurally
funded research program and join a collaborative, interdisciplinary
group of investigators. Interactions with excellent clinical programs are
readily available and provide the potential to develop multi-disciplinary
and translational research programs. We offer a strong tradition of
collaborative research and established programs for pre- and
post-doctoral M.D. and Ph.D. trainees. Outstanding facilities and
generous start-up funds are available. Salary will be commensurate
with academic credentials and experience.

Interested candidates should contact Ms. Monique Smith at
SMITHM30@ccf.org/ The file should include a curriculum vitae,
contact information for the references, a statement of research
interests, and cover letter addressed to Monique Smith, Search
Committee Coordinator, Pediatric Institute, Cleveland Clinic,
9500 Euclid Ave/NC22, Cleveland OH 44195.

Apply directly online at
www.clevelandclinic.org/physicianrecruitment
We are proud to be an equal opportunity employer.
Smoke-free/ drug-free environment.

Pediatric Institute and Lerner Research Institute

Sequencing Core Director

The Center for GeneticMedicine of Northwestern University Feinberg
School ofMedicine in downtown Chicago invites applications for a full
time position as Director of the Northwestern University Sequencing
(NUSEQ)Core.TheCoreDirector is expected to overseeNUSEQCore
personnel and lead efforts for the establishment of this new core facility.
This includes planning and implementation of workfows and related
processes and establishing the scope of services offered. Application
deadline is July 15, 2015.

Applicants should have a Ph.D. or equivalent in relevant biological or
chemical science feld,with aminimumof 5 years experience inmolecular
biology/genomics andminimum 3 years of hands-on technical experience
in next generation sequencing. The candidate should have experience
in next generation sequencing methods development, experience with
preparation of grant funding for next generation sequencing technology
projects is helpful.We are seeking an individual with prior experience
workingwithin or directing a similarCore facility.Ademonstrated ability
to manage projects and lead interdisciplinary teams is required, and the
candidate should possess excellent interpersonal as well as verbal and
written skills.

Applicants should send (as a single PDF) a cover letter referencing the
Core Director for Sequencing position, a curriculum vitae, and the name
and contact information for four to six references toCGMCoreSearch@
northwestern.edu.

Northwestern University is an Affrmative Action, Equal Opportunity
Employer. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. Hiring is

contingent upon eligibility to work in the United States.

The National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS), a major research component of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the Department of Health
and Human Services (DHHS), is seeking exceptional candidates for the position of Director, Division of Genetics and Developmental Biology (GDB). Information
about GDB is available at http://www.nigms.nih.gov/About/Overview/pages/gdb.aspx.

GDB has supported many of the exciting fundamental discoveries that have led to deeper knowledge of how cells and organisms function as well as to new
technologies and approaches. In FY 2015, the Division of Genetics and Developmental Biology had an annual budget of about $439 million and is one of five
scientific divisions within the NIGMS. GDB is organized into two branches, one focused on genetic mechanisms and one on developmental and cellular
processes, and has 11 scientific staff members who serve as program officers. The division director reports to the NIGMS director and is a member of the NIGMS
senior leadership team, which helps set policies and priorities for the Institute. There are also opportunities to participate in and advise on NIH-wide activities and
collaborations with other federal agencies.

While concentrating on general principles of genetics, gene expression and developmental biology, often using model organisms, research supported by GDB
underpins studies on human health and disease. The Director, GDB plans and directs a program of research grants and contracts, analyzes national research efforts
on the problem of human genetic disease, makes recommendations to assist the National Advisory General Medical Sciences Council or other advisory
committees or groups, identifies the need for research in the area of genetics and developmental biology, and advises universities, other centers of medical research,
and professional and lay organizations about research needs and requirements. The Division supports research on genetic and molecular regulation, protein
synthesis, gene expression, DNAand RNA, intracellular signaling pathway dynamics and network organization in genetics, among other areas. This position offers
important opportunities to set scientific priorities, lead change and improve the research enterprise.

Qualifications: Candidatesmust possess anM.D., Ph.D., or equivalent degree in a field relevant to the position. The ideal candidate will have considerable research
experience and will possess a broad spectrum of scientific knowledge related to the NIGMS mission. In addition, candidates should possess recognized research
management and leadership abilities. A strong understanding of the fundamental mechanisms of inheritance, development, and cell function is desired. The
position will be filled under a Title 42(f) excepted service appointment.

Salary/Benefits: Salary is competitive and will be commensurate with the experience of the candidate. A recruitment or relocation bonus may be available, and
relocation expenses may be paid. A full package of Federal Civil Service benefits is available, including: retirement, health and life insurance, long term care insur-
ance, leave, and a Thrift Savings Plan (401K equivalent). The successful candidate is subject to a background investigation and financial disclosure requirements.

How to Apply: Applicants must submit a current curriculum vitae, bibliography, copy of degree, and full contact details for three references. In addition,
applicants are asked to prepare two statements: a vision statement and a statement that addresses the specific qualification requirements (please limit both
statements to two pages each). NIGMS will be accepting applications and plans to have the position open for the next 45 days, but will not close the application
process until a candidate has been selected. Please send your application package toGDBDirectorApplicants@nigms.nih.gov. You may contact Shea Keys with
questions about this vacancy at skeys@mail.nih.gov or 301-594-0945.

HHS and NIH are Equal Opportunity Employers

Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health

National Institute of General Medical Sciences
Division of Genetics and Developmental Biology

DIVISION DIRECTOR
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TENURE TRACK FACULTY POSITION

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSIOLOGY AT UCLA

(CARDIOVASCULAR SCIENCE)

Assistant or Associate Professor

The Department of Physiology in the David Geffen School of Medicine
at UCLA invites applications for a tenure track faculty position, preferably
at the level ofAssistant orAssociate Professor.

We are especially interested in candidates with a research focus combining
hypothesis-driven and discovery-driven approaches to address cardiovascular
physiology and/or pathophysiology. Candidates must have a Ph.D., M.D.
or equivalent and are expected to have a strong background in molecular,
cellular and/or systems biology including computational approaches and a
demonstrated interest in addressing fundamental physiological questions.

The successful candidate will be expected to develop an independent, NIH-
funded research program and to participate in the highly collaborative research
programs in Physiology and the cardiovascular community at UCLA. S/he
will also be amember of theUCLACardiovascularResearch Laboratory and
actively participate in the teachingmission of theDepartment of Physiology.

Interested candidates should apply on line at UC Recruit:

https://recruit.apo.ucla.edu/apply/JPF01244

Search Committee Chair - physio_cv@mednet.ucla.edu

The University of California is an Equal Opportunity/Affrmative
Action Employer. All qualifed applicants will receive consideration for
employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation,
gender identity, national origin, disability, age or protected veteran

status. For the complete University of California nondiscrimination and
affrmative action policy see: UC Nondiscrimination and Affrmative

Action Policy.

TENURE TRACK FACULTY POSITION

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSIOLOGY AT UCLA

(Neuroscience)

Assistant or Associate Professor
The Department of Physiology at the DavidGeffen School ofMedicine at
UCLA invites applications for a tenure track faculty position, preferably at
the level ofAssistant orAssociate Professor.

Candidates interested in any aspect of molecular, cellular, computational or
systems neuroscience, including the use of nanotechnology, are encouraged
to apply. The Department of Physiology at UCLA has a strong tradition of
excellence in molecular biophysics, neuroscience, cardiovascular research,
and structural biology in a highly collaborative environment. Candidates
must have a Ph.D., M.D. or equivalent and are expected to have a strong
track record of research achievements and a demonstrated interest in tackling
outstanding biological problems using state-of-the-art approaches.The position
comeswith generous support, excellent start-up funds and outstanding shared
resources at UCLA.

The successful candidatewill be expected to develop an independently funded
and collaborative research program, and actively participate in the teaching
mission of the Department for medical, dental, and graduate students.

Interested candidates should apply on line at UC Recruit:

https://recruit.apo.ucla.edu/apply/JPF01245

Diane Papazian, Ph.D., Search Committee Chair

physio_neuro@mednet.ucla.edu

The University of California is an Equal Opportunity/Affrmative
Action Employer. All qualifed applicants will receive consideration for
employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation,
gender identity, national origin, disability, age or protected veteran status.
For the complete University of California nondiscrimination and affrmative

action policy see: UC Nondiscrimination and Affrmative Action Policy.
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Beijing Insttute of Genomics (BIG) is one of the leading insttutes in

genomics research in China. BIG has excellent infrastructures for genomic

and bioinformatcs research. BIG opens faculty positons of both junior

and senior levels.

We seekdynamic individualswith innovatve researchprograms in genomics,

bioinformatcs, genomicmedicine, computatonal biology, systems biology,

evolutonary biology and database constructon. The successful candidates

for the research group leader positons will be expected to develop novel

computatonal or bioinformatcs algorithms and methodologies, and/or

to use bioinformatcs, and genomics approaches to address fundamental

questons in biology and precision medicine. Candidates are expected to

develop independent research programs that can complement or integrate

with existng research actvites at BIG.

Candidates are expected to hold a Ph.D. degree, to have at least three-

year postdoctoral research experiences and an outstanding publicaton

record. Senior faculty positons are always open and will be negotable on

an individual basis. The appointment will be at Principal Investgator level.

BIG ofers a compettve start-up package that includes research funding,

supportng staf, and personal benefts. Salary and benefts are compettve

and commensurate with experience. More informaton about BIG can be

found at htp://www.big.cas.cn/.

Interested candidates shall prepare an applicaton package that includes

Curriculum Vitae, descripton of past achievement and proposed future

research, copies of three representatve publicatons, and a list of three

refereeswithdetailed contact informaton.All documents shouldbedirected

to fanhy@big.ac.cn.

Faculty Posi(ons: Beijing Ins(tute of Genomics,

Chinese Academy of Sciences

Assistant/Associate Professor Faculty
Position in Melanoma Research

University of Pittsburgh Cancer Institute

Applications are invited for an Assistant/Associate Professor-level faculty
position at the University of Pittsburgh Cancer Institute (UPCI), specifcally
a scientist with PhD and/orMD working in the area ofMelanoma Research.
We seek applications from basic scientists developing exciting research
programs focusing on the molecular mechanisms of melanoma progression
including resistance to targeted therapies and tumor-host interactions using
relevantmodel systems in vitro and in vivo.Recruited investigatorswill have
the opportunity to interact closely with clinicians and scientists within the
Melanoma Program. The incumbent will have primary appointment in an
appropriateDepartment in the School ofMedicine,University of Pittsburgh.

The University of Pittsburgh, School of Medicine ranks among the top 10
NIH-funded academic medical centers. At UPCI, research faculty and lab
personnel have access to state-of-the-art shared facilities with animal care,
microscopy,mass spectrometry, high throughput drug discovery, translational
research and clinical pharmacology analytical capabilities. The UPCI
laboratories and shared resources are located in the Hillman Cancer Center
andMagee-Womens Research Institute.

Successful candidates should have a strong publication record and excellent
communications skills. Candidates for Associate Professor level position
should have a track record of extramurally-supported research grant funding.
Salary and benefts will be commensurate with experience.

Applicants should provide a one-page statement of research objectives,
curriculum vitae, and contact information for three professional references to:

Dr.Maryann Donovan, PhD,MPH

Associate Director for ResearchAdministration, UPCI

C/O Lola Thompson

5150 CentreAvenue, Suite 532

Pittsburgh, PA 15232

Email: thompsonla3@upmc.edu

The University of Pittsburgh is an Affrmative Action/Equal Opportunity
Employer.
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Insttut Pasteur is seeking to recruit amid-career/senior scientst to head a new research unit specialized in

cryo-electronmicroscopy andmolecular/cellular cryo-tomography. The successful candidatewill establish

an independent research unit within the Structural Biology and Chemistry department, focused on the

development and applicaton of cuBng-edge electronmicroscopymethods such as high-resoluton single

partcle approaches and/or in situ structural biology research (Cryo-electron tomography, correlatve light

and electronmicroscopy, novelmethods development in cellular cryo-EM, 3D EMmethods for quanttatve

image processing and analysis). Applicants must have a Ph.D. (or equivalent) with signifcant experience

in many aspects of electron microscopy and a record of independent scientfc productvity as evidenced

by citable publicatons and external funding.

The successful candidate will conduct research in the feld of structural biology in relaton to human

health, in close interacton with other groups on campus. Research projects bridging the gap between

structural and cell biology are strongly encouraged. Actve cooperaton with existng research units on

campus and willingness to contribute to the scientfc dynamism of the insttute are expected. The group

will contribute to maintaining a cryo-EM facility composed of 200kV and 300kV high-end cryo-electron

microscopes equipped with direct detecton cameras.

Applicatons will be evaluated on the basis of scientfc excellence. A highly aRractve package to match

the experience of the successful applicant will be provided. Further informaton on the Insttute and

on-campus facilites can be found at htp://www.pasteur.fr

The Applicaton should comprise the following (in order) in a single pdf fle:

A brief introductory leRer;

A Curriculum Vitae, a list of 10 selected publicatons and a full publicaton list;

A descripton of past and present research actvites (up to 3 pages with 1.5 spacing);

The proposed research project (with a ttle; 4 pages with 1.5 spacing);

The names of 3 scientsts fromwhom leRers of recommendaton can be sought, together with the names

of scientsts with a potental confict of interest from whom evaluatons should not be requested.

Applicatons and requests for informaton should be addressed to cryo-em@pasteur.fr by September 15,

2015 (5 pm CEST). Short-listed candidates will be called for interview which will take place at the end of

October, and decisions will be announced by mid-December 2015.

Call for candidates to head a Research Unit in cryo-electron
microscopy/tomography at Institut Pasteur in Paris, France

MemberCentral.aaas.org

Join the Conversation!

Twitter is a great way to connect with

AAAS members and staff about the

issues that matter to you most. Be a part

of the discussion while staying up-to-date

on the latest news and information

about your personal member benefits.

Follow us @AAASmember

and join the conversation

with #AAAS



Frederick National Laboratory for Cancer Research

RAS Initiative

Postdoctoral Fellowship Opportunities

The Frederick National Laboratory for Cancer Research (FNLCR),
operated by Leidos Biomedical Research, Inc., is an integral part of
an aggressive national initiative to further scientifc understanding of
cancers driven by mutations of the RAS family of genes. Established by
the National Cancer Institute (NCI), the RAS Initiative seeks to facilitate
connections between and among researchers, bringing new ideas and
technologies to bear on RAS. We are seeking Postdoctoral Fellows to
join Dr. FrankMcCormick and the FNLCR RAS Initiative team to work
on these projects.

Areas of Interest:

• Analysis of signaling complexes associated with different K-Ras
mutants

• Solving structures of oncogenic K-Ras complexed with effectors,
regulators and small molecules

• The role of CaM kinase and non-canonical wnt signaling in K-Ras
cancers

• Ras dependency in breast cancer and prostate cancer
• The mechanism by which loss of p53 activates Raf kinase

Required:

• Doctoral degree related to pharmaceutical science, medicinal
chemistry, or chemistry

• Knowledge of cell biology, signal transduction pathways, or cancer
biology

To apply, visit www.leidosbiomed.com, and search for Postdoctoral
Fellow RAS Initiative-FNLCR.

To learn more about the RAS Initiative, visit http://www.cancer.gov/
research/key-initiatives/ras.

NW210508R

The EGL Charitable Foundation
invites you to apply to the

Gruss Lipper Post-Doctoral

Fellowship Program

Eligibility

• Israeli citizenship

• Candidates must have completed PhD

and/or MD/PhD degrees in the Biomedical
Sciences at an accredited Israeli
University/Medical School or be in their
final year of study

• Candidates must have been awarded a

postdoctoral position in the U.S. host
research institution.

Details regarding the fellowship are available
at www.eglcf.org
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After he finished his degree, my hus-

band left me and our 3-year-old son. 

I returned to higher paid govern-

ment work. Soon I moved back to 

the United States, to what I hoped 

would be a better job and to be near 

my family. I wanted to go for a Ph.D., 

but without financial support or suf-

ficient savings—and worried about 

raising my son while concentrating 

on a Ph.D.—I continued for years 

in a predictable 9-to-5 job. But the 

work was political and unchalleng-

ing, and I watched as many of my 

co-workers sat at their desks, count-

ing the years, months, or weeks 

until retirement. I was unhappy. I 

longed for a job I would love.

One day, I saw an announcement 

on the bulletin board: “Seeking Ph.D. 

Students.” The state university had 

opened a part-time public policy 

program and was recruiting state employees. It was what 

I was looking for: I could draw on my years of experience 

in government, and I could join a Ph.D. program and keep 

working part time. My recent remarriage meant I could af-

ford to reduce my workload. My new partner was supportive.  

I applied to the program and got in. I was 39 years old, 

pregnant with my second child—the first with my new hus-

band—and looking forward to starting my studies in the fall. 

The pregnancy had no discoverable abnormalities, but when 

my daughter was 2 weeks old, she started having uncontrol-

lable seizures. By the time I started the program, we were 

deep into dealing with severe birth defects. They led to a full 

right hemispherectomy when our baby was 10 months old.  

I was on leave from work for most of this time, but I was 

always studying. I recall sitting at her hospital bed, read-

ing literature and writing papers. Our daughter’s progno-

sis was not good, but I found in my studies not an escape 

but a vivid alternative that drew me in effortlessly and 

gave me deep satisfaction. 

In time, having arranged myr-

iad therapies for our daughter, I 

returned to my paid job. I con-

tinued my studies. We adopted a 

second daughter, from Russia. I 

finished my Ph.D., with distinc-

tion. I left government service and 

started a 2-year fellowship at Woods 

Hole Oceanographic Institution’s 

(WHOI’s) Marine Policy Center. My 

love of research,  writing, and men-

toring grew. I published well. 

As my WHOI tenure came to a 

close, I had five on-campus inter-

views—but it was the economically 

disastrous year of 2009, and none of 

those opportunities panned out. So 

I took another postdoc, at Hebrew 

University of Jerusalem, which led 

to my return to my alma mater—

Technion—where today I am an 

assistant professor teaching and researching marine and 

coastal planning. My job is challenging and rewarding.  

I have learned to value all of life’s experiences, the ups 

and the downs. Our daughter will always be significantly 

handicapped—her rehab from many surgeries was long, 

and life with half a brain is no cakewalk—but all my chil-

dren and my husband have brought joy and perspective. At 

the same time, work—good work that I am excited to wake 

up to every morning—has been a source of strength on all 

fronts, personal and professional. Loving what you do and 

believing it is important won’t ensure that everything else 

is perfect, but if you persist you’ll make it through. This is a 

message I hope to pass on to my students. ■

Michelle E. Portman is an assistant professor at 

Technion-Israel Institute of Technology in Haifa. For more 

on life and careers, visit ScienceCareers.org. Send your story 

to SciCareerEditor@aaas.org. IL
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“I have learned to value all 
of life’s experiences, the ups 

and the downs.”

You’ll be OK 

W
hen I entered the workforce, at age 27, my goal was to shape environmental quality and 

protection in a relatively new country, Israel. My background—a bachelor’s degree in 

political economy of natural resources from the University of California, Berkeley, and 

a master’s degree in urban and regional planning from the Technion-Israel Institute of 

Technology—led to positions first in government and then at an environmental non-

governmental organization. My work was meaningful and influential, and it supported 

my husband’s studies: He had just finished military service and had no family financial backing. 

I hoped I would get a chance to go back to school when he finished.

By Michelle E. Portman
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